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Abstract
On June 23, 2015 the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued a formal notice
in the Federal Register that it would consider whether “it should amend its ‘Standards for
Protection Against Radiation’ regulations from the linear non-threshold (LNT) model of
radiation protection to the hormesis model.” The present commentary supports this
recommendation based on the:
(1) Flawed and deceptive history of the adoption of LNT by the U.S. National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) in 1956.
(2) The documented capacity of hormesis to make more accurate predictions of biological
responses for diverse biological endpoints in the low dose zone.
(3) The occurrence of extensive hormetic data from the peer-reviewed biomedical literature
that revealed hormetic responses are highly generalizable, being independent of
biological model, endpoint measured, inducing agent, level of biological organization and
mechanism.
(4) The integration of hormesis and LNT models via a model uncertainty methodology that
optimizes public health responses at 10-4. Thus, both LNT and hormesis can be
integratively used for risk assessment purposes and this integration defines the so-called
“regulatory sweet-spot”.

Overview
The comments offered here assess the scientific foundations of the three petitions (Carol
Marcus, Michael Miller, and Mohan Doss) to the NRC proposing a change in the use of the LNT
for risk assessment to the hormesis dose response. This assessment includes the scientific and
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historical foundations of the LNT recommendation by the NAS BEAR I Committee, Genetics
Panel in 1956 for regulatory agencies to adopt linearity at low dose for ionizing radiation risk
assessment, how this occurred, and what it means today for NRC regulations. The comments
also assess the scientific foundations of hormesis, including how accurately it predicts low dose
effects and how this model compares with other dose response models such as the LNT and
threshold models. Finally, it will be shown how hormesis could be applied to cancer risk
assessment and how this may be used to optimize the health of radiation exposed workers and
the general public.

The Scientific Foundations of LNT as Adopted by Regulatory Agencies, Including the
NRC, are Based on a Fabrication and Falsification of the Research Record By the U.S.NAS
BEAR I Committee, Genetics Panel (1956)
The use of the LNT for radiation induced mutation originated in 1928 with a publication
by the famous physical chemist Gilbert Lewis in the journal Nature (Calabrese, 2013a). The
article offered a mechanism for the theory of evolution. While this specific hypothesis of Lewis
would not be generally accepted, subsequent research by several students of Herman J. Muller
provided support for a linearity response for gonadal mutation in male fruit flies at very high
doses (i.e., several hundred thousand fold greater than normal background). Muller would refer
to this linear response as the Proportionality Rule. This was the term used throughout the 1930s
and 1940s for what would now be called the LNT. The Proportionality Rule (i.e., LNT) became
linked to a mechanism in the mid 1930s via the collaboration of leading radiation geneticists and
several prominent physicists-yielding the LNT single hit theory. The single hit mechanism was
based entirely on “hit theory”. This early history is described and critiqued in detail by Calabrese
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(2013a) which is attached. During World War II the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
funded research at the University of Rochester to determine the shape of the dose response in the
low dose zone. The principal research was done under the direction of Curt Stern. This research
and related activities are told in considerable detail by Calabrese (2011) in the attached article.
The Stern research is central as it was upon these findings that the LNT would be based and
accepted by U.S. regulatory agencies. Thus, a careful assessment of their research is essential for
an evaluation of the three petitions to the NRC. Calabrese (2011) has shown that the
interpretations of Stern and his manipulations of the publication process led to ideologicallybased deliberate distortions of the nature of the dose response in the low dose zone. The history
of the LNT and the roles of Stern and Muller are assessed in detailed by Calabrese (2011, 2015a,
b) in the attached papers. These findings reflect documented deceptive actions by Muller on
multiple occasions in order to ensure acceptance of the LNT. These publications provide a
fundamental backdrop for the critical actions of the BEAR I Committee, Genetics Panel, which
is now summarized.
Substantial research has recently shown that the NAS BEAR I Committee, Genetics
Panel misrepresented the research record in its key technical publication in Science (US NAS,
1956) (June) that recommended the switch from threshold to LNT for risk assessment. This
scientific misconduct has now been extensively documented in peer-reviewed publications
(Calabrese 2013b, 2014, 2015c). As is presented in the Calabrese (2015c) paper the Panel was
extremely concerned that their recommendation to switch to the LNT model be accepted.
However, there were very strong misgivings amongst the Panelists that their LNT
recommendations would not be accepted if the Panel’s uncertainties and fundamental scientific
disagreements concerning transgenerational genetic risks were made known via their
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publications to the scientific community and the general public. These fears are documented in
the Calabrese papers (2015a, b, c) via letters and other correspondence of Panel members. In the
1956 Science paper (US NAS, 1956) of the Panel it is written that all geneticists on the Panel
(i.e. 12) were challenged to estimate the number of adverse reproductive genetic outcomes that
would occur over ten generations of U.S. residents at a given level of gonadal radiation exposure.
Of the 12, nine provided detailed reports with estimates. All such written documentation are
publically available and provide key documentation to support the conclusions of the Calabrese
paper (Calabrese 2015c). The evidence shows that the estimates of the expert Panelists wildly
varied, revealing great uncertainty both within and between expert geneticists. Such profoundly
large inconsistencies and disagreements were disturbing and a non-scientific ideologically-based
decision was made to drop the three estimates showing the lowest damage. This significantly
reduced the “appearance” of uncertainty. Yet, when the 1956 Science paper was published the
authors (i.e., U.S. NAS Genetics Panel) stated that of the 12 geneticists on the Panel only six
took up the challenge and provided estimates. However, we now know that this was not true and
can be shown to be a demonstrably false statement. Dropping of the three lowest genetic damage
estimates reduced a significant amount of variation yet excessive uncertainty still remained. For
the remaining six estimates the uncertainly range was 750 fold and was still considered too
excessive and was feared this could jeopardize acceptance for the LNT recommendation. Thus,
the Panel then falsified the Science paper by stating their range of uncertainty to be only 100
fold. This falsification of the research record would have been discovered if the data had been
published. However, the Panel formally voted not to make the data public and therefore it
became impossible to challenge the falsification of the Science paper since no Panel member
revealed these deceptions. Finally, there were three Panel geneticists who refused to provide
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estimates because the process was excessively uncertain and could not be relied upon. These
perspectives were also deliberately omitted as well from the Science paper, further misleading
the Science journal readership.
The documentation of these actions is well established within the Calabrese papers. It
shows that the key actions of the BEAR I Genetics Panel were dishonest and yet it was upon
their recommendation that the linearity paradigm became accepted, adopted and implemented
within the U.S. and worldwide. Thus, the foundation of the LNT was based on
misrepresentations, intending to mislead regulatory agencies and others. In fact, the NRC
publication of 1981 (U.S. NRC, 1981) addressing cancer risk assessment makes note of the 1956
Genetics Panel activity, using this deception based activity as foundational material. As history
demonstrates, the Genetics Panel was successful in their deceptions because of the great
authority of the NAS and the willingness of the regulatory and scientific communities to accept
what they were told without examining the basis for the recommendation. While these
accusations seem harsh, the documentation supports each statement. The problem is that it has
taken some six decades for these deceptions to be revealed. Thus, the regulatory process was
literally taken hostage by leading radiation geneticists acting via the prestigious U.S. National
Academy of Sciences much like a highly infectious virus in order to manipulate and direct the
actions of regulatory agencies in the U.S and elsewhere to their own ideological viewpoint.
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Refusal of the NAS Genetics Panel to Document the Basis of the LNT Recommendation
The BEAR I Genetics Panel deliberately refused to provide any documentation to
describe the scientific basis for their recommendation that the LNT be adopted by regulatory
agencies. Newly uncovered documents reveal that this decision was made in order not to show
profound disagreements on uncertainty in risk estimation and to focus on the identification of
self-serving grant funding opportunities. The basis of their decision is given in Calabrese
(2015b). More specifically, some six months after publication of their landmark 1956 report
(NAS/NRC, 1956), the BEAR Genetics Panel was challenged by a number of distinguished
biologists to provide the documentation upon which it based its linearity decision. It should be
known that the NAS Genetics Panel had never developed any written basis for the linearity
decision. It was simply by proclamation within the Panel as seen by a reading of the Panel
transcripts. Now when forced to confront the reality that it had no written basis, the Panel
decided that it would not provide one. This outrageous and arrogant decision was shared in
writing with the President of the NAS at the time (Dr. Detlev Bronk), thereby making him fully
aware of this decision. Yet he would do nothing to reverse it, making him a party to this
decision.
Following the acceptance of LNT, cancer risk assessment would become strongly model
driven as is seen in the later BEIR Committee reports starting in 1972. Once the LNT concept
was accepted as a scientific and inaccessible belief it was transformed into a model-based
construct that could not be proven wrong or easily modified. This was the case even after the
discovery of DNA repair, apoptosis, adaptive response, hormesis and other new concepts, all of
which could profoundly affect the shape of the dose response in the low dose zone.
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Hormesis Outcompetes LNT and Threshold
Hormesis, including radiation hormesis, has a long history going back over 100 years.
Calabrese and Baldwin (2000a-e) have summarized these early developments in detail (see
attached). In fact, as early as 1917 ionizing radiation was shown to significantly enhance the
lifespan of the insect model, the confused flour beetle, in an extremely well-designed study that
has been repeatedly confirmed.
Thousands of studies have been published over the past several decades on hormesis and
show it to be reproducible, generalized and independent of biological model, agent, endpoint and
mechanism. In multiple direct head-to-head comparisons, the hormetic model has strikingly
outperformed LNT and threshold models for accuracy in low dose predictions Calabrese and
Baldwin 2001, 2003; Calabrese et al., 2006, 2008, 2010). It is important to note that the many
valid hormesis studies not only clearly show the strengths of hormesis but also demonstrate
serious flaws in the LNT model and establish that it cannot be used as a default. That is, if the
LNT cannot be shown to provide accurate estimates in so many experimental systems and for a
wide range of endpoints, including those affecting the process of cancer, then it is not possible to
rely upon it as a default dose response risk assessment model. While it is widely quoted that a
single valid study can discredit a powerful theory, LNT has been shown to be invalid in not one,
but multiple thousands of peer-reviewed and reproducible studies, affecting a very broad
spectrum of biological models and endpoints, including each key stage of the process of
carcinogenesis, including tumor formation. With such extensive documentation showing the
limitations of the LNT model, it is not scientifically possible to use the LNT as the default model
for risk assessment and the basis for regulatory decision making. The LNT model has always
8

been impossible to prove correct but it could be proven to be incorrect. This is literally what this
massive set of published papers on hormesis does.

The Hormesis Database
While the LNT model is being criticized in these comments for its fraudulent origin and
integration into U.S. regulatory agencies and its discrediting by a very large number of valid
hormesis studies, the proposal that the NRC is considering is to switch to the hormetic dose
response model. The NRC should note that an Hormesis Database was created nearly 20 years
ago via funding from multiple sources but principally via the U.S. Air Force to the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. This database is being continuously expanded and now there are
several different types of hormetic databases which serve differing purposes. In 2005 Calabrese
and Blain first published a detailed description of the original Hormesis Database. This paper has
been updated on two occasions (2009 and 2011). The Hormesis Database provides detailed
information on each hormetic dose experiment that first passes rigorous evaluative criteria. The
findings indicate that hormesis is highly generalizable and is independent of biological model,
level of biological organization (i.e., cell, organ, and organism), endpoints measured, inducing
agent (e.g. chemical class, physical agents such as ionizing radiation, etc.), developmental
processes, gender and mechanism. The quantitative features of the hormetic dose response are
similar across all of the above parameters, suggesting that the hormetic response is constrained
by the limits of biological plasticity (Calabrese, 2013c). Thus, hormesis is fundamental,
generalizable, quantifiable and mechanistically explained. Also, unlike the LNT model, it can be
tested in the observable range and accepted or rejected for any specific experiment. This is a very
valuable feature as one does not have to rely on extrapolative modeling but on empirical data.
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In the early 2000s, the most significant concern with the hormesis model was that it
needed to be explained in mechanistic terms. Today this is not a concern and is useful only as an
historical note. For example, in 2013 Calabrese (2013d) provided specific mechanisms for 400
different hormetic dose responses (see attached paper), where the response was mediated by a
specific receptor and/or cell signaling pathway. No other dose response model has had such a
plethora of mechanistic documentation to support and explain it. Further, a new hormesis
mechanism paper by Calabrese is in its final stages of preparation prior to submittal to a journal.
This new paper will contain nearly 600 additional hormetic dose responses with clearly
identified molecular mechanisms. Thus, about 1000 dose responses for hormesis are now
available with mechanisms.
These developments of the past two decades have provided information on the
occurrence of hormetic dose responses, their frequency, generalizability and mechanisms. It
provides a sound foundation upon which to build a regulatory program, especially given the fact
that its conclusions and predictions are testable. These features make the hormetic dose response
a sound choice upon which to base risk assessments upon, including cancer and non-cancer
endpoints.

The New Goal: Using Hormesis To Optimize Worker Health and the Public Health
These goals can be achieved best at present via the integration of the LNT and hormesis
models via a model uncertainty methodology. Recent papers by Calabrese et al. (2015a, b-see
attached) demonstrate that the public health would be optimized at a LNT based risk of 10-4, the
dose of the hormetic nadir in animal studies. This integration yields the optimal public health
response within the context of both defining and minimizing risk model uncertainty with LNT
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providing the upper bound and hormesis the lower bound of risks. Thus, the NRC should change
from a LNT-model based risk assessment as a default to the integrated LNT-Hormesis model as
described in Calabrese et al. (2015a,b). This model could also be applied to epidemiological data
with slight modification.
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Abstract The Genetics Panel of the National Academy
of Sciences’ Committee on Biological Effects of Atomic
Radiation (BEAR) recommended the adoption of the linear dose–response model in 1956, abandoning the threshold dose–response for genetic risk assessments. This recommendation was quickly generalized to include somatic
cells for cancer risk assessment and later was instrumental
in the adoption of linearity for carcinogen risk assessment
by the Environmental Protection Agency. The Genetics
Panel failed to provide any scientiﬁc assessment to support this recommendation and refused to do so when later
challenged by other leading scientists. Thus, the linearity
model used in cancer risk assessment was based on ideology rather than science and originated with the recommendation of the NAS BEAR Committee Genetics Panel.
Historical documentation in support of these conclusions
is provided in the transcripts of the Panel meetings and
in previously unexamined correspondence among Panel
members.
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The most signiﬁcant event in the history of environmental
risk assessment was the recommendation by the United
States National Academy of Sciences (NAS), Biological
Effects of Atomic Radiation (BEAR) Committee, Genetics Panel in 1956 to switch from a threshold to a linear
dose–response model for the assessment of genomic mutation risk (Anonymous 1956; NAS/NRC 1956). Within a
brief period of time, this recommendation became generalized to somatic cells by other governmental advisory committees and was eventually applied to cancer risk assessment. Although this linear dose–response paradigm was
originally intended to be used for ionizing radiation, it
would later be adopted by the US Environmental Protection Agency and directly applied to chemical carcinogens
(Albert 1994; Calabrese 2013a, b), thereby affecting worldwide cancer risk assessment for the past several decades.
Given the signiﬁcance of this action by the NAS BEAR
I Committee, Genetics Panel and the long history of the
threshold dose–response model in regulatory practice, I
was interested in learning the answers to several key questions: how was this recommendation made, what was the
nature of the debate, what were the persuasive and compelling arguments, and what were the roles played by various
individuals on the Panel? I therefore obtained transcripts of
the BEAR I Committee, Genetics Panel meetings in 1955
and 1956. It was a bit like reading the book after seeing
the end of the movie. To my surprise, the BEAR I Committee, Genetics Panel was uniformly conﬁdent in their belief
that linearity for genomic risk assessment was the correct
perspective, while being arrogantly dismissive of both the
threshold perspective and those who supported it. So dismissive of the alternative model was the Genetics Panel that
it was never viewed as a debatable issue, nor was it ever
debated. What a disappointment. I had so looked forward
to retrospectively witnessing how the leading thinkers of
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their time confronted this seminal issue on dose–response,
how they intellectually sparred with one another, and
whose logic and facts helped carry the day for the linearity
model. The NAS BEAR I Committee, Genetics Panel made
the switch from a threshold to a linear dose–response risk
assessment model by “proclamation,” with no debate and
without providing a detailed (or actually even any) evaluation, such as would be expected of any scientiﬁc advisory
group—most certainly of one at the level of the National
Academy of Sciences on such matters of national and international signiﬁcance. In retrospect, this should not have
been too surprising as I had documented in previous publications (Calabrese 2011a, b, 2012, 2013a, b) the inherent
intellectual dishonesty of key leaders of the radiation genetics community, such as Curt Stern and Hermann Muller on
the issue of threshold versus linear dose–response and how
they successfully distorted the scientiﬁc record in order
to achieve their goal of a linear dose–response for risk
assessment. The linear dose–response recommendation by
this Genetics Panel would be broadly extolled by leading
media outlets on the day of its release as the most extensive
assessment ever undertaken on the topic by a most prestigious group of American scientists. The National Academy
of Sciences report was literally a front-page story in the
New York Times with the linearity risk assessment framework leading the way.
Despite the widely acknowledged success of the BEAR
I Committee, Genetics Panel in getting their message out
to the scientiﬁc community, governmental bodies, and the
public, the reports of the BEAR I Committee, Genetics
Panel were eventually read by members of the scientiﬁc
community. This resulted in a number of leading biologists
challenging the Genetics Panel, demanding to know the
scientiﬁc basis of the decision in favor of linearity. However, as noted above, the Genetics Panel had not undertaken
such an assessment and was not in a position to explain
their actions nor to defend a report that lacked a scientiﬁc
foundation. Showing its disdain for those challenging this
report, the Genetics Panel decided not to provide the information to the scientiﬁc community. This decision was rendered to the President of the National Academy of Sciences
without any evidence of his objection. The adoption of the
linear non-threshold (LNT) dose–response model by the
National Academy of Sciences therefore was made without
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a scientiﬁc assessment and, of course, a refusal to provide
one when challenged.
The recommendation to switch to a linear dose–response
by the NAS BEAR I Committee, Genetics Panel, as
announced to the world by leading media outlets, reﬂects
an abdication of societal responsibility on a critical and
enduring public health issue. This paper provides the ﬁrst
reporting of these actions in the history of the National
Academy of Sciences and in governmental risk assessment practices for cancer. It reveals that current cancer
risk assessment practices originated from an ideological
set of beliefs from leading scientists rather than a scientiﬁc
assessment. A fully documented assessment of this story is
provided in the Supplementary Data section.
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Abstract
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Biological Effects of Atomic Radiation (BEAR) I
Genetics Panel report recommended a linear dose response to assess the risk of genomic mutation from
ionizing radiation. This represented a major change assessing risks which had been based on a threshold
dose response model. This recommendation was soon generalized to somatic injury and applied to
cancer risk assessment for ionizing radiation and later for chemical carcinogens. An evaluation of the
transcriptional records of the Genetics Panel, intra-panel correspondence and work products, reveals
that the Panel failed to provide an assessment of which dose response model best characterized the
effects of ionizing radiation on the genome. Lacking such an assessment, the recommendation for a
linear model was based upon an assumption of the Panel.
The Panel’s failure to assess the scientific basis of the dose response for ionizing radiation, while
recommending strongly a switch to linearity, represents an abdication of responsibility. It led to a
deliberately false public understanding that their risk assessment for ionizing radiation was based on
“the most comprehensive effort” ever undertaken in the United States by a committee of outstanding
scientists as characterized by a front page New York Times story (Leviero 1956) one day after the release
of the Panel report (June 13, 1956) and similarly reported in other scientific and public venues.
Key Words: linearity, threshold, mutation, risk assessment, dose response, cancer

Introduction
The US NAS BEAR I Committee Genetics Panel in 1956 recommended that the risks associated
with ionizing radiation to the human genome no longer be evaluated via the use of a threshold dose
response model but with a linear at low dose model. This recommendation was quickly adopted by the
scientific and regulatory communities and soon generalized to somatic cells for application to cancer risk
assessment for ionizing radiation (Taylor 1960, 1963, 1965). Some two decades later the U.S. NAS Safe
Drinking Water Committee (NAS 1977) relied upon this linearity at low dose recommendation for
assessing risks of chemical carcinogens. In many respects, therefore, the report of the 1956 BEAR I
Genetics Panel was the most influential advisory report ever published on risk assessment. The Genetics
Panel published two reports, one as part of a general NAS document intended for the media and the
general public (NAS/NRC 1956), while the other was a more technical paper published in the journal
Science (Anonymous 1956a). The key conceptual conclusion of the Genetics Panel was that ionizing
radiation induces genomic mutations which are nearly always harmful and the damage is irreversible,
cumulative, and directly proportional to dose, such that there is no safe level of exposure.

NAS Genetics Panel
Since the toxicology, medical and regulatory communities were still being dominated by the
threshold dose response model for all endpoints during this time period, the rejection of threshold dose
response and its replacement with the linear model constituted no less than a major scientific and
regulatory revolution. As such, one would expect that a principal task of the Panel was to document the
strengths and limitations of the threshold and linearity dose response models and thoroughly debate
this topic during their sessions prior to recommending the retention of the threshold model for genetic
risk assessment, a switch to linearity or some other risk assessment approach. In anticipation of reading
such an historic debate, yet knowing in advance that the Genetics Panel recommended the rejection of
the threshold model and the immediate transition to linearity, the transcripts of the Genetics Panel
meetings were obtained from the US NAS Archives. I was surprised to learn that the Panel did not
research, assess, nor debate the dose response question. The issue of dose response risk assessment
model selection had been “decided” by the closely knit radiation genetics community prior to the
creation of the Panel, based on the leadership of Hermann J. Muller and Curt Stern [Calabrese 2013;
Crow 1995). In fact, at the first meeting of the Genetics Panel on November 21, 1955 at Princeton
University, the well-known geneticist Alfred Sturtevant from California Technical Institute was dismissive
of the issue of dose response as he had "no doubt about the correctness of the linear dose response"
model and that any effort to further document support for it would only be for "propaganda value," as
means to educate and convince the non-geneticists. This dismissive, and indeed arrogant attitude, was
pervasive amongst the geneticists on the Panel concerning their unique professional insights on the
issue of mutation. In line with this perspective, the key leaders of the genetics community ascribed to a
series of firmly held beliefs about radiation and mutations. In fact, at the second meeting of the Panel
(February 5, 1956) Tracy Sonneborn, a member of the Panel and colleague of Muller at the University of
Indiana, read into the record what amounted to a detailed series of “beliefs”, in essence, a geneticist’s
creed, about dose response, mutation, ionizing radiation and risk assessment (starting on page 81 of the
transcript) (i.e. nearly always harmful, irreversible, cumulative and linear) (NAS 1956). Amongst the
Panel of 17 members, of which 13 were prominent geneticists, there was no dissent.
The “Debate”
The only attempt at “dissent” was initiated by Bentley Glass on February 5, 1956 (page 108 of the
transcript) (NAS 1956). Glass stated that the only challenge to their geneticist creed as articulated by
Sonneborn, to which he was aware, concerned the concept of linearity. Glass stated he wanted to
explore the question (i.e., the challenge to linearity) within the Panel, “not because I believe personally
in the objection that I am going to raise but to play the role of the devil’s advocate here.” What follows
next is the transcript discussion immediately after the comment of Glass:
“DR. CROW: Which assumptions are these?
DR. GLASS: Well, they were in Dr. Weaver’s formation too, but they are the two at the beginning of
Sonneborn’s genetic considerations.
After having made a talk to the physicists at Rutger’s recently on this general topic of “The Geneticist
Views the Dangers from Atomic Radiations,” I was surprised to find that one of the geneticists who
dained to come out to hear the talk challenged this particular assumption which I had put out as one of
the assumptions that all geneticists are agreed upon, and his line of reasoning – which, of course, is
something that the physicists will very eagerly and quickly seize upon I think because most of them want
to believe in a threshold effect as at least a possibility, if not demonstrated beyond all question at the
moment – his line of reasoning was as follows: that the view that there is no threshold in the response
of mutations to dosage is largely based, apart from the experimental data, on the target theory of the
effects of radiation, and that the microbial geneticists (and this man was a microbial geneticist) having
shown that there is a chemical and indirect mediation between the production of ionizations and the
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occurrence of point mutations makes it altogether probable that somewhere or other there is a
threshold, and he felt very uncomfortable about the assumption that there is no threshold if you go
down to low enough doses. This is heresy in their midst.
DR. WRIGHT: In energy if not in ionization. Isn’t your threshold there in energy? Perhaps one electron
volt or two does account for the threshold. But ionization is so far above any possible threshold that it
does not seem to me that bears on the ionization argument at all.
DR. STURTEVANT: I have met with this objection. They have usually been willing to agree, however, if I
worded it that at the moment the best bet is that there is no threshold and we have to proceed on that.
DR. GLASS: That is all right. But I think we have to take some cognizance of this argument.
DR. CROW: Do you know for certain in any area?
DR. WRIGHT: Isn’t the experimental evidence practically conclusive there, to the extent that they have
been spaced so that from the physicist’s standpoint there is no possibility?
DR. CROW: If you have one ionization per hour or whatever.
DR. GLASS: It is convincing me, too.
DR. RUSSELL: There is both the theoretical and the practical viewpoint they have these several orders of
magnitude from all the other kinds of things that we are questioning and recommending research on.”
Chairman Weaver then refocused the discussion by inviting Panel member Bernard Kaufmann to
discuss research of Arnold H. Sparrow from Brookhaven National Laboratory on mutations in plants at
low doses. Kaufmann stated that Sparrow and Singleton (Sparrow and Singleton 1953) reported that
0.41 r per day gives a statistically significant mutation effect. Kaufmann failed to note that (on the top of
Sparrow & Singleton’s page 37) there was actually mutation data for a dose (0.084 r/day) lower than
0.41 r/day and that it had no treatment effect. This finding would have challenged the linearity position
if it had not been omitted by Kaufmann. The page 37 statement of Sparrow and Singleton (1953) is as
follows:
“The data in table 2 show that 0.084 r per day caused no significant increase but that 0.41 r per
day (or higher) did show a statistically significant effect (table 2). However, the increase was less
than twice that of the control. Since 0.41 r per day of radiation is more than one thousand times
greater than the naturally occurring intensity these data do not support the theory that the
spontaneously occurring micronuclei are produced by naturally occurring ionizing radiation.”
After the brief discussion of the Sparrow data and the misrepresentation of his data by Kaufmann all
discussion on the issue of linearity vs threshold ended for the BEAR I Genetics Panel.
It is difficult to comprehend that this was the extent to which the Genetics Panel acknowledged
the dose-response controversy and discussed the key scientific issues concerning the nature of the doseresponse in the low dose zone. This had been a matter of contention for the past two decades with
various high level advisory committees in the US and internationally. It was also a critical component of
Muller’s Nobel Prize lecture (Calabrese 2011a, 2012) and a major component of the health effects
research of the Manhattan Project (Calabrese 2012, 2013; Caspari and Stern 1948; Spencer and Stern
1948; Uphoff and Stern 1949) and of the Atomic Energy Commission. In many respects, the principal
reason for the creation of the Genetics Panel was to address the issue of how to assess genetic risks at
low doses of ionizing radiation. In the end, the Panel provided the scientific community and the public
with a statement of beliefs, none of which was researched, documented, assessed, debated and refined
as might be expected if a legitimate evaluation process had been followed.
Acknowledgement of the BEAR I Genetics Panel Failure
On November 26, 1956 Bentley Glass wrote to the BEAR II Genetics Panel stating:
“From impressions I have gathered during the course of the past five and a half months since our report
[BEAR I Genetics Panel Report] was released to the public [i.e., June 12, 1956], I have come to the
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conclusion that there are several matters of some urging for consideration by our Committee.” The
second of these considerations related to the linearity question as now stated by Glass:
“II. I have met continuing doubt from well-informed biological scientists in regard to the
geneticists’ assumption that there is no threshold for mutation. This leads me to believe that
there is a need to prepare a statement and exposition of this point that will (A) summarize
existing data on the matter, (B) present the physical arguments against the existence of a
threshold, and (C) deal with the experimental possibilities of further investigating the question
in suitable biological material.”
The statement of Glass is significant in light of the report of the Genetics Panel in Science
(Anonymous 1956a). It is clear that he received significant push-back to the LNT assumption by some
“well informed biologists” such that he now felt it was necessary for the new Genetics Panel (i.e., BEAR
II) to provide documentation in support of linearity and against threshold. Now that the Panel’s report
was challenged, Glass felt the need for an appropriate scientific response. Even in the case of Glass, his
written statement indicates bias as he recommends not a search for scientific understanding of the
nature of the dose response in the low dose zone for ionizing radiation, but how to make the case for
linearity and against threshold. Based on such insights into the actions of NAS BEAR I Genetics Panel, this
group was selected based on both high achievement and their unified belief that genetic mutations
were considered irreversible, cumulative and linear with respect to dose. So strong was their collective
belief that the group failed to provide any scientific justification for their highly influential linear dose
response recommendation. Despite this suggestion by Glass now nearly six months after the release of
the report, there was no demonstrable attempt to address this most fundamental issue, but rather their
first item on the BEAR II Genetics Panel agenda was to propose a funded research program for the
genetics community (Memo to Members of the Academy Genetic Committee - i.e., BEAR II) (Beadle
1956a).
This challenge of Glass (1956) would be a continuing one (August 24, Beadle Memo to Genetics
Panel) (Beadle 1956b) for the Genetics Panel, even proceeding the letter of Glass (1956) and a finalizing
of their internal debate based on a September 11, 1957 letter from the Chairman of BEAR II Genetics
Panel (G. Beadle) (Beadle 1957) to Detlev Brock, President of the NAS and copies to Weaver (Chairman
of BEAR I Genetics Panel) and the Panel. In this September 11, 1957 letter, Beadle stated that the
development of a detailed technical document that would provide the scientific basis for the BEAR I
Genetics Panel report was not justified since it would require excessive resources (i.e. one or two
geneticists working full time), and there did not appear to be mounting external pressure to do so.
Beadle then offered the incomprehensible suggestion that since several published review papers (none
were identified) that presumably included some topics addressed in some manner by the Panel, there
was no need to consider this issue further. Thus, the request of Glass was finally tabled, and the NAS
leadership was fully informed of this decision.
Discussion
So what do these historical insights mean? The switch from threshold to linearity for risk
assessment by the US and other governments that followed the NAS report was not based on an
assessment of the issue, but rather on a set of pre-conceived beliefs. As demonstrated in a series of
previous articles (Calabrese 2011a,b, 2012), these beliefs had been acquired via deliberate
misrepresentation of the scientific literature by key leaders of the radiation genetics community, led by
the Nobel Prize winner H.J. Muller and Curt Stern (Calabrese 2011b, 2013). It is apparent that the NAS
administration, the scientific community and regulatory agencies failed to demand that the Genetics
Panel provide a scientifically supported basis for their recommendation of a switch to the linear dose
response.
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A strong indicator of their public success became evident almost immediately when the New
York Times (Leviero 1956) provided a front page story on June 13, 1956 with the title “Scientists Term
Radiation A Peril to Future of Man: Even Small Doses Can Prove Harmful to Descendents of Victim”. The
first paragraph of the article stated that “A committee of outstanding scientists reported today that
atomic radiation, no matter how small the dose, harms not only the person receiving it but also all his
descendents.” The next paragraph would claim that “it was the most comprehensive United States
effort to determine how the future of the human race might be affected by the unleashing of nuclear
power.” Similar reports were also found in the Washington Post (Haseltine 1956), Time Magazine
(Anonymous 1956b,c), US News and World Report (Anonymous 1956d), News of Science Section,
Science journal (Anonymous 1956e), The Saturday Review (Muller 1956), Challenge Interviews (Weaver
1956), Journal of The Franklin Institute (Weaver 1957a), Bulletin of Atomic Scientists (Weaver 1957b),
Public Health Reports (Weaver 1957c), Scientific American (Crow 1959; Beadle 1959), The Lancet
(Anonymous 1956f,g) and other leading publications.
As the present paper demonstrates, the Genetics Panel’s effort was anything but
comprehensive. Rather, it represented an abdication of professional and ethical responsibility, using
their outstanding reputations to present a false image of a detailed and objective assessment when it
was their ideology that prevailed. While previous articles have captured Muller and Stern’s scientific
deceptions on the issue of linearity and their impact on the Genetics Panel (Calabrese 2013), and several
members of the Panel in serious self-serving comments that undercut the credibility of the Panel
(Calabrese 2014), the present paper has captured their silence and illusion as far as an effort to assess
the nature of the dose response in the low dose zone.
Policy should be based on facts, not assumptions. In the absence of a factual foundation, the
assumptions should be stated, explained, and justified. Not only did the Genetics Panel fail to serve the
public, it was permitted to mislead US national policy and cancer risk assessment predictions and that of
other countries by a compliant NAS administration, scientific community and press, under the false
impression that their recommendation represented an objective and comprehensive assessment. The
implications of this deception have been enormous and continue to the present.
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Abstract This paper identiﬁes the origin of the linearity at low-dose concept [i.e., linear no threshold (LNT)]
for ionizing radiation-induced mutation. After the discovery of X-ray-induced mutations, Olson and Lewis
(Nature 121(3052):673–674, 1928) proposed that cosmic/
terrestrial radiation-induced mutations provide the principal mechanism for the induction of heritable traits, providing the driving force for evolution. For this concept to
be general, a LNT dose relationship was assumed, with
genetic damage proportional to the energy absorbed. Subsequent studies suggested a linear dose response for ionizing radiation-induced mutations (Hanson and Heys in Am
Nat 63(686):201–213, 1929; Oliver in Science 71:44–46,
1930), supporting the evolutionary hypothesis. Based on an
evaluation of spontaneous and ionizing radiation-induced
mutation with Drosophila, Muller argued that background
radiation had a negligible impact on spontaneous mutation, discrediting the ionizing radiation-based evolutionary hypothesis. Nonetheless, an expanded set of mutation
dose–response observations provided a basis for collaboration between theoretical physicists (Max Delbruck and
Gunter Zimmer) and the radiation geneticist Nicolai
Timoféeff-Ressovsky. They developed interrelated physical
science-based genetics perspectives including a biophysical
model of the gene, a radiation-induced gene mutation target
theory and the single-hit hypothesis of radiation-induced
mutation, which, when integrated, provided the theoretical mechanism and mathematical basis for the LNT model.
The LNT concept became accepted by radiation geneticists
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and recommended by national/international advisory committees for risk assessment of ionizing radiation-induced
mutational damage/cancer from the mid-1950s to the present. The LNT concept was later generalized to chemical
carcinogen risk assessment and used by public health and
regulatory agencies worldwide.
Keywords Ionizing radiation · Linearity · Dose
response · Risk assessment · Threshold dose response ·
Target theory · Eugenics · LNT

Introduction
In 1956, the US National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
Committee on Biological Effects of Atomic Radiation
(BEAR I)/Genetics Panel issued the most far reaching
recommendation in the history of risk assessment that
genomic risks associated with exposure to ionizing radiation should be evaluated with a linear dose–response
model, no longer via the threshold dose–response model
that had long been the “gold” standard for medicine and
physiology (Calabrese 2005, 2009a, 2011). The Genetics
Panel members believed that there was no safe exposure
to ionizing radiation for reproductive cells with the mutation risk being increased even with a single ionization
(Hamblin 2007). The LNT concept was generalized in
1958 to somatic cells and cancer risk assessment by the
National Committee for Radiation Protection and Measurement (NCRPM) (Whittemore 1986). Quickly thereafter, other national and international advisory committees
and organizations adopted such judgments for ionizing
radiation (Calabrese 2009b). In 1977, the Safe Drinking
Water Committee (SDWC) of the US NAS extended the
linear dose–response risk assessment model of the BEAR/
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Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) committees to chemical carcinogens, a recommendation that was
soon adopted and implemented by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). On a parallel track, similar LNT
risk assessment procedures were adopted by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) in 1977 concerning animal
carcinogen drug residues.
Despite the fact that the LNT model has been of central
importance in chemical and ionizing radiation regulatory
risk assessment, its origin is not within the environmental/
occupational risk assessment domain. The current paper
provides a novel historical assessment of the scientiﬁc origin of the LNT. It will show that the LNT was ﬁrst applied
to the ﬁeld of biology in 1928 to explain the occurrence
of genetic variation that would serve as the “biological
engine” for evolution. The paper will also demonstrate how
the linear dose–response model as proposed by Olson and
Lewis (1928), which soon afterward became transformed
into a “Proportionality Rule” by Muller (1930), became
mechanistically framed within the context of a single-“hit”
hypothesis based on the target theory by Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935) in a unique collaborative effort between
leading theoretical physicists and radiation genetics. This
paper extends two earlier publications within Archives of
Toxicology concerning historical foundations of the LNT
concept (Calabrese, 2009b) and threshold/hormetic (Calabrese 2009a) models.

Evolution and LNT
Since the publication of the Origin of Species in 1859 by
Darwin and the rediscovery of the works of Mendel on
gene inheritance, there was intense interest in the biological community to determine the cause of genetic change or
novelty that would be subject to natural selection, thereby
providing an important mechanism of evolution. As noted
by Patterson (1933), a well-known colleague of Hermann
J. Muller at the University of Texas/Austin, “the important
question in biology is the problem of evolution” referring
to the need to understand the mechanism of evolution at
the gene level. Despite the fact that the gene was more of
a concept than a physical entity during the early decades of
the twentieth century, it was widely believed that the gene
was the basic unit of heredity and that the driving force
for evolutionary change must be via the induction of heritable genetic changes or mutations at the gene level (Muller 1922). This perspective provided the basis for intense
interest by numerous genetics researchers in the second
and third decades of the twentieth century to induce alterations in heritable traits by environmental (e.g., temperature)
alterations, physiological stressors (e.g., starvation), as well
as toxic chemicals and ionizing and non-ionizing radiation.
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Given the central importance of evolution in biology
and underscoring the intensity of the competition to be the
ﬁrst to demonstrate inducible heritable changes, Muller
(1927) provided only an initial “discussion” of his mutagenicity ﬁndings with no data in his now famous Science
paper that led to his Nobel Prize in 1946. This was done
in order to secure recognition of being the ﬁrst to report
induction of heritable mutations by an environmental agent
(i.e., X-rays). The supporting data were published the next
year in a conference proceeding of very limited distribution
based on the World Cat database (Muller 1928a) and also
within the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) (Muller 1928b). Not only were the ﬁndings
of mutation signiﬁcant so too was the fact that the mutation
rate was increased by about 150-fold at the highest dose
tested.
Muller speculated that naturally occurring ionizing radiation might be a signiﬁcant explanatory factor for genetic
variation and may drive the evolution process. However,
Muller was cautious in making the mutation–evolution link
as the doses he had used to induce mutation were extremely
high, exceeding background by about 200,000-fold, causing sterility or mortality in a substantial proportion of the
fruit ﬂies tested. In addition, the dose response was not
linear but closer to a square root function due to a modest decline from linearity at the highest dose (Muller 1927,
1928a). If the true dose response for ionizing radiationinduced gene mutation was linear at low dose, as a general
condition, then it may have explanatory implications for
an evolution mechanism. Consequently, he soon directed
several members in his laboratory to assess the topic of
dose response more fully than he did in his groundbreaking mutation discovery. While the follow-up research by
Muller’s group was being undertaken, Axel R. Olson and
the prestigious physical chemist Gilbert N. Lewis (1928)
of the University of California/Berkeley published a proposal on April 28, 1928, in Nature that natural radioactivity was likely a signiﬁcant cause of mutation that could
generate variability from the parent generation and affect
the process of evolution. These authors based this supposition on a report of January 1, 1928, in PNAS by Goodspeed and Olson on X-ray-induced heritable changes in
tobacco. These authors claimed that the tobacco plant studies were specially planned to facilitate a direct comparison
of mutation rates between the artiﬁcial X-rays and “naturally occurring radiations.” Olson and Lewis (1928) also
stated that “since the rays can only be effective when they
are absorbed, and this produces ionizations, it seems safe to
assume that the various rays will produce biological effects
in proportion to the ionization which they cause” (emphasis
added), a perspective based on the emerging target theory
for radiation-induced biological effects proposed by leaders
in the physics community (Glocker 1927; Crowther 1924).
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Olson and Lewis (1928) then utilized a simple linear mathematical model to derive a mutation estimate at a selected
natural background radiation dose. With this method, they
estimated the number of variants (mutants) induced per
year by natural radiation. These authors concluded that “it
seems, therefore not altogether extravagant to assume that
such variations as actually occur in nature are due largely
to the radioactivity of the environment.” The involvement of Gilbert Lewis in this activity, while unexpected,
was derived from his research in the 1920s in the area of
radiation physics (Coffey 2008). Furthermore, his eclectic
research activities had also drawn him toward evolutionary theory, the subject of his major presentation (i.e., Silliman Lecture) at Yale, just preceding the development of the
LNT paper in Nature (Lewis 1926). This lecture followed
that of Thomas Hunt Morgan of Columbia University in
1925, Muller’s Ph. D. advisor and 1936 Nobel Prize recipient. The perspective of Olson and Lewis (1928) was also
independently advanced by Muller in a paper read before
the National Academy of Sciences on April 24, 1928, and
published on September 14, 1928. The statement of Muller (1928b) was principally conceptual, lacking the detailed
formulation of Olson and Lewis (1928).
The following year, Babcock and Collins (1929a, b)
tested the hypothesis of Olson and Lewis (1928). They
found a location in which the natural radiation was twice
that found in their University of California/Berkeley laboratory. Using the ClB strain sex-linked recessive Drosophila assay, they reported an increase in mutation that
corresponded in the same proportion as the difference
in background radiation, supporting the proportionality
hypothesis. Detailed experimental methods including the
actual radioactivity levels were never published, although
such data were promised to be provided in a subsequent
paper. In 1930, Hanson and Heys provided further support
for the hypothesis that “natural radiation may be responsible for the mutations that are the grist of the natural selection mill with the resulting evolution of new forms.” Their
ﬁndings were based on a study of fruit ﬂy mutations in an
abandoned carnotite (i.e., uranium) mine. Such interpretations were initially supported by commentaries by various
authors (Lind 1929; Dixon 1929, 1930).
In 1930 Muller and Rice University physicist, MottSmith, challenged this LNT evolution perspective by
reporting that natural radiation, which was of such a lowdose rate, could only account for about 1/1,300 of the gene
mutations that occurred spontaneously in Drosophila melanogaster, assuming a linear dose response. The authors
concluded that other causes must explain the origin of most
mutations that spontaneously occur. Nonetheless, in his dissertation, under the direction of Muller, Oliver (1931) stated
that cosmic and terrestrial radiations must account for some
proportion of the spontaneous mutations (see Muller 1930).
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This conclusion was justiﬁed on the belief that the response
is linear at low dose, with there being no threshold for a
mutation response. This relationship was stated as holding
true for all types of high-energy radiation (e.g., gamma,
beta, X-rays and probably ultra-violet rays). Thus, Oliver
(1931) concluded that “by inference it can be added that
the cosmic and the terrestrial radiations also are capable of
producing mutations in proportion to their power of ionization.” Oliver (1931) also extended the concept of proportionality to chromosomal inversions and translocations
further arguing for the support of a background radiation
inﬂuence. For example, Muller and Altenburg (1930) noted
that translocations are induced at a similar frequency as
gene mutations. Given these circumstances, Oliver (1931)
noted that “one would expect each of the classes of changes
considered to occur with the same frequency when the individuals are subjected only to the natural conditions, if natural radiation can account for all mutations…” Despite this
interpretation of environmental radiation-induced genetic
changes, Oliver (1931) concluded that “some other condition must, therefore, enter in order to explain the difference
in non-radiated material, between the frequency of gene
mutation and that of the other type of genetic changes.”
(p. 34)
Even though Muller dismissed natural radiation as providing a quantiﬁably signiﬁcant mutational inﬂuence to
derive genetic novelty for evolutionary change, he still
retained his belief in the linear dose–response relationship
(p. 238) (Muller 1930) based on the ﬁndings of Hanson
and Heys (1929, 1930) and Oliver (1930). Even though the
hypothesis of Olson and Lewis (1928) did not maintain signiﬁcant support for long within the scientiﬁc community,
Muller and other leaders of the radiation genetics community became strong advocates of the LNT model to account
for genomic mutations and the occurrence of cancer.
It may seem difﬁcult to understand in retrospect why
prominent scientiﬁc leaders such as Gilbert N. Lewis, Hermann J. Muller and others so quickly adopted a belief in
linearity at low dose. In the case of Muller, he was fully
committed to this view after the publication of only three
studies (Hanson and Heys 1929, 1930; Oliver 1930) in
which the lowest cumulative dose was roughly 285 r,
administered in an acute manner, the rough approximation of 1,000 modern chest X-rays in 3.5 min or 5 chest
X-rays/s.
In his rather copious publications during this period of
“belief”/concept formulation, Muller never addressed contemporary publications that did not support a linear interpretation (Patterson 1928; Weinstein 1928; Stadler 1930,
1931). Yet, he was well aware that the lowest doses in the
Hanson and Heys (1929, 1930) and Oliver (1930) papers
were acute studies that grossly exceeded background radiation exposure. To think within a linear dose–response term
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framework ran counter to pharmacological and chemical
toxicological experience at that time. As Zimmer (1966)
reﬂectively wrote, toxic chemicals in the early decades
of the twentieth century demonstrated “no effect up to a
threshold dose and then climbed steeply up to 100 %.”
Muller and others argued that the genetic response to ionizing radiation demanded a different evaluative framework.

Target theory and LNT
A likely explanation for Muller’s (and possibly Gilbert N.
Lewis’s) acceptance of the LNT in the absence of convincing dose–response data may be found within the scientiﬁc
culture at the time. X-ray-induced mutational effects were
placed within the context of what was called the radiation target theory. This theory was quantitative and dosimetric, with mathematical calculations related to quantum
mechanics, reﬂecting the leadership of prestigious theoretical physicists (von Schwerin 2010). The formation of a
physics-based target theory was established prior to the discovery of inducible mutations by Muller (1927) by medical physicists such as Dessauer (1922), Glocker (1927) and
Crowther (1924, 1926, 1927), setting the stage for a novel
scientiﬁc framing of the mutational data in the 1930s. The
mutation ﬁndings of Muller (1927) were a major scientiﬁc
advance that easily ﬁt into the target theory concept while
also markedly advancing the scientiﬁc standing of target
theory itself.
The radiation target theory as applied to mutations was
formulated by the detailed interactions and collaborations
of leading radiation geneticists and theoretical physicists
during the mid-1930s. During this time, radiation geneticists, lead by Nicolai Timoféeff-Ressovsky, and physicists, including Niels Bohr, with a profound interest in the
interface of physics and biology, would meet each year,
typically in Copenhagen and Belgium for extensive discussions. From these exchanges developed the seminal conceptual paper by Timoféeff-Ressovsky and the physicists
Max Delbruck and Kevin Gunter Zimmer (Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. 1935) that would establish a conceptual framework for gene structure, target theory for the induction
of mutations via ionizing radiation, the single-hit mechanism hypothesis to account for the shape of the LNT dose
response and the application of this dose–response model
for what was to become modern cancer risk assessment.
The genetic target theory saw mutation as a purely physical
action following an all or none law in which a single ionization or energy absorption produces the mutational effect
independent of all other ionizations and energy absorptions.
This linearity feature stands in contrast to normal physiology that invariably deals with large numbers of molecules of each kind, and where the elimination of a single
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molecule would not result in observable effects (Delbruck
1940). The energy of ionizing radiation was assumed to be
essentially transformed into a genetic effect. According to
the physicist turned biologist Max Delbruck (1969 Nobel
Prize recipient in Biology and Medicine), the proportionality rule that was proposed earlier by Muller, based on
the research of Hansen and Heys (1929) and Oliver (1930,
1931) and supported in experimental research by Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935), provided the basis of the single-hit mechanism interpretation and the calculation of the
size of the gene (Delbruck 1940). Table 1 provides a listing of quotes in which the early conceptual framing of the
dose–response proportionality concept occurred. The transforming of a dose–response hypothesis based on a very
limited amount of data into a biological “Rule” by Muller
was done without signiﬁcant discussion of the concept, its
possible mechanisms as well as the recognition of data that
may contradict this “Rule.”
Although Muller was a geneticist, he was drawn quickly
toward the physics-mutation interface, accepting signiﬁcant
elements of target theory for radiation-induced mutational
effects, including the important assumptions that damage was proportional to the energy absorbed, linear dose–
response modeling and that effects were cumulative and
deleterious (Muller et al. 1936). Muller knew TimoféeffRessovsky, having met him in the Soviet Union in 1922,
encouraging him and his colleagues to transform his laboratory to one of the Drosophila genetics. Muller renewed
contact with Timoféeff-Ressovsky during the 5th International Congress on Genetics in 1927. From November
1932 to September 1933, Muller researched in Berlin with
Timoféeff-Ressovsky. He also participated in the physicsbiology/mutation discussions in Copenhagen in 1936,
engaging Niels Bohr and other leading physicists. Experiments of radiation geneticists during this period were often
designed within the context of this target theory framework.
This was also the case for critical studies performed a decade later under the aegis of the Manhattan Project at the
University of Rochester under the direction of Curt Stern
(with Muller serving as a consultant) (Spencer and Stern
1948; Caspari and Stern 1948).

The hit hypothesis
As noted above, in his Nobel Prize research, Muller
reported that the induction of mutations was not directly
proportional to the X-ray dose, but rather to the square root
of the dose (Muller 1927). Based on discussion with the
physicist and future Nobel Prize winner Irving Langmuir
(1932 Nobel Prize in Chemistry), Muller (1927) stated
that this observation suggested that the induction of mutation was not caused directly by a single quantum of energy.
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Table 1 Documentation of the introduction of the proportionality rule concept into the mutation literature, 1929–1960
References

Quote

Hanson and Heys (1929)

“It is only to be expected that the number of mutations be directly proportional to the number of rays to which
the organisms are exposed.” Page 207
“Since then Hanson, using radium, and Oliver in our laboratories using X-rays, have both found that the frequency of mutations produced is exactly proportional to the energy of the dosage absorbed… There is, then,
no trace of a critical or threshold dosage beneath which the treatment is too dilute to work.” Page 236

Muller (1930)

Oliver (1930)

“That is there is a direct proportionality between the percent of lethals and the length of time of treatment may
be seen more readily by a comparison of the t1 values calculated from the results for each of the given doses.”
Page 45

Stadler (1930)

“Mutation frequency increased approximately in direct proportion to dosage.” Page 13
“Taking the amount of ionization in air as a measure, the mutation rate seems to vary approximately in direct
proportion to the intensity.” Page 142
“By inference it can be added that the cosmic and the terrestrial radiations of higher energy content also are
capable of producing mutations in proportion to their power of ionization.” Page 480

Hanson et al. (1931)
Oliver (1931)
Oliver (1931)

“The relation of proportionality to the dosage applies not merely to the lethals in general, but, more speciﬁcally,
to the lethal gene mutations.” Page 485

Oliver (1931)

“…[gene mutations and gene rearrangements] all probably occur in direct proportion to the dosage, no matter
how small a dose is used.” Page 486
“In general their results [i.e., Hanson and Heys 1928 and Oliver 1930] justify the conclusion that the rate is
directly proportional to the dosage employed.” Page 133

Patterson (1931)
Hanson and Heys (1932)

“Further evidence of the proportionality rule from a study of the effects of equivalent doses differently applied.”
Page 335

Hanson and Heys (1932)

“Experiments planned with a view to determining within what limits the proportionality rule holds show again
a strict correspondence existing between the amount of radium administered and the consequent biological
effect, the induced mutation frequency obtained varying directly with the dosage.” Page 343

Hanson (1933)

“The rate seems to be directly proportional to the dosage. Muller has named this the ‘proportionality rule.’ For
example, when all other factors are kept constant, doubling the time of exposure also doubles the number of
lethal mutations.” Page 486

Oliver (1934)

“The frequency of induced mutations is directly proportional to the intensity of the treatment.” Page 391

Delbruck (1940)

“The proportionality rule gave the basis for the single-hit interpretation…” Page 359

Stern (1950)

“The proportionality rule has been proven to hold over a wide range. Figure 155 shows that, for Drosophila, the
relation is essentially linear over the range from 25 r to several thousand r. It has further been shown that the
frequency of induced mutations is independent of the time over which the radiation is applied.” Page 433

Stern (1960)

“It has been established for a variety of experimental organisms that the number of mutations induced by radiation is proportional to the dose. This proportionality has been proven to hold over a wide range of dosages.”
Page 491

However, subsequent exposure experiments by Hanson and
Heys (1929), Oliver (1930, 1931) and later by TimoféeffRessovsky et al. (1935), even though all experiments were
at very high dose, supported a proportionality relationship,
which was consistent with the “hit” theory of mutation in
which the X-ray treatment excites an electron in the target
gene. This excitation was proposed to affect a permanent
change or mutation to a different molecular structure. Ionizing irradiation was the only effective way to induce mutations; it showed no threshold, suggesting that the absorption of radiation is a quantized and additive process (von
Schwerin 2010). A “quantum-jump” was considered to be
the physical process caused by a hit on a target, resulting
in mutation. Treatment effects induced by a physical agent
like ionizing radiation were believed to be caused by one or
several discrete biophysical events, that is, hits on a target.

Based on hypotheses about what constituted a hit, statistical models were used to construct dose–response relationships. If there was only a single hit on a single target, the
dose response was linear. As the number of assumed hits
increased, a more threshold like the dose response would
appear. In a practical sense, the mathematical modelderived dose response based on an assumed number of hits
could be visually matched against the laboratory-obtained
dose–response curve. Using this direct and simpliﬁed
approach, researchers like Muller, Timoféeff-Ressovsky
and participating physicists decided the theoretical number
of hits. This type of target theory was especially strong in
Germany, with support from leaders such as Boris Rajewsky (Director of the KWI for biophysics, 1936), TimoféeffRessovsky and others (von Schwerin 2010). This conceptual framework led to the conclusion that mutation was a
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single-hit process, proceeding from a single ionization,
from a quantum of ionizing radiation in a speciﬁc sensitive
zone of the gene.
This theoretically based perspective became not only
a workable model but a ﬁrm belief within the radiation
genetics community even though there was no knowledge of the physical nature of the gene. As coauthor of the
Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935) paper, Delbruck subsequently noted in his Nobel Prize lecture that it was thought
that genes were very stable and, therefore, showed characteristics of molecules. However, the gene concept at that
time was simply that of Mendelian algebraic rates, lacking
structural chemistry insight. There was much speculation
of gene structure including that of submicroscopic steadystate systems or even an entity not readily analyzable in
chemistry as proposed by Bohr (1933).
The paper of Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935), as
noted above, was striking in its collaboration between
physics and genetics, its proposed chemical nature of the
gene, size of the gene and in the proposal of a “hit” hypothesis as the foundation of the linear dose response for ionizing radiation-induced mutation. While the gene structure
and size framework would be bypassed and replaced by
the DNA structure of Watson and Crick (1953), the hit theory component of Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935) was
accepted and implemented by the radiation genetics community. The term “hit hypothesis” became commonly used
in the lexicon of radiation genetics, including those comprising the BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel that recommended changing to a linear model from a threshold model
for assessing mutation risks from ionizing radiation (Calabrese 2013).
The impact of this 1935 article was facilitated by the
actions of Timoféeff-Ressovsky who sent reprints to key
researchers. However, the overall immediate impact of the
paper was very limited as it was published in an obscure
Gottingen journal that was not cited in any leading index
with only four issues being printed before ceasing publication. This paper, which provides the origin of the single-hit
hypothesis to support a linear dose–response model, was
not even cited in the BEAR I report that implemented the
concept. Yet, the term “hit” hypothesis and target theory
became commonly used, even if credit was not often given
to the original paper (Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. 1935).
Nonetheless, this paper did receive a major endorsement
in the 1944 book “What is Life” by Erwin Schrodinger,
a Nobel Prize physicist (1933), raising its visibility in the
physics community.
The concept of the gene and its striking stability suggested it must have a unique atomic composition. Delbruck (1970) believed that such stability might be due to
each atom of a gene being ﬁxed in its mean position and
electron-stable, sunk in an energy well, now seen having
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stability due to the function of the hydrogen bond. Mutations of such genes could only occur following the absorption of high energies as from ionizing radiation, not from
heat under physiological conditions. In fact, a modest
increase in vibrational energy was estimated to increase
the atomic stability, decreasing mutational risk. Since a
transaction in an atom can be affected by a single digit eV
and that the initial impact of an X-ray can be several fold
greater, it was believed that any gene would be at risk for
mutation from radiation. Since the initial energy of impact
exceeds a threshold energy of activation, ionizing-radiation
should affect not only the induction of a localized mutation
but also that of a broad range of gene targets.
The mutation hit theory was challenged by Caspari
and Stern (1948) in a chronic, very low-dose rate study,
leading to the hypothesis that either a threshold exists or
multiple independent primary actions are required for a
mutation to occur, or that a recovery or repair effect/process occurred at a very low-dose rate (Howarth et al. 1950;
Key 1951). Over the next several decades, the dominance
of the physics-based target theory would yield to improved
chemical/biological/physiological understandings of the
mutation process, including such modiﬁed target theory
effects of ionizing radiation as DNA repair (in reproductive and somatic cells), adaptive response, the bystander
effect as well as the recognition that the biological effects
of ionizing radiation are principally due to the generation of hydroxyl radicals/hydrated electrons from cellular water and their migration to cellular targets (Collinson
et al. 1962; Czapski and Schwartz 1962; Weiss 1944). In
fact, even as the target theory was being applied to mutation by Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935), the recognition
of repair processes, including DNA repair, were emerging
(Hanawalt 1994). Such challenges to the hit theory would
eventually be brought to the BEAR Committee by Russell
(1956, 1963) from Oak Ridge, but only after the BEAR 1
Committee made its linearity recommendation.
Edward Lewis (1957a), another radiation geneticist
Nobel Prize (1995) recipient, published a very inﬂuential
Science article in 1957, strongly supporting a linear relationship for cancer, relying on linearity data in the Uphoff
and Stern (1949) paper. In subsequent Congressional Testimony, Lewis (1957b) would argue that the dose response
was linear, regardless of the mechanism, and should be
accepted as such whether or not a mechanism could even be
discerned. These comments of Lewis suggested that he recognized the growing mechanistic challenge to the singlehit theory as well as new conceptual problems (e.g., multiple biological processes could yield a linear relationship
that did not require a single-hit process) emerging from
the physics and genetics communities, including Zimmer
(1941), a coauthor of the Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935)
paper and radiation biologists/geneticists (Haas et al. 1950;
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Kimball 1952). However, the time period within which
Muller’s mutation ﬁndings were produced was one of the
cultural scientiﬁc dominance of physics. Association with
the leadership of the physics community served to enhance
the signiﬁcance of the mutational ﬁndings and its assumed
linearity at low dose, as well as providing Muller with an
expanded scientiﬁc and cultural context that recognized his
achievements and enhanced his scientiﬁc reputation.
The inﬂuence of the hit concept of Timoféeff-Ressovsky
et al. (1935) was facilitated via subsequent publications of
Lea (1940, 1946), which offered further justiﬁcation for the
target theory-based LNT-single-hit hypothesis for mutation. The publications of Lea were not only authoritative
extensions of Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935) but more
readily available than the Timoféef-Ressovsky et al. (1935)
paper with its publication in a defunct journal.

Regulatory agency actions
Ionizing radiation
In the radiation risk assessment area, two endpoints were
adopted to which linearity was applied: germ cell mutations and cancer. In the case of germ cell mutations, based
on several publications in the early 1950s by Muller (1951,
1954), the BEAR I Genetics Panel (1956) proposed to limit
exposure to ionizing radiation such that exposure would not
exceed doubling of background mutations from conception through the ﬁrst 30 years of life. The panel assumed
that exposure to ionizing radiation could cause mutations
to germ cells in a linear manner and had the potential to
cause adverse genetic effects in individuals and future generations. The panel derived a risk assessment methodology for application to both ﬁrst-generation offspring and
total genetic risk, including future generations. The panel
derived a doubling dose method (i.e., the dose of ionizing
radiation, assuming linearity at low dose, that would equal
the number of mutations resulting from background exposure), to estimate population-based risks. This doubling
dose methodology would predict the number of genetic
diseases based on three parameters: the assumed doubling
dose, the proposed exposure limit and the background incidence of genetic disease. Based on this risk assessment
framework, the panel recommended a “uniform national
standard” such that the members of the general population would not receive more than a cumulative dose of 10R
from conception through 30 years. This basic method of the
BEAR I Committee, using the doubling dose/linear framework, has been reﬁned with recent advances allowing one
to integrate between rates of radiation-induced mutation
based on mouse studies and the risk of inducible genetic
disease in people [Sankaranarayanan and Chakraborty
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2000a, b; Sankaranarayanan and Wassom 2008 (see Lyon
2003 for an alternative view)].
In the case of somatic effects, cancer risks were estimated via the use of a linear dose–response model. Assuming linearity to zero, it was estimated that exposure of one
rem to one million people each year would cause one to
two new cases of leukemia on an annual basis for ﬁrst decade of life (ICRP 1962; Sowby 1965; UNSCEAR 1962,
1964). As with chemical carcinogenesis risk assessment,
therefore, the foundations of the LNT modeling for ionizing radiation-increased cancer risks are directly traced back
to Lea, Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. and ultimately to Muller’s proportionality rule.
Chemical carcinogens
Five years after the publication of the BEAR 1 report,
Mantel and Bryan (1961) published their inﬂuential paper
entitled “Safety’ Testing of Carcinogenic Agents” based on
the probit dose–response model in order to estimate tumor
incidence for carcinogens. Biostatistical estimates of cancer risks were ﬁrst provided by Bryan and Shimkin (1943)
when they applied the probit model to estimate the cancer
risk of three carcinogenic hydrocarbons (i.e., 20-methylcholanthrene; 1,2,5,6-dibenzanthracene; 3,4-benzpyrene) in
strain C3H male mice.
The motivation for Mantel and Bryan to develop the
biostatistical model for predicting carcinogen risk was due
to the fact that Mantel, a biostatistician at the US National
Cancer Institute (NCI), was asked by the Director of the
NCI to develop guidelines for the number of laboratory
animals that would be needed to establish the safety of a
test agent within the context of a hazard assessment. This
response followed a request, after the Thanksgiving cranberry scare of 1959, by the Secretary of the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) to the NCI. The
cranberry scare was a public relations nightmare in which
trace residues of a cancer-causing herbicide [i.e., amitrole
(3-amino-1,2,4-triazole)] were detected in some sources of
cranberries just before the holiday. The secretary of HEW
recommended against buying cranberries that year, leading to a consumer panic that threatened the industry. In
order to avoid such situations in the future, the secretary
of HEW requested the NCI to provide guidance on which
cancer-causing substances were “safe” and at what dosage
levels.
Mantel and Bryan (1961) noted the generality of their
modeling approach and proposed the concept of a virtually
safe dose with an estimated risk of 1/100 million. Some
12 years later, the FDA would propose the use of the Mantel-Bryan (1961) model and recommend the 1/100 million
safety guide in their July 19, 1973 risk assessment proposal
in the Federal Register. When the rule was ﬁnalized in
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1977, the Mantel-Bryan probit model was retained but with
several modiﬁcations and with the acceptable (de minimus)
risk being reduced to 1/million. This value was considered
as the level below which no additional regulatory action
would be taken within the context of the safety of animal
carcinogen residues. The ﬁnalized Mantel-Bryan model of
the FDA was the ﬁrst quantitative risk assessment model
approved by a regulatory agency. Two years later, the FDA
(1979) signiﬁcantly revised the cancer risk assessment
policy, replacing the modiﬁed Mantel-Bryan model with
a linear dose–response model based on multiple factors,
including its more conservative risk estimation and ease of
calculations (Anonymous, 1979). In the low-dose zone, the
one-hit model discussed above is closely approximated by
a simple linear model.
The US EPA strategy for assessment and regulation of
carcinogens displayed a profound evolution during the
1970s. Based on expert testimony during pesticide hearings, EPA attorneys developed a legal brief that embodied
“cancer principles” (NAS 1983). These “principles” suggested that carcinogen exposures should be prevented. As
the concept of “banning” carcinogenic agents was soon
seen as unrealistic, EPA quickly adopted non-regulatory
guidelines for a general risk assessment process (EPA
1976). This process advocated the use of quantitative risk
assessment as a means to differentiate risks among chemicals and engineering processes. The guidance was very
general, being limited to less than a page within the Federal Register. These guidelines were followed by a paper
from the EPA Carcinogen Assessment Group (CAG)
(Albert et al. 1977), which provided a strong endorsement
of the LNT concept, arguing that linearity was supported
by human epidemiological studies (e.g., ionizing radiation
and cigarette smoking related lung cancer) and mutagenicity studies that were also claimed to follow a linear dose
response and believed to be the underlying mechanisms of
carcinogenesis. In a March 15, 1979, Federal Register, the
EPA Administrator Douglas Castle stated that “Risk assessment from animal data is performed using the ‘one-hit’
model” based on the 1976 Interim Guidelines (EPA 1976).
He went on to state that “the one-hit model was endorsed
by the four agencies in the Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group” based on its highly conservative nature and the
uncertainties in extrapolating from animal data to human
responses and the possibility that humans may be more susceptible than the animal model, because of broad human
interindividual variability in exposures and “other unknown
factors”. The strongly clarifying and underlying statement
of the administrator was due in part to the fact that EPA had
used other cancer risk assessment models under other regulatory acts and by other US federal agencies.
According to Albert (1994), Chair of the EPA Cancer Assessment Group (CAG) during the 1970s, the EPA
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adopted the linear no threshold model (LNT) of the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC) that had been applied to estimating risks from fallout from atomic weapon tests. The
LNT model was attractive to EPA since it was very simple
to apply; all that was needed in a toxicological sense was to
identify the lowest dose of agent that induced a statistically
signiﬁcant response and draw a straight line to the origin of
the graph for the dose versus cancer incidence. Its biological plausibility was based on the linearity of mutation dose
response within the framework of target theory. He noted
that “any difference between chemical carcinogens and
ionizing radiation could be waived aside as they both cause
genetic damage…”
Statisticians would argue that the straight line extrapolation to zero from the lowest statistically signiﬁcant
response ignored data at the high doses. Thus, during a
meeting of leading statisticians called by the CAG, a decision was made to change from the single-hit model to the
multi-stage model since it used all the data, while retaining linearity at low dose and being compatible with the
concept of cancer being a multi-stage process. Consistent
with this assessment, the NAS Safe Drinking Water Committee (1977) recommended the adoption of LNT modeling
for risk assessment using a multi-stage model. However, in
1982, the Safe Drinking Water Committee (SDWC) was
skeptical about LNT modeling for chemicals and rescinded
its endorsement of the LNT model noting “…more conﬁdence could be placed in mathematical models for extrapolation if they incorporated biological characteristics of
the animal studies… since the users of this volume will
be likely to favor different varieties of the conventional
extrapolation models or will have access to some of the
newer developmental methodologies, it is premature at this
stage to recommend any single approach by selecting it for
calculations…” (p 8). However, since LNT modeling was
already in use by EPA, in 1983, the SDWC again endorsed
the LNT model and its subsequent use became the default
methodology for chemical cancer risk assessment. According to Albert (1994), none of the possible models (single
hit, multi-hit, logit, probit, multi-stage, others) were biologically credible. The agency simply needed one that would
be acceptable. The agency applied LNT risk assessment
methods using the multi-stage model for the regulation of
trihalomethanes in drinking water in a November 29, 1979,
notice in the Federal Register (EPA Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) 1979a, b), a process that would be
followed in subsequent EPA cancer risk assessments.
The parallel, yet converging linear dose–response strategies of the EPA and FDA represent the regulatory origin
of current cancer risk assessment practices throughout the
world. They are directly traced back to the efforts of Lea
(1946) and Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935), all of which
stemmed from the “Proportionality Rule” of Muller (1930).
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Eugenics
While the LNT concept for mutation was born within the
intellectual and scientiﬁc framework of the physics-based
radiation target theory, its applications also found supportive resonance within the philosophical, ideological
and political frameworks of eugenics. German eugenicists
expressed considerable concern that ionizing radiation may
hurt the German germ plasm (Proctor 1999; Martius 1931).
Educational programs based on these concerns cautioned
against exposures to ionizing radiation that might adversely
affect future generations of Germans. Recommendations
as early as 1927 by the Bavarian Society for Pediatrics and
Gynecology stated that women receiving excess X-rays
during pregnancy should abort their fetuses. Pushing this
concept even further, in 1930, Eugene Fisher, director of
the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, argued
that women exposed to X-rays should be permanently prevented from having children (Proctor 1999). Muller’s own
history is replete with his highly visible association with
national and international activities advancing eugenics
philosophy and agenda. Even as late as 1955, Muller gave
a strong eugenics advocacy presentation in Germany, testing such ideas with a large audience of Nobel Prize winners
(The Lindau Mediatheque 1955).
The biophysical concept of the gene had important
eugenics implications. Since mutations could be induced
by ionizing radiation in a linear at low-dose manner, this
concept provided the principal foundation that all ionizing radiation—whether via medical diagnosis/treatment
or industrially—was a concern for “genetic health”. The
genetic toxicology studies of Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al.
(1935) transformed these above-cited radiation health concerns, providing biophysical models and the LNT-single-hit
model risk assessment paradigm. Such actions provided
a key vehicle by which eugenics would focus on radiation protection for preventing the occurrence of genetic
defects. In fact, the development and activities of the genetics department of the Kaiser Willheim Institute under the
direction of Timoféeff-Ressovsky was affected by such perspectives (Gausemeier 2010).
The concept of LNT for ionizing radiation-induced
mutation was, therefore, built upon a scientiﬁc/cultural
framework and applied to a range of health-related policies, especially those of eugenics during the early decades after the discovery of X-ray-induced mutations.
In fact, the eugenics area would serve as an intellectual
training ground for how ideas such as LNT could be
“softened”, humanized and successfully integrated within
a post-World War II society. Some aspects of eugenics
advocacy and the LNT concept would morph into modern regulatory policy for carcinogen regulation, evolving
from that of preserving the gene pool of certain racial
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subgroups or other targeted populations to a humanistic
framework that would reduce mutational risks to entire
populations.

Evolution and endogenous mutations
The LNT had its start in an attempt to explain evolution,
ﬁnding other outlets in the world of eugenics and later
public health regulatory policies. While Muller was a
leader in these activities, he did not abandon his quest to
determine those underlying factors that served to provide
the novel mutations for natural selection. In fact, prior
to his discovery of X-ray-induced mutations in 1927,
Muller reported that temperature increases enhanced
the mutation rate by about two-fold (Muller 1928c).
However, the temperature hypothesis was placed on the
research back burner when high doses of X-rays were
found to markedly enhance mutation frequency. Muller
would return to the temperature–evolution hypothesis
some three decades later, completing an intellectual and
professional circle, reﬂected in the comments of Plough
and Ives (1934), his former colleagues at Amherst College (1940–1945) who noted that “since Muller and
Mott-Smith conclude that natural radiation is inadequate
to account for mutations in nature, it seems possible
to suggest that ubiquitous temperature variations may
play that role”. If Muller had lived into the decades of
the 1980s (he died in the 1967), he would have begun
to appreciate the so-called other conditions suggested
by Oliver (1931) as the cause of the overwhelming proportion of spontaneously occurring mutations is now
believed to be derived from endogenous metabolism, for
which complex and integrative DNA repair processes
have been selected for via natural selection (De Bont
and van Larebeke 2004; Lindahl 1996).

Summary
The LNT concept was initially proposed to account for
evolutionary change and then later applied for the assessment of risks for some genetic diseases and cancer incidence (Table 2). The initial data upon which the LNT
concept was based were limited to a few studies of an
acute nature and at very high doses. Within a decade, the
LNT dose–response model was provided with a mechanistic foundation via the integration of the single-hit
concept within target theory. The LNT-single-hit model
was then used by radiation geneticists to frame the intellectual debate on low-dose ionizing radiation risk to the
human genome. It provided the basis for the recommendations of the US NAS BEAR I Committee in 1956 for
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Table 2 LNT history: the temporal sequence leading to the LNT dose–response model for cancer risk assessment
References

Speciﬁc temporal events

Muller (1927)

Mutation ﬁndings—X-rays induce mutations in fruit ﬂies
⇓
LNT model proposed to account for evolutionary changes following Muller’s discovery that
X-rays can induce mutations in fruit ﬂy germ cells
⇓
Develops proportionality rule (i.e., linear dose response) for ionizing radiation-induced mutagenicity
⇓
Application of radiation target theory for mutagens. Used target theory to propose a hit theory
for ionizing radiation-induced mutation. The hit mechanism was used to explain the LNT
dose response
⇓
Proposes the use of the linear dose–response model for germ cell mutation, using the “doubling
rule”
⇓
Develops carcinogen risk assessment model based on the probit model. This activity was
undertaken to advise US governmental agencies on chemical risk assessment
⇓
Proposes a probit-based quantitative risk assessment method for cancer risk based on the Mantel and Bryan 1961 paper. The proposal stated that an acceptable risk was 1/100 million
⇓
Proposed guidelines for carcinogen risk assessment based on quantitative risk assessment.
Recommended a linear dose–response model
⇓
FDA rule ﬁnalized, retaining the Mantel-Bryan model with some modiﬁcations. The acceptable
risk value was changed to 1/1 million (10−6)
⇓
Recommended that EPA adopt LNT for carcinogen risk assessment. This recommendation was
profoundly signiﬁcant given the widespread multimedia regulatory functions of EPA. Within
2 years of the recommendation, EPA applied the LNT to the regulations of trihalomethanes
(e.g., chloroform) in drinking water
⇓
Replaced the modiﬁed Mantel-Bryan model with the LNT model for carcinogen risk assessment, based on the following reasons: 1. Linear procedure is least likely to underestimate
risk. 2. Linear extrapolation does not require complicated mathematical procedures. 3. No
arbitrary slope is needed to carry out linear extrapolation. 4. Several signiﬁcant limitations
were found with the application of the Mantel-Bryan model (Anonymous 1979)
⇓

Olson and Lewis (1928)

Muller (1930)

Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935)

BEAR I 1956 (Biological Effects of Atomic
Radiation Committee, Genetics Panel)
Mantel and Bryan (1961)

FDA (1973)

EPA (1976) (see Albert et al. (1977),
Anonymous (1979)
FDA (1977)

U.S. NAS Safe Drinking Water Committee
(1977)

FDA (1979)

EPA (1979a, b)

EPA established a national drinking water standard for trihalomethanes (including chloroform)
based on an LNT methodology as recommended by the US NAS Safe Drinking Water Committee (1977)

the switch from a threshold to a linear dose–response
model for estimating ionizing radiation-induced germ
cell mutation using the doubling dose concept. The LNTsingle-hit model was soon generalized to the process of
cancer risk assessment and adopted by national and international committees concerned with ionizing radiation by
the late 1950s and early 1960s. Five years later, Mantel
and Bryan (1961), researchers at the US National Cancer Institute, proposed a probit model-based cancer risk
assessment method. It was the Mantel and Bryan (1961)
model that was proposed by the FDA in 1973 for cancer risk assessment procedures, being replaced with a
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LNT model by the FDA in 1979, the same year that EPA
applied the LNT for the regulation of carcinogens (i.e.,
trihalomethanes) in drinking water. The LNT model and
its single-hit explanation/mechanism theory, therefore,
can be traced back to the concept of radiation-induced
mutation target theory as proposed by Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935), which was founded on the proportionality rule of Muller (1930) which itself had its origins in
the 1928 paper of Olson and Gilbert that created the LNT
concept following the seminal ﬁndings of Muller (1927)
that ionizing radiation could induce mutation in the germ
cells of fruit ﬂies.
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Abstract The NAS Genetics Panel (1956) recommended
a switch from a threshold to a linear dose response for
radiation risk assessment. To support this recommendation, geneticists on the panel provided individual estimates
of the number of children in subsequent generations (one
to ten) that would be adversely affected due to transgenerational reproductive cell mutations. It was hoped that
there would be close agreement among the individual risk
estimates. However, extremely large ranges of variability
and uncertainty characterized the wildly divergent expert
estimates. The panel members believed that sharing these
estimates with the scientiﬁc community and general public
would strongly undercut their linearity recommendation, as
it would have only highlighted their own substantial uncertainties. Essentially, their technical report in the journal
Science omitted and misrepresented key adverse reproductive ﬁndings in an effort to ensure support for their linearity
recommendation. These omissions and misrepresentations
not only belie the notion of an impartial and independent
appraisal by the NAS Panel, but also amount to falsiﬁcation
and fabrication of the research record at the highest possible level, leading ultimately to the adoption of LNT by
governments worldwide. Based on previously unexamined
correspondence among panel members and Genetics Panel
meeting transcripts, this paper provides the ﬁrst documentation of these historical developments.
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In 1956, the US National Academy of Sciences (NAS) published their long-awaited reports addressing national concerns about how ionizing radiation may affect such entities
as oceans/ﬁsheries, agriculture/food supply, meteorology/
atmosphere, medicine/pathology, genetics and disposal of
radioactive wastes. As it turns out, the report that dominated the attention of the scientiﬁc community and media
was that of the Genetics Panel. It proclaimed there was no
safe level of exposure to ionizing radiation and offered dire
warnings about severe adverse biological effects occurring in present and future generations. Societies, world
governments and medical communities needed to heed the
mutational risks that could persist across generations as
a result of exposures to even low doses of ionizing radiation. The panel emphasized that the then extant threshold
dose–response model was wrong and misled society on the
hazards of low doses of ionizing radiation. To better protect the public health and to provide more accurate predictions, the report urged the risk assessment community to
adopt a linear dose–response model. This recommendation
represented no less than a paradigm shift that would alter
the courses of both international environmental policy and
cancer risk assessment to the present time. The LNT dose
response was soon generalized from assessing the radiation risk of mutation to the radiation risk of cancer and
then generalized once again by the US EPA to assessing
the chemical risk of cancer. In retrospect, the road to linearity can be directly traced back to the BEAR Committee,
Genetics Panel (Calabrese 2009, 2013).
Despite their tidal wave of success in 1956 and in the
years following, the radiation genetics community had
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already been seeking a switch from the threshold to the
linear dose–response model for nearly 30 years (Calabrese 2013), i.e., starting from a time soon after Muller’s
famous Nobel Prize winning discovery in 1927 that X-rays
can induce mutations in the sperm of male fruit ﬂies. Muller, Curt Stern and other prominent researchers from the
radiation genetics community had long challenged the
risk assessment methods for ionizing radiation and proposed using the far more conservative linear dose–response
model. However, at each turn in the road, another similarly
recalcitrant medical committee opposed their challenges
and supported the more lenient threshold dose–response
model instead. This frustrated Muller and his kindred radiation geneticist colleagues. In all major advisory committees
to that point, the cards were “stacked” against them. However, with the creation of the NAS Committee, which was
funded by the Rockefeller Foundation, the political tide
turned their way. The decision to create an NAS Genetics
Panel meant that Muller and his group would no longer be
token geneticists on a committee oriented toward and dominated by the medical community; they would now be the
dominant force on a BEAR I Committee whose 17 members included 13 notable geneticists. This may have seemed
like a dream come true as the panel would now have no
opposition to the big issue of the day: that is, ﬁnally getting
linearity to drive the mutation risk assessment. The panel
would soon proclaim that LNT was the new risk assessment “law” of the land, with little, if any, need for discussion, debate or evidence-based examination via scientiﬁc
assessments. Thus, the panel moved to other challenges.
Instead of debating the merits of the threshold vs LNT, the
Chair of the Panel requested that all the geneticists on the
panel provide their best estimates with upper and lower
conﬁdence intervals for the number of adversely affected
children born to parents’ whose gonads were exposed to a
certain dose of radiation.
Despite the fact that there was a wide range of geneticists (e.g., human, fruit ﬂy, bacterial, etc.) comprising the
panel, it was hoped that there would be a high degree of
agreement/consensus on what the speciﬁc population risks
might be. If the panel members could independently come
to a convergent agreement on risks, it would strongly support their risk assessment judgment and the linearity dose–
response paradigm that they wanted society to adopt.
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It is here where the story gets interesting. Through a
variety of unexpected discoveries, it was possible to determine that the panel of geneticist experts wildly differed
among themselves on the estimates of population risks,
and, in fact, felt very uncertain about their own estimates of
mutation frequency in future generations. The emergence
of such uncertainties rattled the leaders of the panel and
eventually led the Genetics Panel to omit key data from the
research record, all in an effort to disguise the vast uncertainty that existed for the projected human risks. These factors and issues were known by the panel and are evident
in the numerous letters that were exchanged between them
and the Panel Chair; the panel even voted to hide the uncertainty from the scientiﬁc community by omitting key data
and misrepresenting the predicted risks. In effect, the NAS
BEAR Committee, Genetics Panel committed scientiﬁc
misconduct in their publication in the journal Science in
June, 1956 (Anonymous 1956). By omitting and misrepresenting the actual data, the panel hoped to convince the
scientiﬁc community and the public to adopt their linear
dose–response model in the assessment of risks associated with exposures to ionizing radiation, especially at low
doses. These falsiﬁcations and fabrications are detailed and
presented for the ﬁrst time in the supplemental data section;
they expose the fraudulent actions of the Genetics Panel
and call attention to the vast impact they have had on cancer risk assessment.
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ABSTRACT

TheNationalAcademyofSciencesBiologicalEffectsofAtomicRadiationI(NASBEARI)Committee
GeneticsPanel(1956)recommendedthatregulatoryagenciesswitchfromathresholdtoalinearmodel
forradiationriskassessmentofgenomicendpoints.Thisrecommendationwasgeneralizedtosomatic
cellsforcancerriskassessmentandlaterappliedtochemicalcarcinogens.Attheheartofthe
recommendationwereindependentestimatesbypanelgeneticistsofadversereproductiveeffectsin
humansexposedtoagivenradiationdose.Thispaperrevealsbothanenormousvarianceand
uncertaintyintheindependentestimatesofgeneticdamageinreportssubmittedbysixgeneticists.
TheseestimateswerefargreaterthanreportedinScience,substantiallymisrepresentingexpert
disagreement.WhiletheSciencepaperindicatedthatonlysix(ofthe12)geneticistsprovidedestimates,
ninedid.Thethreeexcludedestimatesindicatedmarkedlylowerdamagethandidthesix.Thecensoring
ofthethreeestimatesandthemischaracterizationoftheuncertaintyoftheremainingsixgeneticists
deliberatelyandsubstantiallyoverstatedthedegreeofconfidenceandagreementintheestimatesof
geneticharm.Basedoninternalcorrespondence,theseactionsweredesignedtoensurethatlinearityat
lowdosewouldbeadoptedforriskassessment.Theomissionandmisrepresentationofdataintended
torepresenttheindependentappraisalofpanelexpertsisconsistentwithdefinitionsoffalsificationand
fabricationoftheresearchrecord.Theprincipalscientificdocumentthereforesupportingtheadoption
oftheLNTwastheproductofscientificmisconductandthatitsadoptionbyregulatoryagencies
worldwidewasbasedonaprocessinvolvingfalsificationandfabrication.

KeyWords:linearity,doseresponse,riskassessment,threshold,mutation,cancer


Introduction
CancerriskassessmentpolicyintheUnitedStates(US)originatedfromtheUSNational
AcademyofSciences(NAS)BiologicalEffectsofAtomicRadiation(BEAR)ICommittee,GeneticsPanel,in
1956whentheyrecommendedashiftfromathresholdtoalineardoseresponsemodelfortheeffects
ofionizingradiationongenomicmutations.Thislinearityrecommendationwassoongeneralizedto
somaticcellsbytheNationalCommitteeonRadiationProtectionandMeasurement(NCRPM)and
appliedtocancerriskassessment(Whittemore1986–Page608,Footnote260).Thisperspectivewas
widelyadoptedinnumerouscountriesbyvariousregulatoryandpublichealthagencies(e.g.
InternationalCommitteeforRadiationProtectionͲICRP)andcontinuestothepresent(Calabrese2009,
2011a,2013)
HistoricalreassessmentoftheBEARIGeneticsPanelreportanditsscientificfoundationshas
revealedaseriesofkeyscientificconcerns,flaws,andmisrepresentationsthatchallengethebasisofthe
originallinearityrecommendation(Calabrese2011b,2013).Thesefindingsprovidesubstantialevidence

thattheswitchfromthresholdtolinearityoccurredduetoideologicallyͲbaseddeceptionsofkeypapers
onionizingradiationinducedmutationbyleadersintheradiationgeneticcommunity,mostnotably
HermannJ.Muller,NobelPrizewinner,andCurtStern,UniversityofCaliforniaͲBerkeleyprofessor.
ThecurrentpaperextendsthishistoricalreͲevaluationintotheactivitiesoftheBEARIGenetics
PanelwithparticularfocusonthekeypublicationofthatpanelinScience,entitled“GeneticEffectsof
AtomicRadiation”.TheSciencepaperrepresentsthe“technical”publication(Anonymous1956)ofthe
panelwhereasa“popular”version(NAS/NRC1956)waswrittenforthemediaandpublicandincluded
summariesofeachoftheNASBEARICommitteeExpertPanels.EachofthetechnicalPanelspublisheda
separatearticleinthejournalSciencein1956.Thepresentpaperoriginatedasaresultofanunexpected
observationthattheSciencepaperoftheGeneticsPanelreportedgeneticriskestimatesofonlysixof
the12geneticistmembersofthePanel.Yet,aninvestigationofthepersonalcorrespondenceand
unpublishedtechnicalwritingsoftheGeneticsPaneluncovereddetailedassessmentsfromnine
membersofthePanel.Thispreviouslyunrecognizeddiscrepancyledtoafurtherinvestigationresulting
inthepresentpaper.
Estimatingradiationinducedgeneticrisk
AkeyfinalizingactivityoftheGeneticsPanelwastoprovideanestimateofthetotalnumberof
offspring(includingembryonic/fetaldeaths/stillbirthsandthosebornbutunabletoreproduce)that
wouldbeadverselyaffectedbymutations(i.e.oftenreferredtoas“geneticdeaths”–adverselyaffected
offspringthatcouldnotreproduce)assumingtheentireadultreproducingpopulationreceivedasingle
doseof10roentgens(R)(0.1Gy)tothegonads.ThespecificchargetotheGeneticsPanelwasgivenby
thechairman,WarrenWeaveroftheRockefellerFoundation,theorganizationwhichfundedthe
assessment.ThisfinalizingtopicwasextensivelydiscussedonFeb.6,1956inthePanelmeeting,
occupyingabout40transcriptpages(NAS1956a).OnFeb.8,1956amemowassentbyWeavertothe
GeneticsPanelwiththesubjectheadingof“Reminder”(Weaver1956a).Hestatedthefollowing:

“AttheChicagomeetingitwasagreedthateverygeneticistonthepanelwasinvitedandindeed
urgedtoundertakeanestimationoftheexpresseddamageduetodetrimentalmutations.The
estimationwastoapplytothetotalnumberofchildren(say160million?)whichwillinthefuturebe
borntopersonsnowaliveintheU.S.;andtotheirchildrenandsoon.Atleastthreeestimatesare
desired:1)expresseddamagetothefirstsetof160millionchildrenduetoadoseof10rtothe
personsnowliving;2)expresseddamagetotheF1throughF10generationsofchildrenduetoasingle
doseof10rtothepersonsnowliving;3)expresseddamagetoF1throughF10duetoadoseof10rper
generation.
Itwouldbemosthelpfulalsotohavecomparableestimatesfor2)and3)abovewhenthe
doseis50r.Linearityappliesto1),sothatitistriviallyeasytoadjustthatestimatetoanydose.
Itwasagreedthateachwouldstatetherangewhichappliestotheestimatesenteringthe
calculation,andtherangeapplyingtothefinalresult;andwouldstatehisreasoninginenoughdetail
sothattheothermemberscouldintelligentlyweigh,criticise(criticize),andcomparethevarious
estimates.
MayIurgeyouthatyouundertakethisaspromptlyaspossible,andthatyouduplicateyour
reportandsendittoeverymemberofthepanel?”

ThebasisforthechargeconferreduponthegeneticistsbyWeaverwasadiscussionofawritten
positionstatementofgeneticistPanelmemberTracySonnebornthatwasreadintothetranscription
recordonFeb.5,1956.Inadditiontoastatementofgeneticriskassessmentprinciples,Sonneborn
raisedthequestionaswhatwouldbetheriskcommunicationmessageforthegeneralpublicbasedon
theirPaneldeliberations.ThisledWeavertotracethreepossibleoptionswiththemostdesirable,being
themostexplicit.Thatis,hewantedthePaneltoprovidereproductiveriskestimatestothegeneral
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publicthatwerespecificandquantitative,estimatesthatwouldbuilduponthebeliefthatalldosesof
radiationwereharmful,cumulative,andirreversible.
Onpage244oftheFeb.6,1956transcribedproceedingsofthePanel(NAS1956a),Weaver
statedhisdesiretoobtaintheindependentviewsofthegeneticistsforthepredictionofradiation
inducedgeneticdamageforsubsequentgenerationsofhumans,usingtheUSpopulationastheworking
example.Thiswasviewedasameanstodefinetherangeofinformedjudgmentandtoascertainhow
muchthePanelgeneticistswereinagreement,akeyfactorneededtosupportpolicyrecommendations
ofthePanel.Onpage257ofthatsametranscriptSonnebornstated“thatthethingofmostvalueinall
thiscalculationwouldbetoshowhowonecanusedifferentmethodstomakeestimates,andseeto
whatextentmethods,ifpossible,variationsinapproach,leadtodifferentanswers.Sothatifthey
converge,ortendtoconverge,thenwemighthavemorewillingnesstoputthemforth.”Weaverand
Sonnebornwere,ofcourse,mindfulofthefactthatthegeneticistsbroughtdifferingtechnicalabilities,
researchexperiencesandjudgmentstothePanel.PanelgeneticistswereexpertswithDrosophila,
bacteria,paramecia,miceandhumanpopulationgenetics.SomeofthePanelmemberswerefarmore
mathematicallyorientedthanothers.Eachwasexpectedtoindependentlyconsidertheproblemand
thendocumentinwritingtheirmethods,assumptionsandtheirestimatedpopulationͲbasedradiation
inducedgeneticharm.Theseestimatesweretobecollectivelysummarizedandwoulddefinetherange
ofexpertagreement/disagreementusingthedifferentbutcomplementaryapproachesofeach
contributingexpertgeneticist.
TheGeneticsPanel
Therewere13bonafidegeneticistswhoweremembersoftheGeneticsPanel.Theseincluded:
GeorgeW.Beadle–CaliforniaInstituteofTechnology;JamesCotterman–BaylorUniversity;JamesF.
Crow–UniversityofWisconsin;MilislavDemerec–CarnegieInstitutionofWashington;H.BentleyGlass
–JohnsHopkinsUniversity;BerwindP.Kaufmann–CarnegieInstitutionofWashington;ClarenceC.
Little–RoscoeB.JacksonMemorialLaboratory;HermannJ.Muller–IndianaUniversity;JamesV.Neel–
UniversityofMichigan;WilliamLRussell–OakRidgeNationalLaboratory;TracySonneborn–Indiana
University;AlfredSturtevant–CaliforniaInstituteofTechnology;andSewallWright–Universityof
Wisconsin.OthermembersofthecommitteewerethechairmanWarrenWeaver,Rockefeller
Foundation,amathematician;C.Failla,ColumbiaUniversity,ahealthphysicist;AlexanderHollaender,a
physicalchemistandadministratorofOakRidgeNationalLabs;andShieldsWarren,NewEngland
DeaconessHospital,aphysician,whowasalsoamemberoftheNASBEARIPathologyPanel.Afterthe
meetinginChicago(February5/6,1956),CottermanresignedfromthePanelduetoacademicworkload
issues,leaving12geneticistsonthecommittee.Ofthe12geneticistmembers,estimatesofnine
membershavebeenobtainedviasearchingpastcommitteecommunicationsandletterexchangesfrom
allmembersofthecommittee.ThethreemembersnotprovidingestimateswereLittle,Neel,and
Sonneborn.WhilethereisnorecordofLittle’sactionsonthismatter,SonnebornandNeelrefusedthe
requestofWeavertoprovideestimatesofgeneticdamagesincetheydidnotbelievethattheycouldbe
reliablymade.Infact,Neelarguedthatthescientificbasisforsuchestimatesweresouncertainthat
providingthemwouldbeaviolationofhisobligationasascientisttosociety,anunethicalcondition.On
April6,1956hespecificallyaddressedhisconcernwithChairmanWeaver(Neel1956a):
“Thegeneticisthassocialresponsibilities,buthealsohasresponsibilitiesasascientist.Oneis
thatinanareaascriticalasthisoneis,hemustbewareoflettinghisconjecturesgettoofarin
advanceofhisfacts.Itistomeanexceedinglytenableposition,havingstatedthegeneralgenetic
argument,tosayflatlythatweknowsolittleaboutthequantitativeaspects.”Infact,Neelwasso
adamantlyopposedtothedecisiontodevelopandprovidesuchgeneticestimatesofdamagethathe
wroteWeaveronMarch8,1956statingthathewould“godownwithflagsflyingandgunsboomingto
thelast”(Neel1956b).
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Organizingtheestimates
ThenineestimateswereprovidedbytheendofFebruary,1956.AtaMarch1,1956meetingof
theGeneticsPanel,adecisionwasmadeonhowtheestimateswouldbeprocessed.InaMarch2,1956
briefsummary(Weaver1956a)(Mullermanuscripts(mss),LillyLibrary)oftheMarch1meeting,Weaver
indicatedthat“JimCrowwasmadethechairmanofasubͲcommittee(hecancommandeerhelpon
thisifhewishes)togothroughallthedamageestimates,comparethem,anddisplayassumptions,
methods,input,andresultsinsomesortofchartorgraphicform.”Thisdescriptiondidnotindicate
thatCrowwasauthorizedtoexcludeindividualcontributions,nortomakejudgmentsastowhich
estimateswerethemost/leastcredible.Crow’sroleassubͲcommitteeChairwastoorganizeand
integratethesubmittedestimatesinacoherentmannersothattheentirePanelcouldintelligibly,
efficientlyandobjectivelyviewthesubmittedestimates.
TheSciencejournalarticle
IntheGeneticsPanelSciencepaperitwasstatedthat“Sixofthegeneticistsofthiscommittee
consideredthefollowingproblem:supposethewholepopulationoftheUnitedStatesreceivedone
doseof10roentgensofradiationtothegonads.Whatistheestimateofthetotalnumberofmutants
whichwouldbeinducedbythisradiationdoseandpassedontothenexttotalgenerationofabout
200millionchildren?Eachgeneticistcalculatedwhatheconsideredtobethemostprobableestimate,
andthenbracketedthisbyhisminimumandmaximumestimates.Eachthussaid,ineffect:Ifeel
reasonablyconfidentthatthetruevalueisgreaterthanmyminimumestimateandlessthanmy
maximum.Mybestjudgment,asstatedinasinglefigure,iswhatIhavelabeledthemostprobable
estimate.”Notethatauthorspublishedanerrataonemonthlaterindicatingthatthe200million
numberofchildrenshouldhavebeen100million(ErrataͲScience,Volume124,page170,1956).The
papergoesontostatethat“themostprobableestimatesasthuscalculatedbythesixgentcists
(geneticists)donotdifferwidely.Theybunchrathercloselyaroundthefigure5million.Fourofthe
sixestimatesareveryclosetothatfigure,andtheothertwodifferonlybyafactorof2.
Thesesixgeneticistsconcluded,moreover,thattheuncertaintyintheirestimationofthemost
probablevaluewasaboutafactorof10.Thatistosay,theirminimumestimateswereabout1/10,
andtheirmaximumestimatesabout10timesthemostprobableestimate.”
InconsistenciesemergefromtheSciencepaper
AdetailedevaluationoftheGeneticsPanelarticleinSciencerevealsanumberofanomaliesand
concerns.

1. Theinvitationtoprovideestimateswasmadewithsomeurgencytoallgeneticistsonthepanel.
Thereaderisinformedthatonlysixprovidedestimates.Thespecificsixgeneticistswerenot
identifiedintheSciencepaper.TheSciencepaperdidnotprovideanydescriptionofthe
biologicalmodelsandmethodsusedbythesixgeneticiststoobtaintheirrespectiveestimates.
Whileonlysixgeneticistswerestatedashaving“consideredthe…problem”,all12geneticists
wereurgedtotakeonthistask.Wealsoknowthatthenumberofgeneticistsprovidingwritten
assessmentswasnine.BasedonaletterfromJamesCrowtoWarrenWeaveronMay21,1956
(Crow1956a),helistedthenamesofsixgeneticistsonthePanelwhoprovidedestimates.These
geneticistsincludedBeadle,Crow,Glass,Muller,RussellandSturtevant.Itisthisgroupofsix
thattheSciencearticlevalueswerebasedupon.However,detailedmutationalestimateswere
providedinaprofessionalandtimelymannerconsistentwiththerequestofWeaverbythree
otherPanelgeneticists[Demerec(2/14/56letter;2/11/56document;andstampedreceived
2/16/56)(Demerec1956);Kaufmann(2/27/56lettertoWeaverandstampedreceived2/29/56)
(Kaufmann1956);andWright(2/22/56lettertoWeaverandstampedreceivedon2/24/56
(Wright1956)].Eachofthesethreedocuments(Demerec,KaufmannandWright)wereobtained
fromtheLillyLibrary,papersofHermannJ.MullerattheUniversityofIndianaaswellfromthe
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filesofmultipleothermembersofthePanel.ItthereforeseemsthatWeaverreceivedthe
assessmentsandthattheyweredistributedtoPanelmembers,asexpresslyrecommendedin
theWeavermemo(Weaver1956b).Thus,itislikelythatallormostGeneticsPanelmembers
sawthethreeassessmentsthatwereexcludedfromthereportingintheSciencepublication.
Thequestionneedstoberaisedastowhydidn’ttheSciencearticleincorporatethe
independentfindingsfromtheotherthreePanelgeneticistssincetheywereprofessionally
addressedandcompletedinatimelymanner?

2. TheestimatesofthesixPanelgeneticistsweresummarizedbyJamesCrowinthreeletters
[March12,1956(Crow1956b);March29,1956(Crow1956c);andMay21,1956(Crow1956a)]
toWeaver.TheMarch12,1956letterprovidedagraphshowingtheminimum,maximumand
bestestimatesfortotalgeneticdamageexpectedfromalldescendantsofthefirstgenerationof
parentsexposedto10r,thecumulativedamagethroughtengenerationsforasinglegeneration
exposedto10rorthedamageatthe10thgenerationfrom10rpergenerationuptothattime.
Inthisletter,CrowstatedthathemadeadecisiontoexcludetheestimatesofDrs.Wrightand
DemerecwhilethenonͲcitedreportofKaufmannwasnotmentioned.However,theestimates
ofWrightwereincludedintheMarch12,1956graph.Morespecifically,inthefinalparagraphof
thisletter,Crowwritesthathedidnotprovide“Dr.Wright’smethodswhicharegreatly
different,butclearlygiveninhisletter.”Inthenextsentencehethenwritesthat“Ihaven’t
includedDr.Demerec’sestimateonthegraphforit,too,isbasedonquitedifferent
assumptionsthatleadtoagreatlydifferentvaluethantheothersobtained”.Theonlyspecific
commentthatCrowofferedfortheDemerecestimationwasthatit"wasbasedonbacterial
mutationrates".AsfortheWrightestimates,Crowstatedthathe"countedonlymutations
causingconspicuouseffectsinpostnatallife".However,theWrightdocumentstatesthathis
analysisincludedthe"conspicuousdetrimentaleffectonviabilityorfecundity".Thus,the
effectsestimatedbytheWrightanalysiswouldnothavebeenrestrictedtoonlythoseoccurring
inpostnatallife,therebycontradictingthestatementofCrow.Furthermore,thepostnatal
effectsestimatedbyWrightwerenotrestrictedtoanageoftheoffspringtodisplaytheharmful
effect.However,CrowacceptedtheanalysisofWilliamRussell(1956)whichrestrictedtheage
ofexpressingdamagetoonlythreeweeks,alimitationthatRussellnoted.TheactionsofCrow
toexcludetheWrightandDemerecestimatesareatvariancewiththeinstructionthathe
present“allthedamageestimates,comparethem,anddisplayassumptions,methods,input,
andresultsinsomesortofchartorgraphicform.”

3. IntheMarch29,1956lettertoWeaver,(Crow1956c),Crowstated:“Thelimitspresentedon
ourestimatesofgeneticdamagearesowidethatthereaderwill,Ibelieve,nothaveany
confidenceinthematall.”Hethenmakesthestatementthat“Irecommendoneoftwo
things:omittheestimatesentirely,orb)giveasinglebestestimateofthenumberof
mutations,oranarrowrangeofestimate,basedondirectextrapolationsfrommouseand
Drosophila.”Crowtheninexplicablystatesthat“Wethenstatethatthesearebasedonmouse
dataandletthereaderaddhisownuncertaintyfactor.”BasingestimatesonDrosophilaand
miceandthentellingthereaderthattheestimatesarebasedonlyonmiceisdeceptive.Asking
thereadertoconstructtheirownuncertaintyfactorwithwhatishighlycensoreddatalacking
upperandlowerboundsisdisingenuous.Thisrecommendationfollowedfromhisearlier
commentintheMarch12,1956letter(Crow1956b)that“...thegroupsdifferwidelyintheir
confidenceinthebestestimate,asindicatedbytheirgrosslydiscrepantminimumand
maximumestimates.”IntheMay21,1956letter,heagainprovidedmutationalestimatesofthe
sixgeneticists,includingtheirbestestimatesandranges(Crow1956a).Hestatedintheletter
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thathedidnotsupportpublishingthetable.Thisissuewaseventuallyconsideredforavoteby
theentirecommitteeandthetablewasnotincluded,onlythesummarystatementasgiven
above.

4. Table1revealsthatthebest(i.e.,mostprobable)estimatesofaffectedchildrenafter10
generationsrangedfrom2to10million,afiveͲfoldrange.Therangeofuncertaintyvaried
considerablyamongstthegeneticists.BeadleandGlass,forexample,gavea2,000fold
uncertaintyrangewhileMuller’sestimatewas10Ͳfold.IntheSciencepaper,itwasstatedthat
theuncertaintyestimateswerewithin10Ͳfoldofthebestestimates(i.e.,100Ͳfoldrange).
However,inthecaseofBeadle,theboundedvaluesrangefrom20Ͳfoldbelowto100Ͳfoldabove
hisbestestimate.ForGlass,hisrangewasfrom40Ͳfoldbelowto50Ͳfoldabovehisbest
estimate.InthecaseofMuller,hisboundedvalueswere4Ͳfoldbelowand2.5Ͳfoldabovehis
bestestimate.SimilarlylargevariationinuncertaintyestimateswasalsopresentedbyCrowin
hisMarch12,1956(Crow1956b)lettertoWeaverforthedamageexpectedinthefirstoffspring
generation.Infact,theestimatednumberofaffectedindividualsrangedfrom5000Ͳ20,000,000,
a4000foldvalue.Itisnotpossibletodiscernhowtheminimumandmaximumvalueswere
derivedinsomecases.InthecaseofBeadle,forexample,thevaluesareprovidedwithoutany
explanation.AsforRussellthebestestimatewasderivedbutlowerandupperboundestimates
arenotincluded.ItisnotknownhowCrowderivedsuchvalues.ThecaseofCrow’sown
estimatemayalsobeinstructive.HestatedonMarch29,1956c(Crow1956c)“Ishalluseasa
minimumestimateadirectextrapolationfromDrosophilaandasamaximumsome
calculationfromthesexͲratiodataintheJapanesecities.Anestimatefrommousedataturns
outtobejustabouthalfwaybetweenthese,soIshalluseitasthemostprobableestimate.”
WithsuchnonͲsequiturbiologicalreasoningguidingthegeneticriskestimatesaswellaswith
estimateslackinganydocumentation,itisnotsurprisingthatthecommitteemembersdidnot
wanttosharetheirprocedureswithothers.Furthermore,therewasanabsenceofcriticismof
thebizarreapproachofferedbyCrowaswellasthelackofdocumentationforupperandlower
boundestimatesbyBeadle,Russellandothersdespitethehighpriorityplacedonsuchvalues.
EvenSturtevant,whoselowerandupperboundestimateswereexactly±10Ͳfold,statedon
February20,1956toWeaver(Sturtevant1956),“AftergoingthroughthesecalculationsIcome
outwithafeelingthattheyareratherfutile.Atalmosteverystepithasbeennecessaryto
makeaguess,oftenwithlittletogoon,andwithnorealbasisforsettinglimitswithinwhich
thetruevalueprobablylies”.ThisstatementraisesthequestionthatSturtevantmayevenhave
beenopentothepossibilitythatthetrueestimatewasnotevenwithinhisderivedlowerand
upperbounds.ThestatementofSturtevantcontradictstheearlierstatementintheScience
articlewhichclaimedthat“Eachthussaid,ineffect,Ifeelreasonablyconfidentthatthetrue
valueisgreaterthanmyminimumestimateandlessthanmymaximum.”Infact,theterm
guesswasalsousedbyotherreportinggeneticists.Forexample,Russellreferredtohis
extrapolationprocessalsoasa“guess”(Russell1956).

5. AccordingtoNeeltheclosenessofthebestestimatesofthesixgeneticistsselectedbyCrowwas
duetothefactthattheyusedessentiallythesameassumptionsforgenenumber,mutation
rates,andotherparameters(Neel1956c).Neelthoughtthattheirscientific“agreement”was
illusionarysincetherewaslittleindependenceofthought.Infact,onceeachofthesixhadto
thinkfarmoreindependentlyontheproblemaswiththecaseofestimatingupperandlower
uncertaintyboundstheir“apparent”agreementstrikinglydisappeared,supportingtheNeel
perspective.However,knowingthathehadbeenoverruledongeneticriskestimations,Neel
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askedtobedissociatedwithanyaspectofthereportthatprovidedquantitativeestimatesof
geneticdamageorarecommendedpermissibledose(Jolly2003Ͳpage359).

6. The100ͲfoldrangereportedintheSciencearticletocharacterizetheuncertaintyaboutthebest
estimatestrikinglyconflictedwithandmisrepresentedtherangeofuncertaintyofthisgroupof
geneticistswhichhadameanvalueof745(uncertaintyrange10Ͳ2000–seeTable1)forthe10
generationestimate(median180)andameanof756(uncertaintyrange100Ͳ2857)forthefirst
generation(median312.5)(datafromMarch12,1956CrowLettertoWeaver)(Crow1956b).

DraftBEARIGeneticsPanelReportofMarch19,1956
Inthisdraftreport(NAS1956b),Weaverstatedthatthe“estimateshavebeenindependently
furnishedbysevenofthegeneticistsofthisPanel.Eachestimatedthetotaldamage(thatistosay,the
numberofgeneticdeathsorextinctions)whichwouldoccuramongour100millionchildren.Eachof
thesevengeneticistsstatedhisresultintermsofarangeofvalues,givingwhatheconsideredtobea
reasonablelowestfigureandalsoareasonablehighestfigure.Thustherewereinallsevenlow
estimatesandsevenhighestimates.Thelowestofthelowestimateswas5,000damagedindividuals
amongourdirectchildren.Thehighestofthehighestimateswas20million.Thisextremerange
simplyreflectsourlamentablelackofinformationonhumanradiationgenetics.”Thisrangeofhighto
lowwouldindicatea4000Ͳfoldrangeandprobablyreflecteddamageestimatedinthefirstoffspring
generation.ThisdraftdifferedfromtheMay21,1956tableofCrowwhichshowedamaximum2,000
foldrange,reflectingdamageafter10generations.Thereisalsonoexplanationwhytherewereseven
geneticistestimatesstatedinthisdraftbutonlysixwerementionedintheSciencepaper.
ChairmanWeaveralsoraisedthequestionthat“Thepublicmaywellask,whywerethereonly
sevensuchestimateswhenthisPanelincludesalargernumberofgeneticists?Theansweristhat
manyhighlycompetentgeneticistswouldnotwishtoundertakeacalculationofthissort,either
becausetheyarenotspecificallyexperiencedinthemoremathematicalaspectsofgenetics,or
becausetheydoubtthatsuchacalculationisveryusefulatthepresentstateofknowledge.”The
responseofWeaverfailedtoindicatethatnineofthe12geneticistsprovidedestimates.Hereferredto
sevenGeneticsPanelmembersasprovidingestimates.Atsomepointoneofthesevenreportswas
reducedtosixwithoutexplanation.
ThereweresubstantialdifferencesastowhatthetransͲgenerationalmutationriskmightbe,
evenamongstthesixgeneticistvaluesthatwereused.Theextentofthevariationandthe
acknowledgmentofthe“futility”inmakingthegivenestimatesundercuttheconfidenceintheprocess
andinitsconclusions.Furthermore,thishighdegreeofuncertaintywouldhavebeenconsiderably
greaterifthesegeneticistswerenotconstrainedbyWeaver(inhismemodirectionstothegeneticists)
toemployalinearitydoseresponseassumption.ThevariabilitycharacterizationestimatesintheScience
articleprovideadistinctlydifferentimpressionthantheactualestimatesofthesixgeneticists,reflecting
datacensoring,andleadingtofalseconclusionsconcerningthedegreeofuncertaintyamongthe
participatinggeneticistsandtheextenttowhichtheexpertsagreed/disagreedamongstthemselveson
thismatter.
OnJune5,1956ChairmanWeaver(1956c)wrotetotheGeneticsPanelinformingthemofthe
resultsofthevotingonanunresolvedaspectofthefinalreport.Oneofthekeyquestionswaswhether
toincludethetableofCrowwhichshowedthevariationingeneticdamageestimatesbetweenand
withinsubjects.Thisdecisionwasaccomplishedbyavoteof15membersofthePanel.Theresultswere
7againstincludingthetable,6forpublishingit,withtwodesignatedas“indifferent”.Thus,the
recommendationofCrowprevailedandthetablewasnotincluded.Basedonincompleteobtained
correspondence,itisknownthatCrow,Muller,GlassandSonnebornvotedagainstpublishingthetable.
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TheMissingExpertGeneticistEstimates
1) Whatinformationdidthethreemissinggeneticistestimatesprovide?
Kaufmann:Hisreportwassixpages,providingadetailedmathematicalderivationofmutation
frequencybasedonhumanmutationrates,providingallassumptionsusedinhiscalculations.
Threepagesweretext,twopagesweretablesandonepagecontainedtwosummaryfigures.He
providedgeneticdamageestimatesover10generationsandexpressedthenumberofaffected
childrenper200million.Adjustingfor100million,hereported195,000affectedchildrenin
generation#1.InhisFebruary27,1956letter(Kaufmann1956)toWeaver,Kaufmannstated
thathis“calculationsshowthatunderthedefinedconditionsthevisiblegeneticdamage
resultingfromchronicexposureto10rpergenerationissmallincomparisonwiththatof
spontaneousorigin.”Kaufmannotedthathisestimates,basedonresearchofthegeneticist
HermanMoser,werequitecomplicatedandhewasnotabletoprovideupperandlower
confidenceintervals.NotethatCrow(1956b)includedestimatesof“Moser”whichwere
subsequentlydropped.TheseappeartobetheestimatesofKaufmann.
Wright:Hisreportprovidedaninepagedetailedassessmentandmathematicalderivationof
geneticdamageover10generations(Wright1956).Healsoprovidedtwoestimatesofdamage
basedonassumptionsrelatedtotheproportionofdominantmutations.Theestimatesprovided
inthereportrangefrom34,000to67,000(i.e.~50,000average)childrenaffectedingeneration
#1basedontheassumptionsused.Upperandlowerboundestimateswereprovided.
Demerec:Heprovidedadetailed,singlespaced,threepageassessmentusingE.coliashis
model.Hepresentedevidenceforspontaneousmutationratesfor26genesandXͲrayinduced
mutationratesforthesamegenes.Healsoindicatesthatsimilardataexistedformultiple
chemicalmutagens(Demerec1956).TheinformationthatDemerechaddevelopedontheE.coli
modelfarexceededthatofanyoftheothermodelspresentedincludingDrosophila,miceand
humans.Hisriskestimateswerebasedon160,000,000aswasoriginallyproposedbyWeaver.
Heestimatedthattherewouldbe14,200affectedchildreningeneration#1duetospontaneous
mutation;incontrast,8,320additionalchildrenwereestimatedtobeaffectedbythe10r
exposuretotheirparents.Thisvaluewasadjustedto5,200fora100millionpopulation.
Demerecstatedthatsincehedidnotinclude“lethals”hisestimatewouldneedtobeadjusted
tosomedegreeupward.Healsostatedthat“Idonotwishtoventureintospeculationsabout
thegeneticdamagethatwouldbesustainedbysubsequentgenerations,forsuchspeculations
couldonlybebasedonassumptionsnotsupportedbyexperimentalevidence.”
2) Thethreebestestimateswere195,000(Kaufman),50,000(Wright),and5,200(Demerec)
(83,000mean)forthefirstgeneration.Onbalancethesearelower(~70%)thanfortheother
fivegeneticists(275,000mean)(notethatBeadledidnotprovideanestimateforgeneration
#1).Ifallgeneticistestimatesforgeneration#1wereincluded,thegeneration#1mean
estimateswouldrangefromalowof~5000toahighof~350,000,a~70folddifference,avalue
reflectingconsiderablevariationamongstthegeneticists.

Discussion

ThepresentassessmentindicatesthattheUSNASBEARICommitteeGeneticsPanelScience
paperincludedaseriesofsignificantmisrepresentationsrelatingtothecentralchargeofthePanel,that
is,predictingthepublichealthrisksofionizingradiationfromallsources,suchasmedical,fallͲoutand
othermeansofexposure.ThePanelknowinglyreportedthatonlysixofthe12geneticistsprovided
estimates,whenninedid.Whilereasonsforthisomissionofdataarespeculative,two(i.e.Demerecand
Wright)ofthethreeexcludedviewsofferednotablylowerestimatesofriskthanthesixgeneticists
presentedinthepaper.Ifallgeneticists’estimateswerepresented,itwouldhavemarkedlyalteredthe
rangeofthebestestimates;therangeofthe~2Ͳfoldmeandifferencewouldincreaseto~70Ͳfoldfor
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generation#1damage.Iftheexpertswereshownnottobeinagreement,itwouldaffectthecredibility
oftheirreportandmostlikelyweakensupportforitspolicyrecommendations.
ThedecisionbyCrowtoexcludetheestimatesofDemerecandWrightoversteppedhis
authorityasgivenbyChairmanWeaver.Therewasnodocumentationtosupporttheseactions.Thereis
noindicationofwhytheestimatesofKaufmannwereomitted.DespitesuchactionsofCrowtoexclude
thesethree,thereisnoevidencethatsuchactionsweredisputed.Thissuggeststhattheaffected
membersandtheentirePanelacceptedthisdecision.Ifthisisthecase,thenitisevenmoreproblematic
astheincorrectstatementthatonlysixgeneticistsprovidedestimatesratherthantheninewasknown
andagreedtobyall.Whetherthiswasduetointernalpressuretoconformtothegoalofdisplaying
highlyconsistentestimatesisnotknown.Yet,theeffortsofthethreeexcludedgeneticistswere
substantial,withnoevidencethattheywithdrewtheirestimates.
ThePanelalsostatedthattheuncertaintyrange(i.e.,uppertolowerbound)wasabout100Ͳfold
forthesixgeneticistsusedwhilethetableofCrowhadBeadleandGlasswithrangesof2,000anda
meanof745,anduncertaintyvaluesthatwereevenhigherafterthefirstgeneration.This
misrepresentation,thoughdifferentfromomitteddata,isconsistentwiththeintentionofcreatingthe
appearanceofgreateragreementamongstthegeneticiststhanactuallyexisted.Furthermore,the
Sciencearticlefailedtoprovidethereasonswhythreeindividuals(i.e.,Little,Neel,andSonneborn)did
notprovideestimates.GiventhecriticalsignificanceforPanelagreementwithrespecttotheacceptance
ofpolicyrecommendations,itwasnecessarytopresenttheviewsoftheentiregroup.Infact,theviews
ofSonnebornandNeelwerethatsuchestimatescouldnotbereliablydone,withNeelbeingparticularly
stridentonthisissueasquotedabove.ItisnotclearwhattheopinionsofLittlewere.Thus,ifthebroad
spectrumofviewsandriskestimateshadbeensummarizedintheSciencearticle,itwouldhave
underminedtheconclusionsandpolicyrecommendationsofthePanelevenfurther.Onthislater
matter,itisworthyofnotethatinhisMay21,1956lettertothePanel(Crow1956a),Crowstatesthat
"Onceagain,Iurgethatwenotincludethetableatall..."Hethendisplayedatableofthevaluesofthe
sixgeneticistsandstatedthat"IincludethesevaluesforCommitteemembers'inspectionbecauseI
believetheonlythingworsethanpublishingtheestimatesatallistopublishthewrongvalues".This
recommendationwasadoptedandthetableshowingtheextremelywidedifferencesbetweenthe
expertswasdroppedandwasreplacedwiththeabovenotedmisrepresentation.
Whiletheestimatesofthepanelmemberswereclearlyeffortsinriskassessmentspeculation,
theycontributedtotheappearanceofconfidentconclusionsthroughouttheSciencearticle.In
retrospectitappearsthattheexclusionoftheDemerecandWrightestimatesoccurredbecausethe
derivedvalueswere“different”,thatis,farlowerthantheothersix.Thiswasassumedtobeduetothe
useofothermethods,modelsorapproaches.However,thechargeofthePanelwastopresentthe
rangeofindependentestimatesandtodescribethemalongwiththeirassumptions.Ifcomplementary
methodsandmodelscouldbeshowntohaveconsiderableagreement,itwouldbringaddedconfidence
totherecommendationsofthePanelasnotedabovebySonneborn.However,iftheexpertestimates
werewidelyorwildlydivergent,thenitwasfearedthatitwouldundermineacceptanceanduseoftheir
report.Inmanyways,thefuturecourseofactionwouldbeaffectedbythedegreeofconcordanceof
theirestimates.Whentheestimateswerefoundtobeextremelyvariable,Crowandtheothermembers
ofthePanelrefusedtoshowthisvariability/uncertaintyandinfactactedtoexcludelowestimatesand
mischaracterizetheestimatesretained.
Whenplacedinperspectivewhatdoesthisstoryreveal?ThegeneticistsofthePanelfirmly
believedtheirgeneticsmutationͲcredoofnearlyalwaysharmful,cumulative,irreversible,andlinearat
lowdose.However,whenchallengedbyWeavertotranslatethiscredointoindependentestimatesof
societalharm,usingtheirownresearchmethodsandexperience,theresultswereunanticipated.That
is,theestimatesrevealedmuchquantitativevariabilityanduncertaintybetweenandwithintheexperts.
Sogreatwastherangeofestimatesthatactionsweretakentopreventthisfrombeingexposed,
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deliberatelycreatingthefalseimpressionofagreementthatwasnotwarranted,asseenintheomission
andmischaracterizationofestimates.ComparingthemessageoftheSciencepaperwiththeinternal
correspondenceofthePanelmembers,revealsastrikingdichotomyanddishonestyofthePanel.The
falsificationoftheresearchrecordprovidedthevehiclefortheacceptanceofthePanel’sgoal,thatis,
theuseoftheLNTforriskassessmentandultimatelyitsacceptanceworldwidebyregulatoryandpublic
healthagenciesandwithinthelegalsystem.Inahighlyironictwisttothepresentstory,itshouldbe
notedthattheUSNationalAcademyofSciencesbuildinginWashington,D.C.hasastatuteofAlbert
Einstein,whichisaccompaniedbyaseriesofhisfamousquotes.Oneofthesecapturesoftheessenceof
thepresentpaperandtheintolerableactionsoftheGeneticsPanel.“Therighttosearchfortruth
impliesalsoaduty;onemustnotconcealanypartofwhatonehasrecognizedtobetrue.”Ina
retrospectivestatementsome40yearslaterconcerningtheactionsoftheBEARIGeneticsPanel,Crow
(1995)confessedthatheandespeciallyMullerexaggeratedthedangersoflowlevelradiationand
shouldacceptsignificantblameforanirrationalemphasisonsuchmattersbythepublicandregulatory
agencies.
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Table1.TransͲgenerationalestimationsoftheNASBEARIGeneticsPanel–Subcommittee–
Thevaluesrepresent"thetotalgeneticdamageexpectedamongalldescendants(through10
generations)ofasingle(i.e.,first)generationexposureto10r".Source:Crow,1956bͲMarch12,1956of
CrowtoWeaver;LetterofCrowprovidedthefourcolumnstotheright.

MintoMaxRange
Minimum
MostProbable
Maximum
Author
(uncertaintyrange)
2,000Ͳfold
100,000
2,000,000
200,000,000
Beadle
2,000Ͳfold
100,000a
4,000,000
200,000,000
Glass
260Ͳfold
250,000
5,000,000
72,000,000
Crow
100Ͳfold
600,000
6,000,000
60,000,000
Sturtevant
100Ͳfold
700,000
7,000,000
70,000,000
Russell
10Ͳfold
2,500,000
10,000,000
25,000,000
Muller

a
OnMay21,1956GlasswrotetoWeaverindicatingthathisminimumestimatewasinerrorandshould
be200,000ratherthan100,000.Hestatedthatthereasonfortheerrorwasthathebasedhisestimate
on1rratherthan10rinhiscalculations.Hestatedthathismostprobableandmaximumvalueswere
correct.Coincidently,Crow(1956d)wrotetoMulleronthatsameday(May21,1956)withcopiesto
WeaverandGlassindicatingthatGlass’sminimumestimateneededtobeadjustedtoa10rexposure
(ratherthan1r),whichwhennormalizedtoapopulationof108,hisvaluewas100,000,thesameas
Glassoriginallyreported.Nochangeswereneededforhismostprobableandmaximumvalues.Thus,
thememoofCrowdidnotagreewiththerecommendedchangeindamageestimateofGlass.This
technicalpointwasnotresolvedsincethePaneldecidednottoprovidetheTableintheirfinalreport/
SciencepaperbasedonavotebythePanelonMay29,1956.NotethatGlassreceivedthecopyof
Crow’sletterasitwasinhisfiles.Glass’sMay21,1956(Glass1956)letterexplanationseemsunlikelyas
hisoriginalgeneticdamageestimatesincludedvaluesforboth1and10r,withtheexpected10Ͳfold
damagedifference.
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Commentary
Key Studies Used to Support Cancer Risk
Assessment Questioned
Edward J. Calabrese*
Environmental Health Sciences Division, Department of Public Health,
School of Public Health and Health Sciences, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Massachusetts
This paper reassessed studies conducted under
the leadership of Drosophila geneticist Curt Stern
which played a pivotal role in the acceptance of
the linear dose-response model by the U.S.
National Academy of Sciences Biological Effects
of Atomic Radiation (BEAR) I Committee and the
subsequent generalization of their recommendations on the linearity dose-response paradigm for
ionizing radiation and chemically induced cancer. The analysis ﬁnds serious concerns and
ﬂaws in important aspects of these experiments,
their assessment, and interpretation. Of particular
concern was the failure of Stern’s group to provide the necessary and promised experimental

documentation to support the ﬁndings of three
critical summarized experiments published as a
brief technical note in Science. While this analysis questions the validity of the reported ﬁndings
and their interpretations, it raises an even more
serious concern about the process by which
leaders in the radiation genetics community
accepted such ﬁndings without requiring the
necessary documentation and then used this
information to support the acceptance of the linear dose-response in public policy matters as
affected by risk assessment practices that have
continued to the present. Environ. Mol. Mutagen.
52:595–606, 2011. VC 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Key words: linearity; threshold; mutagenicity; ionizing radiation; risk assessment; dose-response

INTRODUCTION
The most important publication in the history of risk
assessment was the 1956 report of the U.S. National
Academy of Sciences (NAS), called the BEAR I report
[U.S. National Academy of Sciences, 1956]. It achieved
this distinction since it directly lead to a dose-response
revolution, convincing governments worldwide to replace
the threshold dose-response model for assessing the risks
of ionizing radiation on germ cells with the linear doseresponse model. The key conclusions of the BEAR I
report that changed the dose–response default status from
threshold to linear at low dose are embodied in the following two quotes on page 17 of that document:
‘‘Any radiation dose, however small, can induce some
mutations. There is no minimum amount of radiation dose
which might be exceeded before any harmful mutations
occur.’’
‘‘. . .if we increase the radiation that reaches the reproductive glands by X percent, the number of mutations
caused by radiation will also be increased by X percent.’’
These dose-response conclusions proved not to be restricted to a narrow biological question; they were generalized to radiation-induced cancer one year later by the
National Committee on Radiation Protection (NCRP) (and
soon thereafter most international advisory organizations)
C 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
V

and then generalized again for all genotoxic chemical carcinogens by the U.S. NAS Safe Drinking Water Committee [National Academy of Sciences, 1977; Calabrese,
2009]. The key societal element in the linearity transformation was that the presumed safety of a threshold doseresponse model was replaced with an ‘‘acceptable risk’’
concept of a linear dose-response model. With linearity as
the guide for cancer risk assessment, no exposure to a
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carcinogen would be without risk, no matter how low or
seemingly inconsequential. The present paper re-examines
key publications directed by the eminent geneticist Curt
Stern, upon which the linearity decision was, in large
measure, based. The present analysis will demonstrate the
presence of serious scientiﬁc and evaluation ﬂaws in these
papers along with a failure of the investigators to provide
critical methodological and complementary research ﬁndings to validate their conclusions. This paper will also
demonstrate that these ﬂawed and unsupported ﬁndings
were broadly accepted by key leaders in the genetics
community and played an important role in the acceptance of linearity at low dose by the BEAR I Committee
for radiation induced germ cell mutation and its generalization to cancer risk assessment for radiation and chemical carcinogens for use by federal and state regulatory
agencies in the context of legislative requirements.
THE BEAR I COMMITTEE
The key issue for the BEAR I committee as it was created in April 1955 was making a scientiﬁcally based decision on whether radiation-induced germ cell mutation followed a threshold or linear dose-response model. As the
BEAR I Committee began its deliberations, data from two
biological models (i.e., fruit ﬂy and mouse models) would
have its primary interest. Considerable mutational data
also existed on plants, some of which was directly related
to the nature of the dose response. However, plant data
were not given the same high priority as the animal ﬁndings in committee deliberations.
GERM CELL MUTATION: DROSOPHILA AND MICE
The fruit ﬂy has long been a staple of mutational research,
starting in 1910 when Morgan reported on naturally occurring mutations and the later application of this concept by
Muller, who in 1927, showed that high doses of ionizing
radiation induced germ cell mutations [Muller, 1927].
Research on the effects of ionizing radiation on the mouse
genome, especially in the low dose zone, occurred later. For
example, the U.S. federal government, under the Manhattan
Engineering District (MED), initiated large scale studies during World War II, starting in 1943 under Donald Charles at
the University of Rochester. What came out of this massive
effort was disappointing as Charles published only a single
3.5 page note (lacking study methods) [Charles, 1950]. Former members of his group published a similarly brief review
of the overall work in 1961, six years after Charles died of
leukemia [Charles et al., 1961]. This substantial investment
on mouse germ cell mutation research, involving more than
250,000 mice, had no noticeable impact on the BEAR I
Committee. Starting much later was mouse research under
Russell at Oakridge National Laboratories. While Russell

generated data in the early 1950s, the dosages were high, in
part due to model insensitivity, causing frustration about
whether new and more sensitive models were needed to provide insight on the nature of the dose response in the low
dose zone for radiation-induced germ cell mutation [Jolly,
2003]. According to Rader [2004], Russell’s mouse studies
by themselves were ‘‘literally unusable for determining acceptable risk’’ at the BEAR I meetings.
The focus of the scientiﬁc debate at this critical time
over whether ionizing radiation induced germ cell mutations in a threshold or linear manner would be contested
with fruit ﬂy data obtained largely following treatment of
mature sperm [Oftedal, 1964]. With its three decade head
start Drosophila research had the most data and numerous
geneticists studying ionizing radiation induced mutations.
Thus, there was considerable insight into the nature of the
animal model, its advantages and limits, how studies were
designed, what they might yield, how they could be analyzed, and their relevance to humans. Based upon
research with this Drosophila mature sperm model system, the genetics community would conclude and promote
the belief that genetic damage caused by exposure to ionizing radiation was linear, cumulative, and deleterious.
This perspective was conﬁrmed, consolidated, and signiﬁcantly extended in a series of highly inﬂuential studies
under the direction of Curt Stern.
THE STERN STUDIES
The center of dose-response study was the laboratory
of Curt Stern, a professor of genetics at the University of
Rochester since 1939 before moving to the University of
California at Berkeley in August 1947. The Stern studies
were of considerable importance because they were part
of a major funded activity of the MED/Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC), were directed by a leader in the
genetics community, were assessing responses at the lowest doses of ionizing radiation yet tested and offered the
best opportunity to clarify the nature of the dose response
for germ cell mutation. They would be key studies for not
only the scientiﬁc community but governmental advisory
and regulatory organizations in the U.S. and worldwide
for occupational, medical, and environmental risk assessment and for broader atomic policy considerations.
There were three general research projects to assess the
nature of the dose response for ionizing radiation under
the direction of Stern, each lead by a different person.
The ﬁrst project was lead by Warren P. Spencer, a professor on leave from the College of Wooster, with nearly 20
years research experience with Drosophila. The second
project was directed by a senior entomological behavioral
geneticist researcher, Ernst Caspari. The third project was
not originally planned but created after unexpected ﬁndings from the Caspari study which challenged a linearity
dose-response interpretation. The third project was given
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to a recent graduate of Russell Sage College, Delta E.
Uphoff, a new master’s student at the University of Rochester. The data collection of the three projects ran sequentially: Spencer’s from December 1944 to June 1945, Caspari’s from October 1945 to August 1946, while Uphoff’s
initial experiment, a partial replication of the Caspari
experiment, ran from September 1946 to April 1947. During the summer of 1947, Uphoff [Uphoff and Stern,
1947] conducted another experiment at the University of
Rochester, a ‘‘chronic’’ (i.e., 21 day) exposure to gamma
rays. The ﬁnal Uphoff experiment was performed at the
University of California at Berkeley in the ﬁrst half of
1948. Muller was an ofﬁcial consultant to the series of
projects, providing the Muller-5 strain ﬂies which were
not susceptible to crossing-over genetic alternations. He
also guided the group on breeding practices, data interpretation, and manuscript reﬁnement.

SUPPORT FOR A THRESHOLD DOSE RESPONSE:
THE CASPARI AND STERN STUDY
Caspari and Stern wrote a manuscript describing their
investigations for the AEC [Caspari and Stern, 1947]. This
manuscript was classiﬁed by the U.S. government until August 12, 1947, after which it was submitted in November
1947 to the journal Genetics, where Stern was the editor
and published [Caspari and Stern, 1948]. While these two
manuscripts of Caspari and Stern [1947 1948] are nearly
identical, with no differences in the data tables, there are
some important changes. In the Caspari and Stern [1947]
paper, Hermann J. Muller is not included in the Acknowledgments but he is included in the Acknowledgments of
Caspari and Stern [1948]. The most signiﬁcant change
between the two manuscript versions is that a key sentence
in the Conclusion of the 1947-AEC [Caspari and Stern,
1947] version was dropped in the 1948 version [Caspari
and Stern, 1948]. The sentence is a follows: ‘‘From the
practical viewpoint, the results presented open up the possibility that a tolerance dose for radiation may be found,
as far as the production of mutation is concerned’’ (page
15). This change suggested support for a threshold dose
response and will be discussed later. The Spencer research
was published [Spencer and Stern, 1948] in Genetics following its declassiﬁcation (i.e., March 5, 1947).
Spencer’s research under the direction of Stern assessed
the effects of X-rays on sex-linked recessive lethality in
Drosophila males from short term (2–40 min) exposures
(i.e., 10–96 r/hr). The cumulative doses ranged from a
high of 4,000 r to the lowest then yet tested of 25 r. The
study indicated a dose-response relationship that supported a linearity interpretation.
Caspari’s research under the direction of Stern assessed
the effects of gamma rays (i.e., radium needle) on Drosophila sex-linked recessive lethality. In contrast to the Spencer
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and Stern [1948] study, females were mated and exposed to
radiation (2.5 r/day) for 21 days with sperm stored in the
female’s spermatheca. Cumulative doses were similar
between the studies, both 50 r. The females were fed a diet
that suppressed egg laying during the 21 day irradiation exposure and then placed on a diet and altered environmental
conditions to facilitate egg laying and development. The
Caspari and Stern study using the aged sperm showed no
statistically signiﬁcant treatment effect, ﬁndings supporting a
threshold rather than linear model. This ﬁnding created a signiﬁcant problem for Stern and Muller, both strong advocates
of a linear at low dose risk assessment model.
SUPPORT FOR THE THRESHOLD MODEL IS A‘‘PROBLEM’’
The ﬁndings of Caspari and Stern [1948] were of considerable interest since they provided support for the threshold
dose-response model at the lowest dose rate of ionizing
radiation yet tested. A draft manuscript was shared with
Muller in early November 1946. Muller immediately recognized their signiﬁcance, challenging the linear perspective;
within a week he suggested that this experiment be replicated even though he noted that he had no reason to dispute
the work of Caspari [American Philosophical Society,
1946]. Despite his knowledge of these novel ﬁndings, the
credibility of the investigators and his own role as a consultant to Stern’s research, one month later, on December 12,
1946, Muller would deliver his Nobel Prize Lecture,
unequivocally afﬁrming the validity of the linear doseresponse model and claiming still further that there was no
excuse any longer to accept a threshold perspective
[Muller, 1946]. During this same time period, Caspari also
sent a copy of his ﬁndings to the Milisav Demerec, the inﬂuential head of genetics at the Cold Spring Harbor.
According to Caspari, Demerec was not pleased that his
data challenged a linearity perspective, even suggesting
ways to circumvent this problem and to ‘‘save the hit
theory’’ [American Philosophical Society, 1947a].
So strong were mounting concerns over the challenge
to linearity that even Stern suggested to Caspari that his
data must be in error, due to spuriously high control
group values [American Philosophical Society, 1947b].
High control group responses would likely preclude the
detection of the radiation induced mutation effect at such
low dose rates. However, a search of the published literature by Caspari indicated that his mutation frequency was
in agreement with the observations of others, including
very experienced Drosophila geneticists. Stern was ﬁnally
forced to withdraw his control group mutation frequency
criticism after Muller provided him with a large body of
control group data for aging Drosophila sperm, conﬁrming
the observations of Caspari.
The ‘‘ﬁnal’’ version of the Caspari and Stern manuscript [1948], as noted above, removed the sentence in
the Conclusions which had suggested a tolerance or
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TABLE I. Differences Between Spencer/Stern (1948) and Caspari/Stern (1948)
Spencer/Stern
Exposure: X-rays
Animal Model: males exposed prior to mating
Exposure Duration: acute exposure (minutes)
Dose Rate: 15,000-fold greater than Caspari
Plastic vials to hold ﬂies
Temperature: 248C
Diet: cornmeal molasses
Age (males): 7 days, most 2–4-days old
Controls poorly matched with treatment exposure period.
Temperature Control: poor, highly variable based on external conditions.
50-r treatment group: 2 groups with different dose rates and exposure
periods all combined.
Mold Control: used Moldex throughout study.
Not corrected for lethal clusters. If so, the treatment group (50 r) used
would have had its mutation rate decrease by 28% versus 4% for
controls.
Control radiation exposure not given.
50-r treatment group had 20,400 less ﬂies than the Caspari experiment.
The study was not designed to affect the occurrence of lethal clusters.
F0 Breeding Protocol Differed: 40 females/40 males; females – 2-days
old
Radiation Exposure Condition Differed: 20 males/capsule; no food in
capsule
Lethal Designation Protocol Differed: Used 6 heterozygote females in F2
generation to identify lethality.
A single wild-type male offspring lead to a designation of a viable
culture.

threshold for the production of ionizing radiation induced
sex-linked recessive lethal mutations. In addition, the
entire discussion strangely, but strategically, centered on
why there was no radiation treatment effect in the Caspari
and Stern study [1948], whereas there was no questioning
the Spencer and Stern ﬁndings [1948] even though both
studies used the same cumulative dose. While this is a
legitimate area of inquiry, the authors knew from the start
that these two studies were fundamentally different and
not directly comparable. Despite the use of profoundly
different research methodologies between the two studies,
Caspari and Stern [1948] concluded by asserting that
before their ﬁndings could be accepted it would be necessary to exclude all factors that differed between the
Spencer and Stern [1948] and Caspari and Stern [1948]
studies that could have lead to the lack of a treatment
effect in the Caspari and Stern paper [1948]. This was an
extraordinary statement. To notify the scientiﬁc community not to accept the ﬁndings of your research unless and
until future research would convincingly demonstrate that
none of the methodological differences between the two
studies could account for the observation was highly unusual. It should be noted that more than six decades later
most of the methodological differences remain unexplained. The extensive experimental differences between
these studies are documented in Table I.

Caspari/Stern
Exposure: gamma rays (radium needle)
Animal Model: females exposed after mating
Exposure Duration: chronic exposure (21 days)
Dose Rate: 1/15,000 of Spencer
Glass vials to hold ﬂies
Temperature: 188C
Diet: honey yeast agar
Age (males): 5 days
Controls closely matched with treatment exposure period.
Temperature Control: good
A single 50-r treatment group; all treated similarly.
Possibly less Moldex used in the 21 day radiation exposure period due
to the lower temperature (188C vs. 258C).
Corrected for lethal clusters. No differences between control and
treatment.
Control radiation exposure reported as 0.6 r.
The study was designed to minimize the possibility of lethal clusters.
F0 Breeding Protocol Differed: 50 females/100 males; females 16hours old.
Radiation Exposure Condition Differed: 50 females/capsule; food in
capsule.
Lethal Designation Protocol Differed: Used 2 female heterozygotes in F2
to identify lethality.
A single wild-type male offspring lead to a designation of a semi-lethal.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SPENCER AND
CASPARI STUDIES
Spencer and Stern exposed male fruit ﬂies to x-rays,
with the entire dose administered over a few minutes,
with the ﬂies held in plastic vials and reared at 248C. In
contrast, the Caspari and Stern study exposed females
with stored/aging sperm to the same cumulative dose over
21 days in stored glass vials at 188C at a dose rate about
1/6,000 to 1/15,000 of the Spencer and Stern treated ﬂies.
The control data in the Spencer and Stern study [1948]
were poorly matched for their 50-r treatment group (i.e.,
the key treatment group comparison with the Caspari and
Stern study [1948]. In fact, Spencer and Stern [1948] had
two 50-r treatment subgroups. The control mutation rate
was averaged over 70 weeks of observation while the 50r treatment subgroup 1 was only tested over 11 weeks,
about 15.7% of the control group’s experimental duration.
The 50-r subgroup 2 was exposed over 45 weeks (i.e.,
61% of the control group experimental duration). The two
50-r subgroups were administered the x-rays with a dose
rate that inexplicably differed by about 1.722.5-fold. The
mutation data from both 50-r subgroups were then combined into one 50-r treatment group for all group effects
without providing any information about the responses of
the two subgroups. Considerable data from Caspari and
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Stern [1948] and Uphoff and Stern [1947] had demonstrated large monthly variation in control group mutation
rates. Such a lack of matching of control and low treatment groups as well as the lack of matching by the two
50-r subgroups themselves calls into question the validity
of the Spencer and Stern [1948] study for the low dose
groups. These critical methodological limitations were
never discussed by Spencer and Stern [1948] nor in any
of the subsequent papers that have assessed the doseresponse ﬁndings of Spencer and Stern [1948]. Despite a
lack of an explicit discussion of how such methodological
weaknesses affected their interpretations, Spencer and
Stern [1948] nevertheless noted that ‘‘at low dosages in
the range of 25 r and 50 r . . .the control mutations may
equal or exceed in number those produced by the radiation [by normal variation]. It is therefore important to collect a large body of control data and to collect these data
in so far as possible at the same time and with the same
environmental and genetic conditions as the radiation
data to reduce errors from control ﬂuctuation to a minimum.’’ The comparison of the control and 50-r treatment
group data by Spencer and Stern [1948] did not satisfy
their own methodological criteria. In contrast to the
Spencer and Stern study [1948], the control and treatment
group data collections were properly matched in the Caspari and Stern study [1948]. Consistent with the abovequoted perspective of Spencer and Stern [1948], in the
Caspari and Stern study [1948], the control group displayed higher mutation rates than the 52.5-r treatment
group during three of the eight treatment months, indicating that natural background variation for this mutational
endpoint can be larger than a possible treatment effect at
low dose.
The Spencer and Stern study [1948] also used a fruit
ﬂy diet that was intentionally different than that used by
Caspari and Stern [1948]. The Caspari and Stern diet
1948] was honey yeast agar while that of Spencer and
Stern [1948] was cornmeal molasses agar. The reason for
the change to honey yeast agar was to suppress egg laying
during the 21-day radiation treatment. In addition to egglaying suppression this diet also affected other parameters
with differences in the percent of sterile females (31.0 6
1.7 honey yeast agar vs. 42.2 6 2.7 cornmeal molasses)
and the average number of F1 females per culture (12.1
6 0.42 honey yeast agar vs. 19.27 6 1.27 cornmeal molasses). Furthermore, in the 11 weeks of collecting data
on the 50-r treatment subgroup the x-ray machine was
checked only once, yet at most other times in the study it
was checked on a weekly basis. Since the authors mention
the occurrence of errors in dosimetry, it is not possible to
detect the degree of error over the 11-week exposure period for one of their 50-r treatment subgroups.
Other differences between the two studies should also
be noted. The studies used opposing strategies for sperm
selection. Caspari and Stern [1948] selected males that
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were 5-days old whereas Spencer and Stern [1948]
selected for males that were 7-days old. The younger
male selection would tend to yield sperm with higher
mutation rates. Spencer and Stern [1948] noted that there
was inadequate temperature control at different seasons of
the year. The experimental test cultures used for the
detection of lethals were held on open shelves in a laboratory cabinet. The authors noted that there were wide ﬂuctuations in room temperatures at different times of the
year (December–June). These temperature differences
were said to have affected a number of processes, including, for example, the time for emergence of the ﬂies in
the culture. The temperature differences also clearly had
important mutation implications as certain mutants can
behave as semilethals at one temperature and as lethals at
another temperature. According to these authors, failure
to control temperature may adversely affect the accuracy
of the mutation scoring. They noted that if the cultures
had been reared at a constant temperature a larger group
of semilethal and delayed emergence mutants with visible
effects could have been included in the totals, increasing
mutation totals by 10% or more. In contrast to this concern in the Spencer and Stern study [1948], temperature
control was tightly maintained in the Caspari and Stern
experiment [1948].
Another difference between these two experiments was
that lethal clusters were identiﬁed and removed in the statistical analysis of the Caspari and Stern experiment
[1948] as shown in [Uphoff and Stern, 1947, 1949],
whereas this was not done in the Spencer and Stern study
[1948] or even in the later reporting of its data [see Uphoff and Stern, 1949]. While adjusting for the lethal clusters had no effect on the outcome of the Caspari and
Stern study [1948], it would have had an impact to reduce
the treatment response in the Spencer and Stern study
[1948] by several percent. However, the authors never
indicated how such an adjustment would have affected
hypothesis testing or its impact dose-response modeling.
It should be noted that Caspari did raise the question of
why his data were being adjusted for the occurrence of lethal clusters by Uphoff but those of Spencer were not in a
letter to Stern [American Philosophical Society, 1949].
Stern never addressed the pointed question of why
Spencer’s research was treated differently only that it was
a needed adjustment for his work. Finally, it is also possible that the two experiments used different amounts of
mold suppressant (Moldex) since Spencer and Stern
[1948] conducted their experiment at 248C, whereas the
Caspari and Stern [1948] study was performed at 188C
during the 21 days of irradiation.
Given the large number of differences in experimental
protocol between the two studies as well as missing, mismatched, and recombined data in the Spencer and Stern
[1948] paper, there is little justiﬁcation to speculate on
why the results in one study were different than the other,
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while holding acceptance of the Caspari and Stern [1948]
study in abeyance. Yet the discussion of Caspari and
Stern [1948] created in effect a type of scientiﬁc
‘‘Strawman’’ yielding impossible to resolve questions
before dose-response ﬁndings supporting a threshold
could be considered ‘‘valid.’’ In retrospect, the discussion
was misdirected and inappropriate. However, with Stern
as the editor of Genetics, this manuscript, with its obfuscated discussion, was fast tracked into publication, all
with the encouragement of Muller [American Philosophical Society, 1947c]. It also had the beneﬁt (whether by
design or accident) of ‘‘buying time’’ for Uphoff and
Stern to complete a replication of the Caspari and Stern
study and providing a diversion for Muller’s Nobel Prize
Lecture comments concerning the impossibility of a
threshold response when he knew that data existed that
could refute his statements.

UPHOFF’S REPLICATION OF THE CASPARI AND
STERN STUDY
The ﬁndings of the Uphoff experiment that was
designed to replicate the study of Caspari and Stern
[1947] were included along with the summary data of two
other experiments in a brief note in Science [Uphoff and
Stern, 1949]. However, an insight into the thinking that
motivated this research as well as how the authors viewed
the data is seen in their 1947 publication for the AEC
ﬁles [Uphoff and Stern, 1947]. Following the Caspari and
Stern study [1947], Uphoff and Stern [1947] replicated
that work as closely as possible except that the exposure
to the gamma rays was over 24 hr rather than the 21 days
of the Caspari and Stern [1947] study. In their data evaluation, Uphoff and Stern [1947] adjusted the control and
treatment group responses of Caspari and Stern [1947] for
lethal clusters. This resulted in a modestly decreased control group mutation rate from 0.2738 to 0.2489 and similarly so for the radiation treatment group mutation rate
(i.e., 0.3118–0.2848). Such changes did not affect the statistical analysis/conclusions of the Caspari study but were
performed to make the two studies as comparable as possible. In contrast to the Caspari and Stern experiment
[1947, 1948], a signiﬁcant treatment effect was reported
by Uphoff and Stern [1947].
What could account for these two studies yielding a
different ﬁnding besides the obvious differences in exposure rate? First, the mutation rates of the radiation treatment groups between the two experiments were similar
(Caspari, 0.2848; and Uphoff, 0.2542), being within 11–
12% of each other. The principal difference between the
two studies was the control mutation rates (Caspari and
Stern, 0.2438; Uphoff and Stern, 0.1682). The Uphoff and
Stern [1947] control was nearly 40% lower than the Caspari and Stern control [1947].

Uphoff and Stern [1947] addressed these differences by
ﬁrst reﬂoating the proposition that the controls of Caspari
and Stern [1947] displayed an abnormally/spuriously high
mutation rate. However, as discussed above, this was not
supported in several studies [Rajewsky and TimofeeffRessovsky, 1939; Ray-Chaudhuri, 1944; Kaufmann, 1947]
showing that as sperm age they develop more sex-linked
recessive lethal mutations, with similar mutation rates as
were observed by Caspari and Stern [1947]. Furthermore,
since Muller sent Stern substantial data which supported
the ﬁndings of Caspari and Stern [1947], the Uphoff and
Stern criticism [1947] of Caspari and Stern [1948] was
withdrawn. The data indicated that it wasn’t that Caspari
and Stern [1947] had an unusually high control group
mutation rate but rather that Uphoff and Stern’s control
[1947] was unusually, perhaps aberrantly, low. Statistical
testing revealed that it was signiﬁcantly different from the
Caspari and Stern ﬁndings [1948]. In their conclusion,
Uphoff and Stern [1947] stated that ‘‘in view of the former results on chronic irradiation (i.e., the Caspari and
Stern experiment [1947], as well as the fact that the control rate of the present report is unexpectedly low, a ﬁnal
interpretation of the results cannot be offered.’’ Of further
interest in the report was the statement of potential observer bias (i.e., presumably Delta E. Uphoff and not Curt
Stern). On page 3 (bottom), it is stated that ‘‘the earliest
control value is particularly low, and the question may be
raised whether at this initial stage of the project it may
reﬂect a personal bias of the experimenter.’’ In the ﬁnal
analysis there was no clear answer whether there was bias
to see a lower control to detect a treatment effect, lack of
research experience or simply chance variation. However,
in an ironic twist, it should be noted that in 1928 Muller
reported his own failure to establish a control mutation
rate for the same lethal recessive sex-linked trait, attributing it to ‘‘inexperienced persons’’ in his laboratory
[Muller, 1928].

THE SCIENCE JOURNAL PUBLICATION: STERN’S
META-ANALYSIS
The ﬁndings of Uphoff’s three experiments were published as slightly more than a one-page technical note in
Science [Uphoff and Stern, 1949]. The authors promised
to provide a detailed follow-up paper with the study
methods, analysis procedures, and other data. However,
no follow-up paper was ever published despite Stern’s
continued leadership in the ﬁeld. In contrast to Uphoff’s
initial experiment, the ﬁrst of Uphoff’s two remaining
experiments attempted to closely replicate the earlier Caspari study, now using aged sperm within a so-called
chronic exposure of 21 days. The treated ﬂies showed a
0. 2834 mutation rate which was similar to the other
52.5-r exposures, whether the exposure was acute or
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chronic. However, the control group mutation rate was
again problematic, being inexplicably low at 0.1765. No
manuscript has been found that was submitted to the AEC
on experiment two during the fall of 1947 as was done
with the acute experiment of Uphoff. The third and ﬁnal
Uphoff experiment followed the Caspari design except
that the dose was about double (100 r vs. 52.5 r) that
used by Caspari. This experiment displayed a control
mutation rate of 0.2352, a value similar to the original
Caspari and Stern mutation rate [1947]. It also reported a
signiﬁcant treatment effect consistent with a linear interpretation. Before we address the issue of Uphoff’s aberrant controls, let us consider the third experiment.
Uphoff and Stern [1949] made a key assumption in the
assessment of their 100-r follow-up experiment. They
decided that its results could be most reliably compared
against the observed mutation rate per r based on the
Spencer and Stern study [1948]. These authors reported
that such a mutation rate per r was about 0.002%. If this
mutation rate were applied to the 100-r experiment of
Uphoff and Stern [1949], the control mutation rate of
0.2352 would increase by about 0.20% to 0.4352, a value
close to the observed 0.4658, a ﬁnding consistent with a
linear model. This interpretation played a pivotal role in
the conclusions offered in the Uphoff and Stern paper
[1949].
The critical ﬂaw in this interpretation of Uphoff and
Stern [1949] was due to the numerous experimental differences between it and the Spencer and Stern study
[1947] that could affect mutation rates. The best choice
for a standardized comparison for the Uphoff and Stern
[1949] 100-r experiment would have been the Caspari and
Stern paper [1948] since it was not only essentially identical to that of the 100-r experiment of the Uphoff and
Stern study [1949] it also had considerably greater statistical power.
While supporting most strongly a threshold interpretation, the data of Caspari and Stern [1948] was not inconsistent with a linear model. That is, there was a nonstatistically signiﬁcant increase in the mutation rate of about
11.5% (based on the seven months of direct matching of
control and treatment groups). If the 11.5% increase was
assumed to reﬂect a linear dose-response relationship
(although not detectable as a signiﬁcant treatment effect
in hypothesis testing) and applied to the 100-r study, a
mutation rate of 0.3100 would have been predicted based
on its control value of 0.2352. These estimates are far
below the 0.4352 mutation rate of Uphoff and Stern
[1949]. In fact, the rate of increase of Uphoff and Stern is
2.66-fold greater than that predicted for a linear response
using the Caspari and Stern study [1948], an increase that
would be highly unlikely at this dosage [Edington, 1956].
Such an aberrant response could have reﬂected a third
case of an ‘‘unexpected’’ response by Uphoff. Two earlier
experiments resulted in ‘‘unexpectedly’’ aberrant control
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group values, enough so that both Uphoff and Stern
[1947] even discounted their attempt to challenge the Caspari experiment. These data also need to be viewed within
a framework that their documentation was never published. Thus, there has never been a bonaﬁde basis for
relying on it.
Despite these experimental inconsistencies, Uphoff and
Stern [1949] concluded that ‘‘it appears’’ that irradiation
at low dosage induces mutations in fruit ﬂy sperm. One
sentence later they reached the general conclusion that
there is ‘‘no threshold below which irradiation fails to
cause mutation.’’ Given the importance of this conclusion
the scientiﬁc bases were too limited and inadequate. Just
how did Uphoff and Stern [1949] come to this conclusion.
To achieve this goal, Stern had to marginalize Caspari
and Stern [1948] even further than attempted in its own
constraining discussion while at the same time repackaging the discredited Uphoff and Stern [1947] paper. This
latter point was important for two reasons. First, a revitalized Uphoff and Stern paper [1947] would discredit Caspari [Caspari and Stern, 1948]. Secondly, if Uphoff and
Stern [1949] could convince their peers that the aberrantly
low control group was normal variation, it would also
provide support for the second experiment of Uphoff,
again with an aberrantly low control group. Uphoff and
Stern [1949] failed to disclose or cite their Uphoff and
Stern [1947] AEC paper which concluded that these data
were un-interpretable due to the aberrantly low control
mutation rates. This 1947 AEC paper also had asserted
the validity of the Caspari and Stern [1947] control group
mutation rate. Their 1947 AEC paper [Caspari and Stern,
1947] was truncated in AEC archives with negligible or
no circulation within the scientiﬁc community. In fact,
their 1947 AEC paper has never been cited until now. Of
importance is that the mutation rate with the aging sperm
was estimated to rise by 0.05–0.08%/week [Uphoff and
Stern, 1947]. Over three weeks this would yield an
increase of 0.15–0.24% on top of a background of
0.10%. This would lead to an estimated mutation rate
of 0.25–0.34%, a value consistent with the Caspari data.
These ﬁndings and the interpretation of their 1947 AEC
paper were disregarded by Uphoff and Stern [1949]. They
then used the Science paper to assess whether the Caspari
and Stern [1948] paper failed to detect a treatment effect
due to ‘‘errors of sampling,’’ a nuanced version of spuriously high control values. Thus, the same ‘‘challenge the
control group’’ strategy was used again, although it had
been previously asked and addressed in detail about a
year before with no new ﬁndings having emerged to challenge it. Next came the major change in their perspective.
Uphoff and Stern [1949] now asserted that their controls
were not aberrant but part of the norm. In this way, their
uninterpretable data became interpretable. They were now
able to minimize and even discredit further the ﬁndings
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of Caspari and Stern [1948] while promoting the acceptance of their discredited experiment and enhancing the
linearity interpretation.
The question was whether Stern would be able to pull
off this scientiﬁc slight of hand without any debate or
controversy. It is a bit like science’s version of the famous ‘‘follow the pea game.’’ In this case we are trying
to follow the studies. In fact, he did pull it off. Subsequently published papers by leading researchers indicated that he was indeed successful in this strategy. For
example, Higgins [1951] stated that low levels of radiation produced mutations in fruit ﬂy sperm and that the
apparent inconsistency of previous results (i.e., Caspari
and Stern [1948] were due to different experimental
techniques and ‘‘errors in sampling’’ by Caspari and
Stern [1948]. No evidence was produced to support this
now accepted conclusion. The use of the term ‘‘errors in
sampling’’ was lifted straight from Uphoff and Stern
[1949]. It is not clear where the basis of the statement
of errors in experimental techniques came from as there
was no documentation to support it. Likewise, Singleton
[1954] stated that Uphoff and Stern [1949] demonstrated
that the controls of Caspari and Stern [1948] were spuriously high and that there actually was a treatment effect
at 2.5 r/day. This statement of Singleton [1954] was of
considerable value as he had been the leading opponent
of the linearity perspective within the geneticist community. In effect, this statement by Singleton [1954]
cleared any remaining path of resistance to the acceptance of Uphoff and Stern [1949] just prior to the convening of the BEAR I Committee. The data however
clearly contradicted the conclusion of Caspari and Stern
[1948]. In fact, it is odd that Caspari never responded
with a letter to the editor to present the data that would
have easily countered this view. Uphoff and Stern
[1949] had now, in effect, rid themselves of the Caspari
‘‘problem,’’ as Stern referred to the Caspari and Stern
[1948] ﬁndings, in a letter to Edward Noviski [American
Philosophical Society, 1948]. They made it ‘‘disappear’’
by wrapping it in a 1949 version of a meta-analysis
of only their data, redeﬁning what was the norm for
control variation and never providing data to support
this position.
The continued success of the Stern strategy may be
seen in publications after the completion of the BEAR I
Report. The future Nobelist EB Lewis in 1957 published
a profoundly inﬂuential article in the journal Science
arguing that ionizing radiation induced leukemia with a
linear dose response. In this paper, Lewis [1957] used the
ﬁndings of Stern and his colleagues to reinforce his position as follows:
Gene mutation has long been known to show a linear
relationship with respect to dose of ionizing radiation
from studies with Drosophila. This linearity has been

extended by Spencer and Stern [1948] to doses of 50
and 25 roentgens. Gene mutation is also known to be
directly proportional to the accumulated dose of radiation, even when the radiation is chronically administered at a relatively low dose rate, as in the studies of
Uphoff and Stern [1949].
A further comment was published by James V. Neal
[1958], member of the BEAR I Committee. He also used
the Stern ﬁndings to assert his belief in the linearity doseresponse paradigm. He stated that ‘‘In 1927, Muller for
the ﬁrst time clearly demonstrated the mutagenic effects
of ionizing radiation. The ﬁrst work on this subject was
done with rather considerable doses of radiation, but,
during the past decade, it has been demonstrated to the
satisfaction of most geneticists that in the fruit ﬂy, Drosophila, the mutagenic effects of radiation extend to doses
as low as 25 to 50 r Spencer and Stern [1948]; Uphoff
and Stern [1949]. Inevitably in work of this type the question of a ‘threshold’ arises. For technical reasons, it is
rather difﬁcult and extremely laborious to study the
genetic effects of x-ray doses very much lower than 25 r
in higher organisms, and no one has clearly demonstrated
the mutagenic effects of doses below this level. On the
other hand, in the face of all the evidence concerning the
straight line relationship between dosage and mutation
production, to me today the burden of proof is clearly on
him who assumes that there is a threshold as regards the
mutagenic property of x-rays.’’
Similar perspectives have been expressed by other leaders in the radiation research community. For example,
writing in JAMA, Norwood [1958] noted that ‘‘Spencer
and Stern, using more than 50 million ﬂies, showed that
genetic damage was proportional to dosage in the important range of 25 to 50 r.’’ It is also notable that none of
these authors who highlighted the Spencer and Stern
[1948] and Uphoff and Stern [1949] research ever
acknowledged the ﬁndings of Caspari and Stern [1948] in
accordance with the recommendations of the discussion
of Caspari and Stern [1948] that their ﬁndings will not be
accepted until differences between their ﬁndings and
Spencer and Stern [1948] be resolved.
CONCLUSIONS
General
(1). Curt Stern assumed that the linear dose-response
model was accurate and critically important for public policy. Consequently, Stern directed his scientiﬁc
efforts to ensure that experiments challenging a linear
at low dose perspective would need a higher degree
of scientiﬁc proof, being subjected to greater efforts
at replication and more scrutiny than results that supported a linearity perspective.
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(2). This conclusion is supported by (a) the decision to
only replicate the ﬁndings of Caspari and Stern
[1948] and not the Spencer and Stern paper [1948]
which supported the linearity perspective, (b) the
assertion that the Caspari and Stern ﬁndings could not
be accepted until it could be determined why they differed from that of Spencer and Stern; (c) the repeated
attempts to challenge the ﬁndings of Caspari under
the assumption that the control group data was spuriously high despite substantial data to the contrary; (d)
attempts to enhance the credibility, mask the criticism
and further the acceptance of the series of Uphoff
experiments; and (e) failure to adjust the Spencer and
Stern study [1948] for lethal clusters as was the case
for the Caspari and Stern research [1948].
(3). The actions displayed by Stern raise questions about
whether and to what extent philosphopical/ideological
perspectives may have inﬂuenced his science. The
present analysis suggests that he used his very elevated reputation, his associations with other leaders
in the genetics ﬁeld, his relationship with key journals such as Science, and the complexity of his
research to mask his intentions and activities. He was
successful in achieving his goal of ensuring acceptance of the linear model via these multiple manipulations and obfuscations as they reinforced similar
biases within the genetics community.
(4). The data from Spencer and Stern [1948] and Caspari
and Stern [1948] were actually in close agreement on
the nature of the dose response in the low dose zone,
even though one more strongly supported linearity
and the other a threshold interpretation. In both studies, it was clear that at the low doses tested they
were close to the limits of detection of a treatment
effect. In fact, Spencer and Stern [1948] noted that it
was not uncommon for control mutation rates to
exceed those seen at 25 and 50 r, due to background
variation. In a similar fashion, in three of the eight
months of the Caspari study, the controls displayed a
higher mutation rate than the treatment group. These
observations indicate that in this low dose area both
studies found it difﬁcult to distinguish treatments
from controls. A treatment effect could become statistically signiﬁcant when a control group yielded an
uncharacteristically low value, something that could
happen by chance. This possibly happened in the
Uphoff replication of Caspari. The control response
was about 40% lowered than expected, leading to the
signiﬁcant treatment effect. Although the control
mutation rate was so low in the Uphoff replication
experiment, Stern was initially committed to using it.
However, the literature research of Caspari which
disputed the Stern position and the surprising and copious data of Muller forced him to back down, even
though only temporarily.
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(5). While the evidence is circumstantial, it appears that
Stern was determined to suppress the acceptance of
the Caspari study. The discussion of Caspari and
Stern [1948] was, in retrospect, a professional oddity
despite its scholarliness, yet this discussion was
endorsed by Muller, another strong proponent of linearity. When viewed within the framework of promoting the acceptance of linearity at low dose, the decision was another example of Stern placing a road
block in the path of acceptance of the Caspari data
while trying to appear reasonable and objective.
(6). Even the case of Spencer and Stern [1948], a study
that most geneticists of that era could support, had
serious methodological issues that challenge the validity of its low dose ﬁndings. Nonetheless, both the
authors themselves and the genetics community failed
to note weaknesses that are obvious in retrospect.
(7). The Stern papers represent a case study for assessing
scientiﬁc ﬁndings within a broader societal context.
Stern was an accomplished scientist but his actions
suggest strong ideological tendencies. While this historical reassessment has academic interest, the principal signiﬁcance is that the actions of Stern manipulated the scientiﬁc appraisal and the quality of the
scientiﬁc record on the issue of the dose-response
default model, the results of which were to change
the course of risk assessment throughout the world
for the next 60 years.
Specific
(1). The Caspari and Stern study [1948] supported a
threshold dose response. The changing of its conclusion from its initial publication by the AEC [Caspari
and Stern, 1947], and the misdirecting of its discussion appears to have been designed to prevent a fairminded consideration of this possibility.
(2). In Uphoff and Stern’s attempt [1947] to replicate the
Caspari and Stern study [1947, 1948], the control
group was ‘‘unexpectedly’’ low, leading the authors
to deem the study ﬁndings as uninterpretable. This
rejection of the study data by Uphoff and Stern
[1947] was never revealed in subsequent publications
of Stern and colleagues. It was to a large extent hidden in the archives of the AEC.
(3). The Uphoff and Stern technical note [1949] in Science included three experiments—two with aberrant
control values and one with an aberrantly high treatment group response. The authors never explicitly
addressed the aberrant responses and their earlier
documentation (see Uphoff and Stern, 1947) which
supported the aberrant control group interpretation.
They simply reversed their position, without ever
mentioning this action, incorporated the discredited
data into their 1949 meta-analysis to support a linear-
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ity interpretation [Uphoff and Stern, 1947]. Promised
documentation to support these studies was never
provided.
(4). Uphoff and Stern [1949] also incorrectly used the
Spencer and Stern [1948] publication as the gold
standard comparison for the Uphoff and Stern 100-r
experiment to validate a linearity prediction. There
was no justiﬁcation for its use in this manner given
the extensive protocol differences between the two
studies.
(5). Important new limitations have been identiﬁed in the
Spencer and Stern paper [1948]. This study failed to
properly match control exposure periods with those
of the key low dose comparison group (e.g., 50 r). It
employed two 50-r subgroups with differing matching
periods with the control and with different dose rates.
Yet these authors combined the data of the two subgroups to make a single 50-r treatment group without
providing any data to justify this course of action.
Detailed control mutation rate data of Caspari and
Stern [1948] and Uphoff and Stern [1947] demonstrated wide monthly variability and strongly
supported the need to closely match control and treatment exposure periods. The Spencer and Stern study
[1948] also explicitly reported poor temperature control which they indicated adversely affected the accuracy of mutation rates. The scoring criteria of
Spencer and Stern [1947] for lethality was to some
extent admittedly subjective. Yet, the scoring was not
single or double blinded. Since there was a strong
belief in the linear model and its afﬁrmation, the possibility of a bias may be raised. These ﬁndings raise
important questions concerning the validity of conclusions concerning low dose responses in the Spencer
and Stern [1947] paper, yet they were ignored in the
meta-analysis of Uphoff and Stern [1949]. The limitations of the Spencer and Stern paper [1948] may also
reﬂect the high likelihood that this manuscript was
published without peer review. This 68-page, highly
detailed manuscript, was formally received by Genetics on November 25, 1947, and published in January
1948(6) The conclusion of Uphoff and Stern [1949]
that ‘‘there is no threshold below which radiation
fails to induce mutations’’ was insufﬁciently supported and therefore not justiﬁed.
Lingering Questions
Stern’s (and Uphoff’s) broad and unequivocal conclusion [Uphoff and Stern 1949] was as surprising as it was
unjustiﬁed, possibly due to the signiﬁcance of the scientiﬁc and societal implications. Trying to make sense out
of the Stern conclusion is disquieting and may lead to discussion which can be both speculative and judgmental.
There are some questions to consider:

 Why did Uphoff and Stern [1949] transition from a
very tentative statement that low doses of radiation
‘‘may’’ increase mutation rate but then offer such an
unequivocal general conclusion supporting linearity
regardless of how low the dose was?
 Why did Stern determine it was best to publish a one
page technical note in Science, knowing the experimental details that lay beneath a brief conclusionary oriented summary?
 How did Stern go from dismissing the ﬁndings of Uphoff and Stern [1947] in the replication of Caspari and
Stern [1948] to including it positively in his weight of
evidence perspective of Uphoff and Stern [1949]?
 Why didn’t Uphoff and Stern [1949] inform the Science readership that the key data used in their analysis
had been recently discredited by them after a detailed
documentation of control group mutation incidence?
 Did Uphoff really agree with Stern on the key general
conclusion? Or was she somehow forced to agree?
 Why didn’t Caspari challenge the de facto dismissal/
ignoring of his ﬁndings?
 Why didn’t Stern raise any concern with the spuriously
high treatment response in the 100-r Uphoff study?
 Why did Stern use the Spencer and Stern [1948] study
as the gold standard for comparison with the Uphoff and
Stern [1949] 100-r study, knowing the long list of experimental protocol differences between the two studies?
 Why did the ‘‘replication’’ study of Uphoff and Stern
[1947] reduce the sample size by about 40% and expect
to detect a treatment effect at low dose?
 Why didn’t Uphoff and Stern [1949] follow through
with their stated commitment to provide the detailed
paper documenting their methods, materials, and other
relevant data?
 Was there ever a real commitment to publish the follow-up detailed paper or was this simply part of a
broader plan of ﬂoating the conclusion in the world’s
most visible scientiﬁc journal?
 Why did Science decide to publish a one page note and no
methods, with only a promise by the authors that they would
provide such information in a subsequent publication?
 Why did Stern apparently approve the highly unusual
criticism of possible experimental bias by Uphoff possibly leading to the low control values [Uphoff and
Stern, 1947]?
 Why didn’t Spencer and Stern [1948] display their
weekly/monthly mutation rates for the controls and
treatments as did Caspari and Stern [1948] and Uphoff
and Stern [1949]?
 Did Stern misuse his role of journal editor in the publication of the Caspari and Stern [1948] paper?
 Why did the genetics community accept the undocumented ﬁndings and general conclusions without
demanding that Stern follow through with his commitment to provide the detailed paper?
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 Why didn’t Caspari and Stern [1948] list even more
potentially important differences between the studies
that they would claim have to be ‘‘explained.’’
 Wouldn’t the threshold model still be unacceptable to
Stern if the Uphoff and Stern study [1947] had supported the Caspari and Stern study [1948]? This would
not have answered why the Spencer and Stern [1948]
and the Caspari and Stern [1948] studies differed.
 Why would Stern apparently not submit the Spencer
and Stern and the Caspari and Stern manuscripts for
peer-review?

Final Thoughts
The scientiﬁc community had a major stake in the
assessment of studies published by Stern and colleagues
concerning the nature of the dose response of ionizing
radiation in the low dose zone yet remained strikingly
silent over this matter. Despite the centrality of these
ﬁndings and their broad acceptance by the scientiﬁc
community, there were numerous concerns with the
goals of the experiments, the capacity of the study
designs to resolve key scientiﬁc questions, how the data
were and were not reported, the scientiﬁc basis of conclusions, the publication of these papers, and ﬁnally
how such ﬁndings should affect policy and risk assessment activities. The Stern Affair deserves a more
detailed reassessment based on its central importance in
the development of risk assessment policies and procedures and whether these may have been affected by deceptive actions by esteemed scientiﬁc leaders of the
genetics community.
While this article questions several important scientiﬁc decisions by Curt Stern, such questioning is not
intended to challenge his ethics, as he was highly
regarded by his peers for his scientiﬁc and personal integrity [Bern et al., 1985]. Furthermore, there are also
important limitations in the historical record that lead to
informed but, nonetheless, speculative interpretations
about the basis of some of Stern’s actions. This is especially the case since it is not possible for Stern to
explain his actions/decisions. Nonetheless, the important
and challenging questions remain about the judgments
of Stern, raising the broader question of whether this
series of scientiﬁc decisions were the result of what
happens when one’s science becomes affected by transcience concepts which in this case is what we now call
the ‘‘precautionary principle.’’ This issue raises a further serious and general concern as ideology-driven science represents a type of ‘‘intellectual’’ virus that can
undercut the integrity of data-driven processes needed
to guide critical societal decisions, and it can do so
very effectively in a disguised and difﬁcult to discern
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manner, as appears to be the case with the history of
low dose linearity.
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A B S T R A C T

This paper proposes that generic cancer risk assessments be based on the integration of the Linear NonThreshold (LNT) and hormetic dose–responses since optimal hormetic beneﬁcial responses are estimated
to occur at the dose associated with a 10−4 risk level based on the use of a LNT model as applied to animal
cancer studies. The adoption of the 10−4 risk estimate provides a theoretical and practical integration of
two competing risk assessment models whose predictions cannot be validated in human population studies
or with standard chronic animal bioassay data. This model-integration reveals both substantial protection of the population from cancer effects (i.e. functional utility of the LNT model) while offering the
possibility of signiﬁcant reductions in cancer incidence should the hormetic dose–response model predictions be correct. The dose yielding the 10−4 cancer risk therefore yields the optimized toxicologically
based “regulatory sweet spot”.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The assessment of cancer risks from exposure to ionizing radiation and chemical carcinogens by regulatory agencies worldwide
is typically performed via the use of linear at low dose modeling.
The linear non-threshold (LNT) approach for cancer risk assessment was ﬁrst proposed for cancer risk assessment by the U.S.
National Committee for Radiation Protection and Measurement
(NCRPM) in 1958, following the recommendation of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Biological Effects of Atomic
Radiation (BEAR) I Genetics Panel to switch from a threshold to a
linear model for assessing genomic risk from ionizing radiation in
1956 (Jolly, 2003; Whitemore, 1986).
The LNT approach was later adopted by regulatory agencies starting in the late 1970s assessing risks for chemical carcinogens in all
media (e.g. air, water, food and soil) (National Academy of Sciences
(NAS), 1977). The initial transition from the threshold to the LNT
approach in the mid 1950s was made prior to the discovery of DNA
repair, adaptive responses with chemical mutagens and ionizing radiation, apoptosis, pre-conditioning and the resurgence of the
hormetic concept, all of which could affect the shape of the dose
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response in the low-dose zone. The clariﬁcation of different mechanisms of action for carcinogens has encouraged the development
of cancer risk assessment methods that incorporate knowledge of
species speciﬁcity and threshold. These approaches are often employed by the U.S. EPA and FDA and most European authorities for
non-genotoxic carcinogens (Page et al., 1997; Whysner and Williams,
1992; Williams, 2001; Williams et al., 2012).
These developments have challenged the theoretical and mechanistic basis of the LNT, along with the recognition that
epidemiological methods are in effect not capable of detecting risks
below twice the normal background (Taubes, 1995). Furthermore,
the massive mega-mouse study that used 24,000 animals was only
able to estimate risk at the 1% level (ED01 study) (Bruce et al., 1981).
Similar limitations were reported for a cancer bioassay study with
>40,000 trout (Bailey et al., 2009). These methodological limitations along with the more recent developmental insights on the
plethora of adaptive mechanisms that act at low doses have revealed limitations of the LNT model.
2. Developments
The dose–response model that has been shown to have biological plausibility, especially in the low dose zone, is hormesis, a
biphasic dose–response. Current interest in hormesis can be traced
back to the research of Thomas Luckey on radiation hormesis (Luckey,
1980) and on chemical hormesis by Tony Stebbing (Stebbing, 1982).
These researchers stimulated the electric power utilities of Japan
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and the U.S. to conduct the ﬁrst hormesis conference in August, 1985.
These three events reactivated interest in the hormesis concept.
Since the initial hormesis conference mentioned here, multiple books have been published on hormesis (Calabrese, 1992, 1994;
Costantini, 2014; Elliott, 2008; Luckey, 1992; Mattson and Calabrese,
2010; Rattan and LeBourg, 2014; Sanders, 2010; Stebbing, 2011).
Also, many chapters on hormesis in toxicology and pharmacology
texts have been produced; hormesis has been the focus of more than
a dozen conferences; multiple symposia at major society meetings have addressed hormesis. It is the subject of more than 2000
scientiﬁc publications in peer-reviewed journals, and the object of
more than 30,000 citations in the Web of Science/Knowledge. Extensive documentations of hormetic dose responses have been
summarized from a large and continuously updated database
(Calabrese and Blain, 2005, 2009, 2011).
The hormetic dose–response was also found to make more accurate predictions than the LNT or threshold dose–response models
in head-to-head comparisons using large, independent data sets
(Calabrese and Baldwin, 2003; Calabrese et al., 2006, 2008). Detailed mechanisms of 400 hormetic dose responses have recently
been summarized (Calabrese, 2013). Additionally, the hormetic dose
response therefore has been demonstrated to be highly generalizable, being independent of biological model (i.e., phylogenetically
diverse – from bacteria to humans; in vitro and in vivo), level of biological organization (i.e., cell, organ and organism), endpoint,
inducing agent and mechanism.

3. Objective – Integration
Based on these features, it has been proposed that the hormetic
dose–response should become the default model for risk assessment for both carcinogens and non-carcinogens. The hormesis
database provides strong evidence that dose–response relationships for carcinogens (e.g., DDT, dioxin, multiple PAHs, ionizing
radiation) and non-carcinogens typically display hormetic dose response patterns with similar quantitative features. While this line
of argument has been made (Calabrese, 2004), this is not the purpose
of this paper. The present paper proposes a “practical” and straightforward harmonization of both the LNT and hormetic models for
cancer risk assessment. As is customary in such convergences,
common ground is sought by various entities (e.g., regulatory agencies and regulated industries), while differences are still recognized
and will remain unresolved for now.
We see the following reasons why integration of both models
would be beneﬁcial. First, if hormesis describes low-dose exposure impacts of chemicals/ionizing radiation more accurately than
the LNT-model does, then the regulatory authorities should apply
the best that the toxicological sciences have to offer. The hormetic
dose response requires rigorous study designs in order to be properly evaluated, with large numbers of doses, with proper dose
spacing, and often within a dose–time framework. When such data
are available, the hormetic dose response has far outperformed the
threshold and linearity dose response model for accuracy in estimating low dose effects (Calabrese and Baldwin, 2003; Calabrese
et al., 2006, 2008).
Second, considering the developments in analytical chemistry,
increasingly lower levels of chemicals can be detected. We have
entered the realm of atto- (part per quintillion; 10−18) and zeptomoles
(part per sextillion; 10−21) of detectable analytes (Pagnotti et al.,
2011). Consequently, the unspoken ‘logic’ of the LNT-model infers
that a ‘clean bill of health’ can never be truly given (Hanekamp et al.,
2012). The technology-driven stringency of regulation in the context
of the LNT-model can be attenuated with the aid of the biphasic
dose–response model. As a result, regulatory expenditures will be
reduced along with beneﬁt optimization (Keeney, 1997).

Third, the biphasic dose–response model underscores the beneﬁcial adaptability of organisms’ responses to chemical exposure,
whereby regulation that expresses the functional integration of both
the LNT and hormetic models is better able to address society’s fears
of carcinogen exposure.
4. Integration – Roadmap
How then do we envision this integration, that is, the harmonization of the hormesis and LNT dose response models for cancer
risk assessment? The reconciliation of these two divergent models
can surprisingly be made in a direct and uncomplicated fashion.
1) The key aspect of the hormesis/LNT convergence is that when
risks are based on chronic animal bioassay studies, the optimal
protective effects (i.e., reduction in tumor incidence for the
affected below the control group) is predicted to occur at the
same dose at which the LNT predicts 10−4 risk.
2) To achieve this value, the hormetic-based approach would ﬁrst
estimate a 1% response from the animal bioassay via a BMDtype methodology. When this derived-dose is divided by factor
of 100, it yields slightly less than a risk of 10−4. This was shown
to be the case for ten highly diverse data sets by Gaylor (1989).
The hormetic risk assessment methodology of Calabrese and
Cook (2005), which is optimized at the same dose that the
LNT estimates a 10−4 risk level, predicts beneﬁt while the LNT
estimates enhanced cancer risk.
3) We propose that cancer risk assessment adopt an acceptable risk of 10−4 using the LNT model since this dose would
also yield the optimal hormesis dose response beneﬁt. This
dose is the so-called regulatory “sweet-spot” that provides
substantial protection against theoretical low dose risks that
are far below the detection of even the most demanding epidemiological and toxicological studies/methods, while
including beneﬁts predicted by the hormetic dose response
model (Fig. 1). This approach would also have the signiﬁcant societal beneﬁt of affecting a profound reduction in costs
(i.e., ﬁnancial and predicted adverse health), markedly affecting cost/beneﬁt analyses.
4) In a population of one million people, the 10−4 risk predicts
100 people (i.e., 106 people × 10−4 risk = 100) affected with an
organ-speciﬁc cancer (e.g., lung, kidney, bladder, etc.) by some
deleterious agent that is added to the background for cancer
of that organ (Fig. 1). Assuming a 25% tumor background

Response 
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LINEAR MODEL (LNT)
10-4 Risk/LNT (12,599 bladder tumors)
Background (12,500 bladder tumors)
HORMETIC MODEL

Opmized Beneﬁt/Hormesis (9,350 bladder tumors)

Dose 
Fig. 1. Functional integration of hormesis and LNT for carcinogen risk assessment;
derivation of the optimal regulatory strategy.
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incidence, 250,000 of the one million people would be predicted to develop tumors. If the organ in question was
responsible for 5% (e.g., bladder) of the above 25% (i.e., 250,000
people), it would represent 12,500 of the 250,000 people with
cancer (i.e., 0.25 × 0.05 = 0.0125) (0.0125 × 106 = 12,500). Many
organ-speciﬁc tumors, including the bladder, affect about 3.5
to 6.0% of the tumor occurrence (National Cancer Institute
(NCI), 2014), thus the use of 5% for an organ like the bladder
would be a reasonable expectation. Organs affecting a notably
higher proportion of people (e.g., about 16–18% per cancer
type) are those cancers of the lung, breast and prostate. The
100 newly affected people with chemically induced bladder
cancer are then randomly distributed among the entire population of one million. This suggests that 25% of the 100 will
already be in the process of developing a background tumor,
with about 5% of those already targeted for a “spontaneous” bladder tumor (0.25 × 0.05 = 1.25%). The net result of
background (i.e. spontaneous) and tumor-induction via a
chemical carcinogen at 10−4 is 12,500 (“background”) plus 100
new chemically induced cases (i.e., 12,500 + 100 = 12,600)
minus 1 due to spontaneous and induced bladder tumors in
the same individuals. This would yield a total of 12,599 individuals with bladder cancer. The hormetic beneﬁt is likely
to affect both background and induced tumor incidence, reducing their incidence by roughly 25% (Calabrese and Blain,
2011), lowering the predicted total number of affected people
(12,500) by about 3150. There can be other situations in which
the chemical may affect multiple organs with different tumor
backgrounds and induced tumor incidence, affecting the
nature and complexity of the assessment. For example, in the
case of dioxin, it was shown in the Kociba et al. study (Kociba
et al., 1978) that has been widely used for cancer risk assessment that hormetic effects appear to occur in multiple
organs (i.e., Females: liver, ovary, uterus, cervix/vagina,
mammary, pituitary and adrenal; Males: liver, pulmonary, pituitary, pancreas and adrenal). In such cases it may be possible
to select that dose which displays the lowest overall tumor
incidence for risk assessment purposes. In theory, this type
of situation may be predicted to have a greater beneﬁcial effect
than described for the bladder cancer. However, it would not
be unexpected for the optimal effect to vary by organ. Using
a ﬁnancial metaphor, the convergence of the LNT/10−4 risk and
hormesis methodologies permits the protection of one’s “principle” (i.e., impossible to detect chemically-induced increase
in cancer risk) while adding considerable beneﬁt (i.e., large
reduction in cancer risk for those affected organs). This compromise strikes an optimized balance in which there is a very
low theoretical risk increase and a very high theoretical
beneﬁt. Choosing a 10−6 acceptable risk would reduce 99 of
the 100 theoretically affected people while eliminating the
possible hormetic beneﬁt. This type of strategy would prevent
the possibility of beneﬁcial effects, which could be substantial.
5) The example presented above addresses the risk of a single
complete carcinogen. However, humans live in a highly
complex environment involving exposure to a vast array of
complete carcinogens, tumor promoters, chemoprotective
chemicals and physical agents, all superimposed on dynamic
metabolic processes, numerous adaptive mechanisms and
complex exposure dynamics. Predicting cancer incidence of
complex mixtures from experimental and epidemiological
studies is problematic, if not impossible. A very limited, simpliﬁed and yet mechanistically oriented approach to assess
complex carcinogenic mixtures is the toxic equivalent factor
(TEF) that assumes additive processes that act identically (e.g.
same receptor) for similarly grouped agents (e.g. dioxins, PAHs
and PCBs). The TEF concept was integrated within a LNT per-
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spective. Epidemiological evaluations of complex mixtures
reveal the failure of predictions of animal studies to predict
human responses. For example, a cup of coffee contains >1000
chemicals of which approximately 30 have been tested for
cancer. Of these the majority were carcinogenic in standard
rodent model testing. Each cup of coffee contains >10 mg of
rodent carcinogens, with American adults drinking three cups
per day (Ames and Gold, 2000; Gold et al., 1992). The situation gets more complex as more carcinogens are added via
the roasting process. However, despite such exposures to
natural and roasted process-related carcinogens, comprehensive epidemiological studies reveal neutral or beneﬁcial
effects from lifetime coffee drinking depending on the organ
(Bohn et al., 2014; Crippa et al., 2014). Thirty-two occupational epidemiological studies (i.e. case–control – 19 studies;
cohort – 13 studies) of gasoline exposure which is a highly
complex and variable mixture of >500 saturated/unsaturated
hydrocarbons revealed no pattern or clear association between
gasoline and any cancer (Keenan et al., 2010). Furthermore,
dose responses of complex mixtures [e.g. petroleum (Laughlin
et al., 1981), waste-water treatment eﬄuents (De Nicola et al.,
2004; Mendoza-Figueroa, 1973; Walsh et al., 1982), complex
organochlorine mixtures (Aube et al., 2011)] over a broad dose
response often conform to an hormetic dose response. These
ﬁndings support the conclusion that complex mixtures can
induce hormetic dose responses and can be evaluated within
the framework proposed here.
6) An important implication of model uncertainty is that it has
the potential to undermine and challenge the use of LNT in
toxic tort litigation cases. The acknowledgement of substantial and unresolved uncertainty in risk assessment may
preclude causation judgments with low dose exposures. In
fact, the use of LNT in toxic tort cases in the United States has
been successfully challenged in numerous litigations
affecting ionizing radiation, asbestos as well as chemical carcinogens, principally due to its lack of validation capacity,
inconsistency with published ﬁndings and the recognition of
substantial adaptive mechanisms that undermine an LNT interpretation (Milward v. Acuity Specialty Products Groups, Inc,
2013; Sutera v. Perrier Group of America Inc, 1997; Whiting
v. Boston Edison Co, 1995).
5. Discussion
The search for public health common ground via the integration of opposing risk assessment models is a new approach in the
process of risk assessment harmonization. It permits the strengths
of opposing perspectives to be incorporated into a uniﬁed risk assessment approach. It is recognized that estimates of low risk is a
speculative activity, especially when the data are derived from high
dose toxicology studies and that there is no current practical way
around this limitation. The present recommendation is viewed as
substantially conservative, creating the opportunity to beneﬁt from
the induction of adaptive responses while recognizing and incorporating model uncertainty into the risk assessment process. We
believe that this is a sound foundation upon which to base environmental public health policy.
The precautionary principle, which is at the core of modern governmental environmental health policies, is founded on a
toxicological assumption that lower is always safer/better and that
zero exposure, especially for carcinogens, is the goal [maximum contaminant level goal (MCLg)] as seen for EPA drinking water standards.
The precautionary principle was strongly inﬂuenced during its formative development by belief in LNT predictions. Harmonizing of
the LNT and hormesis dose response models can provide a vehicle
not only for cancer risk assessment but also a novel means, along
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with a more biologically based foundation, to guide a broad range
of precautionary principle applications.
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Abstract This paper extends several recent publications indicating that Hermann J. Muller: (1) Made
deceptive statements during his Noble Prize Lecture
on December 12, 1946, that were intended to promote
the acceptance of the linear dose-response model for
risk assessment for ionizing radiation and (2) that such
actions of Muller were masked by a series of decisions
by Muller’s long-time colleague and esteemed radiation geneticist Curt Stern, affecting key publications in
the mutation literature. Such actions further enhanced
acceptance of the linearity dose-response model while
preventing Muller’s deceptions from being discovered.
This paper provides documentation that Muller reinforced such practices within the scientiﬁc literature in
the early 1950s, by supporting scientiﬁcally questionable actions of Stern. Detailed documentation is provided
that demonstrates how these actions affected national and
international risk assessment policy for ionizing radiation
and chemical carcinogens via the recommendations of
the National Academy of Sciences Biological Effects of
Atomic Radiation committee in 1956, to adopt the linear
dose-response model.
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Introduction
It was recently discovered that the 1946 Nobel Prize Lecture for Biology and Medicine by Laureate Hermann
J. Muller misled the audience on the nature of the dose
response in the low-dose zone concerning the effects of
ionizing radiation on germ-cell mutagenicity to advance
an ideologically motivated risk assessment policy (Calabrese 2011a, b, 2012). Evidence to support this conclusion is found in Muller’s own words from letters he sent
to Professor Curt Stern of the University of Rochester, an
expert in radiation genetics. Stern sent Muller a manuscript by Ernst Caspari and himself on November 6, 1946,
for review as Muller was a paid consultant to the project
(Calabrese 2011c). This manuscript demonstrated support for a threshold dose response, while challenging the
linear dose-response single-hit mutagenicity mechanism
model, based on an extensive study of ionizing radiation on
mutation in the germ cells of male fruit ﬂies. On November 12, 1946, Muller acknowledged receipt, noting that the
ﬁndings strongly challenged the linearity dose-response
concept and, given their importance, needed to be replicated as soon as possible (Calabrese 2011c). This longterm study used the lowest ionizing radiation dose rate yet
reported. Despite this new information, Muller would go
on to deliver his Nobel Prize Lecture some 5 weeks later
(December 12, 1946), proclaiming that one could no longer
consider the possibility of a threshold dose response for
germ-cell mutagenicity. The only option, he argued, was to
switch to a linearity dose-response model for risk assessment (Muller 1946a).
Muller, of course, made these public claims while knowing that the most extensive and relevant testing supported
a threshold interpretation. A letter from Muller to Stern 5
weeks after the Nobel Prize Lecture (January 14, 1947)
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conﬁrmed his support for study replication, that he had no
technical criticisms of the Caspari study, and supported
publication especially in view of the caveats worked into
the discussion, hopefully preventing acceptance of a threshold interpretation (Calabrese 2012; Lilly Library 1947a,
January 14 letter). In effect, Muller told the Nobel Prize
Lecture audience one story while in private correspondence he revealed a profoundly different view. According to
his former student, friend, and colleague, Crow (1995), it
was well known that Muller would try to win arguments by
exaggeration and overstatement. Crow found this behavior
exasperating as Muller would often end up hurting his case
by unnecessarily misrepresenting facts and circumstances,
incorrectly thinking it would help him win his argument.
This same behavioral trait was evident at the Nobel Prize
Lecture.
Before his Nobel Prize Lecture, Muller sought to
raise concern over the public health implications of ionizing radiation and to change the risk assessment process
for ionizing radiation from the use of a threshold doseresponse model to the far more conservative linear dose
response. This goal was essentially shared by the entire
radiation geneticist community. Following his Lecture,
Muller would now have two goals: Protecting his reputation by ensuring that his misleading comments would not
be discovered while still aggressively pushing acceptance
of the linearity agenda. Both goals were entangled; being
such an important scientist and leader any fall in Muller’s
status would have a devastating impact on the acceptance
of the linearity dose response, especially if it involved an
ideological misrepresentation about the linearity concept.
Muller achieved both goals due to decisions of Stern that
discredited the ﬁndings of his colleague and co-author
Ernst Caspari, thus saving Muller from criticisms about
his Nobel Prize Lecture while supporting the questionable ﬁndings of Delta Uphoff, another co-author. Muller’s misleading comments and the Stern’s apparent data
obfuscations would not be revealed for more than 60 years
while the linearity acceptance goal by regulatory agencies
worldwide was attained. The present paper extends the
recent reports of Calabrese (2011a, b, 2012) with newly
discovered ﬁndings that demonstrate a carefully focused
and timed set of inexplicable scientiﬁc judgments by Muller concerning the nature of the dose response. These
actions reinforced his Nobel Prize Lecture comments and
the actions of Stern that enhanced the goal of achieving
a switch from threshold to linearity. This paper also demonstrates the profound impact of the Stern/Muller actions
on the radiation genetics community based on the scientiﬁc publication record and dose–response recommendations/conclusions supporting a linearity dose–response risk
assessment model by the highly inﬂuential NAS BEAR I
Committee, Genetics Panel.
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Part 1—Stern’s plan to promote linearity
Curt Stern was a long-time supporter of the idea that ionizing radiation affected germ-cell mutation in a linear doseresponse manner. He expected that this would be observed
in studies he was directing under the aegis of the Manhattan Project using fruit ﬂies. While a linearity dose-response
was reported in acute studies with X-rays (Spencer and
Stern 1948), the most signiﬁcant test would take place
with the research of Ernst Caspari when gamma radiation
would be administered up to a 13,200-fold lower rate than
in the Spencer research. In a troubling development, Caspari reported to Stern that his ﬁndings did not support a
linear interpretation but rather a threshold dose response.
Based on letter correspondence between Stern and Caspari,
Stern initially refused to accept this interpretation, arguing
that the mutation threshold response was most likely due
to unusually high control group values (i.e., spontaneous
mutations in sperm stored in the spermatheca of the female
for 3 weeks) which masked a radiation-induced treatment
effect (Calabrese 2011b). Caspari then researched this
issue by exploring the literature and obtaining substantial
unpublished data on this speciﬁc issue from Muller based
on research during his appointment at Amherst College
(1940–1945). Caspari argued that his control group mutation data were not aberrant but consistent with the literature and Muller’s data for aged sperm whether stored in
the spermatheca of the female or in the male. As a result
of the Caspari analysis, Stern withdrew his objection and
accepted the conclusion that the control group spontaneous
mutation values were within the normal range. Since Stern
could not dismiss the ﬁndings of Caspari due to the controls, he then opted for an alternative but bizarre strategy to
marginalize the threshold dose-response conclusion. Stern
directed the manuscript discussion to explain why these
data should not be accepted and utilized until it was determined why Caspari’s ﬁndings differed from those of Spencer and Stern’s acute study which they claimed supported
linearity. It was this manuscript of Caspari that was sent to
Muller for review just prior to his Noble Prize Lecture.
It is odd that investigators reporting on striking new
ﬁndings, using the most advanced methods and the lowest dose rate yet studied, would demand the reader not take
the data seriously. Stern placed no such restriction upon the
Spencer paper, a study with considerable methodological
limitations [e.g., inadequate control groups, inappropriate
data combining for statistical analysis, lack of adequate
X-ray instrumentation calibration, poor temperature control, and dose rates differing by as much as 10-fold (10
and 100 r/min) between treatments, thereby creating two
experimental variables within one experiment] (Calabrese
2011b). Furthermore, there were at least two dozen signiﬁcant methodological differences between the two studies
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making them not directly comparable. Stern published the
manuscript (Caspari and Stern 1948) with its misdirected
discussion, without apparent independent, peer review in
the journal for which he was the editor, that is, Genetics.
Comment
Based on this temporal sequence, it would appear that the
principal driving force to challenge the Caspari ﬁndings
that supported a threshold interpretation was his advisor
and co-author, Curt Stern. It was Muller who indicated
that the ﬁndings of Caspari needed to be replicated since
they were contrary to a linear single-hit dose-response
interpretation. Of particular note, however, was that the
only changes made to the Caspari manuscript following
the review of Muller was to add the name of Muller to the
acknowledgments section and to remove the statement
from the conclusion that the ﬁndings supported a tolerance
or threshold interpretation (Calabrese 2011b).

Part 2—the replication studies
Since Ernst Caspari and Warren Spencer were no longer
available to continue experimentation, Stern engaged the
services of a Master’s student, Delta Uphoff, to assess why
the Caspari study did not support a linear interpretation.
The results of the initial experiment were deemed by Stern
as not usable as her control group spontaneous mutation
rate was strikingly low, being outside the expected range
for aged sperm (~40 % lower than expected); no conclusions could be drawn from the study (Uphoff and Stern
1947). A similar very low control group spontaneous mutation rate response for aged sperm in her second experiment would also make such data uninterruptable. In her
third and ﬁnal experiment, Uphoff reported control values
in the normal range for aged sperm but the radiation treatment response was itself aberrant, far exceeding predicted
responses assuming low-dose linearity (Calabrese 2011b).

Stern: What to do next
Finding a way to support linearity was the prevailing
theme. For example, when Caspari had shared his data with
the Head of Genetics at the Brookhaven National Laboratory and future member of the BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel, Milislav Demerec, he wrote to Caspari asking
what can be done to save the single “hit” linearity doseresponse paradigm (Calabrese 2011b; American Philosophical Society 1947f, September 25). The “hit theory” for
ionizing radiation-induced mutation was ﬁrst postulated by
Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935), providing a theoretical
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mechanistic foundation for the LNT dose-response model.
Given his goals and ideology, Stern had little choice.
Another experiment was not going to be practical as Uphoff
would leave for a position with the NIH. In the absence of
new data, Stern decided upon a new strategy to “save” the
single-hit linearity dose response. In order to achieve this
goal, he would have to do two things: (1) Reverse his position on the Uphoff control group data, declare that they
are normal, not aberrant, making the Uphoff experiments
now interpretable and (2) challenge further the credibility and acceptance of the Caspari study (i.e., beyond the
misdirected discussion of the Caspari/Stern paper). Stern
took the bold action of asserting that the Uphoff control
group data were part of the normal distribution. He offered
no explanation or assessment of the literature to justify
this conclusion. This would not be difﬁcult as only very
few people would have known about his earlier concerns
with the Uphoff control group data, since the manuscript
(Uphoff and Stern 1947) detailing such concerns was never
submitted for publication but was placed in the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC) archives, initially as a classiﬁed manuscript. Thus, the written critique of the Uphoff
control group data and letter communications on this topic
were generally not known or available.
The Uphoff and Stern (1949) paper also raised a number of doubts about the Caspari paper such as whether its
non-treatment effect/threshold ﬁnding was the result of
“errors in sampling.” Given standard professional protocol, the “errors in sampling” hypothesis was a surprising
and unexpectedly harsh challenge to the work of Caspari,
a University of Rochester team member, especially since
this criticism had never been raised previously by Stern,
Muller, or others in previous detailed evaluations. In fact,
there was never any documentation to support this possibility. Further, Stern also raised the specter of the Caspari
control being elevated by unnecessarily stating that his
control group was higher than each of the controls of the
three Uphoff experiments. Stern neglected to state that two
of the Uphoff studies had aberrantly low control group values based on the published literature and Muller’s data.
This decision by Stern would now make the Uphoff experimental data “interpretable,” whereas several months before
he judged it as “uninterpretable.” Also, the third Uphoff
experimental control data were indistinguishable statistically from the Caspari control (0.2489 vs. 0.2352 %). Such
actions helped to achieve the above-stated goals of enhancing the credibility of the Uphoff data while marginalizing
the Caspari ﬁndings.
The Uphoff and Stern (1949) paper changed the way the
Caspari data (Caspari and Stern 1948) were perceived and
accepted by members of the scientiﬁc community. Below
are quotes from several papers (Higgins 1951; Singleton
1954a, b) and a dissertation (Jolly 2004) that address very
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clearly how the Uphoff and Stern (1949) paper marginalized the research of Caspari. Of particular signiﬁcance is
that the judgments drawn by each of these papers were factually and interpretationally incorrect.
Higgins (1951) stated that “Uphoff and Stern
(1949)…concluded that low-level radiation does produce
mutations in fruit-ﬂy sperm and that the apparent inconsistencies of previous results were due to different experimental techniques and errors in sampling” (page 10, column 1).
Singleton (1954a) stated that “Caspari and Stern (1948)
studying chronic gamma radiation found no increase over
controls for doses of 2.5 r/day for 21 days. However, it was
later documented by Uphoff and Stern (1949) that the controls used by Caspari and Stern had an abnormally high sex
linked lethal frequency and that actually there was an effect
of the chronic gamma radiation of 2.5 r/day.” (page 599)
Jolly (2004) stated (1) that “Stern and Caspari initially
detected no signiﬁcant difference in the mutation rates on
the controls and the irradiated ﬂies, though later they corrected for experimental errors and got a statistically signiﬁcant difference.” (pages 78–79) (2) “The results of Stern’s
initial experiment failed to support the linear hypothesis for
genetic injury. Assuming that something must have been
wrong with the experiment, he eventually identiﬁed experimental errors, which, when corrected for, supported linearity.” (pages 80–81).
Caspari’s control group data were therefore once again
challenged by Stern; the once aberrantly low controls
of Uphoff were now seen as being in the normal range.
With these changes, the dose response of the collective
grouping of the Stern Drosophila experiments would
appear linear. This is the conclusion of what Uphoff
and Stern published in their one-page technical note in
the 1949 Science article summarizing the Spencer and
Stern (1948) and Caspari and Stern (1948) papers and
the three Uphoff experiments. This 1949 paper, as noted
above, did not include mention that the previous conclusions (Uphoff and Stern 1947) about the Caspari and the
Uphoff control groups that had been reversed by Stern
and the role of the Muller data assessment in the decision-making process. Since the Uphoff and Stern (1949)
brief technical paper lacked any information on research
methods and other relevant data, the authors promised
a detailed follow-up publication to correct this critical
limitation, a promise never fulﬁlled. Given the lack of
information provided in the Science paper and the prestige of this journal, it raises a question about the circumstances surrounding its publication within this context.
It should be noted that Hermann J. Muller’s ﬁrst graduate student (i.e., H. Bentley Glass) became an editor at
Science in 1948, only months prior to the submission
of the Uphoff and Stern manuscript. Glass also had a
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relationship with Stern with whom he had been awarded
a National Research Council post-doctoral fellowship at
the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin (Erk 2009). Since
Glass was an expert on Drosophila radiation genetics, it
is likely that he oversaw the evaluation of the manuscript.
One must also question to what extent Muller/Stern may
have exploited their relationship with Glass to facilitate
the publication of such a limited paper and used the journal to advance an ideological perspective.

Muller’s post Nobel Prize dose–response comments
about the Caspari and Stern (1948) study
Muller’s statement
In his 1950 article entitled “Some present problems in
the genetic effects of radiation” in the Journal of Cellular
and Comparative Physiology Muller (1950a) provided an
explicit characterization of the Caspari and Stern (1948)
ﬁndings. Muller stated on page 10 “A recent paper by
Spencer and Stern…….extends the principle (i.e., onehit principle) down to total doses of 50 r and 25 r.” In the
next paragraph, he stated: “It is true, in a parallel paper…
.Caspari and Stern have reported results somewhat deviating from the above.”
Comment
Muller trivialized the signiﬁcant challenge of the Caspari
study to the linearity dose-response paradigm. The key
Muller phase concerning the Caspari data is “somewhat
deviating”. The Spencer and Stern (1948) study involved an
acute exposure, that is, all doses of radiation were administered within a few minutes to a few hours. In contrast,
the Caspari and Stern (1948) study provided the same
total dose as in the Spencer and Stern study but spread
over 21 days, at a dose rate up to 13,200-fold lower. The
“somewhat deviating” results were such that at the lower
dose rate of the Caspari and Stern study, the data supported
a threshold interpretation, not the expected linear proportionality response. Muller was quite concerned with the
Caspari study as it represented a potentially signiﬁcant
challenge to linearity, repeating this perspective in letters
(Lilly Library 1947a, January 14; American Philosophical Society 1946, November 12) to Stern and emphasizing
the need to replicate this study, despite the requirement for
additional funding and the efforts of multiple scientists and
staff for about 1 year. It is also important to note that Muller never mentioned any of the numerous methodological/
analysis limitations/ﬂaws of the Spencer and Stern (1948)
in any of his publications.
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Muller’s statement
In footnote 1 on page 10 of the above-cited article, Muller (1950a) stated that “Uphoff and Stern have published
a report of further work, with doses as low as 50 r, given
an intensity as low as 0.0165 r per minute. The results
obtained are entirely in conformity with the one-hit principle. A consideration of these results, together with the
early work, leads to the conclusion that the deviation ﬁrst
referred to (the Caspari and Stern 1948 ﬁndings) was
caused by a value for spontaneous mutation rate that happened to be unusually high.”
Comments
Muller claims that the research of Delta Uphoff and Curt
Stern is “entirely in conformity with the one-hit principle”
(Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. 1935). What Muller neglected
to state was: (1) Uphoff’s ﬁrst experiment displayed an
aberrantly low control group response based on Muller’s
own extensive data involving some 200,000 fruit ﬂies
(Muller 1946b). A letter from Curt Stern to Ernst Caspari
(undated) (American Philosophical Society Undated, circa
July-Aug 1947) addressed the control group issue. It states:
“The radiation data continues to be puzzling. Delta’s difference between control and exper[imental group] appears
to be due mainly to a much lower control group value than
yours. However, Muller informs me that his data give an
aged control value close to yours. Thus, my ﬁrst idea that
your results could be “explained away” by assuming that
your control value happened to be unusually high, seems
unlikely. Rather does Delta’s control appear too low. Well,
we’ll have to meet.” Muller provided this information to
Stern twice in letters dated February 3, 1947, and August
4, 1947 (Lilly Library 1947b, c). It should be noted that
the occurrence of increased mutations in aged sperm in
the control group as reported by Caspari was not a new
concept to Stern. In fact, when Timoféeff-Ressovsky ﬁrst
presented such data in the late 1930s, Stern corresponded
with Demerec speciﬁcally addressing these ﬁndings. These
letter exchanges reveal not only Stern’s knowledge of the
ﬁndings, but also of his knowledge that the ﬁndings had
been subsequently replicated (Lilly Library 1938a, b, c).
The report of Rajewski and Timofeeff-Ressovsky (1939)
on this topic would most likely have considerable scientiﬁc
weight as Timoféeff-Ressovsky was on par with Muller for
scientiﬁc reputation in the area of radiation genetics.
In the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) manuscript
by Uphoff and Stern (1947) concerning her replication of
the Caspari study, the low response control group issue
was explicitly addressed as follows in their “Discussion”
section. “In his extensive studies on the effect of aging on
the mutation rate in sperm, H.J. Muller (unpublished) has
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found a weekly increase of about 0.07 % for sex-linked
lethals in various stocks kept at 25 °C. At 18 °C, the temperature used for aging in the laboratory, the weekly increases
may be assumed to be slightly less, perhaps 0.05 %. Taking
a value of 0.10 %, similar to that of Spencer and Stern’s
control rate, for sperm before aging, the expected control
rate after aging should be approximately 0.25 %. This ﬁgure is much closer to the control rate observed by Caspari
and Stern than to that found in the present work.” In their
acknowledgments of this manuscript, Uphoff and Stern
stated that “we are very grateful to Dr. H. J. Muller for his
permission to quote from his unpublished data.” Thus, Muller would have known that his research was used to evaluate the reliability of the Caspari and Uphoff control groups.
The control group response of Uphoff and Stern (1947)
was sufﬁciently low such that they stated that the data were
uninterpretable (i.e., “a ﬁnal interpretation of these results
cannot be offered.”). Uphoff and Stern (1947) explicitly
raised the possibility that the low control group values
“may reﬂect a personal bias of the experimenter.” The manuscript did not identify whether the bias concern statement
was directed to Stern, Uphoff or both, or the type of bias.
(2) Uphoff’s second experiment also displayed a similarly
aberrant low control group response, likewise affecting the
possible utility of the data. (3) The third (and ﬁnal) Uphoff
experiment obtained control values in the normal range but
an aberrantly high treatment response, even assuming a
linearity dose response (see Calabrese 2011a for a detailed
evaluation). “Appendix” section provides the temporal letter exchange between Stern and Muller on the key question of control group mutation frequency upon which the
acceptance of the Caspari and Uphoff studies are based.
Muller (1950b) discredits the conclusion of Caspari
and Stern (1948) by asserting that the control group values were unusually high. (1) Muller failed to state that
the “high” control value of Caspari and Stern (1948) was
ﬁrst put forward as a criticism by Stern in the fall of 1946,
when Caspari informed Stern that his ﬁndings supported a
threshold, rather than a linearity interpretation. (2) He also
did not report that Caspari successfully rebutted Stern by
presenting data on control group responses from published
studies in the literature and from unpublished data provided
by Muller himself. Muller failed to state that he had published a summary of the mutation rate of sperm stored in
the spermatheca for several weeks (Muller 1945). This is
the information that he sent to Stern that supported the reliability of the Caspari control group data and marginalized
the Uphoff study control group (see “Appendix” section).
Later studies by Muller and his student Helen L. Byers at
the University of Indiana also supported the Caspari control
group mutation frequency (Byers 1954; Byers and Muller 1952). Nonetheless, Muller (1954b) would inexplicably continue his criticism of the Caspari and Stern (1948)
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study, repeating the “unusually high control frequency”
(page 476) conclusion as a basis to reject its challenge to
linearity. The question may be raised as to why Muller
would directly contradict himself on such a serious matter and never be exposed to criticism. While any answers
to this question must be speculative, Sankaranarayanan
and Wassom (2008) unequivocally state that Muller was an
“unquestioned authority,” suggesting that it would be quite
difﬁcult to challenge him or even consider doing so.
It should be noted that in early 1949, Muller became
concerned that Robley Evans of MIT was publishing a
paper in the journal Science on the mutagenic effects of
ionizing radiation and the nature of the dose response in the
low-dose zone. Muller had reviewed the manuscript prior
to publication and was upset that Evans had given credibility to the Caspari and Stern (1948) paper. Muller wrote to
Stern (Lilly Library 1949, February 5) requesting that Stern
contact Evans and try to convince Evans to withdraw his
support for the Caspari and Stern (1948) ﬁndings. There
is no evidence that Stern did this based on correspondence
records. However, it is possible that the subsequent attack
of Muller (1950a, b) on the Caspari and Stern (1948) ﬁndings was stimulated by this Evans paper (1949) which
would need to be “neutralized.”
Muller (1954b) also further criticized the Caspari and
Stern (1948) paper in a vague manner as being “more
doubtful than the others on some other grounds” (page
476), which he never clariﬁed. Such criticism may have
referred to the fact that Uphoff and Stern (1947) introduced
a modiﬁed method of counting sex-linked recessive lethals,
one that was different than reported by Caspari and Stern
(1948) and also different than Spencer and Stern (1948).
Uphoff and Stern (1947) recounted (i.e., adjusted) the Caspari and Stern (1948) data with the new counting method
in order for it to be as directly comparable to their study
as possible. The results of those adjustments were deemed
by Uphoff and Stern to be insigniﬁcant in their 1947 paper,
resulting in control and treatment responses that were, in
fact, even more similar than before the adjustment (i.e.,
without a treatment effect). The published paper of Caspari
and Stern (1948) did not incorporate this adjustment (perhaps resulting in the veiled criticism of Muller 1954a, b),
whereas the Uphoff and Stern (1947) manuscript presented
the original and adjusted data; only these adjusted data
were used for the Caspari and Stern (1948) data as summarized in the 1949 paper in Science by Uphoff and Stern.
Regardless, the adjustment for differing lethality estimation
techniques did not affect the study interpretation. In a letter
on February 9, 1949, to Caspari in anticipation of the Science publication, Stern (American Philosophical Society
1949, February 9) stated that “It will be shown below (the
Science manuscript) that the difference in deﬁning a lethal
is of no signiﬁcance in the evaluation of the results.”
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In his 1950 papers, Muller never addressed any of these
critical issues that might affect a decision on the nature of
the dose response (Muller 1950a, b). He also failed to state
that the Uphoff and Stern (1949) paper was only a one-page
summary, has very low control group values, no presentation of research methods and that Uphoff and Stern (1949)
promised to publish a detailed paper with all the missing
methods and data but had not (and never did). By discrediting the Caspari and Stern (1948) paper and restoring the
Uphoff data, Muller was able to protect his scientiﬁc reputation, his ethical standing and to give strong support to the
linearity single-hit theory dose-response model.
In a second paper in 1950 entitled Radiation Damage
to the Genetic Material in the American Scientist, Muller (1950b) used the ﬁndings of Stern and his colleagues
to extend “the principle of proportionality of mutation frequency to dose down to doses of 50 r and 25 r and of less
than 0.001 r per minute, with a time-intensity relation differing by over 400,000 times from that of our high intensity
dose.”
Comment
By using the now revitalized data of Uphoff, Muller made
the claim of linearity over a 400,000-fold dose range. This
was a major conclusion as it gave an assertion of linearity
at low dose by a Noble Prize winner who had great authority within the ﬁeld. Furthermore, Stern (1960) continued to
afﬁrm the ﬁndings of Uphoff and Stern (1949) in the second edition of his acclaimed genetics textbook, published
in English, German, Japanese, Polish, Russian, and Spanish
(American Philosophical Society 1973, November) (autobiographical statement), by stating that the dose rate had no
impact on the mutation incidence in Drosophila, whether
administered acutely or given “slowly and continuously, that
is, ‘chronically,’ given over a long period.” In order for Stern
(1960) to have reached this conclusion, he had to diminish
the ﬁndings of Caspari and Stern (1948) and accept those
of Uphoff and Stern (1949). A further note is that the Muller (1950b) paper contradicted his 1950a paper on the dose
rate: The two papers used a different lowest dose rate: 0.001
r/min (Muller 1950b) versus 0.00165 r/min (50 r/30240 min
in 21 days) (Muller 1950a)—a 65-fold difference. Muller
(1950b) rounded down the 0.00165 r/min rate to 0.001 r/
min, increasing the extrapolation range from approximately
250,000- to 400,000-fold. Why Muller rounded the numbers down is not known, nor was it necessary. Secondly, if
rounding was to occur it would normally have been rounded
up to 0.002 r/min. This action of Muller reveals an effort
to exaggerate the linear extrapolation range. Third, Muller
(1950b) makes an error in his statement that the linearity
was shown with a dose rate “less than 0.001 r per minute”
when the actual value was 0.00165 r/min.
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Table 1 Hermann J Muller and Curt Stern quotes on low-dose linearity
References

Quote

Muller (1948)

Page 462
“…the frequency of the mutations induced will be proportional to the total dose of radiation received over an unlimited period
of time.”
“There is then absolutely no threshold dose, unlike what is true of many other biological effects of radiation, and even the
most minute dose carries a deﬁnite chance of producing mutations—a chance exactly proportional to the size of that dose.”
Page 317
“In making our calculations it is safe, as both the earlier (6–10) and the more recent (11–15) works have agreed, to accept
the principle that the frequency of the gene mutations produced is simply (linearly) proportional to the amount of the total
accumulated dose received, as expressed in r units. Moreover, as some of these same studies show, this relation holds within
wide limits, regardless of how short and concentrated or dilute and protracted the exposure may have been, or whether it was
given in one treatment or many.”
“There are good theoretical grounds for inferring that these principles hold true no matter how small the total dose, or the
dose per unit time. Of course, such a sweeping conclusion necessarily involves an extrapolation from actual data. Not until
recently has it been possible, because of technical difﬁculties, to test the mutagenic effectiveness of doses lower than about
13 r per day, totaling 400 r (11–13), and even the most recent work goes down no lower than about 2.5 r per day, totaling 25
r (14, 15).”
Page 433
“The proportionality rule has been proven to hold over a wide range. Figure 155 shows that, for Drosophila, the relation is
essentially linear over the range from 25 r to several thousand r. It has further been shown that the frequency of induced
mutations is independent of the time over which the radiation is applied.”

Muller (1952)

Stern (1950)

Stern (1960)

Page 491
“It has been established for a variety of experimental organisms that the number of mutations induced by radiation is proportional to the dose. This proportionality has been proven to hold over a wide range of dosages. Figure 202 shows that, for
Drosophila, the relation is essentially linear over the range 25–12,500 r (insects, unlike mammals, can survive after exposure
to many thousands of roentgens). It would be desirable to extend the data toward dosages lower than 25 r, for instance, to
10 r, 5 r, and still lower. Since, however, the expected differences are small between the rate of mutations in not-artiﬁcially
irradiated control organisms and that in organisms exposed to low artiﬁcial doses, it is difﬁcult to obtain signiﬁcant results
even with large experiments.”

Impact of the Stern and Muller deceptions
Effect on the radiation genetics literature/community
In the aftermath of his Nobel Prize Lecture, Muller published his Lecture in the Journal of Heredity in 1947
(Muller 1947), assuring its broader distribution. Within
4 months of the Noble Prize Lecture, he gave a lecture
to the New York Academy of Medicine during which he
afﬁrmed his Nobel Prize Lecture message, stating that
there was “absolutely no threshold dose” for mutations
and that induced mutational response was proportional to
the total dose (Table 1). This presentation was published in
the Academy’s journal (Muller 1948) soon thereafter. Stern
(1950) also cited Spencer and Stern (1948) and Uphoff and
Stern (1949) in his acclaimed textbook, emphasizing that
the dose response for mutations was linear (Table 1).
These follow-up activities by Stern and Muller had an
impact on other leading radiation geneticists inﬂuencing
them to adopt the linearity dose-response interpretation.
Table 2 provides a series of quotations from subsequent
publications of leading contemporary radiation geneticists.
The quotes are numerous, varied, and a fair representation of what each author stated. These comments strongly

support the conclusion that there was a generally consistent view that the nature of the dose response in the lowdose zone for mutations was linear. Most of these quotes
directly cite the research of Stern and his colleagues as providing the key evidence supporting linearity, especially that
of Spencer and Stern (1948) and Uphoff and Stern (1949).
This demonstrates the signiﬁcance and success of the Stern
mediated manipulation of the Caspari and Uphoff studies
in affecting mutation dose-response beliefs of key research
leaders of the radiation genetics community.
Effect on the BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel
Crow (1995) noted the following in his historical recounting of the BEAR I Committee Genetics Panel: “the debate
over the nature of the dose response for ionizing radiation
and mutations had been decided before the convening of the
BEAR Committee in November 1955.” The accepted view
was clear and uniﬁed; the answer for the dose response
question for mutagenicity was “linearity at low dose.”
When reading the transcripts of the BEAR I Committee
Genetics Panel, one is struck by the absence of debate and
even discussion on the issue of dose response (e.g., linearity vs. threshold). To illustrate the fact that the decision on
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Table 2 Radiation genetics quotations about the mutation dose-response following Hermann J Muller’s Nobel Prize and Curt Stern’s (with
Spencer, Caspari and Uphoff) mutagenicity papers
References

Quotes

Catcheside (1950)

Page 592
“The induced mutation is proportional to the total dose over the whole range investigated, down to total doses as small
as 25 r. There is good reason to conclude that there is no threshold dose, i.e., no dose so small that it gives no mutational effect. Also, the intensity of the radiation appears to be without effect on the frequency of mutation induced by
a given total dose. A dose of 50 r given in a fraction of a minute appears to give no greater effect than the same dose
given in the course of a few weeks. There is no threshold, no time factor, and no recovery, the effects being cumulative.”
Page 42
“The induction of gene mutations is linearly proportional to dose even down to levels of 25 r (Spencer and Stern 1948).”
Page 341
“It has been amply veriﬁed that the number of mutations produced by X-rays is linearly proportional to the total dose
applied, even when the total dose received is very small (see Spencer and Stern 1948). Further, the number of mutations produced is independent of the rate of dosage (Uphoff and Stern 1949).”
Page 332
“The early work by Muller and by Timoféeff-Ressovsky showed a linear relationship between X-ray dosage and mutation frequency in Drosophila. It was also found that the induced mutation rate was independent of radiation intensity.
From these observations it was concluded that the X-ray-induced mutations are produced by single 'hits,' and that
there is no threshold effect. Spencer and Stern (2) found no increase over the spontaneous mutation rate by irradiating
Drosophila for 21 days at 2.5 r/day, but later experiments by Uphoff and Stern (3) indicated that low intensities are
effective.”
Page 9
“As a result of exhaustive experiments on the genetics of the fruit ﬂy, of mice and of many plants, it is held that the
number of induced mutations bears a linear relationship to the total amount of radiation absorbed by the sensitive
volume of the cell and is independent of either the duration or the intensity of exposure. Consequently, a long exposure
to low-level radiation would have the same genetic effect as shorter exposure to a higher level. Experiments of Spencer
and Stern (1948) on the fruit ﬂy show that the percentage of sperm containing a sex-linked lethal mutation is increased
about .002 per r of radiation exposure and that 50 r exposure is required to double the natural mutation rate.”
“Spencer and Stern (l.c.) conclude their exhaustive study of the validity of the linear relationship between radiation
exposure and mutation frequency with the statement (p. 64): ‘…for radiation with X-rays, dosages as low as 25 r
produce mutations as drastic in their effects and in the same proportion to the dosage as do exposures to high dosages.
If an extrapolation is permissible, one may assume that there exists no tolerance dose below which mutations are not
induced.”
“The classical hit theory of induction of mutations, particularly the linear relation between dosage at low levels and
mutation rate, has been questioned by Caspari and Stern (1948), who found no signiﬁcant difference in mutation rates
in the sperm of the fruit ﬂy between controls and experimentals exposed to 2.5 r per day for 21 days. Uphoff and
Stern (1949), however, after further tests, concluded that low-level radiation does produce mutations in fruit-ﬂy sperm
and that the apparent inconsistencies of previous results were due to different experimental techniques and errors in
sampling.”
Page 657
“There is no threshold for genetic mutations…” (cited Muller reference 1950, J Cell Comp Physiol 35(suppl 1):9–70.)
Page 598 (Discussion)
“That a non-linear relationship exists between dose rate of chronic gamma radiation and mutation rate of endosperm
characters seems to have been well established by these experiments. This was shown quite conclusively by disproportionately higher mutation rates at the higher dosages, and was deﬁnitely indicated by the fact that there seems to be
a threshold of dosage required to raise the mutation rate from the spontaneous level to a detectable increase over that
level.”
Page 599
“These data (i.e., data shown in Singleton 1954a study) showing a deﬁnite threshold are in contrast to the Drosophila
data of Spencer and Stern (1948), where no threshold was indicated even when low doses of radiation were used.
In their experiments the effects of acute radiation were studied. Caspari and Stern (1948), studying chronic gamma
radiation, found no increase over the controls for doses of 2.5 r/day for 21 days. However, it was later demonstrated
by Uphoff and Stern (1949) that the controls used by Caspari and Stern had an abnormally high sex linked lethal
frequency and that actually there was an effect of the chronic gamma radiation of 2.5 r/day.”
Page 36
“The linear mutation-dose curve indicated for X-ray induced drosophila lethals (Lethals-Dros:X) is perhaps best
exempliﬁed by the data of Spencer and Stern (53) for sex linked lethals and may be considered as the classical type of
mutation-dose relation. Interpreted within the target theory, the linear relation indicates that a single hit is sufﬁcient to
produce a mutation.”

Glucksmann (1950)
Lefevre (1950)

Sax (1950)

Higgins (1951)

Stone (1952)
Singleton (1954a)

Kelner et al. (1955)
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Table 2 continued
References

Quotes

Nybom et al. (1956)

Page 81
“In this connection references may be made to the concordant results of Uphoff and Stern (1949) who did not ﬁnd any
threshold in Drosophila after low dose rates. A similar result was published by Sax (1950) using chronic irradiation of
Tradescantia pollen.”
Page 971 (columns 2 and 3)
“Gene mutation has long been known to show a linear relationship with respect to dose of ionizing radiation from studies with Drosophila. This linearity has been extended by Spencer and Stern (43) to doses of 50 and 25 roentgens. Gene
mutation is also known to be directly proportional to the accumulated dose of radiation, even when the radiation is
chronically administered at a relatively low dose rate, as in the studies of Uphoff and Stern (44).”
Page 1929
“Several geneticists4 have sketched the background which has lead to the concern of this study. Brieﬂy, realization that
radiation increases the mutation rate dates back 30 years to Muller’s experiments with fruit ﬂies4e. Spencer and Stern,5
using more than 50 million ﬂies, showed that genetic damage was proportional to dosage in the important range of
25 to 50 r. Concern has been heightened by recent ﬁndings4f that exposure of mice to a given quantity of radiation
increases the mutation rate by about 15 times as much as does an equal exposure of Drosophila, which had formerly
served as the sole basis for inferring human risks.”
Page 20
“There is general agreement, however, that mutations can be produced with very low dosage down to a level which
approaches natural background (Uphoff and Stern 1949).”

Lewis (1957)
(This Science article
was reprinted in
Congressional
Testimony)
Norwood (1958)

Spear (1958)

Newcombe (1960)

Page 331
“One basic premise which has not so far been seriously challenged is that the number of gene mutations resulting from
irradiation varies in direct proportion to the dose. In other words, there is no threshold level of radiation below which
the mutations will not be produced.”
“In the fruitﬂy the curve has, by dint of considerable work, been pushed to within 25 roentgens of the origin (Caspari
and Stern 1948; Spencer and Stern 1948; Uphoff and Stern 1949) (3, 4, 5).”

LNT had already been settled prior to the creation of the
BEAR I Committee, there was no discussion of the scientiﬁc foundations of the LNT, including any documenting
of its theoretical basis and experimental support, including
its strengths and limitations. As noted above, the Genetics Panel placed a high priority on the chronic exposure
experiments published under the leadership of Curt Stern.
Yet these studies, even ignoring the control group problems
of the Uphoff and Stern experiments, had little or no risk
assessment relevance. That is, these were sex-linked recessive lethality studies in which the spermatozoa were deposited in the spermatheca of the female. The females were
then placed into a type of specialized experimental “hibernation” in which there was a profound alteration of the
diet and a lowering of the temperature, changes designed
to prevent egg production. The females (with the deposited
spermatozoa) were then exposed for 21 days (24 h/day) to
gamma irradiation. After the 21 days, the dietary and environmental conditions were changed to permit egg laying
so that the testing for sex-linked recessive lethal mutations
could take place. In effect, Stern exposed the spermatozoa
to ionizing radiation for the equivalent of an entire lifespan,
something comparable to a 70–80-year human lifespan.
The spermatozoa are known to be highly compromised,
having lost much of their normal repair capability. The
study represented a worse case exposure scenario, that is,
selection of a very susceptible developmental stage linked

to a profoundly extended and highly unrealistic exposure
period. In effect, the study was a chronic exposure to a cell
type that has only a very short developmental stage. The
basic concept of the study was not appropriate for a chronic
exposure with risk assessment application. The BEAR I
Committee incorrectly accepted Stern and Muller’s concept
of “chronic” for risk assessment purposes as did the entire
ﬁeld and regulatory agencies.
While the BEAR I committee relied upon the ﬁndings
of the Drosophila research directed by Curt Stern, it failed
to cite other similarly large-scale Drosophila studies (Bonnier and Lüning 1949; Bonnier et al. 1949) in which the
lowest total dose was 8 r, below the lowest dose (25 r) of
the Spencer and Stern (1948) ﬁndings. These papers documented the response of several single genetic loci (e.g.,
white and forked loci) to which their detailed statistical
analysis for mutational studies was applied. The analysis
revealed a linear dose response in the dose range of 700–
2,800 r, whereas the linearity response was not observed
in the low-dose range (8–16 r), where the data were supportive of a threshold response. The authors also suggested that the difference in the shape of the dose response
between high and low doses was indicative of differing
dose-dependent mechanisms. At the high doses, the linear dose response was consistent with the target theory of
Timoféeff-Ressovsky et al. (1935), whereas at lower doses
mutational effects could be due to the effects of chemical
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mutagens (i.e., hydroxyl radicals from the hydrolysis of
water). The dose-dependent mechanism-based hypothesis
of Bonnier and colleagues (Bonnier and Lüning 1949; Bonnier et al. 1949) was soon supported with experimental data
(Haas et al. 1950; MacKey 1951; Lüning 1954; Barron
1954). According to Barron (1954), “it is dangerous, however, to extrapolate from experimental data with large doses
of radiations to what might take place with small doses. In
biological systems the effect of ionizing radiations differs
qualitatively when the radiation dose is changed. Small
doses act by indirect action and produce mainly oxidations.
Large doses act by two mechanisms,” that is, free radical
formation via water hydrolysis and by a direct collision,
which is consistent with the target theory.
The Bonnier and Lüning (1949) (Bonnier et al. 1949)
papers were also critical of the use of sex-linked recessive
lethal experiments for estimating responses in the low-dose
zone due to the “impossibility of differentiating between
true lethals and semi lethals, and the fact that there are several hundreds of targets per chromosome ready for lethal
mutations…” The lack of target speciﬁcity would represent an important limitation in the interpretation of doseresponse relationships and their potential application to a
mechanism-based risk assessment process. Bonnier et al.
(1949) also provided a detailed statistical reanalysis of
the Spencer and Stern (1948) data challenging the broadly
accepted conclusion that the linearity response applied
across the entire dose-response range, including the lower
dose range. None of these fundamental technical issues
were discussed by the BEAR I committee.
Another relevant aspect of the discussion on the nature
of the mutation dose response involved the research
of Arnold H. Sparrow and W. Ralph Singleton of the
Brookhaven National Laboratory. Chairman Warren
Weaver introduced their research and its relevance to the
BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel (Weaver W., February 5–6, 1956, see page 110—Transcript) (BEAR I 1956).
The discussion of the Sparrow and Singleton data was then
led by Committee member Berwind D. Kaufmann, who
claimed to have copied several tables from their paper.
He stated that Sparrow and Singleton showed that 0.41 r
per day yielded a modestly elevated (i.e., less than twice
the control values) but statistically signiﬁcant effect on
micronuclei formation. What Kaufmann failed to inform
the Committee was that Sparrow and Singleton (1953) speciﬁcally stated that a threshold response had been observed
at a lower dose. In fact, there was no discussion concerning their threshold dose-response statement by the BEAR
I Committee/Genetics Panel. The data in Table 2 (page 35)
of the published paper by Sparrow and Singleton (1953)
show that 0.084 r per day caused no signiﬁcant increase in
micronuclei. This recounted activity of the BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel demonstrates that it either ignored or
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was misled on the published ﬁndings of Sparrow and Singleton as the data did not support the pre-determined linear
dose-response conclusion. This analysis also suggests that
the BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel was very selective in their choice of what data to consider and that such
decisions reveal a prevailing bias supportive of LNT model
acceptance.
Since 0.41 r per day of radiation in the Sparrow and Singleton (1953) hypothesis study is more than 1,000 times
greater than the naturally occurring intensity, these data
do not support the theory that the spontaneously occurring
micronuclei are produced by naturally occurring ionizing
radiation. The ﬁndings of Sparrow and Singleton (1953)
were similar to that of Giles (1940) from Harvard who
showed that when Tradescantia were “subjected to irradiation 1,000 times that due to natural radiation….no increase
in aberration was found.” Other experiments by Giles indicated that even using ionizing radiation at some 1,800-fold
above background no impact on the occurrence of spontaneous mutations occurred.
It is possible to obtain a sense of the personal views of a
number of the members of the BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel on the matter of dose response via two contemporary publication avenues: Testimonies at a 1957 Congressional Hearings (Table 3) and journal publications in the
open literature (Table 4) such as a special issue of Scientiﬁc
American on ionizing radiation and several other journals.
Based on these collective comments, it follows that the
BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel report and an article in
the journal Science (Table 5) summarizing the report of the
Genetics Panel were replete with statements asserting linearity at low dose.

Placing the new Muller and BEAR I Genetics Panel
developments in perspective
The story of Muller’s Nobel Prize Lecture is important
for its history of science implications, as well as its role
in affecting the decision of the US National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) to recommend a linearity dose-response
policy for assessing risks to the genome from ionizing
radiation, replacing the threshold dose-response model.
This formal recommendation initiated a series of advisory and regulatory dominoes in essentially all countries
to adopt linearity and apply it to somatic effects, that is,
cancer risk assessment, for ionizing radiation and later for
chemical carcinogens (Calabrese 2009). The linearity decision of the NAS BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel was
strongly championed by Muller, the titular leader of radiation geneticists and with strong ties to all radiation geneticists on the BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel. In fact, the
switch to linearity, which was ushered into the international
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Table 3 BEAR I Committee Genetics Panel member quotes at Joint Committee on Atomic Energy—1957
References

Quotes

Muller (1956)

Page 392
“In material of varied kinds, but more especially in Drosophila, there is good evidence that over a considerable range
of dose (in Drosophila, from some 50 r to more than 1,000 r, a more than 20-fold range) the frequency of point mutations (like that of chromosome breaks) is directly proportional to dose.”
Page 1013
“4. Evidence from experimental animals, principally Drosophila, indicates that the number of mutations produced is
strictly proportional to the amount of radiation received. There are departures from this straight-line relationship at
high doses, but these are too high to be likely to be encountered in any ordinary human situation. It is technically
impossible to test this relationship for the very lowest doses, but the straight-line relation holds down to the smallest
amounts that have been studied.”
“For these reasons a simple proportionality between the amount of radiation and the number of mutations is fully
accepted by geneticists.”
“The proportionality between dose and mutation production holds irrespective of the intensity or spacing of the dose.”
Representative Holiﬁeld (page 1013) questions Dr. Crow:
“This, then, would establish as far as the majority of the geneticists are concerned the principle of linear progression in
deleterious effects of radiation regardless of amount?”
Dr. Crow answers:
“That is correct. A nonthreshold situation, to put this in yesterday’s vocabulary.”
“This means that there is no such thing as a safe dose of radiation to the population. Any amount of radiation, however,
small, that reaches the gonads—testes or ovaries—of a person who may later reproduce, involves a risk proportional
to that amount.”
Page 1030
“The data are most extensive for the fruitﬂy and the lowest dose that has actually been studied is 25 r.”
Page 1031
“Because a mutation can be produced by a single ionization in the right place, there is no threshold below which the
amount of radiation is too small to produce mutations—that is, every dose produces mutations with a probability
equal to its magnitude.”
“This is to repeat what Dr. Crow said, that there is no safe dose of mutation. This curve continues down without any
threshold until it hits the zero point…”
Page 1052
“In respect to the fact that probably there is no threshold, that these effects are proportional to the dose, in this respect
these effects of radiation—and also the leukemia—on the exposed individual himself resemble those produced by the
radiation in weakening descendants.”
“You have heard Dr. Glass and Dr. Crow say that geneticists are convinced that there is no threshold for the genetic
effects and that others, too, now accept that principle for the genetic effects.”
“If this is true of these other effects, and it is certainly time we knew whether it was—I think the evidence is convincing
that it is—then this important resemblance between the effects on later generations and on the exposed generation is
probably not an accidental resemblance. For there is growing reason to infer that this shortening of life and the other
long delayed damage done to an exposed individual have their basis in damage done to the genetic material—the
chromosomes and their contained genes—of the body’s ordinary cells, those of the blood, skin, glands, and so forth,
similar to the damage done in his reproductive cells that is passed on to later generations.”
Page 1056
“Through work on the fruitﬂies where we have the most exact knowledge to date, unless Dr. Russell has more exact
knowledge on mice now, we can get a kind of minimum estimate of the amount of damage to the children by a given
amount of irradiation of the parents.”
Page 1066
“Since there is much evidence indicating a linear relation between the radiation dose and the frequency of the induced
point mutations, even at extremely low doses, and the exactly cumulative nature of these radiation effects, it becomes
possible to arrive at probable estimates of the minimum damage done to subsequent generations by any given chronic
or acute exposure of parents.”
Page 1067
“…leukemia and some other malignancies, the induction of which may also be linearly dependent upon radiation
dose…”

Crow (1957a)

Glass (1957a)

Muller (1957a)

Muller (1957b)

Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy
(1957)

Page 12
“…geneticists believe that the direct proportion applied down to zero dose—that is, that there exists no safe “threshold”
below which the dose produces no damage, and that damage occurs from any irradiation of the genetic cells, no matter how small the dose.”
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Table 4 BEAR I Committee Genetics Panel member quotes on low-dose linearity in journals after the BEAR I Committee
References

Quotes

Crow (1957b)

Page 19 (column 2)
“2. The number of mutations produced is directly proportional to the dose in roentgens. The linear proportionality over wide dose ranges has been shown in several organisms, especially in Drosophila.”
“Experimental veriﬁcation in Drosophila has been carried to as low as 25 r…”
Page 20 (column 1)
“The proportionality between dose and mutation production holds irrespective of intensity or spacing,…”
Page 20 (column 2)
“The conclusions of the previous section imply that there is no such thing as a “safe” dose. Any increase in
radiation, however, small, involves a risk proportional to that amount.”
Page 956
“Our present evidence indicates that the frequency of these point mutations always increases linearly with
the radiation dose (Fig. 1). In Drosophila studies this holds over the range from 25 r to 6,000 r. In some
plants, the linear range has been extended down to about 5 r. In mice, the linearity in relation to dose
holds over the range from 300 r to 600 r, and there is no sign that it does not hold at lower doses. This
linear proportionality to dose, over and above the spontaneous frequency of mutation, implies that (a)
as long as dosage is measured in terms of roentgens, that is, in terms of the ionization produced by the
radiation, absorbed quanta do not interact to produce effects, but are individually effective; and (b) there
is no sign of a threshold dose below which mutations are not produced. Rather, even the lowest doses are
proportionally mutagenic, and all doses, however, distributed, are additive or cumulative in effect.”
Pages 225 and 226
“…thus there is probably no threshold below which radiation will produce no mutations. Since there is no
repair mechanism, once the mutation process is complete, mutations induced at different times will tend
to accumulate in a line of descent…”

Glass (1957b)

Beadle (1959)

Hollaender and Stapleton (1959)

“In sum, cell studies have served to elucidate the basic mechanism by which ionizing radiation damages
the living organism. They have provided no evidence that there is a true threshold of dosage below which
ionizing radiation produces no harmful effects…”

community by the BEAR I Committee Genetics Panel, is
the most signiﬁcant action in regulatory environmental
public health history with ever expanding social, political,
economic, and public health implications (Hamblin 2007).
The present paper provides the ﬁrst documentation of
how Muller (Muller 1950a, b, 1954a, b) himself used the
carefully constructed activities of Stern (described in detail
in Calabrese 2011b) to enhance the concept of linearity and
to protect his reputation. Muller lent credibility to the technical note of Uphoff and Stern (1949) while further marginalizing the Caspari and Stern study results (Caspari and
Stern 1948). The stakes were high on multiple levels and
these core individuals knew it. Stern and Muller needed
to prevent the acceptance of the Caspari and Stern (1948)
study ﬁndings in order to sustain the single-hit linearity
model. They also needed any criticisms of the Spencer and
Stern (1948) and Uphoff and Stern (1949) papers to be
muted. They were successful as other leaders of the radiation genetics community simply failed to address the serious limitations of the Spencer and Uphoff ﬁndings while
incorrectly asserting that the Caspari and Stern (1948)
paper suffered from an aberrantly high control value, simply re-stating the demonstrably incorrect, but authoritative
conclusion of Muller (1950a).
Despite the fact that Caspari had successfully rebutted
the ﬁrst challenge of Stern concerning the control group
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spontaneous mutation rate, there is no evidence that he
disputed the control group mutation rate reversal decision
of Stern barely a year later and of Muller’s equally strange
afﬁrmation of Stern’s position as well (Muller 1950a, b).
A January 27, 1949, letter from Caspari to Stern supported
the publication of the Uphoff and Stern (1949) paper now
adopting part of the mantra of Stern, that is, that there is
considerable variability in the mutagenic frequency of
sperm prolongedly stored in the spermatheca. This conclusion provided the opportunity to rehabilitate the inexplicitly low control group values of Uphoff. Caspari, however,
would not go so far as to also state that his control values
were unusually high. At the time of the Uphoff and Stern
(1949) article, there were only two papers published in the
literature (Rajewski and Timofeeff-Ressovsky 1939; Kaufmann 1947) on aged sperm and mutation and the published
abstract of Muller (1946b). Each supported the mutation
frequency of Caspari. These ﬁndings are consistent with
subsequent mutation frequencies in aged sperm stored in
the spermatheca of female Drosophila (Byers 1954; Byers
and Muller 1952; Rinehart 1969; Graf 1972; Muller et al.
1961). Muller et al. (1961) stated that “The data clearly
showed a rise in mutation frequency (averaging some .06
percent of recessive lethals in the X chromosome per week)
resulting from storage of the mature spermatozoa in the
female” (page 213). Note the striking similarity of how
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Table 5 Low-dose linearity quotation in the journal Science from article summarizing the ﬁndings of the BEAR I Committee Genetics Panel
References

Quotes

BEAR I (1956)

Page 1159 (column 2)
“…the genetic damage done, however, felt and, however, measured, is roughly proportional to the total mutation rate.”
Page 1160 (column 1)
“3) Any radiation dose, however, small, can induce some mutations. There is no minimum amount of radiation dose, that is,
which must be exceeded before any harmful mutations occur.”
Page 1160 (bottom column 1)
“The probable number of additional induced mutations occurring in an individual over a period of time is by and large
proportional to the total dose of extra radiation received, over that period, by the reproductive organs where the germ cells
are formed and stored.”
Page 1160 (top column 2)
“The total dose of radiation is what counts, this statement being based on the fact that the genetic damage done by radiation
is cumulative.”
Page 1162 (column 2)—how harmful are radiation-induced mutations?
“1) Thus the ﬁrst and unanimous reply to the question posed by the title to this section is simply this: Any radiation is
genetically undesirable, since any radiation induces harmful mutations. Further, all presently available scientiﬁc information leads to the conclusion that the genetic harm is proportional to the total dose… This tells us that a radiation dose of
2X must be presumed to be twice as harmful as a radiation dose of X…”
Page 1164 (column 1)
“…for there is no such ﬁgure other than zero.” [referring to whether there is an amount of radiation which is genetically
harmless (preceding phase)]
Page 1164 (column 1)
“As geneticists we say: keep the dose as low as you can.”
Page 1165 (last sentence)
“From the point of view of genetics, they are all bad.” (referring to the effect of exposures to ionizing radiation)

Uphoff and Stern (1947) characterized Muller’s data some
14 years earlier, “a weekly increase of about 0.07 %…”
The 0.06 % increase would yield an estimated 0.28 %
(i.e., 0.06 % × 3 weeks + 0.10 % background = 0.28 %)
mutation incidence after 3 weeks, consistent with the Caspari and Stern (1948) ﬁndings, the logic used in Uphoff
and Stern (1947) and with the Muller (1946b) statement
that “spermatozoa aged several weeks in the female may
contain several times as many mutations as they originally
had.” Furthermore, the reported inter-study variability for
mutations of aged sperm and/or stored sperm aged in the
spermatheca appears modest with 95 % conﬁdence intervals typically being about ±25–30 % of the mean. The
attempt by Stern, therefore to assert that the very low values of Uphoff reﬂected a highly variable response endpoint
was not supported in the contemporary and subsequent literature. Stern never argued his case by a comparative data
assessment nor did he address the apparent contradiction
with the Muller data and comments which he (i.e., Stern)
previously used when he concluded that the Caspari data
were credible while those of Uphoff were not. He simply
made an authoritative declaration that was accepted without
question or comment by the radiation genetics community.
BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel
The BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel was comprised
of outstanding scientists and national leaders. Despite
their signiﬁcant individual accomplishments in scientiﬁc

and radiation genetics domains, the committee as a whole
lacked extensive experience in conducting low-dose,
dose–response studies. Only two of the members had
extensive direct experimental dose-response experience
(i.e., Demerec and Russell) up to the time of the BEAR I
meetings. This experience was essential for evaluating the
nature of the dose response in the low-dose zone. Of these
two, Demerec had the most extensive and varied experience having dealt with multiple models and agents as well
as different types of radiation. His research experience
on dose response was spread over a 25-year period starting about 1931. Nonetheless, his dose-response experience
with Drosophila was limited to only a few high dose studies during the 1930s, a key limitation. Despite his signiﬁcant and prolonged career at Oak Ridge, Russell was relatively new to the dose-response research area, with about
5–6 years experience at the start of the BEAR I Committee in 1955. In the case of Russell, his developing research
ﬁndings with mice were still somewhat premature, having
little impact on BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel conclusions. Among the remaining members of the committee, Muller’s principal dose-response experience is found
in the research of Hanson and Heys (1929), and Oliver
(1930, 1931) at the University of Texas and Ray-Chaudhuri
(1944) at Edinburgh (completed in 1939), as well as his
consultant role with Stern from 1943 to 1946. Limited relevant low dose-response research based on the publication
record experience was found for Berwind Kaufmann. Alexander Hollaender, PhD in physical chemistry, had made
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important contributions on the effects of UV wavelengths
speciﬁcity on mutation in bacteria and fungi. He became
the director of radiation biology research at Oak Ridge, hiring Russell. Hollaender had no experience with Drosophila
research. H. Bently Glass’ low-dose experimental research
experience was quite limited during BEAR I, becoming far
more extensive only after BEAR I. Importantly, very limited to no meaningful dose-response research experience is
apparent for the remaining 11 members [George W. Beadle, Charles W. Cotterman, James F. Crow, Gioacchino
Failla, Clarence C. Little, James V. Neel, Tracy M. Sonneborn, Alfred H. Sturtevant, Sewall Wright, Warren Weaver
(Chair), and Shields Warren] of the BEAR I Committee/
Genetics Panel. This situation resulted in the “senior” doseresponse experience to reside with Demerec and Muller,
two individuals on record to save the “hit” model.
The geneticists on the BEAR I committee were principally basic researchers; their experimental approaches were
neither dose response nor risk assessment oriented. Even
Muller (1950a, b) claimed that the work of Spencer and
Uphoff (with Stern) at low doses would markedly extend
his and his students’ (e.g., Hanson and Oliver) research
conducted at very high doses. Further, in the detailed comments that Muller sent to Stern about the Spencer (Lilly
Library 1946, September 13) and Caspari (Lilly Library
1947a, January 14) manuscripts, nearly all dealt with fundamental biological/genetic questions with little direct
relevance to risk assessment. Multiple study design issues
and other methodological/analysis problems documented in
Calabrese (2011b) for the Spencer and Stern (1948) paper
were not identiﬁed by Muller (Lilly Library 1946, September 13). The members of the BEAR I Committee/Genetics
Panel looked to Muller for leadership on matters related to
the dose–response. However, Muller displayed critical limitations in assessing such studies based on his written statements. Thus, the methodological and analysis limitations of
the Spencer and Stern (1948) paper and the serious ﬂaws
of the Uphoff and Stern (1949) paper were missed by the
radiation genetics community and the BEAR I Committee/
Genetics Panel, a condition that continues (Lipshitz 2005).
Of further note is that Muller (1946b) and Kaufmann
(1947) published ﬁndings on the control group mutation
rate of aged Drosophila sperm that supported the ﬁndings
of Caspari and Stern (1948). Kaufmann worked closely
with and under the direction of Demerec at Cold Spring
Harbor at that time. Furthermore, an October 7, 1947, letter
(i.e., 6 weeks before submitting his paper to Genetics) from
Caspari to Stern (American Philosophical Society 1947g,
October 7) stated that “I have discussed the paper (the
Caspari/Stern manuscript) with Demerec and Kaufmann.
Both did not ﬁnd very much to suggest……Both Demerec
and Kaufmann were impressed by the amount of material
which we have. The ageing effect in our experiments is
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of the same order of magnitude as that found by Timoféeff and Kaufmann.” In fact, Caspari and Stern (1948) cited
a 1947 paper by Kaufmann as support for control group
values of their study. Muller and Kaufmann, both BEAR I
committee members, therefore, reported research on mutation incidence of Drosophila aged sperm ﬁndings consistent with the ﬁndings of the Caspari and Stern (1948)
paper. Thus, the BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel should
have been informed on the issue of control group validity by Demerec, Kaufmann, and/or Muller as it related to
the research of the Caspari and Uphoff studies. However,
based on the transcripts of the BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel, Demerec, Kaufmann and Muller did not provide
this information. Knowledge of the mutation rates in aged
Drosophila sperm should have led to a reconsideration of
the Caspari and Stern (1948) paper as well as generated
serious questions about the ﬁndings and interpretations
of the Uphoff and Stern (1949) data. This was a key issue
affecting which study would be relied upon by the BEAR I
committee. By their actions, the BEAR I committee Genetics Panel came to the erroneous conclusion that the Caspari study was unreliable due to its “unusually high control
group value.”
The future of ionizing radiation risk assessment was
largely determined by the actions of a few, by the failure of
the scientiﬁc community, especially the radiation genetics
community, to probe deeper into the key ﬁndings of Stern
and his colleagues and journals such as Science that published inﬂuential but poorly documented ﬁndings (Uphoff
and Stern 1949). As has been pointed out, the linearity paper of Spencer and Stern (1948) was burdened with
numerous methodological limitations that only recently
have been documented, as well as statistical analysis limitations that challenged the conclusion of linearity at low dose
(Bonnier and Lüning 1949; Bonnier et al. 1949) while the
Caspari and Stern (1948) ﬁndings supporting a threshold
perspective were unfairly marginalized (Calabrese 2011b).
Furthermore, the BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel failed
to require Stern to provide the promised detailed accounting for the Science article (Uphoff and Stern 1949) upon
which they so heavily relied.
According to Muller (1950a, b), by 1950, the radiation
genetics community had accepted the linearity risk assessment paradigm (Table 2). Their belief was based largely
on the fruit-ﬂy work of Stern and his associates as well as
the leadership, prestige, and authority of Muller, as few of
the geneticist members of the BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel had relevant experience with low-dose research.
By the time, the National Academy of Sciences BEAR I
Committee/Genetics Panel convened, therefore, the decision over the nature of the response in the low-dose zone
had been decided by the radiation genetics community
as there was no dispute or even debate within the BEAR
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I Committee/Genetics Panel over the adoption of linearity
to replace the threshold model for germ-cell mutagenicity (Crow 1995). The actions of Stern and Muller had led
the way, assuring that the ends (i.e., linearity) justiﬁed the
means (i.e., unfair/improper scientiﬁc evaluation). In fact, it
is from this heritage and upon this foundation that regulatory cancer risk assessment theory and practice in the USA
and throughout the world was built.

Conclusions
1. This paper provides speciﬁc documentation of how
Hermann J. Muller supported and extended the like
actions of Curt Stern to prevent the scientiﬁc community from discovering Muller’s Nobel Prize lecture
deception and to promote his ideological goal of linearity at low dose for ionizing radiation risk assessment
(Table 6).
2. Muller strengthened the questionable actions of Stern
in key publications in early 1950s while improperly
discrediting the threshold ﬁndings of Caspari and sup-
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porting the “uninterpretable” data of Uphoff to achieve
a linearity interpretation. The bases of these actions are
documented in this paper.
3. The paper shows how the actions of Stern and Muller
affected numerous publications and the dose–response
beliefs of leaders of the radiation genetic community
and the NAS BEAR I Committee/Genetics Panel,
affecting the adoption of linearity at low dose for ionizing radiation-induced mutation and eventually for
carcinogen risk assessment for ionizing radiation and
chemical carcinogens.
4. The ﬁndings demonstrate that the adoption of the LNT
model for risk assessment lacked a proper scientiﬁc
foundation, yet was accepted by regulatory and public
agencies worldwide.

Unresolved issues
1. Why didn't Stern publish the follow-up detailed paper
containing the entire methodology for all the relevant
data for the Uphoff three experiments?

Table 6 A summary concerning Muller’s actions that affected the discrediting of Caspari’s ﬁndings and acceptance of the Uphoff and Stern
conclusions
A ﬁve-page detailed letter sent from Muller to Stern dated January 14, 1947, concerning scientiﬁc strengths and limitations of the Caspari and
Stern manuscript provided no comment on the control group lethality data
Muller was actively researching the area of spontaneous mutations in sex-linked recessive lethality studies using aged sperm stored in the spermatheca of female fruit ﬂies. This was the research method of the Caspari and Stern paper. Muller had been doing extensive research on this
topic since the early 1940s. He was a leading authority on the topic
Muller provided his spontaneous control group data to Stern (“Appendix” section) in order to address the concern that Stern expressed about the
apparently high control group values of Caspari
Based on the data of Muller, Uphoff and Stern (1947) determined that the average weekly spontaneous mutation rate in Drosophila sperm
stored in the spermatheca of the female was about 0.07 %, yielding an additional mutation increase in about 0.21 % by 3 weeks, the length of
the Caspari sperm storage time. The 0.21 % increase would be added to a background value of about 0.10 %, yielding an estimated control
group value of about 0.31 %. The 95 % conﬁdence intervals were about ±0.07 %, with an approximate range of 0.24–0.38 %. The values
were obtained when studies were conducted at about 25 °C. At the lower temperature of 18 °C used by Caspari, it was estimated by Stern (and
Uphoff) that the rate of increase might be reduced to 0.05 % per week. This would result in an estimated value for the Caspari control of about
0.25 %, nearly identical to his ﬁnal adjusted value (i.e., 0.2489 %)
Based on these data, Uphoff and Stern (1947) concluded that the Muller data supported the Caspari conclusion that his control data were well
within the normal range and not unusual or aberrant. The Muller data lead Uphoff and Stern (1947) to conclude the Uphoff ﬁndings were
uninterpretable
Continued research in the area of spontaneous mutation in sperm stored in the spermatheca by Muller and his graduate students at the University
of Indiana were consistent with this conclusion and quantitative assessment (Byers 1954; Byers and Muller 1952; Graf 1972). These ﬁndings
were also consistent with that published by other researchers as well (Kaufmann 1947; Rinehart 1969)
Based on this information, the statements of Muller that Caspari’s control group data were unusually high are inconsistent with: (1) His own data
and that published by other researchers; (2) his previously detailed assessment of the Caspari data; (3) how Uphoff and Stern (1947) evaluated
the Muller data, an evaluation that Muller was knowledgeable of, based on an acknowledgment in the Uphoff and Stern (1947) paper, and (4)
internal written correspondence between Stern and Caspari
This assessment indicates that Muller’s statements that Caspari’s control group data were unusually high and adversely affected Caspari’s threshold interpretation are contradicted by the body of evidence
While Muller repeatedly challenged the credibility of the Caspari ﬁndings by attacking his control group data, he made no statement about the
reliability of the extremely low control group data of Uphoff. In fact, he would consistently cite the Uphoff and Stern (1949) paper as being a
critical reference to support a linearity perspective
The collective ﬁndings on these matters indicate that Muller displayed compromised scientiﬁc judgment, having a signiﬁcant impact on the
scientiﬁc literature and national and international risk assessment policy that continues to the present
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2. Why didn't the radiation geneticist community demand
that Stern publish these ﬁndings?
3. Why didn't Stern address the scientiﬁc basis, if any,
of why he reversed his position on the Uphoff control
group data?
4. Why didn't Caspari challenge any of the multiple
papers that claimed that the Caspari control group data
were unusually/abnormally high or that their paper
displayed “different techniques” or had “errors in sampling” that accounted for their threshold-like ﬁndings?
5. Why did Muller agree to let Uphoff and Stern (1947)
acknowledge the use of his aged sperm data that supported the Caspari control groups ﬁndings and then
repeatedly claim that Caspari’s control group values
were unusually high, adversely affecting the credibility
of this paper?
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Appendix
Stern–Muller temporal letter exchange concerning the
aged-stored sperm control mutation rate (Source: Lilly
Library, Stern–Muller correspondence)
Curt Stern wrote a letter to Hermann J. Muller on January
22, 1947 (American Philosophical Society 1947a), informing him that “At the present time it looks as if our new control data (probably the results of the ﬁrst 3 months of the
ﬁrst Uphoff experiment; note that her ﬁrst month’s reading
was an especially low mutation rate of 0.005 %) for aged
sperm are considerably below those of Caspari’s.” He then
asked Muller to “send me your ﬁgures on rate of sex-linked
lethal in sperm aged several weeks, (most desirably, if you
have them, data on 3 weeks), in comparison to control data
from non-aged sperm?”
On February 3, 1947 (Lilly Library 1947b, February 3),
Muller answered by stating that “…. sperm of males which
are about a week old and have been copulating freely (as in
Caspari’s experiment) during that period have only about
.07 or .08 % of lethal. Thus, the latter sperm, after 3 weeks,
should contain something like .28 % of lethal.”
On July 23, 1947 (American Philosophical Society
1947b), Stern writes Muller again stating that “I have mislaid your letter of some months ago (February 3, 1947, letter) in which you gave me some details of your own on the
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mutation rate under various physiological conditions. May
I therefore ask you two questions and will you permit me to
use your answers in a report which I am just preparing for
the Manhattan Project? Obviously, full credit for it would
be given. The questions are: (1) What is the spontaneous
mutation rate in sperm derived from Canton-special males
of from 3- to 6 days old? (2) What is the weekly increase in
mutation rate of sperm from such males stored in females?”
On August 4, 1947 (Lilly Library 1947c), Muller
responds “When sperm were stored in females, there was a
weekly increase in the mutation frequency of about 0.07 %,
on the average.” On August 7, 1947 (American Philosophical Society 1947c), Stern cabled Muller asking him the
temperature used and on August 8, 1947 (American Philosophical Society 1947d), Muller answered via cable indicating “25 °C.” A subsequent undated letter, but most likely
prior to September 9, 1947 (American Philosophical Society 1947e), Muller noted “A recalculation of my data gives
the ﬁgure of 0.08 % instead of 0.07 % as the frequency
of lethal accumulating in mature sperm per week.” Since
Uphoff and Stern (1947) did not include this correction in
their report to the AEC it suggests that this undated letter
was received after submittal of their report to the AEC.
The control value therefore used by Uphoff and Stern
(1947) of 0.07 % for the estimated mutation rate of the
sperm stored in the spermatheca was based on the earlier
letter correspondence-supplied estimates of Muller (Lilly
Library 1947b, c, February 3 and August 4) which Muller
later clariﬁed as being slightly in error.
The Caspari and Uphoff studies used Drosophila melanogaster fruit ﬂies, breeding Canton-wild-type (S) males
with Muller-5 females. Muller claimed (Lilly Library
1947c, August 4) that he never conducted mutation experiments with aged males of the Canton-wild-type stock.
Muller stated that he had tested the aged sperm mutation
frequency in “a number of different stocks (of Drosophila
males) without ﬁnding any difference.” The rate of increase
on a weekly basis was said to be 0.07 % on average. This
value of 0.07 % is believed to be prior to the correction
to 0.08 %. This suggests that Muller did not observe signiﬁcant inter-stock variation in mutation rates of the stored
sperm.
Stern seems to have completed his Uphoff and Stern
(1947) paper for the Manhattan Project during August,
1947. Stern knew that Uphoff’s mean mutation frequency was 0.1682 % (0.1365–0.2097 %). This suggests
a weekly mean increase in mutation rate of 0.0227 %
(0.0122–0.0366 %), far lower than the 0.07 or 0.08 %
mean weekly increase in Muller. When Stern wrote to
Muller on September 9, 1947, he stated that for the Canton-special stock “…the weekly increase is considerably
less than that found by you and others. It seems to be
much more of the order of 0.03–0.05.” This September 9,
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1947, letter was written probably just after the submission
of the Uphoff and Stern (1947) paper to the AEC, and
deﬁnitely before the submission of the Caspari and Stern
(1948) paper for publication by Genetics (i.e., November
25, 1947). Thus, the judgments of Uphoff and Stern that
found that Uphoff’s data were “uninterpretable” and that
supported the reliability of the Caspari control data were
made with the information provided by Muller during the
summer of 1947. The apparent argument that Stern seems
to be suggesting in his September 9, 1947, letter to Muller
is that the Canton-wild-type stored sperm in the female
may yield uniquely lower control mutation values. The
argument is tenuous as the far higher weekly rate was
consistently shown by multiple investigators, and with
multiple Drosophila stocks, only being low in two Uphoff
experiments. In fact, signiﬁcant inter-strain differences on
the frequency of dominant lethal mutations as induced by
radiation were not reported in various Drosophila strains,
including the Canton-special wild-type strain (Demerec
and Fano 1944; Strömnaes 1951). This suggestion by
Stern was not included in the Uphoff and Stern (1947)
report.
This letter exchange between Stern and Muller fails to
provide support for the later statements of Muller that Caspari’s control group was unusually high. The Muller data
and statements also do not provide support for the conclusion that the low Uphoff control data were in a normal
range. None of this information was provided by Stern in
his Science publication to permit the scientiﬁc community
to better evaluate the Uphoff and Caspari control group
data.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new cancer risk assessment strategy and methodology which optimizes
population-based responses by yielding the lowest disease/tumor incidence across the entire dose
continuum. We argue that the optimization can be achieved by integrating two seemingly
conflicting models, i.e., the linear no-threshold (LNT) and hormetic dose-response models. The
integration would yield the optimized response at a risk of 10-4 with the LNT model. The
integrative functionality of the LNT and hormetic dose response models provides an improved
estimation of tumor incidence through model uncertainty analysis, and major reductions in
cancer incidence via hormetic model estimates. This novel approach to cancer risk assessment
offers significant improvements over current risk assessment approaches by revealing a
regulatory sweet-spot that maximizes public health benefits while incorporating practical
approaches for model validation.

Keywords: hormesis, LNT, risk assessment, cancer
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past three decades there has been a resurgence of scientific interest in the hormetic dose
response model. The resurgence has been largely driven by the major switch from whole animal
to cell culture investigations, which has created the opportunity to efficiently and inexpensively
test up to 11 concentrations (plus a control group), replicate it eight times, and evaluate the
consistency of responses using a 96 well-plate. This improvement in study design has therefore
provided opportunities to explore a broad concentration/dose range in considerable detail,
standing in marked contrast to a typical high dose, whole animal bioassay using two to three
treatment doses. In fact, from 1990 to 2010, the proportion of in vitro studies entered into the
hormesis database rose from 47% to 70% of the total entries (Calabrese and Blain 2011).
The in vitro experimental transition occurred in parallel with marked advances in the
specification of pharmacology/toxicological mechanisms, including the identification of a
plethora of receptor and cell signaling pathways that mediate a vast array of hormetic dose
responses. For example, Calabrese (2013) reported specific mechanisms for 400 different
hormetic dose responses. This assessment indicated that the quantitative features of the hormetic
dose response are independent of mechanism. In addition, several large-scale head-to-head
comparisons amongst the hormetic, threshold, and the linear no-threshold (LNT) models
revealed that the hormetic dose response far outperformed the other two models in making
reliable predictions in the low-dose zone (Calabrese and Baldwin 2001, 2003; Calabrese et al.
2006, 2008, 2010).
These developments are significant since they indicate that the hormetic dose response is
a central concept that can describe how biological systems respond to low stimulatory doses or to
disruptions in homeostasis when the damage induced has been minimal to moderate. Based on
3

the evidence accumulated over the past 30 years (Calabrese 2008, 2011), a convincing case can
be made that hormesis deserves not only formal consideration along with the LNT and threshold
models in risk assessment applications, but having repeatedly outcompeted these two models,
perhaps an even more prominent position.
A recent historical study (Calabrese 2015) indicates that the evidence used by the U.S.
NAS BEAR I Committee, Genetics Panel in 1956 to usher LNT into its dominant position in
cancer risk assessment is highly problematic. The Genetics Panel did not base its assessment on
appropriate studies as well as falsifying and fabrication of the research record to enhance
acceptance of its LNT recommendation. The Genetics Panel also failed to provide a justification
for the switch from the threshold to the linear model. However, as a regulatory tool, LNT had
two attractive features, namely, ease of application and likelihood to consistently overestimate
risk (The U. S. Interagency Staff Group 1986). Therefore, once the NAS recommendation for
LNT was accepted, risk estimates became highly sensitive to the LNT model, making the latter a
regulatory gold standard without adequate validation.
In the case of the threshold dose response model, it had been adopted by the regulatory
and medical communities in the 1930s, yet, during the 20th century, it was never validated for
making accurate predictions in the low dose zone (Calabrese 2011). Further, when tested about
60 years later, it performed very poorly (Calabrese and Baldwin 2001, 2003; Calabrese et al.
2006, 2008, 2010).
Having disregarded objective scientific protocol, the dose response judgments of
regulatory agencies that have led to the adoption of the LNT and threshold models have therefore
been seriously flawed. The hormetic dose response, on the other hand, has not only outperformed
the alternative models in direct comparisons, it also best describes responses in cancer bioassays
4

for numerous high profile agents such as DDT (Sukata et al. 2002), dioxin (Kociba 1978),
ionizing radiation (Ootsuyama and Tanooka 1991; Cheda et al. 2006; Mitchell 2006; Ishii-Ohba
et al 2007; Lacoste-Collin et al. 2007; Tanooka 2011; Nomura et al. 2013), in the 24,000 mega
mouse study with acetyl aminoflurene (Society of Toxicology 1981), and in numerous studies at
various early stages in the process of tumor development (Koana et al. 2007, 2012; Elmore et al.
2011a, 2011b).

INTEGRATION OF LNT AND HORMESIS
Despite the above arguments criticizing LNT, the present paper is not proposing replacing the
LNT model with the hormetic model. Instead, it presents the LNT and hormetic models under
the light of model uncertainty analysis. We propose a unique scientific way to reconcile the two
models in a manner that defines the so-called regulatory sweet spot for optimal public health
protection; both models are needed to achieve this goal. This paper extends earlier work of
Calabrese et al. (2015) by illustrating a practical means to harmonize the LNT and hormetic
models for cancer risk assessment. As might be expected under such circumstances, conflicting
entities or scientists with differing perspectives may seek at times a common goal (i.e.,
optimization of public health responses), all the while recognizing that scientific and/or policy
differences would remain.
Given their contrasting implications, it may at first glance seem impossible to reconcile
the LNT and hormetic dose response models. A type of convergence occurs, however, when the
integration of the two models displays a dose where public health gains are optimized as
compared to responses at other doses. The optimal dose is at the nadir of the hormetic dose-
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response, which occurs at approximately the dose corresponding to 10-4 risk using the LNT
model (Calabrese et al. 2015). This regulatory sweet spot provides the lowest tumor incidence
based on an integration of the risk estimates of both models.
In order to derive such a convergence estimate, the hormetic-based dose corresponding to
a 1% response from a specific chronic animal bioassay is estimated, using a standard benchmark
dose (BMD) method. This BMD is then divided by 100 (or the product of two standard 10-fold
EPA/FDA uncertainty factors for interspecies and interindividual variability) as is typically the
case for non-carcinogenic regulatory risk assessment. This process yields a dose that also
corresponds to a 10-4 risk using the LNT for a substantial number of data sets (Gaylor 1989). The
nadir of the normal population response according to the hormetic model coincides with this 10-4
risk, whereas the optimal dose for the high-risk group using the hormetic model coincides with
the 10-5 risk of the LNT (Calabrese and Cook 2005). Since the size of the high-risk segment with
unique genetic predisposition features is uncertain, but is assumed to be approximately < 1-5%
of the population (Calabrese 1978), the overriding population-based optimized benefit would
employ the 10-4 risk value.
The reconciliation of the hormetic and LNT models in this manner reasonably
characterizes the model uncertainty range for cancer risk estimation. The convergence point at
10-4 M yields the lowest estimated population-based cancer risk by a considerable margin. If the
dose was decreased to the 10-5 M value, the LNT would estimate proportionately (i.e. 90%)
fewer cancers (i.e., few in absolute terms) but essentially all the considerable “absolute” benefits
of the hormetic estimates would be lost based on the most likely range of the hormetic curve
(Calabrese and Blain 2005, 2011).
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To illustrate, suppose we use a bladder cancer model, with a background effect of 12,500
cases per year in a population of 106 people. The 10-4 risk estimates 100 new chemically-induced
cancers in the same population. At the same time, the hormetic model predicts a 25% decrease in
risk, thereby reducing the number of new bladder tumors by 3,150 (Calabrese et al. 2015). Loss
of the hormetic benefit to the general population by lowering the dose to a 10-5 risk would push
the population-response far outside the optimal zone. More specifically, while the LNT model
would estimate 90 less affected people, approximately 3,150 new people would be predicted to
develop this cancer, thereby creating a large net negative response at the lower dose
corresponding to the 10-5 LNT risk.
The proposed new cancer risk assessment methodology is superior even if the hormetic
dose response was incorrect and the LNT theoretically correct, as risk at 10-4 is far below the
capacity to be detected even in the most powerful epidemiological studies. Like the current
federal cancer risk assessments, the proposed scheme is not verifiable in light of the limitations
with experimental/epidemiological methods, but, unlike the current federal cancer risk
assessments, it serves to minimize model error. Thus, the proposed scheme can provide an
objective basis for regulation.
The present study applies only to chronic animal bioassays which strongly dominate the
chemical risk assessment domain. Incorporating the hormetic dose response model offers several
significant additional functional components which support its usage, as described here. The
hormetic model contains both threshold and hormetic features allowing for the dose response
assessment to maintain flexibility if follow up experimental validation tests are undertaken.
Though the hormetic model is complex, it could, if needed, readily default to a threshold
model with a long history of use in the risk assessment community and federal regulations.
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Additionally, as inferred above, the hormetic dose response can be tested to determine whether it
can be confirmed or discredited. A practical example of efficient validation is seen with the
research of Sukata et al. (2002) who retested the capacity of DDT to produce liver tumors using
liver foci in the F344 male rat. This short-term study involved a large number of doses and it
confirmed the cancer-causing effects of DDT at high doses while identifying the hormetic
response at low doses. This capacity for validation is not present with the LNT model, where low
levels of risk (e.g., less than 1%) cannot be confidently detected and render the LNT model
unfalsifiable. The capacity to verify scientific models, even when using short-term predicted
biomarker endpoint as in the case of Sukata et al. (2002) is an essential feature of any science.
This new proposal brings this important feature back to cancer risk assessment.

FOOTNOTES
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Radiation hormesis: the demise of a
legitimate hypothesis
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This paper examines the underlying factors that contributed to the marginalization of radiation hormesis in
the early and middle decades of the 20th century. The most
critical factor affecting the demise of radiation hormesis
was a lack of agreement over how to de®ne the concept of
hormesis and quantitatively describe its dose-response
features. If radiation hormesis had been de®ned as a
modest overcompensation to a disruption in homeostasis
as would have been consistent with the prevailing notion
in the area of chemical hormesis, this would have
provided the theoretical and practical means to blunt
subsequent legitimate criticism of this hypothesis. A
second critical factor undermining the radiation hormesis
hypothesis was the generally total lack of recognition by
radiation scientists of the concept of chemical hormesis
which was markedly more advanced, substantiated and
generalized than in the radiation domain. The third factor
was that major scienti®c criticism of low dose stimulatory
responses was galvanized at the time that the National
Research Council (NRC) was organizing a national
research agenda on radiation and the hormetic hypothesis
was generally excluded from the future planned research
opportunities. Furthermore, the criticisms of the leading
scientists of the 1930s which undermined the concept of
radiation hormesis were limited in scope and highly
¯awed and then perpetuated over the decades by other

Introduction
There is little question that the radiation hormesis
hypothesis had considerable support in the peerreviewed, experimental and clinical literature during the ®rst 50 years after the discoveries of X-rays
and radionuclides. As was presented in the
previous paper,1 this support was well founded
based on the quality of the studies, reproducibility,
generalizability of the ®ndings, and the remarkable
similarity of the hormetic dose-response relationship between chemical and radiation effects.
However, there is also little question that the
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Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003, USA
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`prestigious' experts who appeared to simply accept the
earlier reports. This setting was then linked to a growing
fear of radiation as a cause of birth defects, mutation and
cancer, factors all reinforced by later concerns over the
atomic bomb. Strongly supportive ®ndings on hormetic
effects in the 1940s by Soviet scientists were either
generally not available to US scientists or disregarded as
part of the Cold War mindset without adequate analysis.
Finally, a massive, but poorly designed, US Department of
Agriculture experiment in the late 1940s to assess the
capacity for low dose plant stimulation by radionuclides
failed to support the hormetic hypothesis thereby markedly lessening enthusiasm for research and funding in this
area. Thus, the combination of a failed understanding of
the hormetic hypothesis and its linkage with a strong
chemical hormesis database, ¯awed analyses by prestigious scientists at the critical stage of scienti®c research
development, reinforced by a Cold War mentality led to
marginalization of an hypothesis (i.e., radiation hormesis)
that had substantial scienti®c foundations and generalizability.
Human & Experimental Toxicology (2000) 19, 76±84
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radiation hormesis hypothesis not only never
achieved the status of a central core dose-response
hypothesis within the ®eld of radiobiology and
health, but was relegated to a very tenuous
hypothesis status that was never taken very
seriously as is evidenced by its omission from all
leading radiation health and toxicological texts, its
lack of inclusion within symposia at leading
scienti®c society conferences and lack of consideration by regulatory agencies. This paper set forth to
examine why the concept of radiation hormesis
which had a strong and generalizable scienti®c
foundation up the 1940s became a marginalized
hypothesis within the US and western countries.
Factors affecting the demise of radiation hormesis
The underlying factors for the demise of radiation
hormesis are, as expected, complex, multiple factor-
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ial, and dynamic entities that differentially affected
the hormetic hypothesis over the ®rst half of the 20th
century. Despite this complex web of interacting
factors affecting the acceptance of hormesis as a
legitimate scienti®c hypothesis, it is both important
and possible to prioritize the in¯uential factors
affecting the rejection of this hypothesis and to
clarify to some degree the interaction of these
factors. While it is tempting to look outside of the
limitations of the radiation hormesis hypothesis to a
grander conspiracy theory undermining radiation
hormesis, it is best to consider the hypothesis itself
and how its limitations may have contributed to its
own demise before considering external, although
potentially important, factors.
Experimental design challenges
The overwhelming data on hormetic responses in
well-designed studies indicate that the maximum
stimulatory response is quite modest, being only
about 30 ± 60% greater than the unexposed control.2,3 In addition, the maximum stimulatory
response is relatively close to the toxic threshold
[e.g., the no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL),
zero equivalent point (ZEP)], that is, a factor of only
4 ± 5-fold (Figure 1). This quantitative relationship,
even if assumed to be real, placed great constraints
on the hypothesis because it created the need for
more powerful study designs, especially for an
adequate number of properly spaced doses below
the NOAEL; furthermore, concern over distinguishing normal variability from an apparent modest
stimulatory response affected factors such as endpoint selection, sample size, and statistical power.
These experimental dimensions of hormesis made
it more dif®cult to establish evidence to support this
hypothesis and increased the level of effort by

Figure 1 Dose-response curve depicting characteristics of the
chemical hormetic zone (modi®ed from Calabrese and Baldwin3). Abbreviations: NOAEL=no observed adverse effect level;
LOAEL=lowest observed adverse effect level; ZEP=zero equivalent point

requiring more treatment groups per experiment
and more subjects per treatment group. Given those
constraints, it was certainly easier to conduct
experiments at higher doses and de®ne the upper
end aspects of the dose-response curve. Such high
dose experimentation was less controversial, more
reproducible, required less resources, and was more
certain of being published. This set the stage for
failure for the hormetic hypothesis since hormetically oriented research offered more professional
risk along with few obvious bene®ts and limited
economic applications. Thus, the burden of proof
fell on an unorganized (e.g., no scienti®c society) and
a limited number of scientists to establish the data
that were to evaluate radiation hormesis as a
biological hypothesis. Radiation hormesis was to
become an easy target for legitimate methodological
critiques that demanded objective answers that were
based on proper study design and statistical power.
Lack of awareness of research on chemical
hormesis
In addition to its inherent limitations as a doseresponse theory, the opportunity to provide support
for this perspective by citing the substantial and
earlier supportive work on chemical hormesis was
essentially totally ignored by those publishing in
the area of radiation hormesis. This lack of linkage
between radiation and chemical hormesis denied
those radiation scientists interested in the hormesis
concept the opportunity to become aware that
similar low dose stimulatory phenomena had been
observed by numerous highly regarded scientists,
over nearly three decades of previous research. If
such information had been considered by the critics
of radiation hormesis it is likely that their perspectives could have been altered.
By 1910, the concept of chemical hormesis was
well established in the areas of plant and algal
biology, fungal responses, and bacterial growth. 1 In
fact, the basic hormetic curve (i.e., b-curve) was
clearly published as early as 1905 by True and
Oglevee in the journal Botanical Gazette.4 By 1920,
low dose stimulation had been extended to insect
responses to toxic substances and by the 1930s
hormetic responses by bacteria to low doses of toxic
substances were highlighted in leading microbiological texts along with adequate documentation.5 In
fact, the concept that this low dose stimulation
represented an overcompensation to a disruption in
homeostasis was ®rst proposed by Townsend6 in
1897 and then supported by Branham7 and Colley.8
This was also an important methodological concept
since it required a proper temporal component to
such experiments thereby adding further resource
and time demands on study protocols.
Human & Experimental Toxicology
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Despite the substantial supportive information on
low dose stimulatory responses to highly diverse
chemical agents, none of these papers were ever
cited in the research that comprises the database on
the historical foundations of radiation hormesis.9
The only direct linkage between the chemical and
radiation hormesis areas is believed to be that of FL
Stevens who published evidence of low dose
chemical stimulation of fungal growth in 189810
and then 30 years later a series of highly in¯uential
papers on low dose UV radiation as a stimulatory
in¯uence on fungi.11 ± 15 However, the later work of
Stevens, having moved from the University of
Chicago to the University of Illinois, never cited
his earlier stimulatory work on chemical agents.
Scienti®c criticisms of radiation hormesis
One can observe the type of framework being
established by the 1920s and 1930s in which
criticisms of low dose stimulatory responses
emphasized poor study design features, inadequate
sample size, and inconsistent reproducibility.16,17
This view became the dominant technical perspective in the mid-1930s following deafening criticism
on radiation hormesis' strongest area (i.e., X-ray
induced plant growth stimulation) by Edna Johnson, Professor at the University of Colorado in her
capacity of invited author in the highly prestigious
volume of the NRC on the toxicological effects of
radiation.17 In many ways, such criticism was
reinforced by Professor Elizabeth Smith from the
University of Wisconsin writing in the same
prestigious publication who critically assessed the
effects of radiation on fungal growth.18 However, in
the case of Smith,18 she recognized that stimulation
of mycelium growth was a veri®able phenomenon
except that it only occurred AFTER the UV-induced
initial damage with stimulation representing an
overcompensation response.
De®ning the concept of hormesis
Such a recognition of the stimulation not being a
direct one, but only in response to damage, was
viewed by some as a direct refutation of the
hormesis hypothesis. For example, while Manfried
Fraenkel argued that small doses can stimulate by a
direct biopositive action of the X-rays,19 Holzknecht
and Pordes denied the possibility of a direct
stimulatory response without simultaneous damage.19 This confusion over whether the stimulatory response of the Arndt-Schulz Law was a direct
one or only in response to damage became an
important issue that was still highly visible several
decades later.19,20 Given the predominant role of
Holzknecht in the early development of the ®eld of
medical applications of X-rays (i.e., he studied with
Human & Experimental Toxicology

Roentgen for 3 years; he established the ®rst method
of measuring X-rays; he created the International
Society of University Professors of Medical Radiology; he was the ®rst European professor of
medical roentgenology),21 such disputes remained
active and further confounded the issue of hormesis
since it was not clear, even to the established
experts and advocates, exactly what constituted an
hormesis stimulation (i.e., direct or indirect).
The lack of understanding of hormesis continued
to be a critical factor in its rejection as the ®eld of
radiation health rapidly matured into the 1940s. For
example, the prestigious Harvard professor and ®rst
Director of the Division of Biology and Medicine at
the US Atomic Energy Commission,22 Shields
Warren, continued to promote the concept of
Holzknecht and Pordes by stating that `the assumption that small doses of X-ray or radium radiation
are stimulatory (the Arndt-Schulz `law') is invalid.
The slight evidences of proliferative activity offered
as evidence by the proponents of this hypothesis are
in fact only reparative responses to the injury that
has been done'!23 Recognition of reparative overcompensation due to radiation-induced damage
was proposed in 1920 by Hektoen,24 head of
Pathology at the University of Chicago, with respect
to antibody production, and by Pohle,25 Koga,26
Teneff and Stoppani,27 and Schurer28 for enhancement of reticuloendothelial activity. The key element in this assessment is the incorporation of an
adequate temporal component in the study design.
For example, in the case of Schurer28 phagocytosis
was inhibited during the initial 4 h after exposure to
X-rays; however, by 8 h after treatment this condition had yielded to one of enhanced phagocytic
activity. These ®ndings indicating an overcompensation response to an initial toxic insult have been
supported in later reports of Bloom and Jacobson,29
Dunlop,30 and Taliaferro and Taliaferro.31 These
radiation-induced reparative responses were also
comparable to the responses reported by Smith20 for
UV-induced fungal mycelium growth. That is, that
enhanced growth was observed only after damage
and that it was necessary to include a repeat
measures design to properly describe this phenomenon.
Thus the rejection of the Arndt-Schulz Law by
prominent individuals such as Warren over the
observation that the stimulatory response was
merely a response to damage rather than a direct
stimulatory effect was perhaps the critical judgmental factor in marginalizing the hormesis concept. In fact, these dismissing individuals neglected
to hypothesize that the process that they were
marginalizing was a basic feature of the toxicologic
dose-response curve observed in plant and animal
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models without regard to whether the damage was
induced by chemicals or radiation. The fact that the
`stimulation' (i.e., overcompensation) was modest,
consistently distanced (i.e., 3 ± 5-fold) from the
traditional NOAEL, and with a modest overall range
of about one order of magnitude supported the fact
that this response was likely due to a limited
induction of damage. Rather than offering a re®nement of an hypothesis (i.e., the Arndt-Schulz Law)
to incorporate an appropriate temporal experimental feature in the study design and to recognize the
possible or likely role of an overcompensation
reparative response to account for the quantitative
aspects of the low dose stimulatory response, the
rather astonishing collective conclusion was to
reject the Arndt-Schulz Law and the hormesis
concept on the simple equivalent of a yes or no vote.
It is ironic that over 50 years later that de®nition
of hormesis that is most prominently articulated is
that of an overcompensation response following a
disruption in homeostasis.32 This is the very
concept that was recognized as being most consistent with the available data in the 1930s and
1940s and yet dismissed because it was not a `direct'
stimulation. It thus appears that Warren and others
have derived that proper scienti®c concept, but they
marginalized its role to the point of irrelevancy, as
is seen in the following paragraph on how the
concept became ignored in the conceptual development of the dose-response relationship.
Of particular importance to the ®eld of radiation
hormesis was the fact that the concept of doseresponse, as developed by leading biostatisticians,
occurred in the mid-1930s through the 1940s. These
authors totally ignored the concept of hormetic
dose-response relationships and developed mathematical models more catered to ®t high dose data
sets. Of further note is that the well-known
biostatistician Bliss who developed biostatistical
models of radiation effects data worked closely with
the world-renowned pharmacologist AJ Clark, an
ardent and articulate opponent of the Arndt-Schulz
Law, especially in¯uential in European circles (see
Clark33). The collaboration of the laboratory-bench
scientists with the biostatistician as partners34,35 in
the articulation of the nature of the dose-response
relationship was a powerful and dominating
combination that would long suppress challenges
to the so-called dominating toxicologic paradigm of
linear or threshold dose-response relationships.
Hormesis and economic implications and
charlatans
While much confusion ruled the debate over
whether hormesis or low dose stimulation following radiation exposure occurs, the ¯edgling ®eld of

radiation hormesis was further hampered by both
legitimate and charlatan-like desires to exploit the
concept of low dose stimulation for a range of
applications including the enhancement of agricultural production36 ± 38 to providing a rejuvenating
quality to human life.39 For the most part, these
attempts at commercialization of the hormesis
concept never really were suf®ciently convincing
to establish a long-term successful commercial
presence. Furthermore, the concept of low dose
consumption of radioactivity became embodied in
what was called `mild radiation therapy' to separate
it from the more destructive treatment in the case of
tumor destruction therapies.
According to Macklis,39 the mild radiation
therapy approach had its foundation in the American homeopathic and physical medicine movements of the late 19th century. Mild radiation
therapy was more associated with endocrinology
than oncology and was based on the premise that
low doses of radiation could serve as a powerful
metabolic catalyst.39,40 The principal belief of the
mild radiation therapists was that the bene®cial
effects were mediated by the alpha particles of the
radium nucleus. This was linked with the use of hot
springs throughout Germany, Italy, and France
which had been touted to cure numerous illnesses.
Once radon was found in 1903 in the Gastein
Springs by the famous German chemist Justus von
Liebig, alpha particle emitting isotopes became a
great rage, becoming used as natural elixirs which
were believed to provide direct energy transfusions
to depleted organs.39
As Macklis39 noted, the discovery of the therapeutic uses of radon marked the start of an
important era of radioactive patent medicines.
Since consumption of mineral water from hot
springs having high background radon levels had
a long history without known adverse health effects,
it was then assumed that consumption of long-term
use of small quantities of radon would also likely be
without harm in commercial products. Supportive
of this assumption was the study of the German
physiologist, George Wendt, who claimed in 1929
that moribund vitamin-depressed rats could be
rejuvenated following radium exposure. In fact,
the radium was prescribed for nearly three decades
with numerous commercial products on the market
claiming to treat just about every human ailment
imaginable. However, according to Macklis,39 the
reign of the radioactive elixirs and alpha particle
emitting liniments came to an abrupt halt on March
31, 1932 when the well-known millionaire industrialist Eben M Byers died a highly dis®guring death
from radium induced bone cancer which received
®rst page coverage in the New York Times, `Eben M.
Human & Experimental Toxicology
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Byers Dies of Radium Poisoning!' Byers had
consumed the radium containing product Radithor
on a routine basis for several years.
Such publicity of the death of the well-known
Byers and the somewhat earlier recognition of
osteosarcoma in female radium dial painters
marked a turning point leading to the demise of
mild radium therapy. The mounting criticism of
scientists such as Johnson17 and the negative
publicity such as the Byers tragedy and the lack of
successful commercial applications went a long
way to undermine the scienti®c and medical belief
in the stimulatory effects of low level radiation
effects.
At the same time, the use of low levels of X-rays
had been employed to treat many human diseases
with an apparent record of good success (see
reviews by Desjardins41 ± 45). This application of Xray treatment was usually a single low dose
treatment that was quite distinct from that used at
higher doses for tumor destruction therapies.
Typically, a single dose of 50 ± 100 r was all that
was used to successfully treat a large variety of
human diseases such as furuncles (boils), carbuncles, pneumonia, sinusitis, gas-gangrene, and
others. However, the use of even successful low
dose X-ray therapy was severely challenged during
the early decades of the 20th century by attractive
alternative new therapies such as vaccines, antiseptics, and antibiotics. This was especially true
from the 1930s onward as sulfa drugs, penicillin,
and streptomycin and their derivatives became
more available.
Opposing scienti®c leadership
The availability of new magic chemical bullet
treatments, the concern over toxicity at high doses,
and the knowledge as of 1927 by Muller that X-rays
could cause mutations, all contributed to a very
precautionary era of radiation use and exposure.
These developments occurred very closely in time
and with reinforcement of the limitations of the low
dose stimulation theory of radiation. In addition,
there appears to have been no powerful intellectual
counterforce to defend the radiation hormesis
perspective and at sometime in this temporal
window of crisis (1930s ± 1940s), radiation hormesis became rejected by science, medicine, and
society and therefore became marginalized. It is
interesting to note that the most likely individual to
step forward and become a visible advocate for
radiation hormesis was Benjamin M Duggar, a
professor at the University of Wisconsin. Professor
Duggar had studied under the internationally
renowned German botanist Pfeifer in the late
1890s at the University of Lipzig and became
Human & Experimental Toxicology

interested in various types of adaptive responses
and low dose stimulatory effects. Upon his return to
the US in 1896 he proceeded to ®nish his PhD at
Cornell University and published a very signi®cant
paper on low dose chemical stimulation on fungi.46
Duggar eventually moved to Wisconsin and became
the mentor of the well known Alexander Hollender,
co-founder of the Environmental Mutagen Society
(EMS), and the source of acknowledged guidance
for University of Wisconsin Professor Elizabeth
Smith in her research in UV stimulation of fungal
growth. Duggar also was the editor of the NRC
publication47 in 1936 when Johnson47 and Smith18
authored their highly in¯uential articles. Duggar
was to later move on to American Cyanimide,
assisting in the search for new antibiotics after the
remarkable work of Dubos and Waksman.48
Nonetheless, Duggar had a long career of leadership in the area of low dose stimulation, had
achieved an in¯uential position, had the respect of
leading experts and the NRC, and yet he did not
accept the challenge at the critical juncture to
advocate hormesis. In addition, it should be noted
that the criticisms of Johnson17 could have been
addressed in a very direct manner by Shull, who
along with Mitchell,49 published a widely cited
study on the low dose stimulatory effects of X-rays
on multiple plant species. As noted by Calabrese
and Baldwin,9 Professor Shull helped guide Edna
Johnson's dissertation in the mid-1920s when she
was a student at the University of Chicago. His latter
widely-cited work49 directly contradicted the conclusions of Johnson and others who emphasized
high dose radiation experiments while he established that the nature of the biological response was
principally a function of dose with high doses of Xrays causing inhibition and low doses stimulation.
However, neither Johnson or Shull ever directly
confronted each other on this issue in print, and
even more oddly, essentially only tangentially cited
each other's work.
Other factors
After the 1930s the ®eld of low dose stimulatory
research became subsumed within the unfoldings of
World War II and the development and concerns of
the atomic bomb. The course of research was also
affected by the development of new gamma
products from ®ssion reactions making radium
studies in low dose studies almost passeÂ with
cesium becoming prominent.
At the same time the issue of low dose stimulation became a progressively more central theme
among eastern block biomedical and agricultural
researchers, especially among a large number of
Soviet scientists. In the 1930s ± 1950s Soviet scien-
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tists published a remarkable series of papers on low
dose stimulatory responses to X-rays and later Xrays and gamma rays. This research was viewed
with suspicion by many US and western scientists
because of both political in¯uence on many aspects
of Soviet science as well as frequent inadequacies in
the reporting of research methods by Soviet
scientists. However, most US scientists had little
access to and knowledge of these ®ndings since
their papers were usually published in the Russian
language in Soviet journals having poor circulation
in the west. In fact, one of the more signi®cant
works of the Soviet scientists of 1946 addressing
low dose stimulation was not translated into
English until 1960,50 re¯ecting the time lag between
east-west scientists, even in areas of considerable
importance.
Further undermining of scienti®c support of the
low dose radiation stimulatory hypothesis were the
results of the then famous US Department of
Agriculture (USDA) 22 center, three radionuclide
study in 1948 to assess the stimulatory hypothesis
in 20 plant species.51 The data, which were
generally not supportive of the stimulatory hypothesis, are believed to have had a major impact on how
the concept of hormesis was to be considered not
only by the scienti®c community but also by
potential US and international funding agencies in
the west. It was unfortunate that this remarkably
large study undercut the hormetic hypothesis since
it only utilized from one to three doses per
experiment without providing any information on
how doses were selected for any of the species
studied. Thus, this was an example of a disproportionate in¯uence that had major long-term impact
since it was such a massive study, conducted under
the leadership of the US government at a time of
major political uneasiness with respect to radionuclides and their usefulness.
The relegation of hormesis to a marginalized
status was signi®cant because it achieved this
position just at the same time that the US
government was organizing a national radiation
research program under the in¯uence of the NRC.
Thus, leading researchers were not encouraged to
pursue the hormesis tract nor would low dose
stimulatory hypotheses be granted any reasonable
priority. The continuation and reinforcement of
such practices were clearly seen with the program
activities of the Radiation Research Society
throughout the 1950s and 1960s in which this topic
never surfaced at national meetings.22 This organization was key in bringing together the major
leaders of the radiation health research community,
including the likes of Alexander Hollander, Gino
Failla, and others, and especially guided US

research in this critical area. Within this highly
in¯uential group there was no leading advocate for
radiation hormesis.
It should be noted that the world-renowned
radiation physicist Gioacchino (Gino) Failla published a paper in 1922 which reported that low
doses of radium enhanced the growth of mice.52
These authors offered the following comments
about the effect of radiation dose on the growth of
mice: `(a) Suf®ciently small doses of radiation
accelerate the growth of suckling white mice. (b) A
larger dose of the proper value will have no
in¯uence on the body growth of mice. (c) A still
larger dose, up to a certain limit, will retard growth,
but the animals will eventually attain normal size.
(d) Still larger doses cause premature death. Similar
results have been obtained before in experiments on
seeds and plants, also on lower forms of animal life
exposed to X-rays. From these it is commonly
assumed that the action of radiation on the living
cell follows the same general law which governs the
action of all anesthetics, as well as chemical,
mechanical, and electrical stimulants; that is, if
some form of energy is gradually brought to bear on
the cells, at ®rst they may be stimulated to greater
activity, then their normal function may be arrested,
and ®nally they may be destroyed.'
One might have thought that with such support
for the hormetic perspective Failla could have been
the scienti®c leader that radiation hormesis needed
at this critical junction. Failla, who obtained his
doctoral degree at the Sorbonne in 1923 under
Madame Curie, became one of the most noted
leaders in the ®eld of radiation and health physics
in the US. He was the recipient of numerous
prestigious achievement and career awards and
the co-founder and second president (1953 ± 1954)
of the Radiation Reseach Society (see Failla obituary by Marinelli53). Following his death, the
Society created the annual Failla Lecture which is
published in his honor.
The question is why did Failla not become a
leading supporter of radiation hormesis since he
was a strong and effective leader of so many other
important aspects of the ®eld? First, the above cited
and highly supportive paper on hormesis52 was
published in 1922, one year prior to Failla's
completing his dissertation. Consequently, he had
relatively young professional status at that time.
Second, he was principally a radiation physicist
and devoted his activities to that area. Later he did
co-publish a paper with Henshaw in 1931 on the
effects of X-rays and gamma rays on wheat.54 This
extremely well designed and conducted study was
conducted using high doses of radiation and
induced inhibitory growth. Most of his other
Human & Experimental Toxicology
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research was directed to physical phenomena and
not only low dose response experimentation. Much
of his public service activities were devoted to
worker protection and establishing safe exposure
standards. Thus, even though Professor Failla had a
knowledge of the concept of hormesis, published
supportive original data on this topic, and was
aware of other supportive ®ndings in the literature,
he pursued other interests more germane to his
training in radiation physics leaving hormesis
research behind. While it is unclear how he
considered the hormesis hypothesis in his later
years, his early positive encounter with it never
materialized into Failla being either an advocate or
critic of hormesis.
Arnold H Sparrow of Brookhaven National
Laboratories and later president of the Radiation
Research Society reported on the capacity of
gamma radiation to stimulate plant growth.55,56
In fact, Sparrow was in¯uential in securing the
translation of the above mentioned 1946 Russian
study into English in 1960. Also, the highly
regarded Professor Karl Sax of Harvard University published two limited but important and
supportive literature reviews on the stimulatory
effects of X-rays and gamma rays on plants in
1955 and 1963, respectively.57,58 In fact, it is
noteworthy that Sax's graduate student Sheldon
Wolf in the mid-1980s was a co-discoverer of
the concept of adaptive response with radiation.
However, the involvement of Sax with the issue
of hormesis was limited to the modest reviews
and was not of a transforming nature to the
®eld.

Discussion
Why did the radiation hormesis hypothesis become
marginalized in the scienti®c community in the ®rst
half of the 20th century? While the reasons were
numerous, it de®nitely could and should have been
avoided. As the previous assessment of Calabrese
and Baldwin9 has shown, the data were available to
have secured a ®rm place for the radiation hormesis
as a legitimate hypothesis. Yet a combination of
factors acting collectively led to its undermining
(Table 1). It appears that much of the `blame' can be
placed primarily on the lack of critical reviews of
the available literature on low dose stimulation by
chemical agents and radiation by the scienti®c
community, little apparent communication between
those researching the biological effects of chemicals
and radiation at low levels, a heavy reliance on the
judgment of a few scientists of solid reputation (e.g.,
Johnson, Warren) to analyze the main body of
Human & Experimental Toxicology

radiation hormesis evidence, and lack of scienti®c
leadership to step forward to challenge `authoritatively' erroneous and perpetuated conclusions59,60
by other recognized experts. Furthermore, the
criticism of radiation hormesis by leaders such as
Johnson17 and Warren23 which addressed agricultural and medical perspectives, respectively, occurred
precisely during the time period US federal
agencies were enhancing research on the biological
effects of radiation. Such timing of events relegated
the hormesis hypothesis to a position out of the
mainstream of power and in¯uence.
These central factors were reinforced by the
progressive recognition within the scienti®c community, governmental agencies, the general public
and the media of the adverse effects of high and
perhaps much lower doses of radiation and the
failure of exaggerated commercial and health
claims of low dose exposures.
It is hoped and expected that a scienti®c
hypothesis will rise or fall on its own merits. We
have found that the outcome of this process for
radiation hormesis was complicated by lack of
available knowledge, as well as scienti®c, medical,
societal, and political factors operating within a
dynamic temporal context. While the concept of
hormesis is now being revived as a biological
hypothesis, the thought that an hypothesis with

Table 1 Summary of the factors involved in the demise of the
radiation hormesis hypothesis
Factors
1.

Hormetic responses are modest and can be hard to
reproduce without an adequate study design
2. Researchers in the radiation area did not link hormetic
®ndings to the more substantial and earlier chemical
hormesis database
3. Confusion existed over what hormesis was even among
supporters
4. Prestigious scientists offered ¯awed criticism that was
perpetuated throughout the literature, and negatively
in¯uenced funding programs
5. Low dose stimulation failed to be a commercial success in
various areas such as agriculture reinforcing the above
criticism
6. Biostatistical modeling ignored hormetic responses linking
only with the alternative traditional dose-response paradigm
7. No leading/respected scientist supportive of hormesis
countered opposition
8. Radiation research funding emphasized high dose effects,
ignored low dose effects
9. Supportive evidence in foreign literature was not generally
available to US scientists
10. As a result of WWI and WWII US science became dominant;
there was a strong bias to exclude hormesis
11. Soviet support of hormesis was largely disregarded in the
Cold War
12. Major US test of hormesis in plants by USDA in 1948 failed
to support hormetic claims; this poorly designed study had a
long-term dominant in¯uence on governmental programs
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substantial supportive data could be so quickly
marginalized without either notable scienti®c refutation nor with at least a modest but visible debate
within the scienti®c community is a sobering
thought.
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Tales of two similar hypotheses: the rise and
fall of chemical and radiation hormesis
EJ Calabrese*,1 and LA Baldwin1
1
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This paper compares the historical developments of
chemical and radiation hormesis from their respective
inceptions in the late 1880's for chemical hormesis and
early 1900's for radiation hormesis to the mid 1930's to
1940 during which both hypotheses rose to some
prominence but then became marginalized within the
scienti®c community. This analysis documents that there
were marked differences in their respective temporal
developments, and the direction and maturity of research.
In general, the formulation of the chemical hormesis
hypothesis displayed an earlier, more-extensive and more
sophisticated development than the radiation hormesis
hypothesis. It was able to attract prestigious researchers
with international reputations from leading institutions,
to be the subject of numerous dissertations, to have its
®ndings published in leading journals, and to have its
concepts incorporated into leading microbiological texts.
While both areas became the object of criticism from
leading scientists, the intensity of the challenge was

Introduction
We have recently assessed the early history of
chemical1 and radiation2 hormesis and factors
contributing to their respective marginalization
within the scienti®c community.3,4 As a result of
these assessments it became clear that chemical and
radiation hormesis displayed an historical development quite distinct from each other with respect to
temporal development, scienti®c maturity and
sophistication, animal and plant models studied,
type and motivation of scienti®c opposition, and
consideration for commercial application. It should
be noted that the term hormesis was proposed in
1943 by Southam and Erhlich5 who observed that
chemical extracts of cedar stimulated fungal growth
at low doses, but inhibited at higher doses. The
authors were apparently unaware of the fact that
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greatest for chemical hormesis due to its more visible
association with the medical practice of homeopathy.
Despite the presence of legitimate and ¯awed criticism, the
most signi®cant limitations of both chemical and radiation
hormesis and their respective ultimate undoing were due
to their: (1) lack of development of a coherent doseresponse theory using data of low dose stimulation from
both the chemical and radiation domains; (2) dif®culty in
replication of low dose stimulatory responses without an
adequate study design especially with respect to an
appropriate number and properly spaced doses below
the toxic threshold; (3) modest degree of stimulation even
under optimal conditions which was dif®cult to distinguish from normal variation; and (4) lack of appreciation
of the practical and/or commercial applications of the
concepts of low dose stimulation.
Human & Experimental Toxicology (2000) 19, 85±97
Keywords: hormesis; low dose; stimulation; b-curve; radiation

this phenomenon was previously characterized as
either the Arndt-Schulz Law or Hueppe's Rule. This
paper will use the term hormesis to describe the
low dose stimulatory phenomenon but is cognizant
that this term was created after the early historical
development and scienti®c marginalization of both
chemical and radiation low dose stimulation (e.g.
Arndt-Schulz Law) hypotheses.
The present paper will extend these previous
efforts by directly comparing both chemical and
radiation hormesis with respect to their scienti®c
development and research directions, the quality of
their developmental maturity, and generalizability
of their two hypotheses, as well as their respective
underlying weaknesses which lead to the demise of
each hypothesis.
Chemical hormesis develops earlier than radiation
hormesis
The concept of low dose chemical stimulation had
its origins in the later decades of the 19th century.
The predominant direction in these early years
concerned the effects of various chemical agents on
plant and fungal growth (Table 1). In fact, prior to
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Table 1 Early historical references for low dose stimulatory response by chemicals
Year

Person

Comment

1893
1897

Bottger 6
Gustavson 7
Koenig 8
Grif®ths 9,10
DeToni and Mach 11
Townsend 12

1898
1899

Coupin 13
Jacobi 14

1900
1900
1899, 1903
1900-1903

Lovinson 15
Johnsson 16
Morkowin 17,18
Dandano 19

1902-1903,
1902-1903a
1902
1902-1903
1902
1902, 1903

Suzuki 20,21

KOH enhanced germination of coffee
Argued that A1, Zn and other substances may act as stimulants or accelerators
Reported a stimulatory effect of iron sulphate upon the growth of plants in culture
experiments
Alkaloid enhanced tobacco growth
Response to injury was stimulation; low dose of ether stimulated growth; hydrocyanic
acid stimulated
Low doses stimulate growth
Effects of stimulatory chemicals on respiratory proceses: KCl, NaCl, iodine, oxalic
acid, antipyrine and others
Germination enhanced by CS2
Ether enhanced ¯owering plants; CO2 production enhanced
Respiration is enhanced by ether, alcohol, and various alkaloids
Dilute solution of Zn, Cu solutions stimulate leaf tissue
KI in high dilutions enhanced growth of peas and oats, but not vanadium or KCN

Plants
1874
1881
1883-1885

Low CO2 stimulates plant growth; high CO2 inhibits plant growth
Mn at low doses stimulates many plant species; toxicity at higher doses
Support Aso ®ndings
Injection of Cu salt into plants such as vines enhanced growth; similar results with Fe
or Cd; for small amounts of Co enhanced maturation at ®rst similar to Bordeaux
mixture; at higher doses Cu was toxic
Boron at low doses enhanced growth of peas and spinach
Nakamura 27
Assessed possible stimulatory actions of copper in several species of plants; copper
1903
28
Kanda
did not stimulate in solution; said to stimulate in soil; Zn at low doses was
1904
stimulatory
Hormetic-like response by sodium ¯uoride in peas and barley (4 doses+control)
Aso 29
38 compounds tested in wheat in hydroponics; 10 of 38 compounds were stimulatory,
1906-1908
30
Schreiner and Reed
strong study design
1908
Boron at low doses enhanced wheat growth in water and sand culture; stimulation
Agulhon 31
also seen with oats, radish, lipine and peas
1910
Abstract ± no data showing claims; 71 experiments; MnSO4, CuSO4 stimulated growth
32
Montemartini
of various plants at very dilute concentrations
1911
Stimulation of vetch and wheat by several inorganic salts; toxicity at higher doses
Lipman and Wilson 33
(used up to 9 doses)
1913
Plants and dissolved salts/electrolytic production
72 experiments, no stimulation
Kahlenberg and True 34
1896
Heald 35
Follow-up to Kahlenberg; no stimulation
1896
Copeland and Kahlenberg 36In effort to assess the oligodynamic theory of Nageli these authors unexpectedly
1899
reported a low dose stimulation, this is the ®rst indication of stimulation using highly
dilute solutions
37
True and Gies
Multiple agents stimulated plant growth (up to 5 doses)
1903
38
Cameron and Breazeale
Extremely comprehensive; numerous experimentation; large number of plants/
1904
experiment; claimed stimulation at low doses; did not show data; could have been
an important study if data presented
39
True and Oglevee
1905
Stimulatory response; dose-response similar to current hormetic concept
40
Jensen
1907
9 agents stimulated wheat at low doses; used soil and hydroponics; many doses
employed
Plants and use of copper as fungicide
41
Stimulation reported for grapes by Bordeaux mixture
1893
Rumm
Berlese and Sostegni 42
1895
Evans 43
1896
Bordeaux mixture enhanced potato growth
Frank and Kruger 44
1899
Fungi
45
Raulin
1869
Sulphates of Zn, Fe stimulate dry weight; worked in Louis Pasteur's laboratory
1887
Schulz 46
Numerous chemicals stimulate yeast metabolism at low levels; developed into ArndtSchulz Law
1895
Pfeffer 47
Development of Aspergillus and Penicillum in glycerol solutions was stimulated by
Zn, Mn, and Co
48
1895
DeSeynes
CuSO4 stimulated penicillin growth
Stevens 49
Chemical agents stimulate fungal growth
1896
Richards 50,51
Very signi®cant publications; use of Zn, Co, Fe and Ni sulphates, NaCl, LiCl, Na2SiO2,
1897,1899
cocaine, morphine, and amigdaline stimulated three species of fungi (Aspergillus
niger, Penicillum glacom, Botulytis); introduced concept of economic coef®cient
1899,1899a
Clark 52,53
Three papers; last paper is particularly relevant for stimulatory responses
Ono 54
1900
Sulphates of Zn, Ni, Fe, and Co, NaF, HNO3, K2As3 and HCl stimulated fungal growth;
®ndings supported Richards
55
1901
Kosinki
Chemical agents enhanced fungal growth
Chapin 22
Aso 23
Lowe and Sawa 24
Chuard and Porchet 25,26

(Continued)
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Table 1 (Continued)
Year

Person

Comment

Fungi (continued)
1901
1901
1901
1901
1902
1902
1902

Richter 56
Yasuda 57
Hattori 58
Duggar 59
Clark 60
Pulst 61
Orlawski 62

1903

Coupin 63

1904

Watterson 64

Zn ion stimulated growth of Aspergillus
Alkaloids stimulated fungal growth
CuSO4 stimulated fungal growth
Fungal growth was stimulated by ethanol, ether, and camphor
Bordeaux mixture stimulated fungal growth
Cd and Ti stimulated fungal growth
Small doses of arsenic (1/1000 ± 1/100%) stimulated growth of Aspergillus niger;
larger doses (1/8%) retarded growth; larger doses (1/6%) killed colonies
Investigated some of Raulin's earlier work under more antiseptic conditions; he
denied the earlier stimulation by Raulin
Followed up on Richard's work; extended economic coef®cient concept

1905
1906

Latham 65
Fitch 66

1907
1909

Javillier 67
Latham 68

1910-1911

Harden and Young 69

1911
Algae
1900
1905
Insects
1915

Harden 70
Ono 54
Livingston 71

Low doses of toxic substances enhanced algal growth
Reached conclusions similar to Ono

Woodworth 72

Bacteria
1894
1896
1904
1909

Scale insect eggs fumigated with sublethal dose of HCN; this resulted in earlier
hatching

Effront 73
Hueppe 74
Lindet 75
Hune 76

Growth of bacterial colonies is enhanced by low doses of toxic substances
Development of broad generalization of low dose stimulation for bacteria
Low doses of toxic substances enhance bacterial growth
Formaldehyde enhanced bacterial growth; many doses and temporal factors assess

1912
1913

Lipman 77
Greaves 78

1914
1917
1917
1919
1921
1922
1923

Enhanced fungal economic coef®cient by low doses of chloroform (6 doses+control)
Low levels of copper sulphate (N/256) stimulated Penicillum glacum
Zn stimulated vegative growth in yeast
Similar to 1905 study but with Zn sulphate (3 doses+control) enhanced nitrogen
®xation
Measured fermentation with arsenate and arsenite (13 doses+control); strong
stimulation
Extension of earlier paper

Low levels of Na2CO3 enhanced ammonia formation; 14 doses; replication
Sodium arsenate stimulates ammonia formation (26 doses+control); arsenic trioxide
stimulated ammonia formation (36 doses+control); 3 other compounds stimulated
ammonia formation
Delepine and Greenwood 79 Low levels of many metals enhanced bacterial growth
Brown and Hitchcock 80
Nitri®cation is stimulated in normal soil by small amounts of NaCl, Na2SO4, and
MgSO4; toxicity at higher doses; similar ®ndings with alkali soil
81
Winslow and Falk
Sodium enhanced bacterial reproduction; CaCl2, NaCl and KCl enhanced bacterial
respiration
Gustafson 82
Stimulated bacterial respiration by NaCl and CaCl2
Brooks 83
Enhanced reproduction in bacteria by low levels of La(NO3)3 (6 doses+control)
84
Winslow and Hotchkiss
Preliminary report from Hotchkiss' dissertation on stimulation of bacterial reproduction by multiple chemical agents; 15 of 23 salts stimulated growth at low levels
Hotchkiss 85
Dissertation and paper

1900, the general belief had emerged in the realm of
chemical toxicology that low doses as a general rule
had the capacity to stimulate, while higher doses
would inhibit the activity. This so-called truism
became referred to as either the Arndt-Schulz Law
or Hueppe's Rule as a result of Hugo Schulz's
research on chemical stimulation of yeast metabolism46,86,87 and Ferdinand Hueppe's research on
chemical stimulation of bacterial growth.74
The concept of radiation hormesis followed that
of chemical hormesis and of course had to await the
discovery of X-rays in 1895 by Roentgen and
uranium by Becquerel in 1896 and radium by the
Curies in 1898. However, the biological effects of

ultraviolet (u.v.) radiation were actively researched
much earlier with the report of Downs and Blount88
being credited with the discovery of the killing
action of sunlight on bacteria and other microorganisms, thereby drawing attention to the importance of chemically active spectral radiation. By
the 1890's it was clear that u.v. light was an
important factor, if not the principal factor, in the
reported lethal effects of u.v. By the early years of
the 20th century, the region of lethal actions had
been considerably re®ned to progressively more
speci®c u.v. wavelengths89 (Table 2).
Thus, it was quite clear that evaluation of the
concept of low dose chemical stimulation had a
Human & Experimental Toxicology
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Table 2 Early historical references for low dose stimularory response by radiation
Year

Person

Comment

Plants and radium
1908

Gager 90

Reported on up to 91 experiments; most of poor quality; some limited supportive
evidence of low dose stimulation
All explored the commercial application of radium soil treatment for agricultural
purposes; generally not very enthusiastic; Hopkins and Sachs ± 19 of 36 experiments
showed stimulation (4 doses+control)

1912-1915

1912
1913
1915
1922, 1930, 1932

Ewart 91; Ross 92;
Sutton 93; Hopkins
and Sachs 94
Ramsey 95
Dormer 96
Seed germination enhanced by radiation
Stoklasa 97
Growth of cucumber, mint and tobacco seedings enhanced by radium
98
Agulhon and Roberts
Seed germination enhanced by radium
Stoklasa 99; Stoklasa et al 100 Enhanced seed germination in multuple species by radium
Stoklasa and Penkava 101
Montet 102 ± 104
Seed germination enhanced by radium

1932
Fungi and radium
1908
Gager 90
Kotzareff and Chodat 105
1923
Mice and radium
1922
Sugiura and Failla 106
Fungi and ultraviolet radiation
1907
Purvis and Warwick 107

Yeast fermentation enhanced noticeable by radium source
Fermentation enhanced by radium
Growth in mice enhanced at low levels by radium

1924

Chavarria and Clark 108

1928

Nadson and Philoppov 109

1928
1930
1928, 1930, 1931

Hinrichs 110
Hutchinson and Ashton 111
Stevens 112 ± 115

1928
1930
1932
1932
1935

Porter and Bockstahler 125
Ramsey and Bailey 117
Bailey 118
Dillon-Weston 119
Smith 120

1937
Insects and X-rays
1912
1917
1919
Rats and X-rays
1919, 1921

Sperti et al 121

One of earliest reports on stimulation of spore products with small amounts of
radiation; Saccharomyces culture exposed to 10 ± 20 hours at 30cm from lamp; edges of
cultures grew very fast
Short exposures always produced a stimulation of growth rates of Montonella
cultures; longer exposures were lethal (up to 6 doses)
Observed that yeast colonies had much greater growth around the edges of an
irradiated zone; growth in the middle was retarded; stimulation attributed to small
amounts of scattered radiation
UV stimulated fermentation by yeast; longer duration exposure was inhibitory
Reported growth stimulation following radiation of Colletitrichum phomoides
UV initiated the development of reproductive structures in great numbers; these were
caused by exposure of less than 1 min at 20 cm from lamp; numerous fungal species
(9 doses)
Acceleration of numbers of spores forming on a black border to the sterile zone
Marked stimulation of fungal growth with short duration exposure
Marked stimulation of fungal growth with short duration exposure
Marked stimulation of fungal growth with short duration exposure
Stimulation of mycelium growth after retardation; there was direct stimulation of
spore formation
Yeast cells stimulated to growth after death/injury of other cells

Hastings et al 122
Davey 123
Davey 124

Hatching of silkworm eggs was accelerated by X-rays (dose not given)
Low doses of X-rays increased longevity of confused ¯our beetle
Con®rmed and extended 1917 study

Russ et al 125,126

Body weight enhanced in rats exposed to low doses of X-rays; immunity towards
tumor grafts enhanced in rats exposed to low doses of X-rays

strong headstart over its radiation counterpart. This
differential advance in favor of chemical hormesis
can be seen not only in the sheer volume of
published research activity, but also in what was
studied (Figure 1). In general, the most active early
areas of low dose chemical stimulation research was
that of plant growth, followed by fungal growth and
metabolism, with bacterial metabolism a distant
third (Table 1, Figure 1). By the end of the 19th
century, there had been considerable activity in
these two dominant areas principally driven by
hopes of industrial and/or agricultural applications.
In the case of plant research, there was the obvious
interest in the enhancement of agricultural productivity, while in the case of fungal growth and
Human & Experimental Toxicology

metabolism there was great interest in ®nding ways
to enhance, re®ne, and apply the process of
fermentation.
In the case of plant growth a separate line of
research developed in the late 1890's by Kahlenberg
and his associates at the University of Wisconsin
34 ± 36
who were more concerned with the assessment
of the biological effects of highly dilute solutions
based principally on the application of newly
developed concepts of physical chemistry permitting the use of molar solutions rather than
percentages as had been the case.
In the case of chemical stimulation of plant growth,
the ®rst decade of the 20th century witnessed the
transformation of relatively naõÈve experimental de-
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Figure 1 Historical differences between chemical (Chem) and radiation (Rad) hormesis for direction of research during the early
decades of the 20th century. Relative widths represent qualitative differences in the amount of research at any particular time point

signs into an impressive formulation of concepts that
established a strong foundation for low dose chemical research. Most notably during the ®rst decade of
the 20th century were the contributions of True and
Gies,37 Cameron and Breazeale,38 True and Oglevee,39
Jensen,40 and Schreiner and Reed. 30 These investigators incorporated the concept of large numbers of
doses, doses below toxic thresholds, and high sample
sizes along with the concurrent measurement of
multiple endpoints. In addition, these authors began
to display these data on highly illustrative graphs
enhancing presentation of the data and conceptual
understanding.
During the late 1890's initial hypotheses were
formulated concerning the underlying mechanism
of the low dose response and the role of such
mechanisms in the organism's metabolism. For
example, Townsend12 ®rst proposed that low dose
chemical stimulation was an overcompensation for
chemically induced injury, an observation that was
subsequently supported and generalized to other
models during these early years of development.127,128 In fact, this initial concept of Townsend 12
remains the dominant conceptual explanation of
the low dose stimulatory phenomenon. 129 In addition, Richards50,51 proposed the concept of enhancement of metabolic economic ef®ciency as a result of
exposure to low levels of chemical stress. While
these conceptual frameworks were being developed
and debated, True and Oglevee39 developed the ®rst
graphing of the so-called hormetic b-curve with
respect to dose stimulatory range, maximum
stimulatory response, and relationship of the
maximum stimulatory response to the toxic threshold which were remarkably similar to more modern

representations. 130,131 All of these developments
occurred well before the genuine onset of low dose
stimulatory research in the radiation domain.
The course of low dose radiation research
displayed both similar and different research tracts
than that for the chemical hormesis research. The
most signi®cant area of similarity was the interest in
the effects of X-rays and radium on plant growth.
The quality of the study designs with respect to low
dose radiation stimulation of plant growth did not
re¯ect the rapidly developing maturity of the
chemical hormesis researchers. For example, by
1900 the area of low dose chemical stimulation was
well on its way to having adopted modern study
design criteria, whereas the early researchers in the
area of radiation hormesis often displayed noticeable de®cits in study design. This was clearly
illustrated in the publication of Gager90 who often
employed in his over 90 experiments inadequate
sample size, inadequate reporting of experimental
methods and overinterpretation of preliminary
®ndings. However, this differential maturity seen
in the design, conduct, and interpretation of early
low dose stimulation studies appeared to be related
to the fact that the ®rst wave of chemical researchers
in the US, such as True, Jensen, and Stevens, were
part of the broader and well established plant/
agricultural research community with considerable
laboratory and ®eld research experience. In addition, there was a strong tendency to publish in the
most well established journals of that era, such as
the Botanical Gazette, which further insured a more
advanced professional product.
Part of the differential quality of the earlier
investigations on radiation effects on plant growth
Human & Experimental Toxicology
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was the dif®culty in establishing a quanti®able
radiation dose metric. When this became established by the early 1920's it encouraged researchers in the plant area to collaborate more
effectively with persons trained in radiation
dosimetry. For example, the 1931 study by Failla
and Henshaw132 represents an excellent collaboration between radiation dosimetry expertise (Failla) and plant biology (Henshaw). However, this
challenge of bringing together such initially
divergent expertise resulted in the differential
rate of maturity between the chemical and
radiation domains.
In addition to the above mentioned factors
affecting the limitations in study design, it was also
in¯uenced by both the object of exposure and
technological developments. That is, the generally
lower sample size among early plant radiation
researchers was in¯uenced by the fact that exposure
was usually administered to seeds rather than the
seedling or later developing plant and the fact that
the X-ray Coolidge tube was of limited size and could
only accommodate a ®xed number of seeds.133 This
also affected studies with larger seeds more differentially. While it would have appeared that such a
technological limitation should not have been an
issue, it nonetheless affected the sample size of
numerous earlier plant studies. The area of chemical
plant research did not have such constraints.
Of particular note is that the ®rst American
researchers assessing potential low dose stimulatory effects of X-rays on plant growth were at the
University of Chicago in the late 1920's,134,135 some
30 years after the discovery of X-rays! The reasons
for this late application to plant growth of low doses
of X-rays in the US are unknown, given its widespread use in the plant domain in other countries
including various European countries and Japan
and the earlier assessment and claims of radium
induced plant growth stimulation in the US.2
Perhaps the most aggressive area of research in
low dose radiation was in the area of medical
applications for the treatment of various diseases.
While X-rays were being used to treat tumors within
a year of their discovery, it took about 10 years for
the concept to emerge that certain `low' doses of Xrays (i.e., about 10 ± 50% of the human erythema
dose, 60 ± 300 R) to treat a wide spectrum of human
in¯ammatory diseases.136 ± 140 This concept of employing radiation at relatively low doses for
therapeutic purposes never developed in an analogous fashion in the area of chemical stimulation
except in so far as the Arndt-Schulz Law became a
theoretical framework to support the medical
practice of homeopathy. However, in the case of
radiation the low dose X-ray treatment was part of
Human & Experimental Toxicology

the traditional medical establishment with publications and advances in this area in such journals as
the Journal of the American Medical Association,
the New England Journal of Medicine, Radiology,
and others. Thus, in contrast to the relationship of
chemical hormesis to the fringe medical practice of
homeopathy low dose radiation therapy was part of
the traditional medical establishment.
Other notable developments included the later
and active research of u.v. on fungi in the 1920's and
1930's (Table 2). In fact, it was during this research
that the ®rst conceptual development of hormetic
mechanisms was presented by radiation hormesis
researchers. That is, Smith120 reported that u.v.induced mycelium growth occurred only after an
initial injury. This concept was quite similar to that
reported almost 40 years before by Townsend.12
Similarities and differences in the objects of study
in chemical and radiation hormesis
A marked difference between the chemical and
radiation low dose stimulatory response was the
near total absence of such observations with
radiation on bacteria, but the striking productivity
of this area in the chemical domain in the 1920's
and 1930's (Tables 1 and 2) particularly at Yale
University where a long series of PhD students
under the highly respected Professor Winslow
clearly established the reproducible nature of the
hormetic response. Of particular note was the
research of Hotchkiss85 who assessed the effects of
twenty-three chemical agents on bacterial growth,
with ®fteen demonstrating low dose stimulatory
effects. The work of Hotchkiss85 was remarkable for
its strong study design features, large number of
doses especially below the toxic threshold, and
consistent nature of the low dose stimulatory
response. In fact, these and the related ®ndings of
Winslow's other students became incorporated into
leading microbiological texts of the mid 20th
century141 ± 143 along with incorporation of standard
assays in laboratory exercises for introductory
college students.144
A general area that was pursued by those
involved in radiation but not chemical hormetic
research was the area of cell division. This is seen in
research concerning cell division in paramecia, the
chick embryo, and various cell types. This research
became more substantial in the 1920's with the
generally consistent conclusion that low doses of Xrays can stimulate cell division in a variety of
models.
The role of low dose stimulatory responses
generally did not address the issue of longevity
during the early years of the 20th century. However,
two excellent papers were provided by Davey of
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General Electric in which he unexpectedly reported
a low dose of X-rays enhanced longevity in the
confused ¯our beetle.123 These ®ndings were con®rmed and extended in a follow-up paper by the
same author.124 No comparable paper was presented
on the chemical side. However, even more surprising is that the striking ®ndings of Davey123,124 were
not followed up for some 40 years until Cork145
con®rmed the life extending response with a gamma
ray source using the same animal model.
In summary, the development of research in the
area of chemical hormesis occurred earlier, was
more extensive, and considerably more mature with
respect to the quality of study design and conceptual understanding of a mechanistic framework.
However, the two areas are similar in that both were
in¯uenced in their early development by commercial applications.
With respect to commercial applications the most
visible and high stakes activities were concentrated
within the area of radiation hormesis. In these cases
a number of attempts explored the use of radionuclides to enhance plant growth. By 1923 a patent
was issued on a process to cause radiation induced
stimulation of plant growth.147 A number of
commercial businesses were created for this purpose but with little tangible and no long lasting
success.146,148 Factors affecting the lack of apparent
commercial success were complex, involving technological, biological, social, and economic factors.
From the biological perspective, the `fact' of
stimulation was assumed to have been proven
before reasonably convincing data had been established. In addition, there was little appreciation at
that time (i.e., 1915 ± 1930) concerning the nature of
the low dose stimulation dose-response relationship, including the recognition that the average
maximum increase would only be 30 ± 60% above
controls and that each plant species and perhaps
each set of experimental conditions could display a
different optimal dose. Such complexity especially
in a new developing area clearly provided the basis
for failure for commercial success. In addition, the
cost of radium for potential use as fertilizer was
quite high, being about $100 000/gram in 1915.94 In
order to double the background levels of radium
emanation (radon) in the soil, Ramsey95 estimated
one must use 75 milligrams/acre (i.e., $7500/acre).
The area of low dose clinical treatment with Xrays had a long term series of successes that were
adequately documented in highly prestigious journals.136 ± 140 However, X-ray treatment, like other
treatments, competed as a therapeutic option with
other available treatments and/or procedures. In the
case of X-ray treatment of in¯ammatory diseases, it
eventually lost out to advances in chemotherapeu-

tics which was reinforced with a growing concern
over potentially harmful effects of X-rays even at
low doses.
Why radiation and chemical hormesis were rejected
The rejecting of chemical and radiation hormesis
hypotheses has some general overlapping features
but a number of distinctive aspects as well. First,
while this discussion has divided the debate into
chemical and radiation hormesis, it is not clear
that either one of these areas were identi®ed as a
stand alone `®eld'. In the case of chemical
hormesis it was uncommon for plant chemical
hormesis researchers to cite those in other
chemical areas such as fungi and bacteria.
Furthermore, the chemical and radiation hormesis
researchers generally never cited each other. In
addition, there was a dearth of review papers on
the topic of low dose stimulatory responses. This
lead to only a very limited summarization of
relevant papers in either the introduction or
discussion of focused research reports. While this
intellectual truncation is appropriate for narrow
research papers, the general lack of critical broad
reviews of the literature limited the capacity to
develop more integrated assessments of the broad
scienti®c literature. While the publication of
critical and integrated reviews is common today,
in the early decades of the 20th century it was not
common. In fact, it is ironic that the ®rst major
review of the literature on radiation hormesis was
of a highly critical nature (Johnson149 see below).
This lack of broad integration coupled with the
absence of a central dose-response concept resulted in a poorly developed general understanding of hormetic dose-response relationships. Thus,
low dose stimulatory ®ndings were quite truncated into very narrow model (e.g., plant, bacteria,
etc.) speci®c responses with little attempt to
develop a general focus on dose-response relationships. Such a lack of an integrated focus on the
hormetic dose-response was a fundamental underlying factor that contributed to the inability of
these hypotheses to better establish themselves.
Radiation hormesis, with a more limited database
to support its premise than chemical hormesis,
became the object of a highly successful attack by
Edna Johnson in the 1930's.149,150 Of particular
signi®cance was that the Johnson criticism targeted
the strongest experimental basis of radiation hormesis, that is, the effects of X-rays on plant growth. As
noted above, the review of Johnson149 was not only
one of the ®rst major reviews of the literature on the
effects of X-rays on plant growth it also received
additional prestige for being part of a major National
Research Council (NRC) assessment of the biological
Human & Experimental Toxicology
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effects of radiation. This combination proved to have
considerably greater impact than criticism tucked
away in a discussion section of a focused research
paper. With the X-ray/plant component of the
radiation hormesis perspective placed on weakened
grounds by the review of Johnson,149 there was little
countervailing opposition to offset the criticism or
limit its impact. More speci®cally, there was no
corresponding supportive evidence with bacteria,
and only limited supportive evidence with fungi
(Table 2). The only other potential widespread
strength supporting the concept of low dose stimulation was in the area of medical treatment and this
itself was on weak grounds due to overzealous
claims for bene®cial radiation exposure (e.g., mild
radium therapy)151 and growing fears of low dose
mutational and cancerous effects of X-rays.152
The demise of radiation hormesis is understandable especially in light of its limited
database, dif®cult ®ndings to reproduce, harsh
criticism from leading scientists coupled with a
growing fear of radiation and an emphasis on
de®ning safety standards that required de®ning
frankly toxic effect levels, lowest adverse effect
levels and toxic thresholds. These became the
predominant questions in the mid 1930's, not
whether low doses cause a marginal and hard to
reproduce and even harder to interpret stimulatory response. Once radiation hormesis was
pushed aside and not considered credible, funding became generally unavailable and it became
further marginalized.
The chemical hormesis area should have survived as a central hypothesis not only as a result of
its better general database but also because it had
direct linkage with numerous well known scientists
or their students such as Louis Pasteur [Raulin's
work45 in Pasteur's laboratory], Robert Koch [Ferdinand Hueppe74 was a proteÂ geÂ of Koch], Wilhelm
Ostwald [Kahlenberg (see Kahlenberg and True;34
Copeland and Kahlenberg36) received his PhD with
Ostwald in Germany before returning to the
University of Wisconsin], Charles Richet153, 154 (the
Nobel laureate for discovering anaphylaxis) who
demonstrated low dose stimulatory effects in
fermentation systems, and a strong series of US
academics at prestigious institutions (i.e., Duggar at
the University of Wisconsin, Townsend and Richards at Columbia University, Stevens at the
University of Chicago and later at Stanford University, Winslow at Yale University) and True with
the US Agricultural Research Service after moving
from the University of Wisconsin. No comparable
grouping of outstanding researchers with such
powerful lineages and/or institutions and strong
publication records were present with radiation
Human & Experimental Toxicology

hormesis. Yet despite the greater historical foundations, stronger data, acceptance as a central concept
in bacteriology and long listings of prestigious
scientists supporting it, all factors less developed
in radiation hormesis, both chemical and radiation
hormesis met the same fate of marginalization about
the same time.
Despite the above outstanding research and
academic pedigree of hormesis researchers of the
early decades of the 20th century, the area of low
dose chemical stimulation was to become the object
of intense criticism by the next generation of
dominant features in the ®eld of pharmacology
and toxicology. This criticism was to have its origin
in the fact that this area of research was too closely
allied with the controversial medical practice of
homeopathy.1 The area of chemical hormesis had
become used as an explanatory factor by advocates
of the medical practice of homeopathy. In fact, Hugo
Schulz, the microbiologist who ®rst reported that
low doses of numerous chemicals stimulated yeast
metabolism, joined with (the homeopathic physician) Rudolph Arndt and together promoted the
broad generalizability of the low dose stimulatory
curve into a prime explanatory framework of how
homeopathic drugs worked. This close association
of a scienti®c hypothesis with a politicized medical
practice was criticized as early as 1896 by Hueppe.74
Nonetheless, the association of hormesis to homeopathy remains even to the present.155 However,
in 1937 the prestigious pharmacologist AJ Clark, of
the University of Edinburgh, published his classic
text, `Handbook of Pharmacology', in which he
devoted 15% to a refutation of the Arndt-Schulz
Law.156 Clark, the discoverer of the ®rst molecular
receptor (i.e., the acetylcholine receptor), was a
towering scienti®c feature by himself, but he also
had an unusually strong collaboration with several
of the most powerful and respected biostatisticians
of that era.
At this time, the fundamental nature of the doseresponse was powerfully articulated and was
greatly affected by the very biostatisticians (e.g.,
Bliss, Trevan) who worked with Clark. Lacking any
comparable countervailing intellectual force at the
time, the concept of hormesis, especially chemical
hormesis, became a cultural victim of guilt by
association with homeopathy. This marginalization
was encouraged by traditional medical philosophy
because of the long standing antipathy with
homeopathy. Since pharmacology and toxicology
developed most extensively within traditional
medical schools, it was only natural to have
physician-trained
pharmacologists/toxicologists
lump hormesis with homeopathy and the marginalization was complete.
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Table 3 Comparison of factors leading to the demise of chemical and radiation hormesis
Limitations more unique to either chemical or radiation hormesis
Chemical hormesis
Close association with homeopathy brought criticism from those trained in traditional medicine
No practical application recognized and/or advocated
Inadequate human data supporting hypothesis
Radiation hormesis
Weaker database than chemical hormesis
Failure in highly visible applications such as with agricultural productivity
Technical criticism of strongest aspect of supportive data (e.g., plant research criticism of Johnson for NRC report)
Low dose clinical human applications were out-competed by advances in chemotherapy
Fear of exposure even at low doses; this was reinforced by failure of mild radium therapy, fear of the atomic bomb, and later fear of
radioactive fallout
Limitations shared by both hypothesis
Lack of quantitative understanding of low dose stimulatory response relationships
Magnitude of stimulatory response is modest even at optimum stimulation (approximately 50% greater than control)
Need for strong study designs with numerous, properly spaced doses below the toxic threshold placed greater time and resource
constraints on low dose stimulatory investigations; this has many implications including the encouragement of investigators to
emphasize high concentrations for the few doses they would test; this has been embodied in hazard assessment testing and is also
more easily reproducible leading to greater ease of acceptance for publication
Lack of intergration of low dose stimulatory response studies in which chemical and radiation hormesis researchers recognized
contributions of both ®elds as providing supportive data
Small pool of scientists researching in the low dose area due to above limitations; this further reinforces bias to continue funding the
research of the majority who perform high dose studies
`Timing' was not right to appreciate its signi®cance; society did not have to contend with low dose risk extrapolation; it was more
important to establish effects of high doses for worker and community protection
Strong linkage of funded studies with the goals of government which were to de®ne the upper end of the dose-response curve for
worker protection and standard setting purposes; this further de-emphasized interest and recognition of low dose effects
Lack of organized presence of low dose researchers (i.e., no society outlet) to consider criticism of low dose effects by established
high dose researchers

Discussion
This paper has argued that the concepts of chemical
and radiation hormesis had remarkably independent histories with respect to temporal development, direction of research, selection of
experimental model, quantity and quality of supportive data, acceptance by the broader scienti®c
community and commercial applications. While it
may be the case that the entire ®elds of chemical
and radiation hormesis are perceived as simply one
concept, the actual unfolding of these two areas of
research has been quite distinct. The separate
developments of chemical and radiation hormesis
which are seen at the start of the 20th century has
been maintained to the present time. Thus, even
today there is very little cross communication
between those working in the areas of radiation
and chemical hormesis.
Even in their respective demises there was also
considerable uniqueness (Table 3). That is, the
area of chemical hormesis was plagued by its
long standing and close association with the
medical practice of homeopathy which set the
stage for a guilt by association response from
traditional medicine which was strongly in¯uen-

cing textbook development, professional society
activities and funding programs. In contrast,
radiation hormesis was plagued by the high dose
applications of radiation which dominated medical practices and made many ill, and the
overzealous claims of radium pro®teers with the
highly visible and tragic death of the millionaire
industrialist and playboy Eben M Byers, which
resulted in the end of the era of mild radium
therapy.151
Both areas of hormesis were also plagued by
different but highly visible critics. In the case of
chemical hormesis the attack was profoundly more
intense, intentional, and systematic. As noted above,
the allocation of 15% of what has been referred to as a
major and classic text for the repudiation of the
Arndt-Schulz Law by AJ Clark was the type of
challenge that radiation hormesis did not experience. Radiation hormesis certainly had its critics,
such as Johnson,149 but they were more generally
limited and focused within the narrower context of a
particular research paper. The use of low dose
radiation to treat human in¯ammatory diseases
became widely integrated within modern medical
practice from the early 1900's through the 1940's.
While these practices were not generally referred to
Human & Experimental Toxicology
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as being related to the Arndt-Schulz Law, there is
little question that its advocates such as Desjardin,
chief of radiology at the Mayo Clinic, clearly
articulated the view that low doses were bene®cial
for the patients' conditions while higher doses were
progressively less effective and even higher doses
harmful. The low dose X-ray therapy which typically utilized only a single exposure was simply outcompeted by novel therapies of the mid 1940's such
as the progression of antibiotics which brought rapid
cures without the residual fears of adverse effects of
radiation treatment.
Despite dissimilarities in both chemical and
radiation hormesis, the most serious challenges
were ones they held in common (Table 3). That is

the basic reality that hormesis affected a modest
stimulatory response over a limited range of doses.
It also requires very stringent study design criteria
and endpoint selection in order to properly assess
it. These factors affected both its reproducibility
and its commercial applications and in the end
these most fundamental factors are the principal
determining factors for their common demise.
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Abstract
This article assesses the response below a toxicological threshold for 1888 antibacterial agents in Escherichia
coli, using 11 concentrations with twofold concentration spacing in a high-throughput study. The data set had
important strengths such as low variability in the control (2%–3% SD), a repeat measure of all wells, and a builtin replication. Bacterial growth at concentrations below the toxic threshold is significantly greater than that in
the controls, consistent with a hormetic concentration response. These findings, along with analyses of published literature and complementary evaluations of concentration-response model predictions of lowconcentration effects in yeast, indicate a lack of support for the broadly and historically accepted threshold
model for responses to concentrations below the toxic threshold.
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Introduction
Since the later part of the 19th century, the threshold
concentration/dose response has been widely accepted
as the dominant and most fundamental concentration/
dose-response model across a broad range of biologically based disciplines.1 However, the capacity of the
threshold concentration/dose-response model to predict accurately low-concentration/dose responses, that
is, responses below the threshold, has been challenged
over the past decade. The challenge is based on numerous published reports demonstrating that biphasic concentration/dose responses (i.e., hormetic concentration/
dose responses) are common in the literature regardless
of biological model, endpoint measured, and chemical
class/physical stressor.1-5 In addition, several largescale direct comparisons of the threshold and the
hormetic models using a priori entry and evaluative criteria have been published, indicating that the threshold
model poorly predicts responses in the below-threshold
zone, while the reverse is the case for hormesis.2,3,6,7
The present study evaluates the capacity of the
threshold and hormesis concentration response
models to predict below-threshold responses in a
high-throughput bioassay in which 1888 prospective
antibacterial compounds were tested for effects on

growth in Escherichia coli. The design of the
concentration responses provides a rich opportunity
to evaluate effects above and below the toxic threshold, in that there were 11 concentrations spaced at
twofold intervals and built-in replication procedures.
We analyze these data to identify the pattern of
responses at concentrations below the estimated
threshold.

Materials and methods
The study data came from McMaster University, HTS
Laboratory, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. E coli strain
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MC10618, containing plasmid pET26b(þ), was used
to screen for toxicity in 50,000 small molecules that
had been acquired from Maybridge plc (Cornwall,
UK). This strain has chromosomal and plasmidborne genes that confer resistance to streptomycin and
kanamycin, respectively, and it exhibits enhanced
permeability to chemicals relative to that of wildtype E coli. The initial screen of 50,000 compounds
involved testing at a single concentration (50 mM)
to assess cell killing. Hits, which were defined in the
McMaster study as those compounds that reduced
bacterial growth to 75% as compared to solventtreated controls, occurred with 1925 compounds. The
OD600 at time zero was not measured for about 2% of
the 1925 compounds, reducing the number of chemicals that were initially assessed in the present article
to 1888.
Single colonies were picked from culture plates of
E coli MC1061 pET26(þ) and grown overnight in
Luria-Bertani broth (3 mL) containing 50 mg/mL
kanamycin (LB-kan), then diluted 100-fold into LBkan, and grown at 37 C with shaking until OD600
reached ca. 0.5. This subculture was diluted 103-fold
into screening broth (LB-kan containing 50 mg/mL
streptomycin and 1 mM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside) and used for concentration-response
determination. Concentration-response evaluations
were carried out in duplicate in separate 96-well
plates with 190 mL screening broth and 10 mL test
compound dissolved in DMSO. Eleven concentrations (0.244 mM; 0.488 mM; 0.976 mM; 1.95 mM;
3.91 mM; 7.81 mM; 15.6 mM; 31.2 mM; 62.5 mM;
125 mM; and 250 mM) of each compound were evaluated. The solvent DMSO had a final concentration
of 5% v/v. Solvent and positive controls (four of each)
in each 96-well plate contained DMSO or ampicillin
(100 mg/mL) and chloramphenicol (25 mg/mL)
instead of tested compounds, respectively. All transfers were performed using a Biomex FX liquid handler (Beckman-Doulter Inc., Fullerton, CA). Upon
mixing the bacteria with the tested compounds, the
OD600 of each plate was measured with a SpectraMax
Plus384 plate reader (Molecular Devices Corp., Sunnyvale, CA, USA; OD600zero). Plates were then incubated at 37 C, 85% humidity, for ca. 20 hours, after
which OD600 was measured again (OD600growth).
Evaluation of growth kinetics indicated that the bacteria were in log growth phase at 20 hours when the
measurements were taken. The responses reported are
the fraction of growth of E coli exposed to the compound relative to the growth of the solvent controls.

Figure 1. Layout of 96-well plates. Each chemical was
tested at the same 11 concentrations on a different 96well plate. The highest concentration (250 mM) was always
placed in column 1 on the left edge of the well plate, with
lower concentrations placed in the next well progressing
to the right side. The column on the far right was used for
controls. See the text for details.

Replication procedure
Each chemical was tested twice at the same 11 concentrations on a different 96-well plate on the same
day. The study was conducted on 11 days between
20 January 2005 and 3 February 2005. The highest
concentration (250 mM) was always placed in column
1 on the left edge of the well plate. Each progressively
lower concentration was placed in the next well progressing to the right side. Eight different chemicals
were tested over the same concentration range on one
plate, leaving the eight wells adjacent to the low treatment group on the right edge (column 12) of the plate
for controls (Figure 1). Of the eight control wells, four
were allocated to solvent controls (i.e., DMSO) and
four to controls using ampicillin and chloramphenicol. Since E coli MC1061 pET26(þ) is sensitive to
these agents, the concentration response was deemed
invalid if growth occurred in their presence.
Optical density (OD) measurements were taken at
time zero and after 20 hours of incubation. The time
zero readings were subtracted from those made at
20 hours, correcting for possible absorbance by tested
chemicals at 600 nm. The response data for each concentration consisted of a ratio of the OD600 of the well
for the treatment, divided by the mean of the OD readings of three solvent controls in rows A–C. The control response in row D was not used due to an apparent
calibration error in the OD reader for that row.
Controls and treatments for row D were found to be
systematically low by approximately 20% in the time
0- and time 20-hour readings, thereby supporting the
decision to eliminate row-D chemicals and controls
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from the analysis. As a result of this calibration error,
all chemicals (i.e., 236) and controls tested in row
D were dropped from the analysis.

Evaluation strategy
Individual concentration-response relationships were
used to evaluate whether there is nonrandom biological activity, measured by cell proliferation, below the
toxicological threshold as estimated by a benchmark
dose (BMD) approach. In the 11-concentration protocol, the concentration-response study should ideally
have at least one concentration in the toxic domain
(i.e. above the BMD), a concentration with a response
that approximates the control response, and several
lower concentrations that would be evaluated for biological activity below this threshold-like value. The
McMaster University data are useful for this purpose,
in that most experiments show toxicity but also have
multiple concentrations below an estimated toxicological threshold.
For a concentration-response to be included in the
analysis, we required evidence of toxicity at high concentrations (i.e. response  80% of the controls),
along with one or more concentrations below the
threshold concentration, subsequently defined as the
benchmark dose BMD(5). In addition, concentration
responses had to pass a screening for response outliers
in the below-BMD(5) range based on the standard
deviation of responses below the BMD(5).
Once eligible concentration responses were identified with one or more concentration below the
BMD(5), we describe the response pattern in two
ways. First, we calculated the mean response for concentrations below the BMD(5) for a concentration
response and summarized these average responses
over concentration responses. Our summary stratified
the concentration responses according to the number
of concentrations below the BMD(5).
The second analysis accounted for replicate concentration responses for a chemical, and plate effects
using a mixed model analysis using SAS PROC
Mixed. In the model, random effects were included
for plates, chemicals, and replications. Fixed effects
corresponded to the number of concentrations below
the BMD(5), as well as concentration effects and their
interaction. This analysis accounts separately for variation due to plates, chemicals, and replicates, and it
more closely parallels the physical experimental
structure. The p values for tests of hypotheses that the

average response differs from 100% of control are
based on the mixed model analyses.
Since the controls were located in column 12, an
edge, the most direct comparison of response with controls is for chemicals that were also assigned to an edge
(rows A and H; see Figure 1). We report results for
these chemicals first, followed by results for chemicals
assigned to ‘internal’ rows (i.e. rows B, C, E, F and G)
versus the controls. Emphasizing edge rows in our
analysis has the advantage of eliminating the possible
influence of edge effects, that is, differences in results
ascribable to positioning on edges or in interior wells.
Edge effects have been reported to occur in highthroughput screening, but they are not consistent with
respect to whether responses on edges are higher or
lower than those of interior wells.9,10 Because of the
uncertainty, we thought it prudent to emphasize edge
rows, thereby maximizing the equivalency between
treatment groups and controls.

Threshold estimation strategies
A Benchmark Dose (BMD) methodology was
adopted to estimate the toxicological threshold in a
manner identical to that reported earlier.7 The BMD
concept, which was first proposed by Crump,11 is a
widely accepted general approach for estimating
threshold responses in toxicology. In contrast to a linear or nonlinear regression approach to calculating a
BMD,11 the procedure that we used, as described
below, is ‘local’ in the sense that the BMD is calculated using only the responses at concentrations that
are adjacent to the BMD.
The toxicological threshold was estimated using a
BMD(5) as the threshold estimate. This value represents the concentration at which the response is estimated to have decreased 5% below control values.
This BMD was selected since it closely reflected the
variability (SD) of the E coli controls on 96-well
plates. Since our goal is to classify toxicity, a lower
bound of a confidence interval for that concentration
was not calculated as may be performed in a risk
assessment process. The BMD approximates the control response but probably includes a low degree of
toxicity. That is, it corresponds to a concentration that
is slightly higher than the toxicological threshold.
This suggests that a concentration immediately below
and very close to the BMD may itself be within the
toxic zone (i.e. its concentration may be higher than
the actual toxicological threshold). This would
become less likely with increasing distance between
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Results
Figure 2 shows concentration-response relationships
for the data satisfying the entry criteria. Two curves
are presented, one for all analyzed rows (A–C and
E–H) and the other for edge rows A and H. The
concentration-response relationships are similar, with
slightly smaller responses at low concentrations in the
edge rows. Analysis of the edge rows (i.e. A and H)
and internal rows (i.e. B, C, E, F, and G) follows in
separate sections.

Edge row chemical assessment

Figure 2. Mean responses (% of control growth) by dose
in the Escherichia coli database: The curves compare the
dose-response relationship for edge rows (rows A and H)
with that for all evaluated rows (rows A–C and E–H).

the BMD and the concentration below the BMD. For
example, for agents with a BMD near 0.488 mM, the
0.244 mM concentration would be close to the toxicity
threshold. In contrast, for agents with a BMD
approaching 31 mM, the 0.244 mM concentration
would be approximately two orders of magnitude
below the toxicity threshold.
BMD values were estimated for concentration
responses where the response was less than 80% of
control at a higher concentration, which we call a
‘toxic concentration.’ Using concentrations lower
than the toxic concentration, the BMD(5) was determined by the following procedure:
1. The largest concentration with a response
below 95.0% is identified. Let this concentration
be Cbelow, and let the associated response be
Rbelow.
2. If the response at the next smallest concentration
is at least 95.0%, then let this concentration be
Cabove, and let the associated response be Rabove.
The BMD(5) is determined to be in the concentration range between Cabove and Cbelow.
3. If the average response at the next lowest concentration below Cbelow is less than 95.0%, then let
this concentration be Cbelow with response Rbelow,
and return to step two.
The concentrations defining the BMD(5) range were not
included in analyses of responses below the BMD(5).

We first report results for chemicals where the
concentration response occurred on the edge of a plate
(row A or H). A total of 471 plates were eligible for
analysis. Two plates were analyzed for each of 235 sets
of eight chemicals, and one set of chemicals occurred
on a single plate. This resulted in a total of 472 chemicals whose concentration responses were on an edge of
a plate, of which replicate concentration responses
were available for 470 chemicals. The total number
of concentration responses for these chemicals was
942. Among the 942 concentration responses, 36 did
not satisfy the toxicity (80% of control at high
concentration) requirement. Of the remaining 906 concentration responses, 51 were highly toxic, with no
concentrations below the BMD(5) range. A total of
855 concentration responses had one or more concentration below the BMD(5), including replicate
concentration responses on 411 chemicals and a single
concentration response on 33 chemicals.
We examined concentration responses for possible
outliers by calculating the standard deviation of
response among concentrations below the BMD(5)
for the 827 concentration responses with more than
one concentration below the BMD(5) and reviewing
the entire response profile for the 42 concentration
responses where the standard deviation was greater
than 8.85 (corresponding to the 95th percentile). The
median standard deviation was 2.39, while the 75th
percentile standard deviation was 3.83. Among the
42 concentration responses with high standard deviations, 40 concentration responses were for chemicals
where a replicate concentration response had a
standard deviation below the 95th percentile. Two
concentration responses were for the same chemical,
with the high standard deviation apparently due to
precipitation at high concentrations. When replicate
concentration responses were available for a chemical, profiles of both concentration responses were
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Table 1. Edge row analysisa
Number of concentrations below BMD(5)

Median
Mean
Standard deviation.
Maximum
# Concentration responses

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

97.68
97.59
3.85
104.58
28

99.03
98.70
3.32
108.87
78

99.72
99.64
3.77
107.62
135

101.09
101.08
3.45
114.42
188

102.00
101.90
3.65
113.88
224

101.31
101.60
3.89
113.23
142

101.96
103.50
5.02
117.85
25

100.78
101.46
4.62
106.38
3

100.33
100.33
3.34
102.69
2

a

Summary of median/mean percentage of control response by number of concentrations below the BMD(5) averaged over concentration responses for 825 concentration responses on 441 chemicals.

reviewed to identify outlier responses for individual
wells. Based on this review, we decided to eliminate
concentration responses with standard deviations
greater than 10 since there was evidence of one or more
outlier response. This excluded 30 concentration
responses (3.5% of the 855). The remaining 825 concentration responses included replicate concentration
responses on 384 chemicals and a single concentration
response on 57 chemicals. This corresponds to 87.5%
of the concentration responses conducted in an edge
row, and it includes one or more concentration response
on 93.4% of the chemicals assigned to a plate edge.

Assessment of edge-row replication consistency
Of the edge chemicals, 384 had replicates with at least
one concentration response that satisfied the toxicity
requirement, had a local BMD(5) and at least one concentration below the BMD(5), while 57 chemicals had
only one replicate meeting these criteria. We compared
the BMD(5) range for the 384 chemicals with replicates
to assess consistency. Chemicals were judged as to how
close each chemical’s BMD(5) was to its replicate’s
BMD(5) based on whether they were within the same
or different twofold concentration increment. Of the
384 chemicals, 198 (52%) had BMD(5) values that were
within the same twofold concentration range. An additional 146 chemicals (38%) were within the next twofold concentration increment, while 97% were within
two, twofold concentration increments. We inspected
the 11 replicated concentration responses where the
BMD(5) range differed by more than two adjacent concentrations and concluded that the differences were a
result of normal variability that was a consequence of
relatively low toxicity. For this reason, all 825 concentration responses were included in subsequent analyses.

Edge rows: concentration response analysis
We summarize the average response below the
BMD(5) for concentration responses (Table 1) and
chemicals (Table 2, Figure 3) depending on the number of responses below the BMD(5). The data indicate
a general inverted U-shaped concentration response,
which becomes progressively more prominent when
there are 3–8 concentrations below the BMD(5) category. The results in Table 1 provide a simple summary using a concentration response as a unit. This
analysis does not account for the fact that some of the
concentration responses are replicates on the same
chemical, but it allows each concentration response
to be uniquely assigned to a column corresponding
to the number of concentrations below the BMD(5).
The results in Table 2 are based on a mixed model
analysis that accounts for variation between plates,
chemicals, and replications estimated as 6.57, 4.34,
and 11.71, respectively. The estimated means in
Table 2 show the pattern of response for concentrations below the BMD(5) depending on the number
of concentrations below the BMD(5), with means
that are statistically significantly different from the
control 100% so indicated. As seen in Table 2, the
first concentration below the BMD(5) tends to have
an average response that is slightly less than that of
lower doses, suggesting that the BMD(5) was likely
to be slightly below the true threshold (i.e. displaying slight toxicity). At progressively lower concentrations, there is evidence of an increase in the
proliferation response and then a decrease toward
control values, conforming to the inverted U-shape.
Figure 3 summarizes the estimates from Table 2
when there were more than 50 concentration
responses with the given number of concentrations
below the BMD(5).
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Table 2. Edge row analysisa
Concentrations (mM)
# of Conc. Below BMD (5)

0.244

0.488

0.976

1.95

3.91

7.81

15.6

31.2

62.5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

98.41
98.75
98.90
100.07
99.78
99.64
100.73
95.64
98.54

98.76b
99.61
101.45
101.78
101.58
101.59
101.63
105.27

100.12
101.79
102.96
103.18
102.82
108.09
101.33

100.79b
102.44b
102.62b
103.68b
104.57
103.38

101.48b
103.13b
104.00b
107.17b
104.86

101.78b
103.86b
103.72
103.96

101.35
102.13
97.74

98.33
96.54

94.73

a

Estimated mean percentage of control response by number of concentrations below the BMD(5) based on mixed model analysis with
random plate, chemical, and replications for 467 plates, 441 chemicals, and 825 concentration responses.
b
p Value < .05.

Figure 3. Edge row mixed model analysis. Estimates of the average response [y-axis; expressed as percentage deviation
from the control (100%)] over the concentration of antibacterial agent (x-axis; see Table 2) and number of
concentrations below the BMD(5) (panel variable). The figure is based on chemicals in an edge row (A and H) of a
96-well plate (with controls placed in column 1, rows A–C). Data are only shown (in panels) when there were >50
concentration responses in the respective category (see number of concentration responses in Table 1).
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Table 3. Internal row analysisa
Number of concentrations below BMD(5)

Median
Mean
Std. Dev.
Maximum
# Conc. Responses

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

98.11
98.56
9.21
146.40
72

99.68
100.27
5.99
126.00
140

103.08
103.10
5.64
121.32
245

103.94
103.43
5.74
116.25
407

105.16
104.83
5.43
123.66
652

106.27
105.84
6.06
122.35
465

106.72
106.61
5.04
119.53
104

104.05
106.52
5.33
115.78
13

97.52
96.91
5.77
105.31
7

a

Summary of median/mean percentage of control response by number of concentrations below the BMD(5) averaged over concentration responses for 2105 concentration responses on 1135 chemicals.

Internal row chemical assessment
There were 1180 chemicals assayed on 471 plates in
internal rows (rows B, C, E, F, and G), of which
replicate assays were available for 1125 chemicals. The
total number of concentration responses for these chemicals was 2355. Among the 2355 concentration
responses, 60 did not satisfy the toxicity (80% of control at high concentration) requirement. Of the remaining 2295 concentration responses, 110 were highly
toxic, with no concentrations below the BMD(5) range.
A total of 2185 concentration responses had one or more
concentration below the BMD(5), including replicate
concentration responses on 1031 chemicals, a single
concentration response on 111 chemicals, and four concentration responses on three chemicals.
We examined concentration responses for possible
outliers by calculating the standard deviation of
response among concentrations below the BMD(5)
for the 2185 concentration responses with more than
one concentration below the BMD(5) and reviewing
the entire response profile for the 106 concentration
responses where the standard deviation was greater
than 11.65 (corresponding to the 95th percentile). The
median standard deviation was 3.30, while the 75th
percentile standard deviation was 5.36. Among the
106 concentration responses with high standard
deviations, 94 chemicals had a single concentration
response with a high standard deviation, while six
chemicals had two concentration responses with standard deviations above the 95th percentile. When
replicate concentration responses were available for
a chemical, profiles of both concentration responses
were reviewed to identify outlier responses for individual wells. Based on this review, we decided to
eliminate concentration responses with standard
deviations greater than 13 since there was evidence
of one or more outlier response. This excluded
80 concentration responses (3.7% of the 2185). The

remaining 2105 concentration responses included
replicate concentration responses on 961 chemicals,
a single concentration response on 171 chemicals, and
three chemicals with four concentration responses
each. This corresponds to 89.4% of the concentration
responses conducted in internal rows, and it includes
one or more concentration response on 96.2% of the
chemicals assigned to these internal rows.

Assessment of replication consistency for
internal rows
Of chemicals in internal rows, 961 had two replicates
with at least one concentration response that satisfied the
toxicity requirement, had a local BMD(5), and had at
least one concentration below the BMD(5), while 171
chemicals had only one replicate meeting these criteria
and three chemicals had four replicates. We compared
the BMD(5) range for the 961 chemicals with replicates
to assess consistency. Chemicals were judged as to how
close each chemical’s BMD(5) was to its replicate’s
BMD(5) based on whether they were within the same
or different twofold concentration increment. Of the
961 chemicals, 433 (45%) had BMD(5) values that were
within the same twofold concentration range. An additional 367 chemicals (38%) were within the next twofold
concentration increment, while 94% were within two of
the twofold concentration increments. We inspected
the 28 replicated concentration responses where the
BMD(5) range differed by more than three adjacent concentrations and concluded that the differences were a
result of normal variability that was a consequence of
relatively low toxicity. For this reason, all 2105 concentration responses were included in subsequent analyses.

Internal rows: concentration response analysis
We summarize the average response below the
BMD(5) for concentration responses (Table 3) and
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Table 4. Internal row analysisa
Concentrations (mM)
# of conc. below BMD(5)

0.244

0.488

0.976

1.95

3.91

7.81

15.6

31.2

62.5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

101.50b
102.47b
101.99b
102.65b
102.62b
103.21b
102.68b
103.38b
101.74

102.94b
104.31b
104.54b
105.31b
105.51b
106.16b
106.70b
97.26

103.36b
103.96b
105.44b
106.25b
107.28b
106.87b
103.13

102.39
104.38
105.92
106.91
108.14
100.64

102.56
105.09
106.48
107.54
103.60

102.99
105.15
106.68
104.31

103.08b
102.86b
97.93

96.41b
86.05b

91.03b

a
Estimated mean % of control response by number of concentrations below the BMD(5) based on mixed model analysis with random
plate, chemical, and replications for 471 plates, 1135 chemicals, and 2105 concentration responses.
b
p Value < .05.

Figure 4. Internal row mixed model analysis. Estimates of the average response [y-axis; expressed as percentage
deviation from the control (100%)] over the concentration of antibacterial agent (x-axis; see Table 4) and number of
concentrations below the BMD(5) (panel variable). The figure is based on chemicals in interior rows (B, C, E, F, and G) of
a 96-well plate (with controls placed in column 1, rows A–C). Data are only shown (in panels) when there were >50
concentration responses in the respective category (see number of concentration responses in Table 3).

chemicals (Table 4, Figure 4) depending on the number of responses below the BMD(5). The data indicate
a general inverted U-shaped concentration response

that becomes progressively more prominent when
there are 3–8 concentrations below the BMD(5) category. The results in Table 3 provide a simple
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summary using a concentration response as a unit.
This analysis does not account for the fact that some
of the concentration responses are replicates on the
same chemical, but it allows each concentration
response to be uniquely assigned to a column corresponding to the number of concentrations below the
BMD(5). The results in Table 4 are based on a mixed
model analysis that accounts for variation between
plates, chemicals, and replications estimated as
26.08, 4.92, and 21.06, respectively. The estimated
means in Table 4 shows the pattern of response for
concentrations below the BMD(5) depending on the
number of concentrations below the BMD(5), with
means that are statistically significantly different
from 100% so indicated. The responses in Table 4
conform to an inverted-U curve, as described above
for Table 2. Figure 4 summarizes the estimates from
Table 4 when there were more than 50 concentration
responses with the given number of concentrations
below the BMD(5).

Discussion
These results extend the findings of Calabrese and
Baldwin2,3 and Calabrese et al.6,7 that the hormetic
concentration response is commonly observed in
studies with rigorously defined a priori entry and
evaluative criteria. The average stimulatory response
was highly statistically significant but modest, usually
being about 1%–4% above the controls in the analysis
of edge rows (Tables 1 and 2; Figure 3). These values
were somewhat lower than the stimulatory profile
seen with yeast,7 but both data sets support the
hormesis model.
While low-concentration stimulation was a common response for edges and internal rows, the internal
rows of replication 2 showed a greater difference
between treatment wells and controls than did similar
rows with the same chemicals in replication 1. Such
differences between replications 1 and 2 were not
seen for the edge comparisons. It is possible that an
unknown methodological factor may have caused the
larger difference in replication 2. Because of the positional correspondence of the edges to the controls and
the greater consistency of the stimulatory response
between replicates, we place greater confidence in the
edge rows than the interior rows. We note, however,
that both support the occurrence of hormesis.
The findings support the conclusion that the threshold concentration-response model does not accurately
predict bacterial growth responses to chemicals at

concentrations below the toxicological threshold, and
they are consistent with another large-scale study
that was based on 57,000 concentration response relationships for 2200 chemicals in 13 yeast strains.7 That
study used BMD criteria (2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 1.0, and 12.5)
and a NOEL criterion. Previous publications applying
statistical evaluative criteria to published findings in
the toxicological and pharmacological literature
also support the hormesis model.12,13 Analyses of
published literature1-4,14 show that hormesis is a commonly observed concentration response, broadly
applicable across biological models, end points measured, and chemical classes. The finding of hormesis
in the E coli data set is consistent with thousands of
examples of hormetic concentration responses in published literature and a large hormesis database.15,16
The McMaster bacterial database is notable for the
large number of chemicals tested, the use of 11 concentrations with twofold concentration spacing, low
variability in the control (2%–3% SD), a repeated
measure of all wells at time zero and 20 hours, and
built-in replication. The large number of closely
spaced concentrations represents an advantage over
the yeast study,7 which has only five concentrations
per replication. The low degree of variability of the
control responses is an important factor, especially
in light of the use of a study design that included all
concentrations and controls on the same 96-well plate.
The low variability minimizes the possibility of positive bias that might otherwise occur. In the yeast data
set, this possible source of bias was eliminated
because each concentration of a concentration
response was on a separate plate with separate
plate–specific controls.7 The consistency of the yeast
and bacterial findings add to the weight of evidence
for hormesis.
Since column 12 controls would have one control
well with a ‘double’ edge, something not present in
chemical-treatment wells at low concentrations, we
tested this well against the two ‘single’-edged control
wells. There was no significant difference between
the ‘double’ edged control and the two ‘single’ edged
controls.
While our analysis was designed to compare the
below-threshold predictive capacity of the threshold
and hormetic concentration response models, these
findings also may have implications for drug development, especially in the case of antibacterial agents.
While antibacterials are usually administered with the
intention of killing or inhibiting bacteria, the data
indicate that a substantial proportion of these
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compounds may stimulate E coli proliferation in the
low-concentration zone. That antibacterials can stimulate bacterial growth under some conditions has been
known since the mid decades of the 20th century.17-23
Although there is growing recent awareness of the
implications of this phenomenon,24,25 its clinical implications and relevance for drug development deserve
greater consideration.
In conclusion, our findings document the inability of
the threshold-concentration response model to accurately predict responses in the low-concentration zone
in a large-scale high-throughput study in E coli. They
also support the predictions of the hormesis
concentration-response model. The large database with
nearly 2000 agents, favorable study-design features,
and general consistency of replicated responses add
weight to the findings. Likewise, the consistency of the
E coli findings with those of a complementary analysis
in yeast7 challenges the continued use of the threshold
model in study design and in predicting effects in the
low-concentration zone. The findings suggest that the
hormetic concentration-response model provides more
reliable estimates of responses in the low-concentration
zone than does the threshold model.
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a b s t r a c t
In 2005 we published an assessment of dose responses that satisﬁed a priori evaluative criteria for inclusion within the relational retrieval hormesis database (Calabrese and Blain, 2005). The database included
information on study characteristics (e.g., biological model, gender, age and other relevant aspects, number of doses, dose distribution/range, quantitative features of the dose response, temporal features/repeat
measures, and physical/chemical properties of the agents). The 2005 article covered information for
about 5000 dose responses; the present article has been expanded to cover approximately 9000 dose
responses. This assessment extends and strengthens the conclusion of the 2005 paper that the hormesis
concept is broadly generalizable, being independent of biological model, endpoint measured and chemical class/physical agent. It also conﬁrmed the deﬁnable quantitative features of hormetic dose responses
in which the strong majority of dose responses display maximum stimulation less than twice that of the
control group and a stimulatory width that is within approximately 10–20-fold of the estimated toxicological or pharmacological threshold. The remarkable consistency of the quantitative features of the hormetic dose response suggests that hormesis may provide an estimate of biological plasticity that is
broadly generalized across plant, microbial and animal (invertebrate and vertebrate) models.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Hormesis is a dose–response phenomenon in which opposite
effects are observed at low, compared to high, doses for the same
measured parameter. This will result in either an inverted Ushaped or a J-shaped dose–response curve. The concept of hormesis has received considerable interest in the toxicological, pharmacological and general biomedical areas over the past 10–15 years
(Calabrese, 2008; Calabrese and Baldwin, 2001a, 2003b). For example, in the entire decade of the 1980s the Web of Science database
reported about 10–15 citations per year for the terms hormesis or
hormetic. However, in 2010 alone the number of citations was
3269 with publications in over 100 journals covering a broad range
of biomedical disciplines. In 1997 Calabrese and Baldwin (1997a)
reported on the creation of a relational retrieval hormesis database
along with a priori entry criteria and numerous study parameters
on which data would be entered. In 2005, Calabrese and Blain published the results of a detailed assessment of the database which
contained nearly 5000 dose responses (Calabrese and Blain,
2005). The ﬁndings indicated that hormetic dose responses were
observed in a broad range of biological models (i.e., from plant to
human), occurring over a diverse set of biological endpoints and
⇑ Corresponding author. Fax: +1 413 545 4692.
E-mail address: edwardc@schoolph.umass.edu (E.J. Calabrese).
0273-2300/$ - see front matter Ó 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.yrtph.2011.06.003

across a wide range of chemical classes. The analysis also revealed
that the stimulation in the low-dose zone was typically modest
with the maximum stimulation being generally 30–60%. The
overall ﬁndings were important since they demonstrated that hormetic dose responses were reproducible and broadly generalized.
Several related publications extended these ﬁndings, providing a
frequency estimate of hormesis within the toxicological and pharmacological literature (Calabrese and Baldwin, 2001b, 2003a; Calabrese et al., 2006, 2008). These studies also revealed that the
hormetic dose response was far more common than the threshold
and linear dose response models in direct comparisons using the
same a priori entry and evaluative criteria. The present paper
extends the 2005 study of Calabrese and Blain by presenting an updated analysis of the hormesis database that has approximately
9000 dose responses. The updated analysis strengthens the basic
ﬁndings of the original paper (Calabrese and Blain, 2005) with respect to the conclusion that hormesis is highly generalized with no
apparent restriction to biological model, endpoint, or chemical
classes.

1.1. Database entry criteria
The hormesis database was created using a speciﬁc set of a priori criteria designed to:
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(1) identify probable cases of hormesis,
(2) assess the quantitative features of the hormetic dose
response, and
(3) assess the generalizability of the hormetic phenomenon
according to biological model, endpoint, and chemical class
and physical stressor agents.
The hormesis database inclusion criteria have been previously
published (Calabrese and Blain, 2005) and will only be discussed
brieﬂy. They include: (1) a minimum of 10% stimulation (i.e., inverted U-shaped dose response) or a 3% depression of response
(i.e., J-shaped dose response). (2) If the 10% or 3% selection criteria
were not satisﬁed, a dose response could have been entered into
the database if the response achieved statistical signiﬁcance in
hypothesis testing. (3) The study had to employ an adequate concurrent control for comparison. As a general rule, dose responses
that satisﬁed the above three criteria, satisﬁed hypothesis testing
requirement, and provided the most detailed assessment of response both above (toxic zone) and below (hormetic stimulatory
zone) the threshold were prioritized for selection into the database. Such dose responses offered the best opportunity to provide
more detailed quantitative assessment of the broader dose response continuum, as well as a more robust assessment of overall
dose responses.
1.2. Database scoring methodology
Each dose response entered into the hormesis database was
scored according to Calabrese and Baldwin (1997a,b) and Calabrese
and Blain (2005) in which numerical values were awarded based
on the quality of the study design, response magnitude, statistical
analysis, and reproducibility of the response in order to evaluate

the capacity of an experiment for demonstrating hormesis (i.e.,
strength of evidence). Points were awarded for (1) the number of
doses below the zero equivalent point (ZEP; location where response crosses the control value), (2) estimation of a ZEP (i.e., curve
crosses the control value or was such that the curve would estimate where it would cross the threshold), (3) the number of statistically signiﬁcant responses below the ZEP, (4) the magnitude
(percent of control value) of the stimulatory response, and (5)
reproducibility of the data by other studies with data provided
(in other publications or within the same publication). The points
are summed and the evidence of hormesis is awarded as indicated
in Table 1.
This scoring methodology rewarded studies that explicitly considered below zero equivalent point (ZEP) or NO(A)EL doses in
their study designs with the balance of the points being skewed
in favor of response over design. While only a single point is
awarded for dose responses that identify or could estimate a ZEP,
the points for response progressively increase from one for a minimal entry starting at 10% (or 3%) up to four points for 400% (or 0%)
of the control. Because increases of 400% or greater than the control may represent a different phenomenon than hormesis, the
points were arbitrarily capped at four for responses 400% of the
control or greater. Statistical signiﬁcance was also emphasized in
the scoring since hypothesis testing considers the sample size, variability, and magnitude of response in a reliable and nonbiased
manner.
1.3. Description of the database
The hormesis database contains 2527 citations with 8962
dose responses (i.e., endpoints). The articles have been obtained
mainly through extensive searches through numerous journals,

Table 1
Summary of criteria with assigned point values used in the quantitative evaluation of hormesis.
Doses below ZEP (n)

Point value

ZEP determined/estimated

Point value

>5

1
2
3
4
5

Yes
No
–
–
–

1
0
–
–
–

Doses statistically signiﬁcant (n)

Point value

Reproducibility

Point value

>4

2
4
8
16

Yes
No
–
–

3
0
–
–

Inverted U-shaped curve

J-shaped curve

Study design criteria
1
2
3
4

Response criteria
1
2
3

Point valuea

Magnitude of response (percentage control value)
>110% 6 125%
>125% 6 150%
>150% 6 200%
>200% 6 400%
>400%

697% P 92%

0.5

<92% P 84%
<84% P 68%
<68% P 5%
<5%

1
2
3
4

Total point range

Hormesis evidence category

Summary of total point ranges
1–2
>2–8
>8–12
>12–16
>16–20
>20

No–low
Low
Low–moderate
Moderate
Moderate–high
High

a
The point value is multiplied by the number of experimental doses falling within the corresponding percentage range. For example, if an experiment has three doses
exhibiting stimulatory responses within the 125–150% range with the curve approaching the ZEP and two of the responses achieve statistical signiﬁcance and one does not,
the total number of points would be: 3  1 = 3 (Doses below the ZEP; study design criteria); 1 (estimated ZEP; study design criteria); 4 (response criteria, statistically
signiﬁcant); 3  1 = 3 (magnitude of response), for a total of 11 points. The 11 points would achieve the categorization of hormesis evidence of ‘‘low–moderate’’.
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Table 2
Articles in the hormesis database by year of publication.
Publication year

Number of articles

Percent of total (2527)

<1930
1930–1939
1940–1949
1950–1959
1960–1969
1970–1979
1980–1989
1990–1999
2000–2010

39
30
45
95
158
429
505
706
520

1.5
1
2
4
6
17
20
28
20.5

cross-referencing journal citations, MEDLINE, Web of Science and
other database searches using multiple words such as hormesis,
hormetic stimulation, inverted U-shaped, J-shaped, biphasic, bellshaped, and others. The articles have occurred in a diverse array
of journal publications (nearly 500 different journals), although
several books (51 citations), theses and dissertations are included. Information on the citation, chemical, biological model,
study duration, treatment, endpoint, and dose–response curve
are entered into the database (see Calabrese and Blain, 2005
for speciﬁc entry ﬁelds). Queries can be conducted using any
of the ﬁelds. The query system was employed to yield the
descriptive assessments offered in this article.

1.4. General
The database is arranged so that each citation is associated with
studies (i.e., experiments). Data on gender and different species are
considered separate studies as are different variations in study design. Each study may have examined several endpoints (e.g., body
weight, survival). Each endpoint has a dose response associated
with it. Any search performed with the database provides the number and percent of total for citations, studies, and endpoints. The
database includes experimental ﬁndings from 1899 to the present

(Table 2). However, the majority (85%) of the articles in the database were published after 1970.
Reproducibility was difﬁcult to implement because of the
uncertainty over what constitutes a bona ﬁde case. It was decided
that reproducibility should only be claimed in cases where the follow-up study was essentially identical to the original study. This
would explain why only nine citations (with a total of 15 responses) were determined to be reproducible between publications. Reproducibility reported within the same article occurred
with 258 dose responses in 133 different articles. However, a dose
response is only considered reproducible when the article provided
the results of the separate experiments. Cases where data were
combined and reported as averages or where the study author
claimed that the results were reproducible and only the results
from a representative study were provided were not considered
reproducible in the database due to lack of data for conﬁrmation.
2. Study design considerations
2.1. Agent
Nearly 2000 different agents from approximately 245 different
chemical classes have been entered into the database, about twice
as many as reported in 2005. While 81% (i.e., 7216) of the 8962
dose responses entered into the database used a chemical agent,
19% (i.e., 1746) employed radiation or radioactive material. Table
3 provides the chemical classes and physical agents with the greatest frequency in the database. Calabrese and Blain (2004) have
examined the hormetic response of metals in greater detail
elsewhere.
2.2. Model
In the 2005 publication, plants and animals were equally represented in the database. However, in the last 5 years more animal
studies have been entered with animal models predominating

Table 3
Most prevalent chemical classes and physical agents in the hormesis database.

a

Chemical class/physical agents

Number of dose responses

% of total (8962)

Inorganics (including elements and metals)
Radiation/radionuclides
Organics
Organophosphate/pesticides/herbicides/fungicides
Hormones/amino acids/fatty acids/enzymes/protein/neurotransmitters/neuropeptides/peptides/steroids
Alcohols/phenols
Carboxylic acids
Heterocyclic compounds
Chlorinated hydrocarbons/halogenated hydrocarbons/chlorinated furanone
Organometals
Nitrate/nitrile/nitro compounds/nitrofurans/nitrosamines/nitroso compounds/nitrosoureas
Hydrocarbons/PAHs/aromatic hydrocarbons
Amides/amines/imides/imines
Antibiotics/antifungals/antivirals/antiprotozoals/antiseptics
PCB/PBB
Antineoplasics
Azo compounds/azo dyes/ azoic dye fragment/dye intermediates
Plant extracts/alkaloids/alkaloid derivatives/pyrrolizines alkaloids
Dioxins
Flavanols/Flavones/ﬂavanones/ﬂavonoids
Carbamates
Polymer/polyamine/polynucleotide/polysaccaride
Aldehydes
Ester/ethers
Mycotoxins
Sulfonic acids
Miscellaneousa

1717
1746
5499
573
425
410
349
233
202
171
163
152
143
132
102
89
89
79
73
67
59
55
47
42
38
35
631

19
19
62
6
5
5
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
1.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
7

Miscellaneous chemical class refers to complex chemicals or chemicals that could not be placed in a speciﬁc chemical class.
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Table 4
Experimental models by year of publication and test system.
Year of publication

Experimental model
Animal

Before 1970
1970–1979
1980–1989
1990–1999
2000–2010
Total
a
b
c

Plant

Bacteria

Total

In vitro

In vivo

Total

In vitro

In vivo

Total

In vitro

In vivo

323 (7%)a
604 (12%)
1119 (23%)
1639 (34%)
1183 (24%)
4868 (10%)

104 (32%)b
252 (42%)
568 (51%)
763 (47%)
823 (70%)
2510 (52%)

219 (68%)
352 (58%)
551 (49%)
876 (53%)
360 (30%)
2358 (48%)

981 (31%)
912 (29%)
451 (14%)
452 (46%)
370 (12%)
3166 (100%)

350
150
131
139
103
873

631 (64%)
762 (84%)
320 (71%)
313 (69%)
267 (72%)
2293 (72%)

151 (19%)
78 (10%)
352 (44%)
91 (11%)
134 (17%)
806 (100%)

142 (94%)
78 (100%)
352 (100%)
88 (97%)
132 (99%)
792 (98%)

9 (6%)c
–
–
3 (3%)
2 (1%)
14 (2%)

(36%)
(16%)
(29%)
(31%)
(28%)
(28%)

Number in parentheses is the percent of the total row (e.g., 323/4868 = 7%).
Number in parentheses is the percent for that year group (e.g., 104/323 = 32%).
Bacteria experiments were considered in vivo when the bacteria was injected into a host (e.g., rat).

the database (54% animals as compared to 35% plants). Rats (1085
dose responses) and mice (1218 dose responses) followed by humans (794 dose responses) are the most commonly used animal
models, which is similar to that observed in 2005. Although no particular plant species predominates wheat was the most common
(188 dose responses). In addition, fungi (167 dose responses), algae
(219 dose responses), and yeast (110 dose responses) were also
broadly represented. Ninety-four (4%) of the citations compared
the effects of an agent on a certain endpoint across different ages.
The conclusion remains that hormesis occurs in all different developmental and age related stages.
Most of the dose responses in the database (i.e., 5889) either did
not specify the gender studied or gender does not apply to the
model (e.g., plants or cell lines). Males (2196 dose responses) and
females (1804 dose responses) were used in approximately the
same number of studies. Because males and females were used together in some in vivo studies but the results were not separated
by sex, the total number of dose responses by sex will not equal
the total number of dose responses in the database because the
study will be counted under both male and female results. If results were separated by sex, they are reported as separate studies.
The sexes were compared in 128 (5%) of the citations in the
database.
2.3. Test system
In contrast to the 2005 publication, where in vivo experiments
predominated, there are similar amounts of dose responses in the
database conducted in vivo (4698; 52%) and in vitro (4284; 48%) in
the present analysis. This may be due to the increase in animal
studies conducted in vitro (Table 4). Animal models were conducted at a similar rate in vivo and in vitro, while plants were conducted more often in vivo (Table 4). Study durations varied greatly
(i.e., from a few minutes to a few years) because of differences between in vivo and in vitro studies. Even in vivo studies can vary
greatly from a single injection or a few seconds of radiation to a
lifetime of repeated exposures. Because of the variety of methods
employed, the type of control used also varied greatly; however,
the control used was an adequate control to study the effect.
2.4. Time course
Because hormesis may be related to an adaptive response, it may
only be observed at certain times after or during exposure. Studies
that examine an effect over different time periods demonstrate that
in many cases, the hormetic effect is observed only at certain time
points, while in other cases the hormetic effect is consistent over
the time points measured. There are 1324 dose responses in the
database that examined an endpoint at more than a single time
point. Only one of the repeated measurements is entered into the

database. While 36% of the 1324 dose responses only had two measurements, 64% of the 1324 endpoints had three or more measurements obtained.
2.5. Hypothesis testing
A dose response was considered to have hypothesis testing if
the study authors provided statistical results comparing the treatment group to the control. While only 45% of the dose responses
had hypothesis testing that ﬁt the criteria of the database, there
were instances where statistical analysis was performed but the
study authors did not provide comparisons between treatment
and control. Mutagenicity studies have often used a twice above
control value as an indication of a positive effect instead of hypothesis testing. However, mutagenicity studies had a similar use of
hypothesis (47%; i.e., 422 of 892 dose responses) testing as the general database (45%). Table 5 demonstrates an increase in hypothesis testing after 1970 compared to before 1970 with the greatest
use of hypothesis testing occurring in more recent years.
2.6. Transgenerational
The database includes 168 dose responses from studies that
examined transgenerational effects. Each generation ﬁtting the criteria is entered into the database as a separate study. There were
45 citations that examined generations indicating that more than
one generation from a citation had a hormetic effect. Sometimes
studies examined the transgenerational effects, but only reported
results for the second generation and not the generation exposed.
Therefore, the number of generations is considered only one in the
database. This occurred in 5% of the dose responses, however, the
majority (83%) of the studies examined two generations.
2.7. Subjects
The number of dose responses in which subjects were presented for inclusion in the database is 5576 (62% of the dose responses) (Table 6). Because some of the dose responses include a
different number of subjects for different doses (e.g., controls had
twice as many subjects or the endpoint was only measured in survivors and each group had a different number), the total (i.e., 5915)
will not be equal to the number of dose responses (i.e., 5576) that
included the number of subjects. The number of subjects was considered the number that the study authors provided in the tables
or ﬁgures and could include the number of experiments, the number of cultures, or the number of individuals. Table 6 demonstrates
that there are only slightly more in vivo studies than in vitro studies, but that in vivo studies were more likely to have >10 subjects
per group.
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Table 5
The number of dose responses with hypothesis testing by publication year.
Publication year

Number of dose responses

Number with hypothesis testing

Percent of yearly total

Before 1970
1970–1979
1980–1989
1990–1999
2000–2010
Total

1470
1625
1950
2213
1704
8962

212
690
729
1308
1136
4075

14
43
37
59
67
45

Table 6
Number of subjects per treatment group.

a

Number of subjects per treatment group

Number of dose responses

In vitro

In vivo

610
11–50
51–100
101–1000
>1000
Total

3632 (61%)a
1483 (25%)
355 (6%)
371 (10%)
74 (1%)
5915 (100%)

2165 (60%)b
297 (20%)
74 (21%)
68 (18%)
22 (30%)
2626 (44%)

1467 (40%)
1186 (80%)
281 (79%)
303 (82%)
52 (70%)
3289 (56%)

Number in parentheses is the percent of the total row (e.g., 3632/5915 = 61%).
Number in parentheses is the percent for that number of subjects grouping (e.g., 2165/3632 = 60%).

b

Table 7
The number of dose responses by endpoint.
Endpoint type

Number of dose responses

Percent of total dose–response relationships (8962)

Plants (3166)

Animals (4868)

Bacteria (806)

Growth
Metabolicb
Mutagenicc
Immune response
Survival
Reproductiond
Neurological
Behaviorale
Cancer
Longevity
Diseasef
Damageg
Developmentalh

3353
1996
892
581
568
534
285
266
161
152
68
61
45

37
22
10
6.5
6
6
3
3
2
2
0.8
0.7
0.5

2197 (69%)a
598 (19%)
51 (2%)
–
60 (2%)
179 (6%)
0 (0%)
–
–
1 (0.03%)
60 (2%)
19 (0.6%)
1 (0.03%)

922 (19%)
1157 (24%)
498 (10%)
581 (12%)
415 (8.5%)
342 (7%)
285 (6%)
265 (5%)
161 (3%)
148 (3%)
8 (0.2%)
42 (0.9%)
44 (0.9%)

186 (23%)
199 (25%)
342 (42%)
–
74 (9%)
4 (0.5%)
0 (0%)
–
–
1 (0.1%)
–
–
–

a

Number in parentheses is the percent of the total for that speciﬁc model (e.g., 2197/3166 = 69%).
Examples: DNA repair, enzyme activity, hormone levels, ROS production, ATP response, oxygen uptake, or urine volume.
c
Examples: number of revertants, micronucleus frequency, incidence of bent humeral bristles, chromosome aberrations, drug resistance, or DNA integrity.
d
Examples: fecundity, hatching rate, eggs/female, number of young, number of resorptions, seed germination, or number of ﬂowers.
e
Examples: distance travelled, ﬂinches/min, number of bites, rearings, or head dips, or number of correct choices.
f
Disease in plants refers to rot or spoilage of fruit, diseased plants, or number of weeds; disease in animals refers to infection (e.g., kidney infection) or parasites.
g
Damage in plants refers to disintegrating roots, decay, number of holes caused by insects or oxidation; damage in animals refers to cell rounding, ALT or LDH release,
lesions, lipid peroxidation, or hyperplasia.
h
Examples: adult eclosing rate or malformations.
b

2.8. Endpoints
The dose–response relationships are divided into two different
sections for endpoint (endpoint type – e.g., growth; and endpoint
parameter – e.g., body weight). Thirteen endpoint types were selected for generalized search capacity (Table 7). Since the 2005
publication, a neuroscience endpoint was added and the database
was re-evaluated by endpoint parameter to add the neurological
endpoint type. Although growth was the endpoint type associated
with the most dose responses, there were numerous dose responses in each of the endpoint types. In addition, studies may
examine multiple endpoint parameters that predict the same or
closely related process (e.g., cell proliferation), but it is estimated
via a different endpoint parameter (e.g., DNA synthesis, tritiated
thymidine uptake, cell numbers, etc.) and each that meets the criteria is listed as a separate endpoint within the study. As is expected, the endpoint type measured the most frequently in
plants was growth and mutagenic was the most frequently studied

endpoint in bacteria. Animals had a more uniform distribution by
endpoint type.
2.9. Hormetic curve
The majority of the dose–response relationships were inverted
U curves (82%). Table 8 describes the width of the 5668 dose
responses in which a range could be determined. The majority of
the dose responses displayed a stimulatory response range less
than 10-fold wide. However, the response range could be highly
variable with a low percentage (7%) displaying a stimulatory range
that exceeded 1000-fold. There was only a slight variation in the
stimulatory range between the models with bacteria having a
greater proportion of the dose responses having a stimulatory
range between 10- and 100-fold (Table 8). Although stimulatory
ranges of P1000-fold occurred at the lowest frequency for all
endpoints, this range occurred at a greater frequency in neurological and immune responses than the other endpoints (Table 9). The
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Table 8
Width of stimulation range by model.
Width (-fold)

Number of dose–response relationships

Number in plants

Number in animals

Number in bacteria

P1 < 10
P10 < 100
P100 < 1000
P1000
Total

2450 (43)a
2054 (36)
760 (13)
404 (7)
5668c

922 (54%)b
572 (34%)
149 (9%)
58 (3%)
1701 (100%)

1290 (48%)
572 (21%)
484 (18%)
326 (12%)
2672 (100%)

197 (35%)
233 (42%)
113 (20%)
18 (3%)
561 (100%)

a

The number in parentheses is the % of total dose–response relationships.
The number in parentheses is the % of total for that model.
The value of 5668 differs from the total number dose–response relationships (i.e., 8962) because calculation of the range was not possible for all dose responses for
various reasons (e.g., data presentation precludes exact determination of range).
b

c

Table 9
Width of stimulatory range by endpoint.
Endpoint type

Growth
Metabolic
Mutagenic
Immune response
Survival
Reproduction
Neurological
Behavioral
Cancer
Longevity
Disease
Damage
Developmental
a

Number of dose responses with ranges available

1971
1213
755
304
465
313
202
166
75
84
9
35
37

Width of the stimulatory range
P1 < 10

P10 < 100

P100 < 1000

P1000

1074 (54%)a
455 (38%)
173 (23%)
100 (33%)
277 (60%)
163 (52%)
68 (34%)
52 (31%)
18 (24%)
43 (51%)
1 (11%)
11 (31%)
15 (41%)

587 (30%)
435 (36%)
402 (53%)
118 (39%)
149 (32%)
116 (37%)
58 (29%)
82 (49%)
43 (57%)
36 (43%)
5 (56%)
16 (46%)
7 (19%)

201 (10%)
208 (17%)
145 (19%)
51 (17%)
32 (7%)
24 (8%)
42 (21%)
24 (14%)
9 (12%)
5 (6%)
2 (22%)
4 (11%)
13 (35%)

109 (6%)
115 9%)
35 (5%)
35 (11%)
7 (2%)
10 (3%)
34 (17%)
8 (5%)
5 (7%)
0 (0%)
1 (11%)
4 (11%)
2 (5%)

Number in parentheses is the percent of the total for that speciﬁc endpoint (e.g., 1074/1971 = 54%).

higher frequency of mutagenic endpoints with a stimulatory response between 10- and 100-fold supports the ﬁnding that bacteria were more likely to have a stimulatory range between 10- and
100-fold. Although the majority of dose responses had a stimulatory range less than 10-fold, there were some endpoint types
(i.e., mutagenic, immune response, behavioral, cancer, disease,
and damage) that had a greater frequency of dose responses with
stimulatory ranges between 10- and 100-fold.
The relative proportions of maximum stimulatory responses for
J-shaped curves were more evenly distributed than in inverted Ushaped curves (Table 10). The maximum stimulatory response
range in inverted U-shaped curves was between 110% and 150%
of the control; 79% of the dose responses had a maximum stimulatory response less than 200% of the control regardless of model or
endpoint (Tables 10–12). The majority of J-shaped curves had a
maximum stimulatory response between 50% and 100% of the control (Table 10). While this range is maintained regardless of the
model employed (Table 10), certain endpoints had a greater tendency to have % of control values 650% of the control (i.e., immune
response, disease, and developmental) while other endpoints (i.e.,
survival and cancer) were more evenly distributed across the maximum stimulatory response ranges (Table 11).
Information on the distance from the maximum stimulatory
response and the dose where the curve would cross the zero equivalence point (i.e., response equal to control; ZEP) is provided in
Table 13. To calculate the point, the curve must have peaked and
crossed the control value again. This occurred in 5331 (59%) of
the dose responses. In the majority (62%) of cases the maximum
stimulatory response is within a factor of ﬁve from the ZEP, which
occurs regardless of biological model used (Table 13) or endpoint
examined (Table 14). In plants, the majority of the dose responses
are in vivo regardless of the distance from the maximum stimulatory response and the ZEP. In animals, however, as the distance

between the maximum stimulatory response and the ZEP increased, the more likely the study was to be in vitro (Table 13).
2.10. Strength of evidence
Calabrese and Baldwin (1997a,b) provided a numerical scoring
system to determine the strength of evidence for assessing to what
extent the dose response was consistent with the hormetic dose–
response model, which is described above in the scoring methodology section. Table 15 indicates that the majority of the responses
(57%) had low evidence of hormesis. After entering nearly 9000
dose responses, this is more likely a limitation of the scoring system than in the quality of the dose responses. Although there are
some dose responses with only one or two doses in the hormetic
region, Table 16 indicates that there are as many curves with three,
four, or ﬁve doses in the hormetic range. The low evidence results
are due to a limited maximum stimulatory response in the predominantly inverted U-shaped curves and the lack of hypothesis
testing in approximately 50% of the dose responses. In plants, the
studies were generally conducted in vitro and this did not change
with the number of doses below the ZEP. In animals, however, the
in vivo studies were more likely to have fewer doses below the ZEP.
As the number of doses below the ZEP increased, more of the animal studies were found to be in vitro (Table 16).
3. Discussion
Since the publication in 2005 3400 new dose responses have
been added to the database, approximately 40% of the database
(Calabrese and Blain, 2005). Despite the substantial entry enlargement of the database the quantitative aspects of the hormetic
curve (i.e., maximum stimulatory response, stimulatory range,
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Table 10
Maximum stimulatory response by model.

a
b

Maximum stimulatory response (% control)

Number of dose–response relationships

Number in plants

Number in animals

Number in bacteria

J-shaped curve
6100 > 75
675 > 50
650 > 25
625
Total

583 (37%)a
526 (33%)
277 (18%)
193 (12%)
1579 (100%)

47 (26%)b
63 (35%)
32 (18%)
40 (22%)
182 (100%)

314 (30%)
372 (35%)
224 (21%)
144 (14%)
1054 (100%)

219 (64%)
91 (27%)
21 (6%)
9 (3%)
340 (100%)

Inverted U-shaped curve
P100 < 110
P110 < 150
P150 < 200
P200 < 500
P500 < 1000
P1000
Total

42 (0.6%)
4379 (59%)
1443 (20%)
1191 (16%)
190 (3%)
138 (2%)
7383 (100%)

11 (0.4%)
1913 (64%)
572 (19%)
397 (13%)
62 (2%)
29 (1%)
2984 (100%)

30 (0.8%)
2147 (56%)
754 (20%)
694 (18%)
102 (3%)
87 (2%)
3814 (100%)

1 (0.2%)
253 (54%)
98 (21%)
73 (16%)
22 (5%)
19 (4%)
466 (100%)

The number in parentheses is the % of total dose–response relationships.
The number in parentheses is the % of total for that model.

Table 11
Maximum stimulatory response in a J-shaped curve by endpoint.
Endpoint type

Number of dose responses with ranges available

Maximum stimulatory response
6100 > 75% of control

Growth
Metabolic
Mutagenic
Immune response
Survival
Reproduction
Behavioral
Cancer
Disease
Damage
Developmental
a

a

42
157
830
44
43
55
81
153
67
48
37

13 (31%)
66 (42%)
406 (49%)
8 (18%)
7 (16%)
17 (31%)
10 (12%)
33 (22%)
2 (3%)
6 (12.5%)
8 (22%)

675 > 50% of control

650 > 25% of control

625% of control

13 (31%)
60 (38%)
284 (34%)
6 (14%)
9 (21%)
19 (35%)
44 (54%)
45 (29%)
12 (18%)
21 (44%)
5 (13.5%)

6 (14%)
25 (16%)
93 (19%)
14 (32%)
16 (37%)
13 (24%)
18 (22%)
42 (27%)
17 (25%)
15 (31%)
11 (30%)

10 (24%)
6 (1%)
47 (6%)
16 (36%)
11 (26%)
6 (11%)
9 (11%)
33 (22%)
36 (54%)
6 (12.5%)
13 (35%)

Number in parentheses is the percent of the total for that speciﬁc endpoint.

Table 12
Maximum stimulatory response in an inverted U-shaped curve by endpoint.
Endpoint type

Growth
Metabolic
Immune response
Survival
Reproduction
Neurological
Behavioral
Longevity
Mutagenic
a

Number of dose
responses with ranges available

Maximum stimulatory response
P100 < 110%
of control

P110 < 150%
of control

P150 < 200%
of control

P200 < 500%
of control

P500 < 1000%
of control

P1000%
of control

3311
1839
537
525
479
265
185
150
62

25 (0.8%)a
5 (0.3%)
1 (0.2%)
2 (0.4%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
7 (5%)
1 (2%)

2175 (66%)
895 (49%)
272 (51%)
397 (76%)
292 (61%)
143 (54%)
69 (37%)
82 (55%)
36 (58%)

588 (18%)
395 (21%)
145 (27%)
72 (14%)
81 (17%)
67 (25%)
41 (22%)
39 (26%)
10 (16%)

423 (13%)
399 (22%)
100 (19%)
45 (9%)
76 (16%)
41 (15%)
68 (37%)
22 (15%)
12 (19%)

68 (2%)
79 (4%)
11 (2%)
6 (1%)
11 (2%)
9 (3%)
5 (3%)
0 (0%)
1 (2%)

32 (1%)
66 (4%)
8 (1%)
3 (0.6%)
19 (4%)
5 (2%)
2 (1%)
0 (0%)
2 (4%)

Number in parentheses is the percent of the total for that speciﬁc endpoint.

number of doses below the ZEP, etc.) have remained consistent.
The data, in general, reveal that the literature basis is both quite
extensive and broadly distributed across the range of biologically
based sub-disciplines that utilize dose–response relationships. Previously it had been concluded that studies with more doses/concentrations resulted from the use of less expensive biological
models such as plants. While this may have been true in earlier
years when in vitro cell lines were hard to maintain and obtain,
the shorter duration and ease of study designs have lead to more
use of in vitro models, which in the database have more often been
animal models. Although it is not clear whether the increase in
in vitro animal models entered in the database is an artifact of sub-

ject interest, it is noted that there were more endpoints using
in vitro animal models that demonstrate hormesis published in
the last 10 years than any other time point.
The point system was developed along with the database in
order to provide a framework to assess whether hormesis was a
viable toxicological hypothesis. Although the point system has limitations, the database has provided the opportunity to assess the
quantitative features of the dose–response curve. As was noted
in the 2005 publication, the majority of the inverted U-shaped
curves are 110–150% of the control with nearly 80% of the maximum responses less than 2-fold greater than the control. Therefore, the stimulatory responses, mainly in inverted U-shaped
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Table 13
Distance from the maximum stimulatory response to the ZEPa by model.
Distance
(-fold)

Number of dose–response
relationships

Number in
plants

In vitro studies
in plants

In vivo studies
in plants

Number in
animals

In vitro studies in
animals

In vivo studies in
animals

Number in
bacteria

P1 < 5
P5 < 10
P10 < 100
P100
Total

3331 (62%)b
862 (16%)
837 (16%)
304 (6%)
5331 (100%)d

1065 (69%)c
257 (17%)
175 (11%)
57 (4%)
1554
(100%)

757
166
98
37
1058

308
91
77
20
496

1905 (60%)
492 (16%)
543 (17%)
222 (12%)
3162 (100%)

923
191
213
65
1392

982
301
330
157
1770

307 (58%)
99 (19%)
103 (19%)
21 (4%)
530 (100%)

a

ZEP = zero equivalent point (i.e., the highest dose showing a response equal to the control response).
The number in parentheses is the % of total dose–response relationships.
c
The number in parentheses is the % of total for that model.
d
The value of 5331 differs from the total number of dose–response relationships (i.e., 8962) because calculation of the distance was not possible for all dose responses for
various reasons (e.g., data presentation precludes exact determination of ZEP).
b

Table 14
Distance to the maximum stimulatory response to the ZEP by endpoint.
Endpoint type

Growth
Metabolic
Mutagenic
Immune response
Neurological
Survival
Reproduction
Behavioral
Cancer
Damage
Developmental
Longevity
a

Number of dose responses with distance available

1832
1128
731
323
193
439
296
151
78
36
36
82

Distance from maximum stimulatory response to the ZEP
P1 < 5

P5 < 10

P10 < 100

P100

1167 (64%)a
621 (55%)
475 (65%)
157 (49%)
91 (47%)
323 (74%)
208 (70%)
105 (70%)
60 (77%)
28 (78%)
27 (75%)
64 (78%)

308 (17%)
205 (18%)
107 (15%)
49 (15%)
37 (19%)
61 (14%)
43 (15%)
25 (17%)
7 (9%)
4 (11%)
5 (14%)
9 (11%)

252 (14%)
232 (21%)
122 (17%)
64 (20%)
48 (25%)
46 (10%)
0 (0%)
17 (11%)
9 (12%)
3 (8%)
2 (6%)
8 (10%)

105 (6%)
70 (6%)
27 (4%)
53 (16%)
17 (9%)
9 (2%)
13 (3%)
4 (3%)
2 (3%)
1 (3%)
2 (6%)
1 (1%)

Number in parentheses is the percent of the total for that speciﬁc endpoint.

Table 15
Evidence of hormesis as used in the hormesis databasea.

a

Evidence of hormesis

Number of dose–response relationships

Percent of total dose–response relationships (8962)

High
Moderate–high
Moderate
Low–moderate
Low
No–low

859
403
907
1616
5137
40

10
4
10
18
57
0.4

For a description of the quantitative methodology used to derive evidence of hormesis see Calabrese and Baldwin (1997a) and/or Table 1.

Table 16
The number of doses below the ZEP.
Number
of doses

Number of dose responses (% of the
8962 dose responses)

Number of dose
responses in plants

In vitro plant
studies

In vivo plant
studies

Number of dose
responses in animals

In vitro
animals
studies

In vivo
animal
studies

1
2
3
4
5
6+

1417 (16%)
1946 (22%)
1975 (22%)
1439 (16%)
979 (11%)
1206 (13%)

472
697
722
491
349
435

142
198
181
132
90
130

330
499
541
359
259
305

804
1045
1056
805
520
638

362
483
513
433
267
452

442
562
543
372
253
186

curves, observed in the hormesis database still exhibit a modest
magnitude and width in the majority of the cases. These features
are biologically signiﬁcant since they occur across biological models, endpoints, and chemical class/physical agent.
Although the majority of the dose responses in the database displayed low evidence of hormesis, the ﬁndings reﬂect both the
strength of the data supporting hormesis as well as the evaluative

criteria applied to the study design and response data and their evaluation (e.g., statistical analysis). The hormesis–frequency database
(Calabrese and Baldwin, 2001b) provides an absolute judgment on
whether the evaluative criteria of hormesis were satisﬁed or not. If
such criteria were satisﬁed, then hormesis was judged as present.
In contrast, the hormesis database, which is the subject of the
present paper, makes no absolute judgment on the existence of
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hormesis; instead, it applied different evaluative criteria, which result in dose responses being characterized according to the degree to
which they are consistent with the hormetic–biphasic dose response. Given that these databases were constructed for different
purposes and used different evaluative criteria, it is important to
note that when all 245 dose–responses that satisﬁed the evaluative
criteria (i.e., hormesis) in the hormesis–frequency database were assessed using the scoring system employed on the dose responses in
the hormesis database, the distribution of the ranked scores were
similar (Calabrese and Blain, 2005). This is signiﬁcant since it was
our strong general impression before conducting this inter database
comparison that the entry criteria of the hormesis–frequency database (Calabrese and Baldwin, 2001b) was considerably more stringent than the hormesis database, but this is not the case.
The overall ﬁndings indicate that the quantitative features of
the hormetic dose response are consistent across biological model
and endpoint. These observations suggest that this feature has
been highly conserved within an evolutionary context. It also suggests that the hormetic dose response may provide a quantitative
estimate of biological plasticity that is broadly generalizable
(Calabrese and Mattson, 2011; Calabrese, 2010).
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Abstract
A relational retrieval database has been developed compiling toxicological studies assessing the occurrence of hormetic dose responses
and their quantitative characteristics. This database permits an evaluation of these studies over numerous parameters, including study design
and dose–response features and physical/chemical properties of the agents. The database contains approximately 5600 dose–response
relationships satisfying evaluative criteria for hormesis across over approximately 900 agents from a broadly diversified spectrum of chemical
classes and physical agents. The assessment reveals that hormetic dose–response relationships occur in males and females of numerous
animal models in all principal age groups as well as across species displaying a broad range of differential susceptibilities to toxic agents. The
biological models are extensive, including plants, viruses, bacteria, fungi, insects, fish, birds, rodents, and primates, including humans. The
spectrum of endpoints displaying hormetic dose responses is also broad being inclusive of growth, longevity, numerous metabolic
parameters, disease incidences (including cancer), various performance endpoints such as cognitive functions, immune responses among
others. Quantitative features of the hormetic dose response reveal that the vast majority of cases display a maximum stimulatory response less
than two-fold greater than the control while the width of the stimulatory response is typically less than 100-fold in dose range immediately
contiguous with the toxicological NO(A)EL. The database also contains a quantitative evaluation component that differentiates among the
various dose responses concerning the strength of the evidence supporting a hormetic conclusion based on study design features, magnitude
of the stimulatory response, statistical significance, and reproducibility of findings.
D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Hormesis; Inverted U-shaped; J-shaped; Dose–response; Risk assessment; Database; Biphasic; Adaptive; Low dose
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Introduction
The concept of hormesis has generated considerable
interest in recent years. While this interest is broadly
based in the biological and biomedical sciences
(Calabrese and Baldwin, 2001, 2003), it is also of
considerable importance to the area of environmental
risk assessment (Kaiser, 2003). This is principally
because the hormetic dose–response model challenges
the linear at low-dose model employed by regulatory
agencies such as the EPA and FDA in cancer risk assessment
activities.
Of particular importance is the need to consider in
detail the toxicological evidence that allows the hormetic
hypothesis to be assessed. Within this framework, it is
necessary to have the capacity to explore the generalizability of the hormesis concept. Two separate databases
assessing the concept of hormesis have been developed.
One was designed to address the frequency of hormesis
(i.e., Hormesis-Frequency Database) within the toxicological literature employing rigorous a priori entry and
evaluative criteria (Calabrese and Baldwin, 2003). An
assessment of this database, which evaluated over 21,000
toxicological articles from the mid-1960s to the present in
three different journals (Life Sciences, Bulletin of
Environmental Contamination and Toxicology, and Environmental Pollution), determined that hormetic responses
were observed in nearly 40% of dose responses in which
the a priori entry criteria were satisfied. The second
hormesis database (i.e., Relational Hormesis Database,
hereafter called the Hormesis Database), which complements the Hormesis-Frequency Database, is based upon a
different set of a priori evaluative criteria and was
designed:
(1)

(2)

(3)

to identify likely cases of hormesis with the intention
of assessing the quantitative features of the hormetic
dose response;
to assess the generalizability of the hormetic hypothesis according to biological model, endpoint, and nature
of the chemical and physical stressor agents inducing
hormetic responses;
to assess historical aspects of toxicological research
designed to assess various features of the hormetic
dose response;
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and to create a resource of possible hormesis articles in
a relational retrieval system to assess a variety of
toxicologically based hypotheses and/or questions.

The following paper provides a detailed description of
the Hormesis Database and how it permits unique insight
into the nature of the dose response in the low-dose
zone.
Database entry criteria
The Hormesis Database inclusion criteria were a minimum of 10% stimulation of response (i.e., inverted U) in at
least one dose when a depression is expected (e.g., growth)
or a 3% (rounded down from 3.3%) depression (i.e., Jshaped) in response when stimulation is expected (e.g.,
cancer). The J-shaped dose–response criteria were structured to be proportionally similar to that of the inverted Ushaped dose response. The reason for the different values
between the inverted U and J-shaped dose response (3 vs.

Table 1
The 20 most cited journals in the hormesis database
Journal title

Number
of citations

Bulletin of Environmental Contamination
and Toxicology
Radiation Research
Environmental and Experimental Botany
(formerly Radiation Botany)
Environmental Pollution (including Series A)
Stimulation Newsletter
International Journal of Radiation Biology
NTP Toxicity Report Series
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry
American Journal of Botany
Biochemical Pharmacology
Life Sciences
Nature
Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety
Molecular Pharmacology
Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology
Science
Physiologia Plantarium
Journal of Biochemistry
Carcinogenesis/Journal of Bacteriology/Soil Science/
Journal of Immunology/Toxicological Sciences

121
100
92
84
59
56
45
29
25
23
19
18
17
14
14
13
11
11
Each were
cited 10 times

Strength of hormesis

based on criteria described
in Calabrese and Baldwin,
1997, Hum. Ecol. Risk
Assess. 3:545–554

Dose–response curve

shape, N/LOAEL, number of
doses/concentrations in the
stimulatory range, the number
significantly different from the
control, the amplitude of the
maximum response, distance of
the stimulatory range, distance
between the maximum
stimulatory dose and the ZEP,
and reproducibility

Endpoint

type, specific parameters,
comparisons made between
ages, sexes, or species

Treatment

dose/concentration,
number of subjects/
treatment group, results
by dose/concentration,
results of hypothesis
testing of dose/
concentration compared
to the control, and
percent of control

Study design

length of study,
length of exposure
to test article,
controls used, test
system, statistics
performed and if
measurements were
taken over time
taxonomy, gender,
and age where
appropriate or
known
substance name
and synonyms,
CAS number,
chemical class,
and water
solubility
Author, title,
and source

Biological model
Chemical
Citation

Table 2
Description of the information entered into the hormesis database
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10%) was that maximum stimulatory response boundaries
for the two different curves differ by 3-fold. That is, the
stimulation could increase in absolute terms by 300% from
100% to 400% for the inverted U, while the J-shaped curve
could decrease from 100% to 0.0%. If the 10% or 3%
selection criteria were not satisfied, a dose response could
have been entered into the database if the response achieved
statistical significance in hypothesis testing. In addition, the
study had to employ an adequate concurrent control for
comparison.
Description of the database
The Hormesis Database contains the findings of
approximately 5600 dose responses obtained from approximately 1450 articles where a stimulatory response
consistent with the above noted criteria has been observed.
The articles have been obtained mainly through extensive
searches through numerous journals, cross-referencing
journal citations, MEDLINE, and other database searches
using multiple words such as hormesis, stimulation,
inverted U-shaped, J-shaped, biphasic, and others. The
studies have been principally found in a diverse array of
journal publications (over 300 different journals; the 20
most cited journals are provided in Table 1 below)
although several books (42 citations), theses, and dissertations (six citations) are included. Information entered into
the database is specified in Table 2 below. Queries can be
conducted using any of these fields. The query system was
employed to yield the descriptive assessment offered in this
article.
Database scoring methodology
Each dose response entered into the database was
scored according to the design of Calabrese and Baldwin
(1997 provides detailed description) in which numerical
values were given to various specific components of the
study design, response magnitude, statistical analysis, and
reproducibility of the response to evaluate the capacity of
an experiment for demonstrating hormesis (i.e., strength of
evidence). Points were awarded for (1) the number of
doses below the NO(A)EL up to a total of 5 points, (2)
experimental determination or estimation of a NO(A)EL,
(3) the number of statistically significant responses below
the NO(A)EL, (4) the magnitude (percent of control value)
of the stimulatory response, and (5) reproducibility of the
data by other studies with data provided (in other
publications or within the same publication). The scheme
by which specific point values are applied is given in
Table 3.
This scoring methodology was designed to take into
account and to reward studies that explicitly considered
below NO(A)EL doses in their study designs, but also to
ensure that the balance of the points be strongly skewed in
favor of response over design. A point was awarded if a
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Table 3
Summary of criteria with assigned point values used in the quantitative
evaluation of hormesis
Study design criteria
Doses below
NO(A)EL (n)

Point
value

NO(A)EL
determined

Point
value

1
2
3
4
z5

1
2
3
4
5

Yes
No
–
–
–

1
0
–
–
–

Doses statistically
significant (n)

Point
value

Reproducibility

Point
value

1
2
3
z4

2
4
8
16

Yes
No
–
–

3
0
–
–

Response criteria

Magnitude of response (percentage control value)
Inverted U-shaped curve

J-shaped curve

Point valuea

z100% V 125%
N 125% V 150%
N 150% V 200%
N 200% V 400%
N 400%

V97% z 92%
b92% z 84%
b84% z 68%
b68% z 5%
b5%

0.5
1
2
3
4

a

The point value is multiplied by the number of experimental doses falling
within the corresponding percentage range. For example, if an experiment
has three doses exhibiting stimulatory responses within the 125% to 150%
range and two of the responses achieve statistical significance and one does
not, the total number of points would be: 3  1 = 3 (study design criteria); 4
(response criteria, statistically significant); 3  1 = 3 (magnitude of
response), for a total of 10 points. The 10 points would achieve the
categorization of hormesis evidence of blow–moderateQ (Table 3A).

NO(A)EL or Zero Equivalent Point [ZEP, place where
response crosses the control (100%) value] was identified
or could be estimated since this was important with respect
to identifying below NO(A)EL doses but also in identifying
the quasi threshold of the dose response. The points for
response were progressively increased from a minimal entry
starting at 10% (or 3%) up to 400% (or 0%) greater than
controls. Because increases greater than 400% of the
control may represent a different phenomenon than
hormesis, which tends to display more limited maximum
stimulatory responses, the points were capped at 4 for
Table 3A
Summary of total point ranges for hormesis evidence categories used in the
quantitative evaluation of articles for evidence of hormesis
Total point
range

Hormesis evidence
category

1–2
N2–8
N8–12
N12–16
N16–20
N20

No–low
Low
Low–moderate
Moderate
Moderate–high
High

Table 4
Articles in the hormesis database by year of publication
Publication
year

Number of
articles

Percent of total
articles (1443)

b1930
1930–1939
1940–1949
1950–1959
1960–1969
1970–1974
1975–1979
1980–1984
1985–1989
1990–1994
1995–1999
2000–2003

37
30
42
86
140
166
166
150
160
204
224
39

2.6
2.1
2.9
6.0
9.7
11.5
11.5
10.4
11.1
14.1
15.5
2.7

responses 400% of control or greater. Points were still
applied to these responses due to the likelihood that a
response of this magnitude is real and more likely to be
reproducible.
Some dose responses also have hypothesis testing
applied to the data. In these cases, additional points were
provided for each response displaying statistical significance (up to 4 doses for a total of 16 points). The
Table 5
Most prevalent chemical classes and physical agents
Chemical class

Number of
responses

% of total
(5632)

Inorganics (including elements and metals)
b1970
1970–1979
1980–1989
1990–1999
Radiation/radionuclides
b1970
1970–1979
1980–1989
1990–1999
Organics
Organophosphate/pesticides
PBBs/PCBs
Carboxylic acids
Chlorinated hydrocarbons/
halogenated hydrocarbons
Alcohols/phenols
Heterocyclic compounds
Antibiotics/antivirals
Hydrocarbons/PAHs/aromatic hydrocarbons
Carbamates
Amides/amines/imides
Hormones/amino acids/
enzymes/neuropeptides/peptides/steroids
Nitrosamines/nitrosoureas
Dioxins
Antineoplastics
Alkaloids
Mycotoxins
Miscellaneousa

1308
254
240
352
392
1654
447
697
254
251
–
285
86
232
105

23

a

(19%)
(18%)
(27%)
(30%)
29
(27%)
(42%)
(15%)
(15%)
7
1.5
4
2

302
113
73
86
35
56

5
2
1
2
1
1

161
28
42
33
26
22
269

3
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
5

Miscellaneous chemical class refers to complex chemicals or chemicals
that could not be placed in a specific chemical class.
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Table 6
The number of dose responses by experimental models
Experimental
model

Number of
dose–response
relationships

Percent of total
dose–response
relationships (5632)

Plant
Animal
Bacteria
Protozoa
Microcosm
Phytoplankton
Virus
Mesocosm

2596
2601
348
31
23
17
10
5

46.0
46.2
6.2
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

magnitude of points was also weighted more heavily for
statistical significance than magnitude of response. This is
because hypothesis testing takes into account sample size,
variability, and magnitude of response in a reliable and
nonbiased manner. Thus, response criteria were much more
heavily weighted than study design criteria with studies
displaying statistical significance receiving the greatest
consideration. The summation of the points was then
categorized from low (N2–8) to high (N20) to the
consistency of the dose response with the hormetic
hypothesis (Table 3A).
General
The database is such that each citation is associated with
studies (i.e., experiments). Each experiment may have
examined several endpoints (e.g., body weight, survival,
serum chemistries). Each endpoint will have a dose response
associated with it. Any search performed with the database
provides the number and percent of total for citations,
studies, and endpoints.
The database includes experimental findings from 1899 to
present (Table 4). Twenty-three percent (i.e., 335) of the
articles were published before 1970 with 21 publications
before 1920. From 1970, the results are given in 5-year

Fig. 1. Percent of total plant or animal hormetic dose responses by time
period.

intervals to discern potential time-related trends within the
experimental findings. In general, entries are not provided for
articles published since 2000 due to the lack of completion of
the 5-year interval, although in several instances available
data are provided. Since the articles reviewed reflected
numerous factors including availability of specific journals
at the UMASS/Amherst library, efficiency and availability of
interlibrary requests, and specific area of interests (e.g.,
immunotoxicology), no evaluative judgment as yet should be
placed on the relative frequency of entries per time period or
journal citation frequency.
Reproducibility of findings is critical in establishing
causality. However, the concept of reproducibility was
difficult to implement because of the uncertainty over what
constituted a bona fide case. It was decided that reproducibility could only be claimed in cases where the follow-up
study was essentially identical as the original. This would
explain why only seven citations (with a total of 7 dose
responses) were determined to be reproducible between
publications. Reproducibility reported within the same
article occurred with 197 dose responses in 92 different

Table 7
Experimental models by year of publication and test system
Year of
publication

Experimental model
Plant

Animal

Total
Before 1970
1970–1974
1975–1979
1980–1984
1985–1989
1990–1994
1995–1999
2000–2003
Total
a
b
c

In vitro
a

948 (37%)
415 (16%)
453 (17%)
208 (8%)
162 (6%)
112 (4%)
230 (9%)
66 (3%)
2594 (100%)

342
46
87
46
27
32
62
5
647

b

(36%)
(11%)
(19%)
(22%)
(17%)
(29%)
(27%)
(8%)
(25%)

In vivo

Total

606
369
366
162
135
80
168
61
1947

295
164
255
434
275
473
584
121
2601

(64%)
(89%)
(81%)
(78%)
(83%)
(71%)
(73%)
(92%)
(75%)

(11%)
(6%)
(10%)
(17%)
(11%)
(18%)
(22%)
(5%)
(100%)

Bacteria
In vitro

In vivo

Total

In vitro

In vivo

89
71
100
177
122
152
252
92
1055

206
93
155
257
153
321
332
29
1546

126
30
24
34
60
41
31
2
348

117 (93%)
30 (100%)
24 (100%)
34 (100%)
60 (100%)
41 (100%)
28 (90%)
2 (100%)
336 (97%)

9 (7%)c
–
–
–
–
–
3 (10%)
–
12 (3%)

(30%)
(43%)
(39%)
(41%)
(44%)
(32%)
(43%)
(76%)
(41%)

Number in parentheses is the percent of the Total row (i.e. 948/2594).
Number in parentheses is the percent for that year group (i.e. 342/948).
Bacteria experiments were considered in vivo when the bacteria was injected into a host (e.g. rat).

(70%)
(57%)
(61%)
(59%)
(56%)
(68%)
(57%)
(24%)
(59%)

(36%)
(9%)
(7%)
(10%)
(17%)
(12%)
(9%)
(0.5%)
(100%)
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Table 8
The number of repeat measures obtained during time course studies

Table 10
The number of generations observed

Number of repeat
measures

Number of dose–responses
(% of the 923 dose–responses
with time courses)

Number of
generations

Number of dose–responses
(% of the 151 dose–responses)

2
3–5
N5

274 (30%)
448 (49%)
201 (22%)

1
2
3–5
N5

9
124
12
6

articles. However, it should be noted that a dose response is
only considered reproducible when the article provides the
results of the separate experiments. Cases where the data are
combined and reported as the average of several studies or
where the study authors claim that the results were
reproducible and only the results from a representative
study that were provided were not considered reproducible
in the hormesis database due to the lack of data for
confirmation.

Study design considerations
Agent
There have been about 900 different agents from
approximately 75 different chemical classes that have been
entered into the database. While 71% (i.e., 3978) of the 5632
dose responses entered into the database used a chemical
agent, 29% (i.e., 1654) employed radiation or radioactive
material. Table 5 provides the chemical classes and physical
agents with the greatest frequency in the database. Calabrese
and Blain (2004) have examined the hormetic response of
metals in greater detail elsewhere.
Model
Plant and animal models are similarly represented in the
database (approximately 45% for each; Table 6). Rats (562
dose-responses) and mice (642 dose-responses) have been
the most commonly used animal models. Human models
(generally in vitro) have also been commonly employed
(i.e., 340 dose responses). Although no particular plant
species predominated, many common species were noted
including: wheat (187 dose-responses); fungi (127 doseTable 9
The number of dose responses with hypothesis testing by publication year
Publication
year

Number of
dose–responses

Number with
hypothesis testing

Percent of
yearly total

Before 1970
1970–1974
1975–1979
1980–1984
1985–1989
1990–1994
1995–1999
2000–2003

1382
624
746
685
508
640
855
190

202
252
313
357
186
319
547
150

15
40
42
52
37
50
64
79

(6%)
(82%)
(8%)
(4%)

responses); and algae (139 dose–responses). Although plant
and animal models were equally represented in the database,
there has been a shifting over time in the frequency of cited
studies from plant to animal models as is indicated in Table
7 and Fig. 1. More than one species were examined and
compared in 344 (24%) citations.
The age of the models varied widely depending on the
model system. Although there are too many different
specific ages in the database that would be biologically
meaningful to list in a table, the essential conclusion is that
hormetic effects occurred in all different stages of development from in utero to elderly conditions. Seventy-five (5%)
of the citations compared the effects of an agent on a certain
endpoint across different ages.
Most of the dose responses in the database (i.e., 3919)
either did not specify the gender studied or gender did not
apply to the model (e.g., plant or cell lines). Males (1155 dose
responses) and females (1057 dose responses) were used in
approximately the same number of studies. Because males
and females were both used together in some in vivo studies,
but the results were not separated by sex, the total number of
dose responses by sex will not equal the total number of dose
responses because the study will list both the males and
females together. If males and females are both examined in
in vitro studies, the sex is listed as not applicable (N/A) unless
the results are reported separately. The sexes were compared
in 102 (7%) of the citations in the database.
Test system
The majority of the dose responses were obtained from in
vivo (63%) experiments while the remainders (37%) were
from in vitro experiments. The % of in vitro studies varied
slightly by year and did not vary greatly between animal and
Table 11
Number of subjects per treatment group
Number of subjects
per treatment group

Number of
dose responses
(% of total; 3250)

V10
11–50
51–100
101–1000
N1000

1904
1018
247
263
38

a

(59%)a
(31%)
(8%)
(8%)
(1%)

In vitro

907
184
28
15
4

(48%)b
(18%)
(11%)
(6%)
(11%)

In vivo

997
834
219
248
34

(52%)
(82%)
(89%)
(94%)
(89%)

Number in parentheses is the percent of the total dose–responses.
Number in parentheses is the percent of the dose–responses for that
number of subjects grouping.

b
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Table 12
The number of dose responses by endpoint
Endpoint type

Number of
dose–responses

Percent of total
dose–response
relationships (5632)

Plants
(2596)

Growth
Metabolicb
Reproductionc
Immune response
Survival
Longevity
Cancer
Diseased,e
Damagef,g
Behavioralh
Mutagenici
Developmentalj

2632
1382
420
431
270
139
148
57
36
44
59
14

46.7
24.5
7.5
7.8
4.8
2.5
2.6
1.0
0.6
0.8
1.0
0.2

1859
465
169
–
30
1
–
49
18
–
5
–

(73%)a
(18%)
(7%)
(1.2%)
(0.04%)
(2%)d
(0.7%)f
(0.2%)

Animals
(2601)

Bacteria
(348)

595
725
236
431
194
137
148
8
18
46
52
14

143
168
6
–
29
1
–
–
–
–
1
–

(23%)
(28%)
(9%)
(17%)
(7%)
(5%)
(6%)
(0.3%)e
(0.7%)g
(2%)
(2%)
(0.5%)

(41%)
(48%)
(2%)
(8%)
(0.3%)

(0.3%)

a

Number in parentheses is the percent of total for that specific model.
Examples: DNA repair, enzyme activity, hormone levels, ROS production, ATP response, oxygen uptake, or urine volume.
c
Examples: fecundity, hatching rate, eggs/female, number of young, number of resorptions, seed germination, fruit weight/plant, number of pods, seeds/plant,
or number of flowers.
d
Disease in plants refers to rot or spoilage of fruit, diseased plants, or the number of weeds.
e
Disease in animals refers to infection (e.g., kidney infection) or parasites.
f
Damage in plants refers to disintegrating roots, decay, number of holes caused by insects or oxidation.
g
Damage in animals refers to cell rounding, ALT or LDH release, lesions, lipid peroxidation, or hyperplasia.
h
Examples: distance traveled, flinches/min, number of bites, rearings, or head dips, or number of correct choices.
i
Examples: micronucleus frequency, incidence of bent humeral bristles, chromosome aberrations, drug resistance, or DNA integrity.
j
Examples: adult eclosing rate, or malformations.
b

plant models; there was no significant change in the % of in
vitro studies until 2000 in animal models (Table 7). Because
both in vivo and in vitro systems may be used, the study
duration can vary from a few minutes to a few years
depending on the system and endpoint. The exposure
duration can vary just as extensively with exposures of a
single injection or a few seconds of radiation to a lifetime of
repeated exposures. Because of the variety of methods
employed and both in vivo and in vitro studies included, the
number of different controls employed and the exposure
routes used are numerous.
Time course
Because hormesis may be related to an adaptive
response, it may only be observed at certain times after

Table 13
Dose–response relationships by width of stimulation range
Width (-fold)

z1 b 10
z10 b 100
z100 b 1000
z1000
a

Number of
dose–response
relationships

Percent of total
dose–response
relationships (2516)a

1293
877
232
114

51.4
34.9
9.2
4.3

The value of 2516 differs from the total number of dose–response
relationships entered into the database (i.e. 5632) because calculation of the
range was not possible for all dose responses for various reasons (e.g., data
presentation precludes exact determination of range).

or during exposure. Studies that examine an effect over
different time periods demonstrate that in many cases, the
hormetic effect is observed only at certain time points,
while in other cases the hormetic effect is consistent over
the time points measured. There are 923 dose responses
in the database that examined an endpoint at more than a
single time point. Table 8 indicates the time-course
studies by the number of repeat measurements that were
obtained. However, only one dose response was selected
of the several comprising the dose–time-response relationship. The selected dose response typically was one that
had the greatest conformity to the quantitative features of
the hormetic dose response. Generally, this meant the
dose response with the highest stimulation in the low
dose range along with evidence of a high dose inhibitory
response.

Table 14
Width of the stimulation range by model
Width (-fold)

Number
of
dose
responses

Number in
plants

z1 b 10
z10 b 100
z100 b 1000
z1000
Total

1293
877
232
114
2516

628
333
77
26
1064

a

(59%)a
(31%)
(7%)
(2%)
(100%)

Number in
animals

Number in
bacteria

554
469
138
85
1222

89
60
13
3
165

(45%)
(38%)
(11%)
(7%)
(100%)

The number in parentheses is the % of total for that model.

(54%)
(37%)
(8%)
(2%)
(100%)
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Hypothesis testing

Table 16
Dose–response relationships by maximum stimulatory response

A dose response was considered to have hypothesis
testing if the study authors provided statistical results
comparing the treatment group to the control. While only
41% of the dose responses had hypothesis testing that fit the
criteria of the database, there were instances where
statistical analysis was performed but the study authors
did not provide comparisons between treatment and control.
Table 9 demonstrates a fairly consistent frequency of
statistical analyses from 1970 to 1994; there were fewer
dose responses with hypothesis testing before 1970 and a
greater percent after 1995.

Maximum stimulatory
response (% control)

Transgenerational
The database includes 151 dose responses from studies
that examined transgenerational effects (Table 10). Each
generation fitting the criteria is entered as a separate study in
the database. Sometimes, studies examined the transgenerational effect, but only reported the second generation and
not the generation exposed. Therefore, the number of
generations is considered only one in the database.

J-shaped curve
V100 N 75
V75 N 50
V50 N 25
V25
Inverted U-shaped curve
z100 b 110
z110 b 150
z150 b 200
z200 b 500
z500 b 1000
z1000

Number of
dose–response
relationships

Percent of total
dose–response
relationshipsa

104
121
118
93

23.8
27.7
27.1
21.3

25
3028
1032
840
147
119

0.5
58.3
19.8
16.2
2.8
2.3

a

Total number of dose–response relationships for J-shaped curves = 436;
total number of dose–response relationships for inverted U-shaped curves =
5196.

experiments, the number of cultures, or the number of
individuals. Table 11 demonstrates that the strong majority
of the studies were performed in vivo, when the number of
subjects was N10 subjects per treatment group.

Subjects
Endpoints
The number of subjects was present for inclusion in the
database in 3250 (58%) of the dose responses (Table 11).
Because some dose responses included a different number
of subjects for each dose (e.g., controls had twice as many
subjects or the endpoint was measured only in survivors and
each group had a different number), the total will not be
equal to the number of dose responses (i.e., 3250) that
included the number of subjects. The number of subjects
was considered the number that the study authors provided
in the tables or figures and could include the number of

The dose–response relationships are divided into two
different sections for endpoint (endpoint type, e.g., growth
and endpoint parameter, e.g., body weight). Twelve
endpoint types were selected for generalized search
capacity. The 12 types are listed in Table 12 with the
number and percent of dose–response relationships.
Although growth (e.g., increase in cell number, body
weights, or organ weight) was the type of endpoint
measured most frequently, there were experiments that

Table 15
Width of stimulatory range by endpoint
Endpoint type

Number of dose–responses
with ranges available

Growth
Metabolic
Reproduction
Immune
response
Survival
Longevity
Cancer
Disease
Damage
Behavioral
Mutagenic
Developmental
Total

1155
618
183
212

681
283
107
61

(59%)a
(46%)
(57%)
(29%)

355
231
63
70

(31%)
(37%)
(35%)
(33%)

82
79
11
38

(7%)
(12%)
(6%)
(18%)

37
25
2
43

(3%)
(4%)
(2%)
(20%)

158
60
66
3
13
22
24
4
2516

89
28
18
0
3
12
9
2
1293

(56%)
(47%)
(27%)

62
27
36
2
7
8
13
2
877

(39%)
(45%)
(55%)
(75%)
(54%)
(36%)
(54%)
(50%)

5
5
9
1
1
2
1

(3%)
(8%)
(14%)
(25%)
(8%)
(9%)
(4%)

2
0
3
0
2
0
1
0
114

(1%)

a

The number in parentheses is the % of total for that endpoint.

Width of the stimulatory range
z1 b 10

(23%)
(55%)
(38%)
(50%)

z10 b 100

z100 b 1000

0
232

z1000

(5%)
(16%)
(4%)
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Table 17
Maximum stimulatory response by model
Maximum stimulatory
response (% control)

Number of
dose–response
relationships

J-shaped curve
V100 N 75
V75 N 50
V50 N 25
V25
Total
Inverted U-shaped curve
z100 b 110
z110 b 150
z150 b 200
z200 b 500
z500 b 1000
z1000
Total
a

Plants

104
121
118
93
436

13
25
20
32
90

25
3028
1032
840
147
119
5196

9
1594
486
334
55
28
2506

Animals

Bacteria

(14.4%)a
(27.8%)
(22.2%)
(35.6%)
(100%)

90
96
97
61
344

(26.2%)
(27.9%)
(28.2%)
(17.7%)
(100%)

(0.4%)
(63.6%)
(19.4%)
(13.3%)
(2.2%)
(1.1%)
(100%)

16
1225
454
422
70
70
2257

(0.7%)
(54.2%)
(20.1%)
(18.7%)
(3.1%)
(3.1%)
(100%)

1 (50%)
0
1 (50%)
0
2 (100%)

0
162
81
66
19
18
346

(46.4%)
(23.4%)
(19.1%)
(5.5%)
(5.2%)
(100%)

Number in parentheses is the percent of total for that model.

Table 18
Maximum stimulatory response in a J-shaped curve by endpoint
Endpoint type

Metabolic
Reproduction
Immune response
Survival
Cancer
Disease
Damage
Mutagenic
Developmental
Total
a

Number of
dose–responses
with ranges
available

Maximum stimulatory response

37
29
28
31
146
57
36
52
10
436

17
12
4
7
33
2
3
21
2
104

V100 N 75 % of control
(47%)a
(41%)
(14%)
(23%)
(23%)
(3.5%)
(8%)
(40%)
(20%)
(24%)

V75 N 50 % of control

V50 N 25 % of control

14
8
5
5
44
9
13
20
1
121

6 (14%)
8 (28%)
5 (18%)
10 (32%)
41 (28%)
14 (25%)
14 (39%)
10 (19%)
5 (50%)
118 (27%)

(39%)
(28%)
(18%)
(16%)
(30%)
(16%)
(36%)
(38.5%)
(10%)
(28%)

V25 % of control

0
1
14
9
28
32
6
1
2
93

(3%)
(50%)
(29%)
(19%)
(56%)
(17%)
(2%)
(20%)
(21%)

The number in parentheses is the % of total for that endpoint.

Table 19
Maximum stimulatory response in an inverted U-shaped curve by endpoint
Endpoint type

Growth
Metabolic
Reproduction
Immune response
Survival
Longevity
Behavioral
Total
a

Number of
dose–responses

Maximum stimulatory response

2630
1345
391
403
239
139
36
5196

16
0
0
1
0
7
0
25

z100 b110 %
of control
(1%)a

(0.3%)
(5%)
(0.5%)

z110 b 150 %
of control

z150 b 200 %
of control

z200 b 500 %
of control

z500 b 1000 %
of control

z1000 %
of control

1709
630
232
201
155
74
21
2963

481 (18%)
286 (21%)
61 (16%)
115 (29%)
46 (19%)
36 (26%)
8 (20.5%)
1006 (20%)

343
290
70
76
31
22
7
830

53
72
12
5
5
0
0
146

28
67
16
3
2
0
0
116

The number in parentheses is the % of total for that endpoint.

(65%)
(47%)
(59%)
(50%)
(65%)
(53%)
(56%)
(58%)

(13%)
(22%)
(18%)
(19%)
(13%)
(16%)
(20.5%)
(16%)

(2%)
(5%)
(3%)
(1%)
(2%)

(3%)

(1%)
(5%)
(4%)
(1%)
(1%)

(2.5%)
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Table 20
Dose–response relationships by distance from the maximum stimulatory
response to the ZEPa
Distance (-fold)

Number of
dose–response
relationships

Percent of total
dose–response
relationships (2345)b

z1 b 5
z5 b 10
z10 b 100
z100

1625
350
278
92

69.3
14.9
11.9
3.9

a

ZEP = zero equivalent point (i.e. the highest dose showing a response
equal to the control response).
b
The value of 2345 differs from the total number of dose–response
relationships entered into the database (i.e., 5358) because calculation of the
distance was not possible for all dose responses for various reasons (e.g.,
data presentation precludes exact determination of ZEP).

examined a parameter within each of the 12 endpoint types.
In many cases, the endpoint parameters may predict the
same or closely related process (e.g., cell proliferation), but
it is estimated via a different predictive means (e.g., DNA
synthesis, tritiated thymidine uptake, cell numbers, etc.) and
each is listed separately as an endpoint parameter.
Hormetic curve
The majority of the dose–response curves were inverted
U curves (92%). Table 13 describes the width of the 2516

dose responses in which a range could be determined.
Because any stimulation of adequate magnitude was
considered for entry into the database and the curve did
not have to provide a return to control values, the curve did
not pass the 110% (or 97%) point twice in many cases for a
range to be determined. In general, the majority of the dose
responses displayed a stimulatory response range less than
10-fold wide. However, the response range could be highly
variable with a low percentage displaying a stimulatory
range that exceeded 1000-fold. While the width of the
stimulatory range did not noticeably vary by biological
model (Table 14), it did vary by endpoint (Table 15). Nearly
one fifth of immune responses displayed a stimulatory range
z1000-fold, a value far exceeding all other endpoints with a
robust comparison number.
The relative proportions of maximum stimulatory
responses for J-shaped curves were fairly evenly distributed while the maximum stimulatory response for inverted
U-shaped curves were generally within 150% of the
controls with nearly 80% of the dose responses being less
than 200% of the control (Table 16). There were slight
differences noted in the maximum stimulatory response for
J-shaped curves between plants and animals. With respect
to J-shape dose responses plants were more likely than
animal models to have a maximum stimulatory response
less than 25% of control while animals were more likely

Table 21
Distance from the maximum stimulatory response to the ZEP by model
Distance (-fold)

Number of
dose–responses

Number in plants

z1 b 5
z5 b 10
z10 b 100
z100
Total

1625
350
278
92
2345

681
163
85
29
958

a

(71%)a
(17%)
(9%)
(3%)
(100%)

Number in animals

Number in bacteria

805 (68%)
154 (13%)
168 (14%)
60 (5%)
1187 (100%)

114 (72%)
26 (16%)
15 (9%)
4 (3%)
159 (100%)

The number in parentheses is the % of total for that model.

Table 22
Distance from the maximum stimulatory response to the ZEP by endpoint
Endpoint type

Growth
Metabolic
Reproduction
Immune response
Survival
Longevity
Cancer
Damage
Behavioral
Mutagenic
Total
a

Number of
dose–responses
with ranges
available
1063
578
171
194
154
54
69
10
20
30
2345

Distance from the maximum stimulatory response to the ZEP
z1 b 5

733
372
133
103
131
43
55
7
17
26
1625

The number in parentheses is the % of total for that endpoint.

(69%)a
(64%)
(78%)
(53%)
(85%)
(80%)
(80%)
(70%)
(85%)
(87%)

z5 b 10

z10 b 100

z100

185
95
21
23
13
4
6
2
0
2
350

107
97
14
35
8
6
7
1
3
1
278

38
14
3
33
2
1
1
0
0
1
92

(17%)
(16%)
(12%)
(12%)
(8%)
(7%)
(9%)
(20%)
(7%)

(10%)
(17%)
(8%)
(18%)
(5%)
(11%)
(10%)
(10%)
(15%)
(3%)

(4%)
(2%)
(2%)
(17%)
(1%)
(2%)
(1%)

(1%)
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Table 23
Evidence of hormesisa as used in the hormesis database
Evidence of hormesis

High
Moderate–high
Moderate
Low–moderate
Low
No–low

Number of
dose–response
relationships

Percent of total
dose–response
relationships (5632)

551
250
566
1040
3185
39

9.8
4.4
10.0
18.5
56.6
0.7

a

For a description of the quantitative methodology used to derive evidence
of hormesis see Calabrese and Baldwin (1997), Hum. Ecol. Risk Assess.
3:545–554.

than plants to have a maximum stimulatory response
between 75% and 100% of the controls (Table 17). The
maximum stimulatory response distribution in inverted Ushaped curves was fairly consistent across biological
models (Table 17). There were also some variations across
endpoint types in J-shaped curves (Table 18). Although
there were also some variations across endpoint types for
inverted U-shaped curves, the majority of the maximum
stimulatory responses for all endpoint types were less than
200% of controls (Table 19).
Information on the distance from the maximum stimulatory response and the dose where the curve would cross
the zero equivalence point (i.e., response equal to control;
ZEP) is provided in Table 20. To calculate this point, the
curve must have peaked and crossed the control value again.
Generally, more than 70% of the cases in which this
occurred were within a factor of five from the ZEP, which
occurred regardless of biological model used (Table 21) or
endpoint examined with the notable exception of immune
responses which were 53% (Table 22).
Strength of evidence
Calabrese and Baldwin (1997) provided a numerical
scoring system to determine the strength of evidence for
assessing to what extent the dose response was consistent
with the hormetic dose–response model, which is described
above in the scoring methodology section. Table 23
separates the dose–responses by the evidence of hormesis
using the Calabrese and Baldwin system. Table 24 indicates
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Table 25
Comparison of the scores for the dose–responses in the hormesis frequency
database with the general hormesis database
Frequency
database
(Calabrese and
Baldwin, 2001)
Total
Performed
hypothesis
testing
Low
Low–moderate
Moderate
Moderate–high
High

Hormesis
database
(present paper)

Number

%

Number

%

245
87

100
36

5632
2309

100
41

130
65
28
12
10

53
27
11
5
4

3185
1040
566
250
551

57
19
10
4
10

that the points are evenly distributed throughout the years,
but between 1995 and 1999 when there was a notable
increase in statistical analysis, there was also the greatest
number of high scores.
Comparison of hormesis-frequency database with hormesis
database (present paper)
Although the majority of the dose responses entered into
the database had low evidence of hormesis, the results
reflect both the strength of the data supporting hormesis as
well as the evaluative criteria applied to the study design
and response data and their evaluation (e.g., statistical
analysis). The Hormesis-Frequency Database (Calabrese
and Baldwin, 2001) makes an absolute judgment on whether
the evaluative criteria of hormesis were satisfied or not. If
such criteria were satisfied, then hormesis was judged as
present. In contrast, the Hormesis Database, which is the
subject of the present paper, makes no absolute judgment on
the existence of hormesis; rather it applies different
evaluative criteria, which result in dose responses being
characterized according to the degree to which they are
consistent with the hormetic–biphasic dose response.
Despite the fact that these databases were constructed for
different purposes and used different evaluative criteria, it is
important to note that when all 245 dose–responses that
satisfied the evaluative criteria (i.e., hormesis) in the

Table 24
Evidence of hormesis by publication year
Publication year

High

Before 1970
1970–1974
1975–1979
1980–1984
1985–1989
1990–1994
1995–1999
Total

127
61
59
41
53
53
129
551

a

(23%)a
(11%)
(11%)
(7%)
(10%)
(9%)
(23%)
(100%)

Moderate–high

Moderate

Low–moderate

Low

51
32
48
28
20
24
39
250

156
64
56
75
45
70
84
566

262
130
158
126
81
104
135
1040

765
337
423
408
308
383
465
3185

(20%)
(13%)
(19%)
(11%)
(8%)
(10%)
(16%)
(100%)

The number in parentheses is the % of total for that evidence of hormesis.

(28%)
(11%)
(10%)
(13%)
(8%)
(12%)
(15%)
(100%)

(25%)
(13%)
(15%)
(12%)
(8%)
(10%)
(13%)
(100%)

(24%)
(11%)
(13%)
(13%)
(10%)
(12%)
(15%)
(100%)
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Hormesis-Frequency Database were assessed using the
scoring system employed on the dose responses in the
Hormesis Database, the distribution of the ranked scores
were similar (Table 25). This indicates a high degree of
evaluative concordance between the two different but
complementary evaluative methodologies. This is important
since it was our strong general impression before conducting this inter database comparison that the entry criteria of
the Hormesis-Frequency Database (Calabrese and Baldwin,
2001) was considerably more stringent than the Hormesis
Database, but this is not the case.

Discussion
The present assessment provides insight on the general
robustness of published studies used to establish support for
the hormetic dose–response hypothesis. The data reveal that
the underlying literature basis is both quite extensive and
broadly distributed across the range of biologically based
sub-disciplines that utilize dose–response relationships.
Dose responses receiving the highest numerical score in
the evaluation scheme will possess the strongest features of
study design most likely accompanied with statistically
significant findings. Consequently, those studies providing
the most support for the hormetic dose–response hypothesis
are usually those with the strongest study designs and
statistical power.
The heightened requirement for study designs with many
doses has resulted in the consideration of biological models
which are generally less expensive. This requirement has
yielded a database consisting of nearly 50% of its dose–
response relationships based on plants. More expensive
investigations that involve lifetime studies with rodents
using two or three dosages are generally inadequate to
evaluate hormesis. Likewise, it is not uncommon for
investigators to omit hypothesis-testing procedures of the
hormetic response or fail to provide results in their analysis
of data. Such studies would also have a markedly reduced
likelihood of receiving a high score in the current system.
Despite these factors, the range and frequency of the
biological models and endpoints studied is very substantial
and permits biological insights into factors affecting the
nature of the hormetic dose–response relationship that
appear to be well founded based on the consistency of their
occurrence in the database.
When the present Hormesis Database was initiated, it
was created and designed with the intent of providing a type
of evaluative framework to assess whether hormesis was a
viable toxicological hypothesis. However, the information
comprising the database is useful in a number of additional
ways. Most notably, it has permitted an opportunity to
assess some of the quantitative features of the hormetic dose
response. These findings provide insight on the magnitude
of the stimulatory response, the width of the stimulatory
response, and the relationship between the maximum

stimulatory response and the NO(A)EL. These findings
indicate that the maximum stimulatory response is generally
approximately 30–60% greater than the concurrent control
with nearly 80% of the maximum responses being less than
two-fold greater than the control. Nearly 90% of the dose–
response relationships display a stimulatory width that is
less than 100-fold of the dose range immediately below the
NO(A)EL. Thus, the stimulatory responses seen within the
vast majority of cases within the hormetic database are
typically of both modest magnitude and width. These dose
response characteristics are biologically significant since
they occur independent of biological model, endpoint, and
chemical class and physical agent.
The toxicological mechanisms to account for these
quantitative features of the hormetic dose response are not
well understood. Calabrese and Baldwin (2001) hypothesized that the stimulatory response resulted from a modest
overcompensation response to an initial disruption of
homeostasis. While they provided substantial evidence to
support this conclusion, only 17% of dose–response studies
within the Hormesis Database include a temporal component that could be used to examine the overcompensation
hypothesis.
The width of the stimulation range, which is typically
quite narrow (i.e. b a factor of 10 from the NO(A)EL),
may also extend well beyond a 1000-fold range depending
on the experimental conditions. One possible contributory
explanation relates to the heterogeneity of the population
studied. The more homogeneous the population is, the
narrower the range of the stimulatory response. Simulations of dose–response relationships using a wide range of
assumed sensitivities revealed that one could readily
contract or expand the width of the stimulatory zone
(Calabrese, unpublished data). These activities suggest that
the principal reason for the relatively narrow range of
stimulation is due to the highly homogeneous nature of the
sample populations under study. Since many experimental
models are highly homogenous and experimental conditions are uniform except for the variable being tested, it
creates the framework for more uniform (i.e., narrow
stimulatory dose range) responses.
A major potential use of the hormetic database is its
capacity to identify examples of hormetic dose–response
relationships that can be selected for further evaluation. That
is, the database permits one to efficiently explore a wide
range of topic areas very efficiently. For example, the
database could be useful in facilitating an assessment of age
and/or gender on the occurrence of hormetic responses.
Likewise, the database could enhance an evaluation of
hormetic response by chemical class and endpoints of
interest. This is particularly noteworthy since it is not easy
to identify examples of hormesis in the biological and
biomedical literature with routine searches. While the
hormesis database should not be considered an exhaustive
accumulation of data-based articles on hormesis, it is
comprehensive however, thereby providing a very useful
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starting point in project development. Finally, the Hormesis
Database is a dynamic entity that is continuously being
expanded. Thus, it is likely that such new entries will alter to
some extent the summary percentages for different categories within the database. Nonetheless, the size of the current
database is substantial and should provide reasonable
stability for many of the categories presented.
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This study evaluated characteristics of the concentrationresponse relationships of chemicals from the U.S. National Cancer
Institute (NCI) Yeast Anticancer Drug Screen database with respect to the threshold and the hormetic dose-response models. The
database reported concentration-response studies of 2189 chemicals from a broad range of chemical classes. The biological end
point was growth in 13 strains of yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae),
most of which contain genetic alterations affecting DNA repair or
cell cycle control. The analysis was limited to studies that satisﬁed
a priori entry criteria for evaluation, including having two or more
concentrations in the nontoxic zone (below a Benchmark Dose).
The mean growth response compared to untreated controls of these
doses was signiﬁcantly greater than 100% in all 13 yeast strains,
ranging from ∼105% to ∼111%. Under a threshold model, one
would expect values more closely approximating 100%. Moreover,
the distribution of responses below the BMD5 for chemicals was
shifted upwardly from the expectations of a threshold model for
all strains. These results indicate that for the chemicals and yeast
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strains studied, the responses are more consistent with a hormetic
model than a threshold model, and they strengthen previous results presented by Calabrese et al. (2006, Toxicol. Sci. 94:368–378).
Taken together, the analyses provide strong evidence for hormesis,
a phenomenon with a broad range of biomedical and toxicological
implications.
Keywords

Antitumor, Biphasic, Hormesis, Low Dose, Threshold,
Yeast

Critical analysis and validation of low-dose-zone predictions
by dose-response models, especially the threshold model, are
important because this model has long been used as the default
model for toxicological risk assessment in the United States
for all noncarcinogenic chemicals entering commerce and food
products (Beck et al. 2001). In some countries the threshold
model may also be considered in assessing risks for carcinogenic agents (Seeley et al. 2001). The use of different default
models has important implications in many areas, including the
establishment of limits for chemical exposures. A better understanding of hormesis can also be important for the prevention
of degenerative diseases and the development of safe, effective regimens for the treatment of cancer and other disorders.
The implications of hormesis for a broad range of biomedical
sciences and for risk assessment in toxicology and radiation biology have recently been reviewed (Calabrese 2008; Arumugam
et al. 2006).
In a recent study Calabrese et al. (2006) used the U.S. National Cancer Institute (NCI) Yeast Anticancer Drug Screen
database to compare the ability of a hormetic model and a
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threshold model to predict responses to prospective antitumor
drugs at concentrations below estimated toxic thresholds. A
Benchmark Dose (BMD) methodology was used to estimate
toxic thresholds. The NCI database contains 2189 chemicals,
with each agent studied over ﬁve concentrations with approximately half-log concentration spacing (1.2 to 100 μM). Thirteen
yeast strains, including strains with unique genetic alterations
that affect cell cycle regulation or DNA repair functions and
their wild-type counterparts, were used to test the 2189 chemicals under similar conditions. Analysis of patterns of response
below a broad range of BMDs (2.5% to 12.5%) showed that the
patterns were more consistent with a hormetic model than with
a threshold model. These ﬁndings were consistent with earlier
analyses of below-threshold responses in published literature,
showing the hormetic dose-response model to be more broadly
applicable than the threshold model in assessments made across
a range of environmental and pharmaceutical agents, biological
models, and end points (Calabrese and Baldwin 2001, 2003). A
limitation of the pattern analysis used in Calabrese et al. (2006)
is that it did not evaluate the magnitude of the hormetic effect
below the toxic threshold or the consistency of individual chemical responses with hormesis. The current investigation extends
the analyses applied to the U.S. NCI Yeast Anticancer Screen
database in Calabrese et al. (2006) by estimating the average
magnitude of the hormetic effect for each strain and the distribution of the hormetic effect over chemicals.

METHODS
A detailed description of the NCI database, experimental design, and evaluation methods is given in Calabrese et al. (2006).
Brieﬂy, data from stage 2 of the NCI testing procedure were
evaluated on 2189 compounds considered prospective antitumor agents based on preliminary testing. Each agent was tested
at 1.2, 3.7, 11, 33, and 100 μM.
The chemicals were tested in 13 strains, 11 of which contain mutations in genes that can affect susceptibility to toxicants and radiation by altering the capacity for DNA repair or cell cycle controls (Simon 2001; Holbeck and Simon 2007). The genetic alterations of interest are bub3, mec2,
mgt1, mlh1, rad14, rad18, rad50, rad52, sgs1, and overexpression of CLN2. None of the strains are wild type in a
strict genetic sense, but the strains designated “wild type,”
also called SPY50644 (MATa erg6::LEU2 pdr1::LEU2
pdr3::hisG::URA3::hisG ade2 ade3 leu2 ura3), and
SPY50780 (MAT α erg6::TRP1 pdr1::LEU2 pdr3::
hisG ade2 ade3 leu2 trp1 ura3) carry the wild-type alleles of the
genes of interest in the other strains (Holbeck and Simon 2007;
http://dtp.nci.nih.gov/yacds/index.html; http://dtp.nci.nih.gov/
yacds/spy50644.html; http://dtp.nci.nih.gov/yacds/spy50780.
html). With the exception of strain rad50EPP+ , the strains
have enhanced susceptibility to chemicals owing to mutations in erg6, pdr1, and pdr3 (Dunstan et al. 2002). The
erg6 mutation confers enhanced permeability by depleting

membrane ergosterol, whereas the pdr1 and pdr3 mutations
eliminate transcription factors required for the expression of
chemical-efﬂux transporters and thereby confer pleiotropic drug
resistance.
The responses in the NCI database were obtained from the
growth of the yeast strain exposed to the compound relative to
the growth of the same yeast strain in a solvent (i.e., DMSO)
control. Yeast cells in the exponential phase of growth were
inoculated into synthetic complete medium containing 2% glucose and the test chemical. The initial cell density was 104
cells per well containing 200 μl of medium. Each agent was
assessed four times at the same ﬁve concentrations in each
yeast strain. Chemicals were tested in 96-well plates, with
80 chemicals at the same concentration on one plate. The remaining 16 peripheral wells were used as controls, of which
4 were unexposed controls, 8 solvent controls, and 4 controls
containing cycloheximide. The assay was deemed invalid if
growth occurred in the presence of cycloheximide. All concentrations of a drug were incubated over the same 12-h period on different plates such that there were ﬁve plates run
on the same chemical at the same time. The chemical location in the 96-well plate was systematic rather than randomly
allocated. Employing a different source of chemical on each
day and different daily yeast cultures maximized variability in
response.
The response data consisted of a ratio of the optical density (OD) of the response well for the treatment divided by
the mean of the OD readings of eight solvent-control wells for
each concentration. OD readings were at 600 nm. This process
was repeated on a second day, and the ratios from the 2 days
were averaged. We refer to the average response as the replication response. Two replication responses were produced for
each concentration in each strain. Although the data on the NCI
website give the average of the two response values and the difference between the two values, the original OD values are not
available due to a computer malfunction at the Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center (FHCRC) facility. In light of the loss
of the original data, special efforts were made to ensure that a
detailed understanding of the entire research methodology and
all quantitative methods was obtained prior to undertaking our
analyses and that our written understandings were conﬁrmed by
the Principal Investigator (Julian Simon) of the original yeast
study (Calabrese et al. 2007).

Identifying Chemicals with High Concentration Inhibition
The concentration-response patterns for chemicals with
concentrations below an estimated BMD were evaluated in
order to estimate the average magnitude of response below the
toxic threshold. To achieve this goal within a ﬁve-concentration
study design, a priori entry criteria were created. Evidence of
toxicity (i.e., a response of 80% of the control, called the
inhibition response) at the highest concentration (100 μM) was
required, in addition to having either two or three concentrations
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(1.2 and 3.7 μM or 1.2, 3.7, and 11.0 μM) below the BMD,
excluding concentrations used to determine the BMD. The
BMD5 was estimated by a linear interpolation on the log scale
between the concentration immediately above and below the
95% response, similar to Calabrese et al. (2006). Concentrations
used to derive the BMD were not used in the assessment of
the predictions of the threshold and hormetic dose-response
models.
Setting the Benchmark Dose (BMD)
The BMD5 is the concentration at which the response is
estimated to have decreased 5% below the control value (Crump
1984). The BMD5 was chosen for the primary analysis because
5% is near the midpoint for the standard deviation of the yeast
strains (which ranged from 3.0% to 7.5% for the 13 strains).
A BMD5 was calculated for each of the 28,457 concentrationresponse experiments (2189 chemicals and 13 strains) using the
average of two replications as the response. The BMD5 was
estimated through the following procedure:
1. The largest concentration with an average response below
95% was identiﬁed. Let this concentration be Cbelow , and let
the associated response be Rbelow .
2. If the average response at the next smallest concentration
was at least 95%, then let this concentration be Cabove , and
let the associated response be Rabove . The BMD5 is estimated
by linear interpolation on the log concentration scale:
BMD5 = exp[log(Cabove )+ (0.95 −Rabove )(log(Cbelow )−
log(Cabove ))/(Rbelow – Rabove )].
3. If the average response at the next lowest concentration below
Cbelow was less than 95%, then let this concentration be Cbelow
with response Rbelow , and return to step 2.

Selection of Studies and Concentrations below the BMD5
We identiﬁed all studies where there was one or more concentration below the concentration corresponding to Cabove , which
we refer to as the low-concentration range. We then constructed
a set of data that included only the studies with one or more
concentration in the low concentration range, and we analyzed
responses from these studies for different chemicals for each
strain of yeast. We report analyses for sets of chemicals with two
concentrations below Cabove separately from analyses for sets of
chemicals with three concentrations below Cabove . Our analysis does not include an assessment of chemicals with only one
concentration below the estimated BMD5 because such data are
less robust than those for agents with two or three concentrations
below the BMD5 and because the only available concentration
(i.e., 1.2 μM) is so close to the estimated toxic threshold that responses for some of these agents are apt to reﬂect residual (i.e.,
carryover) toxicity (Calabrese and Baldwin 2003). Data supporting the basis of this exclusion were published in Calabrese
et al. (2006).

Evaluating Responses for Concentrations in the
Low-Concentration Range
The response at each concentration was reported as the mean
response constructed from two replications. The response for
individual replications was not recorded, but the absolute value
of the difference in response between the replications was reported. We added and subtracted one half of this difference to
the mean response to form the basic replicate responses at each
concentration.
For each yeast strain we use a linear mixed model to predict
the average response in the low concentrations range for chemicals. In our models, response is reported as percent of control,
as indicated in the methods. The model is speciﬁed in the context of a large population of possible chemicals, indexed by
s = 1, . . . , N , where for each chemical, measures of response
indexed by k = 1, . . . , r are made at each low concentration
indexed by t = 1, . . . , d. In the yeast study, we ﬁt separate
models for chemicals with d = 2 low concentrations and for
chemicals with d = 3 low concentrations. At each concentration, there are two replicates, such that r = 2. We represent a
model for the kth measure of response at concentration t for
chemical s as
Ystk = μst + Estk
where E (Ystk ) = μst corresponds to the expected response at
concentration t for chemical s. We represent var (Estk ) = σst2 .
We allow the response variance to depend on the chemical and
the concentration.
Our primary interest is in the average response for low
concentrations,
which we deﬁne for chemical s as μs =
1 M
μ
.
Using
this deﬁnition, we deﬁne a concentration efst
t=1
M
fect for chemical s as δst = μst − μs . We use the
Mmean response
over all chemicals, which is given by μs = M1
t=1 μst to deﬁne
the chemical effect as αs = μs − μ. With these deﬁnitions, we
can represent response for the kth replication of chemical s at
concentration t by
Ystk = μ + αs + δst + Estk

[1]

The only random term in the model is the replication error term,
Estk .
The mixed model that we ﬁt is parallel to model (1). The
difference is that we make the additional assumption that the
chemicals included in the analysis correspond to a simple sample
from the larger set of chemicals, and the concentrations below
the BMD5 are a simple random sample of concentrations from
that range. We distinguish the chemicals in the population from
a selected chemical by the subscript i, and index the selected
concentration by the subscript j . Representing the chemical
effect and the corresponding concentration effects as random
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TABLE 1
Number of chemicals satisfying the BMD5 entry criteria according to strain

Strain

No. chemicals
with 3
concentrations
below BMD5

No. chemicals
with 2
concentration
below BMD5

No. chemicals
with 1
concentration below
BMD5

Total no. of
chemicals

263
258
215
228
226
189
178
142
157
74
157
111
253

389
489
433
426
461
482
479
387
360
215
338
382
394

332
387
408
393
369
412
411
369
383
321
379
441
311

984
1134
1056
1047
1056
1083
1068
898
900
610
874
934
958

CLN2oe
SPY50780
bub3
mec2
mgt1
mlh1
rad14
rad18
rad50
rad50EPP+
rad52
sgs1
Wild type

effects, the resulting model is the mixed model given by
Yij k = μ + Ci + Dij + Eij k

[2]

TABLE 2
Frequency description of chemicals by the number of strains
where the response at 100 μM was less than or equal to 80% of
the control and there is at least one concentration below the
BMD concentration interval
No.
strains with
concentrations
below the
Cumulative Cumulative
Frequency Percent frequency
percent
BMD5
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

253
225
117
122
113
88
112
114
106
125
154
168
210
118

12.49
11.11
5.78
6.02
5.58
4.35
5.53
5.63
5.23
6.17
7.60
8.30
10.37
5.83

253
478
595
717
830
918
1030
1144
1250
1375
1529
1697
1907
2025

12.49
23.60
29.38
35.41
40.99
45.33
50.86
56.49
61.73
67.90
75.51
83.80
94.17
100.00

Note. The 164 chemicals with no inhibitory response in any strain
are not included in this table.

where E(Ci ) = 0, E(Dij ) = 0, var(Ci ) = σC2 and var(Dij ) =
σD2 , with var(Eij k ) = σe2 , corresponding to the average replication variance over concentrations and chemicals (as indicated in
Stanek and Singer [2004]). This model is a nested mixed model
and is ﬁt using SAS Proc Mixed (Littell et al. 2006).
There are three variance components in model (2), and each
has meaning. The ﬁrst variance component σC2 is the variance
of the distribution of mean response for chemicals. The size
of this component provides evidence of the variability of response across chemicals. Relative to the average response for a
chemical, σD2 provides a measure of how variable concentrationspeciﬁc responses are from the chemical mean. This variance is
formed by averaging the chemical-speciﬁc concentration variances over chemicals in the population. The third variance component, σe2 , is the replication variance, averaged over chemicals
and concentrations.
We ﬁt this model to the yeast data for chemicals that have
concentrations below the BMD5 and estimated the mean response in addition to variance components for each strain of
yeast. In addition, we used the results to predict the average
response for each of the sample chemicals using the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP), and we generated conﬁdence
intervals for these predictors.

RESULTS
Using the criterion of rinhib = 80, concentration-response
relationships were identiﬁed that met the criterion of a highconcentration inhibition (80% of control value at the highest
concentration tested). The results indicate that 77% (21,977 of
28,457 studies) satisﬁed the criterion for inhibition at the highest
concentration.
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TABLE 3
Summary of average response by strain for BMD5 with three low concentrations based on a mixed model treating chemicals as
random effects
Strain
CLN2oe
SPY50780
bub3
mec2
mgt1
mlh1
rad14
rad18
rad50
rad50EPP+
rad52
sgs1
Wild type

N

Mean

Standard
serror

Chemical
SD

Concentration
SD

Replication
SD

263
258
215
228
226
189
178
142
157
74
157
111
253

106.52
111.47
108.99
109.67
108.80
108.04
110.32
111.11
106.87
111.62
109.47
111.08
109.00

0.65
0.97
0.86
1.08
0.99
1.12
1.11
1.33
1.14
1.69
1.24
1.50
0.86

9.80
15.13
11.87
15.74
14.29
14.65
14.29
15.28
12.99
12.31
15.12
14.86
13.04

0.20
0.00
0.36
0.00
0.36
0.43
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.09
0.00
0.42
0.00

8.76
9.81
9.09
9.87
9.50
10.87
9.65
10.59
14.46
15.08
8.27
11.97
10.51

The concentration-response studies that were eligible showed
some differences among strains. The strain designated “wild
type” had the lowest proportion of chemicals satisfying the inhibition entry criterion at 67%, and the rad50 strain had the
highest value (83%). The result for the wild-type strain is consistent with the fact that the genetic defects in most of the other
strains would be expected to confer increased sensitivity to the
toxic effects of some chemicals. In the case of rad50, which
is deﬁcient for recombinational repair by homologous recombination and nonhomologous end joining (Holbeck and Simon
2007), the enhanced sensitivity would encompass many agents
that cause DNA damage.

Before exploring the low-concentration zone, we tabulated
numbers of chemicals that gave a toxic response at the highest concentration. Nearly half the chemicals (1093 of 2189)
had an inhibitory response equal or below rinhib = 80 at their
highest concentration (100 μM) for all the strains. In contrast,
164 chemicals had no concentration-response studies with an
inhibitory response equal or below rinhib = 80 at their highest concentration in any strain. There were 338 chemicals for
which an inhibitory response was not apparent at the highest concentration for only one strain. Of these 338 chemicals,
229 (67.8%) occurred with the rad50EPP+ strain, which has
wild-type membrane permeability and an efﬁcient efﬂux trans-

TABLE 4
Summary of average response by strain for BMD5 with two low concentrations based on a mixed model treating chemicals as
random effects
Strain
CLN2oe
SPY50780
bub3
mec2
mgt1
mlh1
rad14
rad18
rad50
rad50EPP+
rad52
sgs1
Wild type

N

Mean

Standard
error

Chemical
SD

Concentration
SD

Replication
SD

389
489
433
426
461
482
479
387
360
215
338
382
394

104.96
109.79
107.64
108.60
108.41
109.16
109.16
108.11
107.01
109.30
109.32
108.85
109.61

0.52
0.66
0.59
0.77
0.68
0.74
0.63
0.72
0.72
1.15
0.86
0.74
0.74

9.22
13.93
11.23
14.94
13.76
15.42
12.89
13.13
12.39
15.33
14.93
13.29
13.79

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

9.34
8.87
10.03
11.20
9.75
9.60
9.22
10.93
11.65
14.12
10.68
11.88
10.16
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FIGURE 1
Distribution of predicted mean response and 95% prediction interval values of
the 253 chemicals satisfying the a priori entry criteria for the wild-type strain
with three responses below the BMD5 . These ﬁndings are compared to
expectations for a threshold model.

porter system, thereby reducing susceptability relative to the
other strains tested.
Of the 21,977 studies that satisﬁed the high concentration
toxicity requirement, 12,602 (57.3%) had at least one concentration below the BMD5 . There were 2451 studies that met
the inhibition criterion at the highest concentration and had
three concentrations below the BMD5 , whereas 5235 studies
had two concentrations below the BMD5 , and 4916 studies had
one concentration below the BMD5 .

FIGURE 2
Distribution of predicted mean response and 95% prediction interval values of
the 394 chemicals satisfying the a priori entry criteria for the wild-type strain
with two responses below the BMD5 . These ﬁndings are compared to
expectations for a threshold model.

FIGURE 3
Comparison of the response distributions when 2 (N = 394 chemicals) or 3
(N = 253 chemicals) chemical concentrations are below the BMD5 .

Among the studies that showed evidence of highconcentration inhibition, the strain with the largest number of
studies with concentrations below the BMD5 is SPY50780,
whereas rad50EPP+ had the lowest number (Table 1). The low
number for rad50EPP+ is consistent with this strain’s chemical
efﬂux pump and diminished permeability reducing susceptibility to toxicants. The high number for SPY50780 is consistent
with its wild-type repair and cell cycle control having led to
fewer concentration responses being eliminated for reasons of
excessive toxicity. The strain-speciﬁc responses reﬂect the entry criteria whereby responses are eliminated for nontoxicity at
high concentration or excessive toxicity at low concentration.
We were also interested in differences among chemicals for
numbers of studies where there was one (or more) concentration

FIGURE 4
Summary of the predicted means for each yeast strain in the below-BMD5
zone when there are three responses below the BMD5 compared to the
hypothetical threshold-model prediction. The data are in Table 5.
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below the BMD5 (Table 2). We only used concentrationresponse curves that met the high-concentration inhibition criterion. Of the 2189 chemicals in the database, 2025 chemicals
had one (or more) concentration-response with an inhibition at
the highest concentration. Of these, 118 chemicals had an inhibition for all strains, along with concentrations below the BMD5
range.
Table 3 summarizes the mean responses of each yeast strain
for all chemicals with a BMD5 value between 33 and 100 μM.
For these chemicals, there are three concentrations below the
BMD. The estimate, standard error, and variance components
were evaluated by ﬁtting model (2) to each strain. There was
considerable variation among strains for numbers of chemicals with three concentrations below the BMD5 , with CLN2oe,
SPY50780, and wild type having the most and rad50EPP+ having the fewest. The mean values for the 13 yeast strains range
from 106.5% to 111.6%, compared to 100% for the control
group’s cell proliferation. Table 3 provides information on variation for each yeast strain indicated by the SD for chemical,
concentration, and replication separately and their integration
in the standard error value. Notice that the estimated variance
of response for concentrations about the mean response, σ̂D , is
zero for most strains. The estimate of zero is most likely due to
the small number of observations per chemical and the similar
response for concentrations relative to the variability in replicated response at a concentration. For all strains except rad50
and rad50EPP+ , the standard deviation between chemicals is
larger than the response variance. A similar assessment was
made for chemicals with BMD5 values within the concentration
range beginning at 11 μM but less than 33 μM. These chemicals
have two concentrations (i.e., 1.2 and 3.7 μM) below the BMD
and gave results consistent with those in Table 3 with respect

to the mean increase across strains (i.e., ∼5% to 9.5%) and the
standard error (Table 4).
Figure 1 shows a graph of the predicted responses of 253
chemicals with three concentrations below the BMD for the
wild-type strain. The ﬁgure was constructed by ﬁrst ordering
from smallest to largest the predictor of each chemical (considered to be a realized random effect in model (2)), and then
plotting the predictor along with the 95% prediction interval
(PI) in increasing order. The abscissa represents the response
(in percent) under or over 100. The ordinate has been scaled
to 100%, representing 100% of the chemicals in the analysis.
Each of the 253 horizontal lines in the plot represents a 95%
prediction interval for a chemical. The dark line at the center
of the prediction intervals connects the predictors for adjacent
chemicals.
The continuous line on the left (black line with a value of 0 at
50%) is a plot of the mean response for the chemicals under the
assumption that a threshold model holds for each chemical in the
analysis. The departure of that line from the vertical line at 0 (on
the abscissa) is due to replication and concentration variability.
It is calculated by multiplying
the percentile from a standard

σ̂ 2

normal distribution by d1 (σ̂D2 + re ), the estimated standard
deviation of the chemical mean. Note that the threshold model
predicts that some chemicals will display responses greater than
100% (upper end of the distribution) and that others will display
responses less than 100% (lower end of the distribution). Such
deviations from 100% are ascribable to chance.
A comparison of the actual data for the wild-type strain with
the predicted responses of the threshold model indicates a consistent shift to the right across the entire distribution of 253
chemicals with three concentrations below the BMD5 (Figure 1).
These ﬁndings indicate that the threshold model does not match

TABLE 5
Percentiles of the responses by yeast strain in the below-BMD5 zone when there are three responses below the BMD5
Strain
bub3
CLN2oe
mec2
mgt1
mlh1
rad14
rad18
rad50
rad50EPP+
rad52
sgs1
SPY50780
Wild type
Threshold

P1
−6.8
−6.9
−6
−6.8
−14
−11
−9.1
−14
−18
−15
−9.1
−6.9
−6.9
−9.4

P10

P20

P30

P40

P50

P60

P70

P80

P90

P99

−0.1
0.3
−0.7
−0.3
−2
−1.1
−0.4
−2.7
−0.5
−1.1
0.8
0.3
0.3
−5

2.3
1.2
0.9
1.2
0.4
1
1.4
−0.5
2.8
0.8
1.7
1.2
1.2
−3.1

3.2
2.1
1.8
2.2
1.3
2.3
2.7
0.9
4.7
1.7
2
2.1
2.1
−1.6

4.5
3
2.8
3.1
2.2
3.5
3.9
2
5.3
2.4
3.2
3
3
−0.3

5.4
4.2
3.7
4
3.1
4.9
5.8
3.4
9.7
3.6
4.4
4.2
4.2
0

6.9
5.4
4.7
4.7
4
7.5
8.2
5
13.6
4.6
7.4
5.4
5.4
2.3

8.4
9.9
6.9
6.5
8.3
14.1
11.9
8.6
15.9
6.8
14.9
9.9
9.9
3.9

13.2
16.8
16.5
12.7
15.3
20.9
19.3
13.1
18.9
19.8
20
16.8
16.8
4.9

23.6
25.5
32.5
29.1
25.7
30.5
34.2
20
28.6
33.2
31.7
25.5
25.5
6.2

49.6
53.8
65.4
57.9
58.8
54.9
59.5
57
56.2
55.7
50.7
53.8
53.8
9.4

Note. Responses are percent difference from control growth. The hypothetical distribution based on a threshold model is shown in the last
row of the table. These data are shown graphically in Figure 4.
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FIGURE 5
Summary of the predicted means for each yeast strain in the below-BMD5
zone when there are two responses below the BMD5 compared to the
hypothetical threshold-model prediction. The data are in Table 6.

the responses in the low-concentration (i.e., subtoxic) zone for
this set of data. The upshift in response occurs across the entire
distribution of chemicals. All chemicals gave responses compatible with a hormetic dose-response relationship. Below the
65th percentile, the overall upshift in response is about 4% to
5%. However, there is a marked and progressive increase in
the upshift starting around the 65th to 74th percentile of the
chemicals.
A similar comparison is presented in Figure 2 for the wildtype strain for 394 chemicals with two concentrations below the
BMD5 . The overall shape and quantitative features of the plotted
data are very similar to Figure 1. Figure 3, which superimposes

FIGURE 6
Assessment of the impact of the BMD criterion (2.5, 5.0, 7.5, or 10.0) on the
cumulative distribution of mean responses for 253 chemicals with three
responses below the BMD that satisﬁed a priori entry criteria for the wild-type
strain.

Figures 1 and 2 on each other, demonstrates that the ﬁndings
are quantitatively very similar. Thus, the hormetic dose response
predominated regardless of whether there were two or three concentrations below the BMD5 , situations that reﬂect the grouping
of agents that differ in toxic potency by about threefold. As in
the previous case, a response compatible with hormesis was
observed for all chemicals assessed. Similar results for each of
the remaining 12 yeast strains are given in Figure 4/Table 5 and
Figure 5/Table 6. All responses are upshifted from the estimates
based on a threshold dose-response model regardless of whether
there were two or three concentrations below the BMD5 .

TABLE 6
Percentiles of the responses by yeast strain in the below-BMD5 zone when there are two responses below the BMD5
Strain
bub3
CLN2oe
mec2
mgt1
mlh1
rad14
rad18
rad50
rad50EPP+
rad52
sgs1
SPY50780
Wild type
Threshold

P1
−12
−10
−6
−7.5
−8.3
−6.1
−7.7
−9
−7.9
−7.8
−11
−6.4
−8.1
−11

P10

P20

P30

P40

P50

P60

P70

P80

P90

P99

0
−2.2
−0.7
0
−0.6
−0.3
−0.5
−2.4
−1.3
−0.7
−0.2
−0.5
−0.6
−6.3

1.7
−0.2
0.6
1.4
0.8
1
1.2
0
1
1.1
1.5
0.9
1.1
−4.1

2.5
1
1.5
2.3
1.7
1.9
2.1
1.3
2
1.5
1.9
1.8
2
−2.6

3.8
2.6
2.4
2.7
2.2
2.8
2.9
2.1
3.3
2.4
2.7
2.7
2.9
−1.3

4.6
3.4
3.7
3.6
3.5
4.1
3.8
3.3
4.5
3.7
4
4.1
4.2
0

6.7
4.6
5
4.9
4.5
5.9
5.5
5.4
6.6
5
5.2
5.9
6
1.3

8.4
5.8
7.2
6.7
8.1
10.8
8.4
7.8
10.3
9.5
9.8
10.9
11.7
2.6

12.9
7.8
15.1
12.9
17.2
17
13.6
12.3
16.9
17.9
15.2
20.4
18.3
4.1

20.4
14.9
24.7
25.4
29.1
29
23.8
21.1
26
29
26.5
30
28.4
6.3

44.6
36
66.8
60
71
46.3
50.6
52
60.2
68
56.1
48.6
50.9
11.3

Note. Responses are percent difference from control growth. The hypothetical distribution based on a threshold model is shown in the last
row of the table. These data are shown graphically in Figure 5.
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A similar response trend is seen for each of the 13 strains
of yeast regardless of the BMD criterion (i.e., 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, or
10.0) and number of concentrations examined. Although the
ﬁndings using different BMD criteria all support the occurrence
of hormesis, there is an increase in the strength of the evidence
for hormesis as the BMD criterion decreases from 10 to 2.5
(Figure 6). The most likely explanation is that the BMD10 reﬂects a low level of toxicity. This residual toxicity diminishes
as the BMD criterion decreases toward 2.5. All 13 yeast strains
gave responses supportive of the hormesis model, regardless of
their diverse genetic alterations.
DISCUSSION
The present analysis indicates that the distribution of predicted responses in the low-concentration range is upshifted in
a manner that is inconsistent with the threshold dose-response
model. Although this was the case across the entire distribution
of chemicals, it was most striking for the upper 20% to 40%
of chemicals. The upshift was consistent across the 13 strains
and did not appear to depend on the inherent toxicity of the
chemicals, as indicated by comparisons of chemicals with two
or three concentrations below the BMD5 . Figure 7 demonstrates
the consistency in the wild-type strain of this upshifted distribution of responses relative to the threshold model predictions for
chemicals with two or three concentrations below the BMD5 .
These ﬁndings are consistent across all strains. The general upshift in the predicted responses is consistent with a hormetic
dose-response model. The ﬁndings conﬁrm and extend an earlier report of Calabrese et al. (2006) in which a different mode
of analysis of the same database showed that the hormetic doseresponse model better predicted below-threshold responses than
did the threshold dose-response model. Taken together, the two
analyses provide a more substantial and integrative perspective
of hormesis in this large yeast database.
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The data reveal that about 20% to 40% of the chemicals, depending on the yeast strain, show strong evidence of hormesis on
an individual basis. The remaining 60% to 80% give responses
that also support the hormetic model, in that they consistently
differ from the prediction of the threshold model in the direction expected for hormesis. The strong evidence of hormesis for
some chemicals suggests that beyond a general stress response
there may be effects dependent on chemical structure. However, the NCI study protocol used only one time point for the
measurement of cell proliferation; therefore one cannot discern
whether differences in response magnitude are more likely to
be related to chemical structure or to temporal factors that can
affect adaptive responses.
The methodology that we used adjusts for the likelihood
that variability apparent with small sample sizes will regress
toward the average variation with repeat testing/sampling. This
approach, commonly referred to as best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) or empirical Bayes, provides more accurate
predictors of the true chemical mean response than the simple
mean. The regression towards the mean affects only chemicals
whose predictor differs from the mean, not the mean itself.
The present methodology compared the distribution of the
predicted response in the low-concentration region to results
anticipated on the basis of the threshold dose-response model
with the same concentration and response variances. Although
the actual data were consistently upshifted compared to expectations of the threshold model, some treatments yielded results not only <110% of control responses but also less than
100%. Although such low values would not normally be considered to display a hormetic effect, we regard chemicals with
such responses as consistent with hormesis because they displayed a clear upshift in response compared to the thresholdmodel distribution. Thus, the below-BMD treatments were
shown to be upshifted across the entire population of chemical
agents.

FIGURE 7
Histogram of mean wild-type (WT) yeast strain responses and expected threshold responses for 647 chemicals with two or three concentrations below the BMD5 .
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We had hoped that the use of genetically altered yeast strains
with well-characterized genetic alterations affecting DNA repair
processes and cell cycle control might provide mechanistic insight into the hormetic stimulatory process, but the 13 strains
were similar to one another in showing responses consistent
with hormesis. However, further analysis of speciﬁc chemicals and yeast strains and their interactions may provide an
opportunity to better deﬁne hormetic response pathways. The
fact that the distribution of predicted responses consistently
supported a hormetic model suggests that the hormetic response is general and not strongly affected by the diverse genetic changes built into the yeast strains of the NCI screening
program.
These ﬁndings clearly indicate that elevated responses (over
100%) are to be expected for chemicals at concentrations in
the low-concentration range in yeast, a conclusion consistent
with the hormetic dose-response model. The threshold doseresponse model was adopted in the 1930s and became accepted
by national regulatory agencies for safety assessments without
thorough critical evaluation with respect to the low-dose zone
(Calabrese 2005a). In addition to the present ﬁndings, a large
volume of peer-reviewed literature and experimental data are
more consistent with a hormetic model than the threshold model
for predicting responses to low-dose exposures (Calabrese and
Blain 2005; Calabrese 2005b). These results further support
calls for a reexamination of the threshold dose-response model
and its use by regulatory agencies and suggests that the hormetic
dose-response model may be useful for interpreting responses
in the low-dose zone. Finally, these data suggest that antitumor
drugs have the potential to enhance tumor cell proliferation at
low concentrations. A recent comprehensive review of the published literature concerning human tumor cell lines is consistent
with this perspective (Calabrese 2005c).
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The occurrence of hormesis in the toxicological sciences has
a long and controversial history (Calabrese and Baldwin,
2000a,b,c,d,e). Evidence supporting the existence of hormesis
is substantial, with numerous reproducible examples suggesting potential broad generalizability (Calabrese et al., 1999).
However, little information exists concerning the frequency of
hormesis within the toxicological literature; that is, how often
one would expect to observe hormesis given appropriate study
design parameters. Two databases were previously created
from the published literature to quantify aspects of hormetic
responses in toxicological studies. In the case of Davis and
Svendsgaard (1994), an attempt was made to estimate the
incidence of hormetic responses based on the frequency of
deviation from control responses independent of study design,
NOAEL (no observed adverse effect level), and statistical
significance. The second database (Calabrese and Baldwin,
1997a,b) focused on describing the quantitative features of the
hormetic dose response and issues relating to generalizability
rather than frequency in the toxicological literature.
Taking into consideration the limitations of the previous
databases and incorporating suggestions by Crump (2001), a
new database was created to assess the proportion of studies in
the toxicological literature satisfying criteria for evidence of
hormesis consistent with the definition of Stebbing (1998).
Rigorous a priori entry criteria were established based on study
design characteristics to identify data sets with the potential to
detect a hormetic effect. Data sets meeting these criteria, independent of outcome, were entered into the database. Subsequent application of a priori evaluative criteria identified those
dose-response relationships satisfying requirements for evidence of hormesis.
METHODS
Journal selection. Because a broad range of experimental models, end
points, and agents, including mixtures, was desired, two environmentallyoriented toxicological journals (Environmental Pollution, 1970 –1998; The
Bulletin of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology, 1966 –1998) and
one pharmacologically oriented toxicological journal (Life Sciences, 1962–
1998) were selected. Use of these journals ensured broad coverage of the
toxicological literature without truncated end-point selection associated with
more specialized journals. This was viewed as a desirable and necessary
journal selection strategy at this stage of project development, as it would offer
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Hormesis has been deﬁned as a dose-response relationship in
which there is a stimulatory response at low doses, but an inhibitory response at high doses, resulting in a U- or inverted U-shaped
dose response. To assess the proportion of studies satisfying criteria for evidence of hormesis, a database was created from published toxicological literature using rigorous a priori entry and
evaluative criteria. One percent (195 out of 20,285) of the published articles contained 668 dose-response relationships that met
the entry criteria. Subsequent application of evaluative criteria
revealed that 245 (37% of 668) dose-response relationships from 86
articles (0.4% of 20,285) satisﬁed requirements for evidence of
hormesis. Quantitative evaluation of false-positive and false-negative responses indicated that the data were not very susceptible to
such inﬂuences. A complementary analysis of all dose responses
assessed by hypothesis testing or distributional analyses, where the
units of comparison were treatment doses below the NOAEL,
revealed that of 1089 doses below the NOAEL, 213 (19.5%) satisﬁed statistical signiﬁcance or distributional data evaluative criteria
for hormesis, 869 (80%) did not differ from the control, and 7
(0.6%) displayed evidence of false-positive values. The 32.5-fold
(19.5% vs 0.6%) greater occurrence of hormetic responses than a
response of similar magnitude in the opposite (negative) direction
strongly supports the nonrandom nature of hormetic responses.
This study, which provides the ﬁrst documentation of a dataderived frequency of hormetic responses in the toxicologically
oriented literature, indicates that when the study design satisﬁes a
priori criteria (i.e., a well-deﬁned NOAEL, > 2 doses below the
NOAEL, and the end point measured has the capacity to display
either stimulatory or inhibitory responses), hormesis is frequently
encountered and is broadly represented according to agent, model,
and end point. These ﬁndings have broad-based implications for
study design, risk assessment methods, and the establishment of
optimal drug doses and suggest important evolutionarily adaptive
strategies for dose-response relationships.
Key Words: hormesis; compensatory responses; overcompensation; U-shaped; J-shaped; dose response; low doses; risk assessment; extrapolation.
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greater opportunity to address issues of generalizability. Furthermore, inclusion of approximately 30 years of articles from each journal ensured the
opportunity to incorporate independent peer review over prolonged periods,
studies reflecting changes in toxicological funding priorities (thereby enhancing the range of chemicals, end points, and hypotheses assessed), improvements in study design, analysis, and technical developments as the field
evolved, and assessment of historical trends if needed.

Exclusion criteria. Only studies with experimental data were considered.
Review articles, abstracts, non-English language articles, epidemiologic studies, and field studies were excluded. Studies lacking any of the following
conditions were excluded: (1) a concurrent control; (2) the capacity to achieve
responses greater than (or less than, depending on end point) the control
response (e.g., studies where the end point was survival and the control
response was 100% or where the end point was tumor incidence and the
control response was zero); (3) at least two doses below the NOAEL; and (4)
at least one dose showing a priori criteria-based inhibition. 2
NOAEL designation. The NOAEL designation represents a unique dose
that can be satisfied by only one dose. In the hormesis database this dose is
satisfied by definitional determinants such that this dose represents the highest
dose not differing from the control and having defined decrements at immediately higher doses. Any dose lower than this designated NOAEL that
displays a response below that of the control would be interpreted as displaying
either variability or error. As a result of this definition of NOAEL and applying
it consistently throughout the database, possible subjective reinterpretation and
designation of the NOAEL dose was prevented. The implications of this
scheme were to allow for the inclusion of negative variability/error in the
dose-response relationship below a designated NOAEL to permit false-positive
estimation. If this approach had not been followed, some dose-response rela-

2
For purposes of this study, the NOAEL was defined as the highest dose
with a response not statistically significantly different with respect to adverse
responses from the control in studies where hypothesis testing was performed;
in studies lacking hypothesis testing and in studies where hypothesis testing
was performed but statistical significance was not observed with respect to
adverse effects, the NOAEL was defined as the highest dose with a response ⱖ
90% of the control for inverted U-shaped dose-response relationships or as the
highest dose with a response ⱕ 110% of the control for U- or J-shaped
dose-response relationships. Inhibition was defined as occurring when: (1) the
response for at least one dose higher than the NOAEL was statistically
significantly different from the control in studies where hypothesis testing was
performed; (2) the response for at least one dose higher than the NOAEL
showed no 2⫻ SD/SEM overlap with the control response in studies where
only data distribution was reported; or (3) in the absence of statistical significance or nonoverlapping distributions, the response for at least two doses
higher than the NOAEL was ⬍ 90% of the control for inverted-U shaped
dose-response relationships or ⬎ 110% of the control for U- or J-shaped
dose-response relationships.

tionships could have been eliminated from satisfying entry criteria, ultimately
resulting in a higher proportion of studies satisfying the evaluative criteria.
Residual bias may occur as a result of the NOAEL designation used in this
assessment. Some doses that are characterized as NOAELs may in fact display
evidence of low/modest toxic responses. However, if the decrement does not
achieve a certain designated level (e.g., statistical significance, percent decrement), a determination could be made for that dose being the NOAEL. Thus,
it is possible to inappropriately designate a bona fide LOAEL (lowest observed
adverse effect level) as a NOAEL. This concern is widely recognized in
regulatory toxicology and is one of the reasons why the NOAEL has been
broadly criticized with respect to its no adverse effect designation. This
possible limitation has led to proposals for application of statistical procedures,
such as the benchmark dose (BMD), to estimate the NOAEL. If a NOAEL is
actually a LOAEL in the current hormesis database, this would have implications for detection of hormesis at lower doses in the dose response spectrum.
In fact, it could limit the potential detection to possibly one dose under certain
study design scenarios. Again, even this one dose may still actually represent
a type of LOAEL, if in fact it too had low residual deficits. This suggests that
for dose responses in the present hormesis database where the NOAEL reflects
a dose with a slight/modest toxic response, a false-negative potential for
hormesis estimation may exist.
A decision was made in the development of the criteria to include as
NOAELs for evaluative purposes doses that could satisfy evaluative criteria for
evidence of hormesis. Although it is possible that one could have eliminated
NOAELs within an evaluative designation, this approach was rejected, since
the NOAEL, when it exceeds the control value, could be considered as being
in the hormetic zone. This is because the designation of the NOAEL is not a
perfect representation of the zero equivalent point (i.e., the highest dose with
a response equal to the control response), but could err on either side of the
control for real biological effect purposes. For this reason, it was decided that
it would be unfair to bias a determination against a hormetic perspective. It
should be noted that it was argued above that mischaracterization of a LOAEL
with a NOAEL could lead to false-negative representation. However, allowing
a NOAEL to be positively identified as a hormetic response is not a misrepresentation.
Entry criteria. The entry criteria were designed to ensure consistency with
the U (or inverted U) shape of the hormetic dose-response relationship. That is,
all studies needed to have sufficient evidence to demonstrate the occurrence of
high-dose inhibition based on statistical and/or quantitative criteria, a NOAEL,
and doses below the NOAEL that were to be evaluated for the potential of a
low-dose stimulatory response based on statistical and/or quantitative criteria.
Studies satisfying these general criteria were placed into one of three entry
criteria tiers (T1, T2, T3) presented in Table 1: T1 includes dose-response
relationships subjected to hypothesis testing; T2 was designed to identify
dose-response relationships lacking hypothesis testing but reporting standard
deviation (SD) or standard error of the mean (SEM) information, thereby
providing information on the distribution of the data. T3 was designed to
identify dose-response relationships defined only by data points reflecting
mean/median values with no reference to variation.
Evaluative criteria. All dose-response relationships meeting the entry
criteria were then subjected to evaluative criteria for evidence of hormesis
(Table 1). An outcome satisfying criteria for evidence of hormesis is considered indicative of a dose-response relationship demonstrating stimulation at
low doses and inhibition at higher doses. (See Fig. 1 for examples of data sets
satisfying evaluative criteria.)
Where no hypothesis testing was performed, a difference of at least two SD
or two SEM between the control and treatment group was considered indicative of potential statistical significance. Although our intent was to standardize
all such data to conform to a similar distribution (i.e., SEM), this was not
possible because of considerable variability in the nature and specificity of the
information provided (e.g., out of a total of 196 dose-response relationships in
category T2, 66 distributions were reported as SEM, 60 were reported as SD,
and 70 were not identified). Consequently, we used the distribution provided in
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Screening protocol. All articles were initially screened in ascending chronological order beginning with volume 1, number 1 of each journal through
1998, with the exception of Life Sciences. Due to the increasingly large number
of articles published per year in this journal (by the end of 1979 approximately
6000 articles had been screened with an annual publication rate increasing to
over 600 articles), a decision was made to limit additional screening to 6 years,
approximately equally spaced over the remaining 19 years of publication
(1982, 1985, 1988, 1992, 1995, 1998). During the initial screening, exclusion
and entry criteria described below were applied to all dose-response relationships reported in tabular or graphical form in each article. Dose-response
relationships meeting the entry criteria were later examined with evaluative
criteria described below for satisfying or not satisfying evidence of hormesis.
The initial screening and the subsequent application of evaluative criteria were
performed by the two authors; the results of the application of evaluative
criteria were examined a second time by one of the authors.
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TABLE 1
Summary of a Priori Entry and Evaluative Criteria with Descriptions of Outcomes Satisfying Evidence of Hormesis
Category
Entry criteria
Hypothesis testing
Data distribution reported
Minimum no. doses below NOAEL a
Minimum no. doses above NOAEL b

T2

T3

Yes
Not relevant
2
1 dose with a statistically
significant response or 2
doses with responses ⬍
90% of control

No
Yes
2
1 dose with a response showing no
2 ⫻ SD/SEM overlap with
control or 2 doses with
responses ⬍ 90% of control

No
No
2
2 doses with responses
⬍ 90% of control

At least 1 stimulatory dose
with a statistically
significant response or
at least 3 doses with
responses ⱖ 110% of
control

At least 1 stimulatory dose with a
response showing no 2 ⫻ SD/
SEM overlap with control or at
least 3 doses with responses ⱖ
110% of control

At least 3 doses with
responses ⱖ 110%
of control

Note. T1, dose-response relationships subjected to hypothesis testing; T2, designed to identify dose-response relationships lacking hypothesis testing but
reporting SD or SEM, thus providing data distribution information; T3, designed to identify dose-response relationships defined only by data points reflecting
mean/median values with no reference to variation.
a
NOAEL, no observed adverse effect level. For the purposes of this study the NOAEL was defined as the highest dose with a response not statistically
significantly different from the control with respect to adverse effects in studies where hypothesis testing was performed; in studies lacking hypothesis testing
and in studies where hypothesis testing was performed but statistical significance was not observed with respect to adverse effects, the NOAEL was defined as
the highest dose with a response ⱖ 90% of the control for inverted U-shaped dose-response relationships or as the highest dose with a response ⱕ 110% of the
control for U- or J-shaped dose-response relationships.
b
For the purposes of this study inhibition must be demonstrated as follows: at least one dose higher than the NOAEL with a response statistically significantly
different from the control in studies where hypothesis testing was performed; at least one dose higher than the NOAEL with a response showing no 2 times
SD/SEM overlap with the control in studies where data distribution was reported; or at least 2 doses higher than the NOAEL with responses ⬍ 90% of the control.
c
Please note that these descriptions apply to inverted U-shaped dose-response relationships; in the case of J- (or U-) shaped dose-response relationships the
evaluative response criterion value including and/or below the NOAEL is ⱕ 90% of control and the evaluative response criterion above the NOAEL is ⬎ 110%
of control.
d
Consistent with the U- (or inverted U-) shape of the hormetic dose-response relationship.

the paper, recognizing that the comparison between studies would lack the
intended uniform comparability.
In cases where data were graphically represented, on some occasions error
bars were depicted for treatment data points, but not for the control. In those
cases the dose responses were considered indicative of potential statistical
significance if the error bars (SD/SEM ⫻ 2) of the treatment did not cross the
control value.
In order to avoid exclusion of potentially relevant data below the NOAEL
and to enhance the rigor of evaluative criteria, dose-response relationships with
at least three doses with responses ⱖ 110% of control (or with responses ⱕ
90% for J- or U-shaped curves), i.e., alternative quantitative criteria were
considered satisfying evidence of low-dose stimulation in the absence of
statistical significance or potential statistical significance as determined by data
distribution.
In order to avoid exclusion of potentially relevant data due to absence of a
statistically significant or potentially statistically significant inhibitory response at high doses, dose-response relationships with at least two doses with
responses ⬍ 90% of control (or ⬎ 110% for J- or U-shaped curves) were
considered satisfying evidence of inhibition in the absence of statistical significance or potential statistical significance as determined by data distribution.
Assessment of false-positive responses. An indication of the frequency of
false-positive responses (i.e., to what extent the positive findings could be
accounted for by chance or random variation) was obtained by assessing the
responses of treatment doses below the NOAEL and comparing the proportion
of negative findings to positive findings. This is based on the assumption that

if chance or random variation was responsible for the positive findings (i.e., a
hormesis designation) then the number of negative responses should approximate the number of positive responses. It should be noted that although the
NOAEL dose was included when assessing dose-response relationships with
the evaluative criteria (Table 1), only treatment doses below the NOAEL were
evaluated for false-positive responses. The NOAEL by definition cannot display an adverse (or negative) response, and its inclusion in the assessment of
false-positives would therefore bias the outcome. By excluding the NOAEL
values in this assessment, bias favoring false-positive estimation was minimized. This approach therefore provides a rate of false-positive/negative
estimates that could be applied to the total rather than deriving the absolute
number by direct estimation.
When the evaluative criteria were based on the response of single doses, the
proportion of false-positive findings was derived by dividing the total number
of doses below the NOAEL showing significant or potentially significant
negative responses by the total number of significant or potentially significant
responses of a positive and negative nature for both the hypothesis testing (T1)
and distributional data (T2) categories. A similar procedure was employed to
estimate false-positive findings when alternative quantitative criteria were
used.
Assessment of false-negative responses. An indication of the frequency of
false-negative responses was obtained by assessing the proportion of doseresponse relationships satisfying the alternative quantitative evaluative criteria
to the total number of dose-response relationships not satisfying evaluative
criteria in the hypothesis testing category T1. This procedure was also applied
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Evaluative criteria c
Outcome satisfying evidence of hormesis d
Including and/or below the NOAEL
responses

T1
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to dose-response relationships that failed to satisfy evaluative criteria for the
distributional data category T2.

RESULTS

Frequency of Hormetic Effects
Table 2 presents the results of application of the entry
criteria organized by journal and year of publication. Of the

20,285 articles screened, 195 articles (1%) contained 668 doseresponse relationships meeting the entry criteria. The number
of articles screened was equally divided between the environmentally oriented journals (51.5%; 10,462 articles published in
Environmental Pollution and The Bulletin of Environmental
Contamination and Toxicology) and the more pharmacologically oriented journal (48.4%; 9823 articles published in Life
Sciences). Approximately 1% of the articles in each journal
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FIG. 1. Hypothetical data sets comprising a control (C, hatched lines) and
five treatment groups (doses) satisfying
entry criteria; data sets showing evidence
of hormesis for each evaluative approach
(statistical significance, data distribution,
and alternative quantitative) and category. See Table 1 for category descriptions. NOAEL dose is indicated by crosshatching; arrows indicate response(s)
satisfying evaluative criteria for hormesis; *statistical significance at p ⱕ 0.05.
Error bars represent the mean ⫾ 2 SD.
Please note that these descriptions apply
to inverted U-shaped dose-response relationships; in the case of J- (or U-) shaped
dose-response relationships, the evaluative response criterion value including
and/or below the NOAEL is ⱕ 90% of
control.
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TABLE 2
Summary of Results of Application of a Priori Entry Criteria for Articles, Organized by Journal and Publication Year
Environmental Pollution
Year

13
23
28
52
54
58
53
88
80
83
83
86
83
65
109
107
51
138
180
159
161
115
133
150
152
168
162
127
297
3058

Entered

0
0
0
2
2
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
2
2
0
3
3
2
4
2
4
2
0
1
1
0
1
1
3
38

No. d-r

0
0
0
17
6
0
6
0
1
0
0
0
9
3
0
50
14
66
11
3
25
8
0
2
11
0
4
1
14
251

Year

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
Total

Published

38
46
45
45
103
100
130
136
234
259
246
235
247
428
312
270
248
213
210
254
283
322
260
271
276
283
277
271
277
267
289
279
250
7404

Entered

1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
4
3
0
2
3
1
3
2
0
1
2
1
0
3
6
3
1
5
0
3
6
4
4
1
62

No. d-r

4
0
0
0
0
4
0
2
1
9
11
0
10
5
3
11
6
0
2
11
2
0
5
12
17
1
27
0
7
26
14
14
2
206

Life Sciences
Year

Published

Entered

No. d-r

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

127
162
217
333
299
350
349
344
170
168
131
247
444
459
438
494
643
593

0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
2
1
2
1
6
0
2
5
9
4

0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
3
2
4
1
7
0
4
8
26
9

1982

741

5

9

1985

623

11

27

1988

610

8

13

1992

596

13

33

1995

658

12

20

1998
Total

627
9823

11
95

42
211

Note. Environmental Pollution was divided into two series during the years 1980 –1986 (Series A, Ecological and Biological; Series B, Chemical and Physical).
Series A was selected for screening. Life Sciences was divided into two parts during the years 1970 –1973 (Part 1, Physiology and Pharmacology; Part 2,
Biochemistry, General, and Molecular Biology). Part 1 was selected for screening. Due to the increasingly large number of articles published per year in this
journal additional screening was limited to 6 years (1982, 1985, 1988, 1992, 1995, 1998); d-r, dose-response relationships meeting a priori entry criteria.

contained dose-response relationships meeting the entry criteria (Environmental Pollution, 1.2% 38⁄3058; The Bulletin of
Environmental Contamination and Toxicology, 0.8% 62⁄7404;
Life Sciences, 1.0% 95⁄9823). The number of dose-response
relationships meeting the entry criteria was approximately
equally divided among the three journals (Environmental Pollution, 37.5% 251⁄668; The Bulletin of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology, 30.8% 206⁄668; Life Sciences, 31.5%
211⁄668).
Figure 2 presents the results of application of the evaluative

criteria to the 668 dose-response relationships satisfying the
entry criteria organized by category. Two hundred forty-five
(245) dose-response relationships (36.7% of 668) from 86
articles (0.4% of 20,285) satisfied the requirements for evidence of hormesis. Eighteen articles containing 118 doseresponse relationships were in Environmental Pollution; 28
articles containing 68 dose-response relationships were in The
Bulletin of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology; and
40 articles containing 59 dose-response relationships were in
Life Sciences.
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1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
Total

Published

Bulletin of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology
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use of the methodology to estimate false-negative rates, but
also indicate that the actual false-negative rates are likely to be
higher than estimated. These results also suggest that the
findings provided in the alternative criteria for hormetic estimates are considerably more rigorous than the hypothesis
testing and distributional methods.
DISCUSSION

Table 3 presents the results of the 245 dose-response relationships satisfying evaluative criteria for evidence of hormesis
organized by experimental model, end point, and agent, including mixtures. A total of 73 different agents and mixtures from
a broad range of chemical classes is represented.

TABLE 3
Summary of the Dose-Response Relationships Satisfying a Priori Entry and Evaluative Criteria for Evidence of Hormesis Organized by Experimental Model, Endpoint, and Agent, Including
Mixtures
No. of dose-response relationships

Assessment of False-Positive Responses
Tables 4 and 5 present the results of the assessment of
false-positive responses for each entry/evaluative criteria category. The collective findings indicate that the false-positive
rate from the various categories was approximately 4%. When
the false-positive/negative values were totaled, it yielded a net
1.4% false-positive estimate. This would reduce the 36.7%
hormesis frequency to 35.3% (Table 6). These findings indicate
that the methodology was not very susceptible to false-positive/negative error.
Assessment of False-Negative Responses
There were 139 dose-response relationships in T1 that satisfied entry but failed to satisfy evaluative criteria for hormesis.
Thirteen of these 139 dose-response relationships satisfied the
alternative quantitative evaluative criteria. This value provides
an estimate of the false-negative rate for hormesis of 9.3%
within the hypothesis testing criteria (category T1, Fig. 2). A
similar procedure applied to the distributional data revealed a
false-negative rate of 10.1% (category T2, Fig. 2). A direct
comparison of dose-response relationships satisfying evaluative criteria for both hypothesis testing and alternative quantitative criteria revealed that such dose responses were approximately twice as likely to satisfy the evaluative criteria for
hypothesis testing than for alternative criteria (i.e., of the 75
dose-response relationships satisfying hypothesis testing criteria, 38 also satisfied alternative criteria). That is, it is twice as
difficult to have three doses at and/or below the NOAEL with
responses ⱖ 110% of the control response as to have one of
these doses with a responses statistically significantly greater
than the control. These findings not only strongly support the

Satisfying
Satisfying
entry criteria evaluative criteria
Experimental model
Plant
Vertebrate
Invertebrate
Microbe
Protozoan
Total
Endpoint analyzed
Metabolic
Growth
Reproductive
Molecular
Behavioral
Physiologic
Survival
Total
Agent and Mixtures
Effluents
Pesticides
Metals
Petroleum products/
constituents
Alcohol production wastes
Polycholorinated biphenyls
Solvents
Miscellaneous
Total

%

309
266
48
43
2
668

138
83
9
15
0
245

45 (138/309)
31 (83/266)
19 (9/48)
35 (15/43)
0 (0/2)

231
183
124
64
36
17
13
668

97
72
43
11
17
3
2
245

42 (97/231)
39 (72/183)
35 (43/124)
17 (11/64)
47 (17/36)
18 (3/17)
15 (2/13)

116
114
85

67
30
30

58 (67/116)
26 (30/114)
35 (30/85)

24
19
17
10
283
668

15
16
11
6
70
245

62 (15/24)
84 (16/19)
65 (11/17)
60 (6/10)
25 (70/283)

Note. % ⫽ no. satisfying evaluative criteria/ no. satisfying entry criteria.
Metabolic endpoints include enzyme activities, photosynthesis rate, respiration
rate, protein synthesis, etc. Physiologic endpoints include muscle contraction/
relaxation, blood pressure, heart rate, etc. Pesticides include insecticides,
herbicides, fungicides and ectoparasiticides. Miscellaneous includes a variety
of agents and mixtures (e.g., pharmaceutical products, receptor agonists and
antagonists, detergents, etc.).
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FIG. 2. Summary of application of the evaluative criteria to the 668
dose-response relationships satisfying the entry criteria, organized by category.
See Table 1 for category descriptions.

The findings indicate that in studies satisfying entry criteria,
36.7% satisfied the evaluative criteria for a hormetic response.
Although the above assessment indicates that the study findings cannot be accounted for by false-positive responses or by
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TABLE 4
Assessment of False Positive Responses in Cases Where a Priori Evaluative Criteria Were Based on the Response
of Single Doses below the NOAEL
Number treatment doses below NOAEL
Criteria
Entry

Evaluative

Category

Total

Positive
hormesis evidence

Chance
positive evidence

False positive rate

Hypothesis testing
Data distribution

Statistical significance
Data distribution

T1
T2

551
538
1089

129
84
213

1
6
7

1/130 ⫽ 0.008 (0.8%)
6/90 ⫽ 0.067 (6.7%)
7/220 ⫽ 0.032 (3.2%)

random variation, there are fundamental limitations in the
current study methodology that are likely to yield a tendency
for false-negative conclusions (values lower than actual hormesis estimates). The false-negative rate was nearly three times
greater than the false-positive rate (i.e., 9.7% vs 3.5%). The
false-negative criteria were established as being twice as rigorous as the false-positive estimation procedure. Finally, while
false-positive evaluation was able to be applied to all possible
instances for positive responses, this was not the case for the
170 negative dose responses in the alternative quantitative
criteria for which no validation procedure is available. Given
these three factors, it is likely that the 36.7% estimate of
hormetic dose-response frequency is conservative and is likely
somewhat higher.
In addition, the study did not take temporal factors into
consideration. Numerous investigations exist that demonstrate
stimulatory responses occur only following a disruption in
homeostasis, that is, after an initial decrement in response
(Stebbing, 1998; Calabrese, 2001). If responses were not taken
at multiple times during the experiment, possible stimulatory
responses could be missed, leading to false-negative conclusions.

It is interesting to note that of 1089 treatment doses below
the NOAEL using hypothesis testing and distributional data
entry criteria (Table 4), 213 (19.5%) of the treatment doses
were determined to satisfy hormesis evaluative criteria. Only
seven treatment doses (7/1089 ⫽ 0.6%) were significantly
below the control. This suggests that hormetic responses in
these categories occurred approximately 30-fold (19.5%/0.6%
⫽ 32.5) more frequently than a response of similar magnitude
in the opposite (negative) direction. This finding, which employs the treatment doses below the NOAEL as the unit of
comparison, provides striking support for the position that
hormetic effects cannot be attributed to chance.
The data further revealed that the general occurrence for
hormetic dose responses was widely incorporating of biological model, end points, and chemical classes. These findings
represent the first attempt to assess the frequency of hormetic
responses within the context of a biological/toxicological
model based on study design, dose response, and statistical
features. The results are particularly noteworthy, as they directly challenge the long-held view that hormetic responses
should be seen as statistical exceptions, paradoxical findings,
or otherwise unexpected events.

TABLE 5
Assessment of False Positive Responses in Cases Where a Priori Evaluative Criteria Were Based on the Response
of Multiple Doses below the NOAEL
Number dose responses with ⱖ 3 doses below NOAEL

Criteria

Entry

Evaluative

Category

Total

Positive
hormesis evidence

Chance
positive evidence

False positive rate

Hypothesis testing
Data distribution
Alternative quantitative

Alternative quantitative
Alternative quantitative
Alternative quantitative

T1
T2
T3

49
68
104
221

7
10
40
75

2
1
0
3

2/9 ⫽ 0.222 (22.2%)
1/11 ⫽ 0.09 (9%)
0 (0%)
3/78 ⫽ 0.038 (3.8%)

Note. The values of 110% and 90% refer to inverted U-shaped dose-response relationships; the values would be reversed in the case of U- (or J-) shaped
dose-response relationships. Positive hormesis evidence, total number of dose-responses with at least 3 doses below the NOAEL with a response ⱖ 110%. Chance
positive evidence, total number of dose-responses with at least 3 doses below the NOAEL with a response ⱕ 90%. False positive rate, false positive/positive ⫹
false positive.
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Note. Positive hormesis evidence, treatment doses below NOAEL with statistically significant or potentially significant stimulatory responses. Chance positive
evidence, total number of treatment doses below NOAEL with statistically significant or potentially significant inhibitory responses. False positive rate, false
positive/positive ⫹ false positive.
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TABLE 6
Adjustment for Potential False Positive Responses of the Number of Dose-Response Relationships Satisfying Evidence of Hormesis
Criteria
Entry

Evaluative

Categories

Hypothesis testing
Hypothesis testing
Data distribution
Data distribution
Alternative quantitative

Statistical significance
Alternative quantitative
Data distribution
Alternative quantitative
Alternative quantitative

T1
T1
T2
T2
T3

Unadjusted
positives/total
74/213
13/139 a
55/196
14/139 a
89/259
245/668 ⫽36.7%

Est. false
positive potential
0.8%
22.2%
6.7%
9.0%
0%

No. false
positive

Adjusted
positives/total

1 (0.8%⫻74)
3 (22.2%⫻13)
4 (6.7%⫻55)
1 (9.0%⫻14)
0

73 (74–1)
10 (13–3)
51 (55–4)
13 (14–1)
89 (89–0)
236/668 ⫽ 35.3%

Although the above findings suggest that hormetic responses
are quite common if assessed with the appropriate study design
criteria, only 1% of the more than 20,000 published articles
contained data meeting the study design criteria for entry into
the database. This emphasizes the fact that very few published
studies have the potential for detecting hormetic responses in
the low-dose region of dose-response relationships. In fact, the
criteria used in the present study ignored temporal features. If
adequate temporal features were required, the proportion of
studies satisfying entry criteria would have been far less than
the 1%. Yet, if hormetic effects are to be adequately characterized, multiple appropriately spaced doses need to be assessed over multiple periods. The dual combination of multiple
doses and periods places extraordinary demands on the investigation and are generally ignored, at least in part, thereby
affecting the opportunity to assess hormetic effects. Thus, it is
not surprising that hormetic effects have been considered exceptions or paradoxical responses, as our findings indicate that
only 1 of 100 studies has the appropriate dosage design needed
to assess this hypothesis.
Although there are multiple reasons why entry criteria were
not satisfied, the most likely reason is that the hormetic evaluation has high study design criteria requirements, especially
with respect to the number of doses and doses below the
NOAEL. At a minimum, four doses plus a concurrent control
are required, with two of the four doses being below the
NOAEL. Historically, there has been a strong emphasis on
high-dose evaluation, as these responses are often more definitive and publishable for defining the NOAEL. These factors
minimize the proportion of experiments that emphasize belowNOAEL responses. Likewise, there has been the long-standing
belief that responses below the NOAEL are most likely due to
normal variation and not reproducible treatment effects. It is
this very central assumption of modern experimental and regulatory toxicology that the present findings challenge. Yet, it is

this historically controlling assumption that has strongly influenced past toxicological study designs and contributes to the
observation that 99% of studies do not satisfy the entry criteria
for hormetic responses.
The selection of the three journals noted in the Methods
section was designed to achieve a broad representation of
biological models, agents tested, and end points assessed.
Although this approach was generally successful in achieving
these goals, there were several important omissions or underrepresentations in certain categories. For example, the number
of microbiological models was minimally represented; likewise, studies involving various types of radiation were also
minimal. Nonetheless, areas such as microbiological responses
and effects of radioactivity have been extensively documented
and are represented in the earlier and separate database developed by Calabrese and Baldwin (1997a,b). Such underrepresentation in the present study is believed to be a result of the
journal selection rather than a biological restriction of the
hormetic response.
The findings presented here add to and strengthen the earlier
reports on the potential widespread generalizability of hormesis. They provide a useful complement to the Calabrese and
Baldwin (1997a,b) hormesis database, which includes several
thousand examples of dose-response relationships satisfying
quantitative criteria for assessing hormesis, as well as study
replication and mechanistic findings that account for the biphasic nature of the dose and temporal responses of the
hormetic phenomenon. Although numerous examples of apparent hormetic responses exist independent of chemical, biological model, and end point, the previous database cannot
address the issue of frequency of occurrence of hormetic responses. The current study addresses this limitation and suggests that hormetic responses are commonly encountered if the
study design is appropriate.
The present findings have important implications for the
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Note. The unadjusted positives/total value (i.e., 245/668 ⫽ 36.7%) includes correction for potential false negatives (i.e., positive responses with alternative
quantitative criteria in categories T1 and T2).
a
This is based on the assumption that these categories adjust for false negative responses by employing alternative quantitative evaluative criteria in cases
where the data do not satisfy statistical significance (T1) or potential statistical significance as indicated by data distribution (T2). The estimated potential false
negative responses are 9.3% (13/139) for dose-response relationships satisfying hypothesis testing entry criteria and 10.1% (14/139) for dose-response
relationships satisfying distributional data entry criteria.
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design, conduct and interpretation of toxicological investigations as well as the potential to alter current concepts of
NOAEL and challenge findings of risk assessment modeling
activities commonly used for regulatory practices that assume
linearity in low-dose areas. More specifically, for hormetic
effects to be properly assessed, it is important that consideration be given to animal model and end-point selection. For
example, an assessment of end points such as mutagenicity,
carcinogenicity, and teratogenicity within a hormetic framework cannot be made using models with zero or negligible
background/control incidence. It is also important to establish
in a reliable manner the NOAEL for end points of interest and
to include multiple and carefully spaced doses below the
NOAEL. Furthermore, it may be necessary to include a temporal component within the study design if the hormetic mechanism represents an overcompensation response (Hart and
Frame, 1996; Morré, 2000; Stebbing, 1998). The above suggestions are not trivial recommendations, as they require the
commitment of substantial additional resources. Nonetheless,
these features are necessary to more properly determine the
nature of the dose response in the low-dose zone.
These findings address fundamental aspects of the nature of
the dose response in the low-dose zone and suggest the need to
incorporate U-shaped features in future modeling aspects of
biological responses. Although the current investigation has
focused on toxicologically derived data, sufficient data exist
within the original hormesis database to indicate that this
phenomenon is operational and similarly significant across the
broad spectrum of biological, pharmacological, and other biomedical disciplines.
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The Hormetic Dose-Response Model Is More Common
than the Threshold Model in Toxicology
Edward J. Calabrese 1 and Linda A. Baldwin
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The threshold dose-response model is widely viewed as the most
dominant model in toxicology. The present study was designed to
test the validity of the threshold model by assessing the responses
of doses below the toxicological NOAEL (no observed adverse
effect level) in relationship to the control response (i.e., unexposed
group). Nearly 1800 doses below the NOAEL, from 664 doseresponse relationships derived from a previously published database that satisﬁed a priori entry criteria, were evaluated. While the
threshold model predicts a 1:1 ratio of responses “greater than” to
“less than” the control response (i.e., a random distribution), a
2.5:1 ratio (i.e., 1171:464) was observed, reﬂecting 31% more responses above the control value than expected (p < 0.0001). The
mean response (calculated as % control response) of doses below
the NOAEL was 115.0% ⴞ 1.5 standard error of the mean (SEM).
These ﬁndings challenge the long-standing belief in the primacy of
the threshold model in toxicology (and other areas of biology
involving dose-response relationships) and provide strong support
for the hormetic-like biphasic dose-response model characterized
by a low-dose stimulation and a high-dose inhibition. These ﬁndings may affect numerous aspects of toxicological and biological/
biomedical research related to dose-response relationships, including study design, risk assessment, as well as chemotherapeutic
strategies.
Key Words: hormesis; biphasic; risk assessment; dose response;
linear; threshold.

sured, and study design. It may also affect the interpretation
and modeling of dose-response relationships. The threshold
model has long been used by regulatory agencies such as the
FDA and EPA in establishing acceptable exposures to noncarcinogens.
Despite its clear dominance, the threshold model has been
receiving strong challenges over the past decade. Perhaps the
most notable challenge has been from the hormetic doseresponse model (i.e., the biphasic model characterized by a
low-dose stimulation and a high-dose inhibition). This model
appears to be quite common in the biomedical and toxicological literature, with responses highly generalizable according to
biological model, endpoint measured, and chemical and physical stressor agents tested (Calabrese and Baldwin, 2001a,b,c,d,
2002a,b; Calabrese and Baldwin, in press; Calabrese et al.,
1999).
The present study, which was designed to assess the capacity
of the threshold model to predict responses of doses below
apparent toxicological thresholds, demonstrated that not only
was the threshold model unable to adequately account for the
data, but also that the responses were consistent with the
hormetic model.
METHODS
A previously described database created from the published toxicological
literature, using rigorous a priori entry criteria (Calabrese and Baldwin,
2001a), was employed for the evaluation. The a priori entry criteria required
the dose-response relationships to have a lowest observed adverse effect level
(LOAEL), a NOAEL, at least two doses below the NOAEL, and a concurrent
control. The database is comprised of 664 dose-response relationships from
195 articles and contains 1791 doses below the NOAEL. All responses were
converted to values representing a percentage of their respective control
response. In the calculation of responses as percentage of control, fractions
were rounded to whole numbers (e.g., the category 100% contains values
ranging from 99.6% to 100.4%.

It is widely accepted in essentially all disciplines dealing
with dose-response relationships that the threshold model is the
overwhelmingly dominant paradigm (Hayes, 2001; Klaassen,
2001). This model can affect numerous aspects of research
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RESULTS

For simpliﬁcation purposes, the ratio of responses “greater
than” (or above) the control response to responses “less than”
(or below) the control response are referred to as an A/B ratio
(above/below).
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TABLE 1
Responses (Represented as % Control Response) of 1791 Doses
below the NOAEL from 664 Dose-Response Relationships Evaluated by Model, Endpoint, and Agent
Number of responses
Total ⬍100% 100% ⬎100% A/B ratio

162
229
50
22
1
464

54
79
9
14
0
156

557
487
52
72
3
1171

3.4/1.0
2.1/1.0
1.0/1.0
3.3/1.0
3.0/1.0
2.5/1.0

168
87
99
64
24
14
8
464

49
26
33
31
10
5
2
156

420
312
197
136
57
32
17
1171

2.5/1.0
3.6/1.0
2.0/1.0
2.1/1.0
2.4/1,0
2.3/1.0
2.1/1.0
2.5/1.0

15
92
74
10
0
10
3
260
464

11
22
26
1
0
0
0
96
156

249
149
108
47
47
41
20
510
1171

16.6/1.0
1.6/1.0
1.5/1.0
4.7/1.0
—
4.1/1.0
6.7/1.0
2.0/1.0
2.5/1.0

Note. In the calculation of responses as % control, fractions were rounded to
whole numbers (e.g., the category 100% contains values ranging from 99.6%
to 100.4%).

Doses below NOAEL. The mean response (calculated as
the percentage of control) of the 1791 doses below the NOAEL
was 115.0% ⫾ 1.5 (SEM) and the median response was 105.0.
Eleven hundred seventy-one responses were greater than the
control response, 156 were equal to (i.e., rounded to) the
control response, and 464 responses were less than the control
response. The A/B ratios were 2.5:1 (1171/464). Table 1 summarizes the response distribution by experimental model, endpoint, and agent. The A/B ratios were 3.4:1 (557/162) for plant
and 2.1:1 (487/229) for vertebrate models. The mean (⫾ SEM)
and median responses for plant models were 118.4% ⫾ 1.2 and
110.0%, respectively. The mean (⫾ SEM) and median responses for vertebrate models were 109.0% ⫾ 0.8 and 103.0%,
respectively.
NOAEL doses. The mean response (calculated as % control) of the 664 NOAEL doses was 107.1% ⫾ 2.1 (SEM) and
the median response was 98.0. Two hundred seventy-three
NOAEL responses were greater than the control response, 37
NOAEL responses were equal to the control response, and 354

TABLE 2
Responses (Calculated as % Control) of 664 NOAEL Doses
from 664 Dose-Response Relationships Evaluated by Model, Endpoint, and Agent
Number of responses

Experimental model
Plant
Vertebrate
Invertebrate
Microbe
Protozoan
Total
Endpoint analyzed
Metabolic
Growth
Reproductive
Molecular
Behavioral
Physiologic
Survival
Total
Agent and mixtures
Efﬂuents
Pesticides
Metals
Petroleum products/
constituents
Alcohol production wastes
Polychlorinated biphenyls
Solvents
Miscellaneous
Total

Total

⬍100%

100%

⬎100%

A/B ratio

309
262
49
42
2
664

140
163
36
14
1
354

12
15
3
7
0
37

157
84
10
21
1
273

1.1/1.0
0.5/1.0
0.3/1.0
1.5/1.0
1.0/1.0
0.8/1.0

232
177
128
64
33
17
13
664

118
80
70
45
20
13
8
354

13
6
12
3
1
1
1
37

101
91
46
16
12
3
4
273

0.9/1.0
1.1/1.0
0.6/1.0
0.3/1.0
0.6/1.0
0.2/1.0
0.5/1.0
0.8/1.0

115
111
84

27
59
50

2
9
7

86
43
27

3.2/1.0
0.7/1.0
0.5/1.0

24
16
17
9
288
664

12
6
8
4
188
354

0
1
1
1
16
37

12
9
8
4
84
273

1.0/1.0
1.5/1.0
1.0/1.0
1.0/1.0
0.4/1.0
0.8/1.0

Note. In the calculation of responses as % control, fractions were rounded to
whole numbers (e.g., the category 100% contains values ranging from 99.6%
to 100.4%).
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Experimental model
Plant
773
Vertebrate
795
Invertebrate
111
Microbe
108
Protozoan
4
Total
1791
Endpoint analyzed
Metabolic
637
Growth
425
Reproductive
329
Molecular
231
Behavioral
91
Physiologic
51
Survival
27
Total
1791
Agent and mixtures
Efﬂuents
275
Pesticides
263
Metals
208
Petroleum products/constituents
58
Alcohol production wastes
47
Polychlorinated biphenyls
51
Solvents
23
Miscellaneous
866
Total
1791

NOAEL responses were less than the control response. The
A/B ratio was 0.8/1 (273/354). Table 2 summarizes the
NOAEL response distribution by experimental model, endpoint, and agent. The A/B ratios were 1.1:1 (157/140) for plant
and 0.5:1 (84/163) for vertebrate models. The mean (⫾ SEM)
and median NOAEL responses for plant models were 111.5%
⫾ 1.7 and 101.0%, respectively. The mean (⫾ SEM) and
median NOAEL responses for vertebrate models were 98.0%
⫾ 1.3 and 95.0%, respectively.
Effect of NOAEL response on the A/B ratio of responses of
doses below the NOAEL. The A/B response ratio for doses
below the NOAEL was markedly affected by the value of the
NOAEL (Table 3). When the NOAEL response was greater
than the control response the A/B response ratio of doses below
the NOAEL was 6.7:1 (572/85); when the NOAEL response
was equal to the control response the A/B response ratio was
2.5:1 (56/22), and when the NOAEL response was less than the
control response the A/B response ratio was 1.5:1 (549/356).
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TABLE 3
Relationship of the NOAEL Response (Calculated as % Control)
to the A/B Ratio of Responses below the NOAEL

A/B ratio was observed to increase as the position of the dose
from the NOAEL increased.
DISCUSSION

Number of responses
Total

⬍100%

100%

⬎100%

⬎110
110
109
108
107
106
105
104
103
102
101
100
99
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91
90
⬍90

421
16
20
22
19
21
20
26
46
43
37
100
44
58
57
58
104
70
99
100
30
86
294

36
5
1
4
6
1
4
2
6
14
6
22
16
16
15
16
37
27
37
29
9
34
120

13
2
2
0
0
2
1
3
2
7
2
22
4
6
6
10
11
6
6
9
2
14
21

372
9
17
18
13
18
15
21
38
22
29
56
24
36
36
32
56
37
56
62
19
38
153

A/B ratio

6.7 (572/85)

2.5 (56/22)

1.5 (549/356)

Note. In the calculation of responses as % control, fractions were rounded to
whole numbers (e.g., the category 100% contains values ranging from 99.6%
to 100.4%).

Effect of position of dose less than the NOAEL on response
and A/B ratio. Table 4 summarizes the responses and A/B
ratios of doses below the NOAEL, based on the position of the
dose from the NOAEL (i.e., ﬁrst dose, second dose, or third
and greater doses less than the NOAEL). Although the mean
and median responses are similar as the position of the dose
relative to the NOAEL decreases, the response decreases (i.e.,
the highest response was observed in the dose closest to the
NOAEL, the next highest in the second dose, and the lowest in
the third and greater doses from the NOAEL). In contrast, the

The ﬁndings indicate that the responses of doses below the
NOAEL, where there is a transition between adaptation and
toxicity, are nonrandomly distributed, with the strong majority
having values greater than the control response. This observation is further supported by the mean response of 115.0% ⫾ 1.5
(SEM) of below NOAEL responses. These ﬁndings challenge
the long-held belief that treatment-related effects below the
NOAEL are unexpected and, if observed, are simply normal
variation.
Despite the fact that the data are at variance with predictions
of the threshold model, it is important to emphasize that there
is considerable overlap in the low-dose stimulatory zone between the threshold and hormetic model predictions. That is,
for those doses with responses greater than the control value, it
is not possible to distinguish between the two models. This is
because the magnitude of the low-dose stimulation of the
hormetic model is quite modest (i.e., 30 – 60% greater than
controls at maximum) and consistent with a response often
regarded as normal variability depending on the model employed and endpoint measured. Thus, the principal manner by
which the two models can be differentiated is the nonrandom
distribution of responses greater than the control response as
seen in this study. In fact, it is the high degree of overlap
between the two models that makes it very difﬁcult to differentiate the threshold and hormetic models when only data from
a single dose response are considered.
An assessment of dose-response relationships without evidence of hormesis suggests that this may be due, at least in
part, to responses occurring at doses less than the identiﬁed
NOAEL. Even though the NOAEL, by deﬁnition, does not
differ in a statistically signiﬁcant manner from the control, it is
still quite possible that doses less than the NOAEL, especially
that dose closest to the NOAEL, may display a distinct but
lesser degree of toxicity than the NOAEL. If this were true, it
would affect the capacity to detect hormetic responses in such
dose-response relationships. This concept was evaluated by

TABLE 4
Effect of Position of Dose below the NOAEL Dose on Response (Calculated as % Control) and A/B Ratio
Number of responses
Position below NOAEL

Total

⬍100%

100%

⬎100%

Mean ⫾ SEM (%)

Median (%)

A/B ratio

1st dose
2nd dose
ⱖ3rd doses

664
664
463

191
173
100

41
58
57

432
433
306

118.7 ⫾ 3.7
113.5 ⫾ 1.3
111.8 ⫾ 1.1

107
106
105

2.26
2.50
3.06

Note. Below the NOAEL dose, less than the NOAEL dose. In the calculation of responses as % control, fractions were rounded to whole numbers (e.g., the
category 100% contains values ranging from 99.6% to 100.4%).
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TABLE 5
Evidence Supporting Residual Toxicity in Dose-Response Relationships Not Showing Evidence of Hormesis When the NOAEL
Response Is Equal To or Less Than 95% of the Control Response
No. doses with responses ⬍100%
control response
Position of dose from NOAEL
NOAEL value

32
18
28
24
5
26
75
208

1st dose

2nd dose

17
11
16
13
4
14
46
121
(121/208⫽58%)

14
7
13
9
3
13
35
94
(94/208⫽45%)

assessing the responses of doses from dose responses not
satisfying our functional deﬁnition of hormesis, in which the
NOAEL was equal to or less than 95% of the control. In such
circumstances it was hypothesized that the “residual (i.e., carryover) toxicity” response would progressively diminish with
the lower doses. This suggests that the likelihood of observing
a response greater than the control would increase as the dose
decreased (at least within the optimal hormetic response zone).
As seen in Table 5, this is the trend that is observed. There was
a 25–30% increase (i.e., 121 vs. 94) in the number of responses
equal to or greater than the control response when comparing
the responses of the ﬁrst and second doses less than the
NOAEL. This observation suggests the occurrence of residual
toxicity in such dose-response relationships. Since nearly 70%
of vertebrate toxicology studies assessed here had NOAELs
less than the control, it suggests the possibility of residual
toxicity in a certain percentage of such dose-response relationships, a factor that could signiﬁcantly underestimate the frequency of hormesis in the vertebrate toxicological literature.
This observation also suggests why toxicologists may have
mistakenly dismissed a hormetic hypothesis in favor of a
threshold hypothesis.
An alternative interpretation to the residual toxicity hypothesis could involve the assumption that the population studied is
highly heterogeneous, being comprised of a variety of subgroups with differential susceptibility. Under such a scenario,
it is possible that one could account for such responses of doses
less than the NOAEL based on subgroup-speciﬁc responses
rather than the residual toxicity hypothesis. Numerous examples exist within the hormesis database in which hormetic
responses occurred when the NOAEL was equal to or less than
95% of the control response. This suggests the possibility of
population heterogeneity as a factor explaining the dose-re-
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sponse relationship (Calabrese and Baldwin, 2002a). In addition, it is possible that differences in study design, especially
those relating to dose spacing below the NOAEL, could also be
a critical determinant affecting the interpretation of the dose
response. Further assessment in this area is necessary to clarify
the factors affecting the nature of the dose response in the
sub-NOAEL zone.
The threshold model is not only challenged by the nonrandom distribution of responses of doses below the NOAEL, but
is further weakened by the data supporting the residual toxicity
hypothesis in circumstances in which hormesis was not even
observed. These ﬁndings raise the critical question of how the
ﬁeld of toxicology could have accepted the threshold model
over the past century (Klaassen, 2001). This is particularly
important since the concept of the dose response is the most
central feature in toxicology.
The use of the NOAEL to provide a quasi-estimate of the
threshold has both strengths and limitations. Most notably, it
provides a statistically based framework by which a consistent
comparison across the large number of dose responses may be
evaluated. However, the precision by which the NOAEL provides a close approximation of the actual threshold is affected
by the quality of the study design, especially with respect to the
number of doses used and the nature of the dose spacing. Since
the a priori entry criteria for the present study required a
LOAEL, NOAEL, at least two doses below the NOAEL, and a
concurrent control, the study designs were generally quite
robust with respect to the number of doses, such that concerns
dealing with adequacy of the NOAEL to provide a reasonable
estimate of the threshold were minimized.
The ﬁndings are broadly generalizable according to endpoint
measured, since the below NOAEL stimulatory response was
the most dominant response for all general endpoint response
categories and chemical classes (Table 1). These ﬁndings,
along with the average magnitude of stimulation, are consistent
with the published literature dealing with hormesis (Calabrese
and Baldwin, 2001a,b,c,d, 2002b; Calabrese and Baldwin, in
press; Calabrese et al., 1999).
The implications of the ﬁndings are striking and challenge
the fundamental teachings of the dose response and textbook
treatment of this concept. They may affect study designs assessing dose-response relationships, risk assessment procedures for carcinogens and noncarcinogens, strategies for chemotherapeutic applications, and the selection of biological
model and endpoints measured.
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Which dose-response model best explains low-dose responses is
a critical issue in toxicology, pharmacology, and risk assessment.
The present paper utilized the U.S. National Cancer Institute
yeast screening database that contains 56,914 dose-response
studies representing the replicated effects of 2189 chemically
diverse possible antitumor drugs on cell proliferation in 13 different yeast strains. Multiple evaluation methods indicated that
the observed data are inconsistent with the threshold model while
supporting the hormetic model. Hormetic response patterns were
observed approximately four times more often than would be expected by chance alone. The data call for the rejection of the
threshold model for low-dose prediction, and they support the
hormetic model as the default model for scientiﬁc interpretation of
low-dose toxicological responses.
Key Words: hormesis; threshold; dose-response; yeast; NCI;
U-shaped; J-shaped; bell-shaped; risk assessment; carcinogens;
chemotherapeutics; cell proliferation; Saccharomyces.

The threshold dose-response model has long been recognized
as the dominant dose-response model in the biological sciences,
including pharmacology and toxicology (Clark, 1926, 1933,
1937). The threshold model dominates discussion in the leading
pharmacological (Hardman and Limbird, 2001) and toxicological textbooks (Eaton and Klaassen, 2001; Hayes, 2001),
development of study designs that drive hazard assessment
procedures for pharmaceutical and chemical agents, and risk
assessment processes used by regulatory and public health
agencies worldwide. Despite this fact and a history of broad
acceptance in many biological disciplines, the assumption that
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the threshold model should be used has been recently challenged. An alternative model, the hormesis model, has been
proposed based on evidence of its generalizability by biological
system, endpoint measured, chemical class tested (Calabrese,
2004, 2005; Calabrese and Baldwin, 2001a,b,c, 2003; Calabrese
and Blain, 2005; Calabrese et al., 1999), and high frequency in
the toxicological literature (Calabrese and Baldwin, 2001b).
Using a priori entry and evaluative criteria, Calabrese and
Baldwin (2003) reported that the hormesis model far outperformed the threshold model in a toxicological assessment
using approximately 800 dose-response relationships that were
broadly representative of commonly employed biological
models, endpoints, and chemical agents. The present paper
extends these ﬁndings by a systematic in-depth analysis of
56,914 dose-response studies in yeast. The analyses demonstrate that the hormesis dose-response model strongly outperforms the threshold model when applied to the extensive and
highly standardized National Cancer Institute (NCI) tumor drug
screening database using yeast as the test organism.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study utilized data from the NCI yeast anticancer drug screen,
described in detail by Holbeck (2004) and at the NCI Web site (http://www.
dtp.nci.nih.gov/yacds/index.html). Brieﬂy, data from stage 2, which contains
the most promising compounds based on preliminary testing, were selected for
evaluation; the agents were tested at ﬁve concentrations (1.2, 3.7, 11, 33, and
100lM) in 13 yeast strains. The yeast comprises a panel of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae strains altered in DNA damage repair or cell cycle control genes,
along with the wild-type (wt) strain without such genetic alterations. The NCI
Web site contains a description of the genotype of each yeast strain used. The
responses reported are derived from the fraction of growth of the yeast strain
exposed to the compound relative to the growth of the same yeast strain treated
with solvent (i.e., DMSO) control. Yeast cells in the exponential phase of
growth were inoculated into synthetic complete medium containing 2% glucose
and the test chemical. The starting cell density was 104 cells per well containing
200 ll of medium. (Julian Simon, personal communication).
This study, like any analysis of preexisting data, has limitations based on the
data that are available. Factors limiting the range of questions that we could
analyze were the fact that the NCI database provides the average of two
responses and the difference between them but not original optical densities or
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raw data permitting us to match chemicals to plates. Possible sources of
variation were differences among columns or rows in 96-well plates and the
lack of randomization of treatments within plates, plates within stacks, and
stacks within the incubator. In the main, however, the large size, apparent
quality control, and internal consistency of the NCI database minimize risks
associated with experimental protocols, and we restricted our analysis to
questions where experimental variation can be properly analyzed. Moreover, in
each instance where such factors may be relevant to our analysis, we
speciﬁcally point it out. Whenever a choice of assumptions was possible, we
made assumptions so as to ensure that our analysis was conservative, in the
sense that the bias, if any, would reduce the chance of observing hormesis.
Replication Procedure
Each chemical was tested four times at the same ﬁve concentrations in each
of the 13 yeast strains (Table 1). Ninety-six–well plates were used, with
80 chemicals being tested at the same concentration (1.2, 3.7, 10, 33, or 100lM)
on one plate, leaving the 16 peripheral wells for controls. Each concentration
for that drug was incubated over the same 12-h period on a different plate such
that there were ﬁve plates run on the same chemical at the same time. Of the 16
control wells, four were allocated to unexposed controls, eight to solvent
controls, and four to controls using cycloheximide. All strains were cycloheximide sensitive, and the assay was deemed invalid if there was growth in the
presence of cycloheximide. The order of the plates in the growth chamber with
respect to chemical tested was systematic and not randomly allocated. The
relative position of the controls on each plate was constant. The variability in
response was designed to be maximized by using a different source of chemical
on a different day and different yeast cultures in each different test (Julian
Simon, personal communication). Slightly greater evaporation from the
peripheral wells containing the controls may have caused control values to be
several percentage points above a normal background. This potential bias was
systematic for all plates and, if present, would introduce a negative bias with
respect to discerning possible stimulatory responses (Faessel et al., 1999). To
ensure that our analysis was conservative with respect to the detection of
hormesis, no correction was made for this factor. Factors other than evaporation
from peripheral wells may contribute to variation in data from 96-well plates.
An analysis of such factors by Faessel et al. (1999) found that differences

associated with positions of plates in stacks and of stacks in an incubator tended
to be smaller than differences between the middle and edges of plates.
Moreover, the importance of these sources of variation is minimal for our
purposes as each plate contained its own set of controls.
The response data consisted of a ratio of the optical density (OD) of the
response well for the treatment divided by the mean of the OD readings of the
eight solvent control wells for each concentration. OD readings were at 600 nm.
This process was repeated on the second day, and the ratios from the 2 days
were averaged. We refer to the average response as the replication response.
Two replication responses were produced for each concentration and for each
strain/experiment. Data on the NCI Web site provide the average of the two
response values and the difference between the two values, but the original OD
values are not available. Data were also not available to match chemicals to
plates to take advantage of plate effects. It is known that even if the control and
treatment responses have the same mean, then the mean of their ratio will be
greater than 100%, and the mean of the ratio approaches 100% as the variance
of controls gets smaller (Casella and Berger, 2002). This creates a slight bias in
favor of a hormetic model, but since the design used eight controls for each
response, the effect is slight. Assuming a lognormal model, if the coefﬁcient of
variation is 10%, then the mean of the ratio of a control and treatment response
with the same mean is 100.1%.
Evaluation Strategy
Since the goal of this research is to evaluate whether there is nonrandom
biological activity as measured by cell proliferation below the toxicological
threshold, it is necessary to evaluate individual dose-response relationships. In
the ﬁve-concentration protocol of NCI, the dose-response study should ideally
have at least one concentration in the toxic (i.e., above threshold) domain,
a concentration with a response that approximates the control response (i.e., the
so-called no observed effect level [NOEL] or the highest dose that does not
differ in a signiﬁcant manner from the control) and several lower concentrations
that would be evaluated for biological activity below this NOEL or thresholdlike value. The NCI yeast database is unique and useful for this purpose but not
ideal, in that some experiments show toxicity but insufﬁcient doses below the
toxicologic threshold. Our a priori entry criterion required at least one
measurement at a concentration below that that was used to estimate the

TABLE 1
NCI Yeast Screening Replication Methodology
Replication 1
Day 1

d

d
d

Day 2

d

d
d

Days 3 and 4

Replication 2

Five concentrations, each single
concentration on a different 96-well plate
Eight solvent control wells per 96-well plate
The single treatment value for each
concentration is divided by the average of the eight
solvent control values for each well plate
Five concentrations, each single
concentration on a
different 96-well plate
Eight solvent control wells per 96-well plate
The single treatment value for each concentration is
divided by the average of the eight solvent
control values for each well plate
The average of day 1 and 2 values creates what is
designated as replication 1
d

The procedures on days 3 and 4 were identical to
those on days 1 and 2
The average of day 3 and 4 values
creates what is designated as replication 2
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toxicological threshold. A response in the toxic zone at the highest concentration was considered desirable but not essential since lack of toxicity at the
highest concentration in a screening bioassay may simply reﬂect an inadequate
concentration range.
A two-stage approach was used to assess possible below–toxic threshold
biological activity. The ﬁrst involved estimation of the toxic threshold, while
the second assessed the distribution of responses at concentrations lower than
the estimated threshold concentration.
Threshold Estimation Strategies
Two strategies were used to estimate the toxicological threshold: the
Benchmark Dose (BMD) and the NOEL. Since the results were similar, we
only present the BMD results here. The Benchmark Dose 10 (BMD(10)) is the
dose at which the response is estimated to have decreased 10% below control
value (Crump, 1984). The BMD(10) was selected since 10% bounded the
variability of the most variable yeast strain (i.e., response SD ranged from 3.0 to
7.5% for the 13 strains). Use of a BMD based on less than 10% (e.g., 2.5–7.5%)
would yield progressively higher estimates of the frequency of hormesis for all
parameters estimated (see ‘‘Results’’ section, Fig. 3 and ‘‘Supplementary Data’’
section), suggesting that the current approach (i.e., BMD(10) method) would
lead to an overall underestimation of hormesis frequency. An identical analysis
using the BMD(2.5) for all parameters reported for the BMD(10) analysis is
given within the ‘‘Supplementary Data’’ section. Our method of estimating
a BMD(10) is explained below (Fig. 1). Since our goal is to classify toxicity, we
did not calculate the lower bound of a conﬁdence interval for that dose. The
BMD(10) approximates the control but probably entails a low degree of
toxicity. It corresponds to a dose that is slightly higher than the toxicological
threshold. This suggests that a dose immediately below and very close to the
BMD(10) may itself be within the toxic zone (i.e., a slightly higher
concentration than the actual toxicological threshold). This would become
less likely with increasing distance between the BMD(10) and the concentration below the BMD(10). For example, for agents with a BMD(10) near 3.7lM,
the 1.2lM dose would be close to the toxicity threshold. In contrast, for agents
with a BMD(10) approaching 100lM, the 1.2lM dose would be nearly two
orders of magnitude below the toxicity threshold.
A BMD(10) was calculated for each of the 28,457 (2189 chemicals and 13
strains) dose-response experiments using the average of two replications as
response. The BMD(10) was estimated through the following procedure.
1. The largest concentration with an average response below 90% is
identiﬁed. Let this concentration be Cbelow, and let the associated response be
Rbelow.

BMDð10Þ ¼ exp½logðCabove Þ þ ð0:90  Rabove ÞðlogðCbelow Þ
 logðCabove ÞÞ=ðRbelow  Rabove Þ :
3. If the average response at the next lowest concentration below Cbelow is
less than 90%, then let this concentration be Cbelow with response Rbelow and
return to step 2.
If all responses for a particular chemical-strain experiment were above or below
90% then ‘‘greater than 100lM’’ or ‘‘less than 1.2lM,’’ respectively, was
reported.
In contrast to a linear or nonlinear regression approach to calculating BMD,
the procedure described above is ‘‘local’’ in the sense that the BMD(10) is only
calculated using the responses at concentrations that are adjacent to the
BMD(10). Further, when this approach is used, the two concentration-response
pairs that surround the BMD(10) are chosen using only concentrations above
the BMD(10) and one concentration below the BMD(10). Responses at
concentrations used to estimate below-threshold responses were not used in
the estimation of the BMD.
Assessing the Distribution of Responses below the Toxic Threshold
We used two approaches to assess evidence of stimulated biological activity
at concentrations below the estimated threshold of toxic response. The ﬁrst is
a pattern analysis that counts how often both replicates in each experiment were
above and below (or equal to) 100% and compares those counts to expected
values, assuming a threshold model. The second approach compares the
frequency of responses at various levels above and below 100%.
Pattern analysis. This approach categorized each concentration-response
replication for all chemical-strain combinations and analyzed the patterns of
responses at each concentration that were above and below (or equal to) 100%.
In this approach, each chemical-strain repetition can express one of two
different responses: H (response above 100%) and L (response less than or
equal to 100%). A simple ‘‘fair coin’’ model was posited for the responses
below the BMD(10) where each single replication would have a 50% chance of
being above or below (or equal to) 100% and there is statistical independence
across responses. This model assumes that the responses at concentrations
below the BMD(10) have a median of 100%. It therefore describes a threshold
model with minimal distributional assumptions. The ﬁdelity between the
observed data and this hypothesized model was tested.
Comparison of above/below-control values in the subtoxic zone of the
dose-response. The threshold dose-response model predicts that responses
below the toxicological threshold should randomly vary on either side (i.e.,
above or below) of control group values (100% response). The hormetic model
predicts that there should be a nonrandom stimulatory response (i.e., responses
greater than 100%) below the toxic threshold. In order to test which model best
accounts for the observed data, above-control (> 100% response) to belowcontrol ( 100% response) ratios were detailed for all yeast strains in the
various BMD(10) classiﬁcations. The nonrandom distribution predicted by
the hormesis model would be reﬂected in a greater frequency of responses
above than below the control and in the magnitude of the deviation from the
control.
Comparisons were made to responses above 100, 105, 110, 115, and 120%
and then to below-the-appropriate-control group response using the formula:

100

Fraction of Control Growth

2. If the average response at the next smallest concentration is at least 90%,
then let this concentration be Cabove, and let the associated response be Rabove.
The BMD(10) is estimated by linear interpolation on the log concentration scale:

Rabove
90
Rbelow

80

70

1.2

3.7

BMD(10)
11=log(C above)
33=log(C below)

100

Concentration (log(uM))
FIG. 1. General scheme used for the derivation of the BMD(10) used in the
present paper.

Control
¼ Below Response Comparison
Above Response Level


100%
e:g:;
¼ 83:33% :
120%
This methodology is based on the observation that the 100% control value is
83.33 of 120%. This model indicates that a 20% increase in response over the
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100% value is equivalent to a 16.7% decrease from the control. Using this
approach, ratios of counts comparing the following levels were made >
100%/ 100%, > 105%/ 95.24%, > 110%/ 90.91%, > 115%/ 86.96%,
and > 120%/ 83.33%. This methodology was used to take into account the
possibility of an unrestricted stimulatory response while the maximum
inhibitory response was ﬁxed at zero.

RESULTS

Figure 2 describes the concentration-response relationships
of the 13 yeast strains to the 2189 chemical agents tested.
While there was little change on average from the control
response at the lowest concentration (1.2lM), indications of
average toxicity start to become evident at 3.7lM, progressing
in dose-dependent fashion over the next three concentrations
(11, 33, and 100lM). Table 2 shows the number of chemicals
with BMD(10) values within each of six BMD(10) classiﬁcation ranges for each of the 13 strains. The more toxic chemicals
are included in the low BMD(10) range (e.g., < 1.2lM), while
the chemicals with the lowest toxic potential comprise the
highest BMD(10) categories. The data indicate that the wild
type and SPY50780 yeast strains had the lowest number (139/
2189 and 143/2189) of concentration-responses with
BMD(10)s < 1.2lM, indicating that they were the least
susceptible strains, a perspective that is supported by plotting
of the overall data in Figure 2. In contrast, strains carrying

FIG. 2. Average concentration-response of 2189 chemicals on the 13 yeast
strains.
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rad50, rad50EPPþ, rad18, rad52, and sgs1 were the most
susceptible (Fig. 2, Table 2).
Table 3 is a summary of the below-BMD(10) mean
responses and SD for each of the 13 yeast strains. The numbers
of chemical-concentration relationships satisfying a priori
entry criteria using the BMD(10) methodology are shown in
Table 2. Of 28,457 concentration-responses to the 2189
chemicals, 16.7% (4763) gave no evidence of toxicity, having
BMD(10) values  100lM. Assessments were performed on
this subgroup of responses under the assumption that at higher
concentrations, a toxic response would have occurred. When
the BMD(10) is less than 3.7lM, there is no concentration that
can be assessed for biological activity below the BMD(10),
thereby not satisfying our entry criteria. There were 7558 such
responses (3798 with BMD(10) < 1.2lM and 3760 with 1.2 
BMD(10) < 3.7), accounting for 26.6% of the total responses.
Therefore, 73.4% of the total dose-responses were evaluated.
Similar ﬁndings were observed with the NOEL methodology
(data not shown).
BMD(10) Response Evaluation
We averaged responses at concentrations when the concentration was below the BMD(10) for each strain. This resulted in
averages of between 196 and 572 responses, with the mean and
SD (Table 3). The below-BMD(10) mean values (Table 3) are
generally consistent across each of the 13 yeast strains within
a speciﬁc BMD(10) classiﬁcation as well as across BMD(10)
classiﬁcations. However, the mean values are modestly lower
in the 3.7  BMD(10)  11lM group than in the other groups
(p < 0.001), which do not differ signiﬁcantly from each other.
These trends are consistent with median values as well.
Consequently, all 13 strains with each of the four BMD(10)
classiﬁcations had average responses signiﬁcantly greater than
the control (p < 0.001 for each of the four columns in Table 3).
These ﬁndings are consistent with a nonrandom distribution of
responses in the direction of the hormetic dose-response.
Findings with the NOEL methodology were similar (data not
shown) except that the responses were usually several percentage points higher per strain than for the BMD(10) methodology. Similarly, if a smaller BMD(2.5–7.5) cutoff point were
used instead of the BMD(10), the mean responses become
progressively higher as the BMD value decreases (Fig. 3 and
supplementary data, Table S1).
According to the threshold dose-response model, the distribution of responses below the estimated threshold (e.g.,
BMD(10)) should approach a 1:1 ratio for above- and belowcontrol values. This was assessed for each BMD(10) classiﬁcation group for responses > 100/ 100%, > 105/ 95.24%,
> 110/ 90.91%, > 115/ 86.96%, and > 120/ 83.33%.
Alternatively, one could use a different model and assume
the equivalency of a symmetrical response (e.g., > 120%/
80% rather than > 120%/ 83.3%), but this paper used the
prior and more conservative approach. This approach was
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TABLE 2
Number of Chemicals Tested Per Yeast Strain Classiﬁed on the Basis of BMD(10)

Yeast strains

BMD(10)
< 1.2

1.2  BMD(10)
< 3.7

3.7  BMD(10)
< 11

11  BMD(10)
< 33

33  BMD(10)
< 100

BMD(10)
 100

Totals

Wild type
SPY50780
CLN2oe
mgt1
mec2
mlh1
rad14
bub3
rad50EPPþ
sgs1
rad52
rad18
rad50
Totals

139
143
236
218
259
227
227
244
414
435
424
419
413
3798

249
253
246
256
269
265
285
274
367
291
334
321
350
3760

365
411
379
408
399
417
423
453
405
454
398
403
411
5326

443
536
456
551
462
572
550
488
330
498
452
464
464
6266

462
430
428
380
446
363
361
363
196
241
289
302
283
4544

531
416
444
376
354
345
343
367
477
270
292
280
268
4763

2189
2189
2189
2189
2189
2189
2189
2189
2189
2189
2189
2189
2189
28457

selected in order to make hormesis more difﬁcult to detect.
Table 4, A–D, indicates the distribution of responses below the
BMD(10) for the chemicals in the various BMD(10) ranges.
For example, the distribution of responses in the 33 
BMD(10) < 100lM classiﬁcation range (Table 4, C) for the
13 yeast strains is nonrandomly distributed in the direction of
a hormetic response regardless of the degree of variability in
the data. The ﬁndings are inconsistent with the threshold
model, which predicts a ratio closely approximating 1:1. A
comparison of the respective BMD(10) classiﬁcation groups
reveals that in the large variation comparisons (i.e., > 110%/

90.91%), the proportion of stimulatory responses exceeds those
on the ‘‘below’’ side by threefold to over 10-fold. The
comparisons are generally similar among the 11  BMD(10)
< 33lM, 33  BMD(10) < 100lM, and BMD(10)  100
classiﬁcations. While the 3.7  BMD(10) < 11lM classiﬁcation (Table 4, A) also shows an excess of above-control values,
the magnitude of the above/below differential is notably less.
The most likely explanation for the reduced response in the 3.7
 BMD(10) < 11lM classiﬁcation is that responses at the
1.2lM concentration in these experiments may have displayed
toxicity for some of the chemicals since 1.2lM is very close to

TABLE 3
Below-BMD(10) Mean Responses (%) by Yeast Strain and BMD(10) Groupinga
Mean
Yeast strains
Wild type
SPY50780
CLN2oe
mgt1
mec2
mlh1
rad14
bub3
rad50EPPþ
sgs1
rad52
rad18
rad50
Overall

SD

3.7  BMD(10) < 11
102.6
106.1
101.7
102.7
105.4
103.8
103.9
104.8
102.2
103.3
103.6
103.9
102.9
103.6

(12.7)
(13.6)
(10.3)
(13.1)
(16.8)
(15.2)
(12.9)
(13.0)
(10.5)
(11.0)
(12.6)
(12.5)
(12.7)
(13.0)

Mean

SD

11  BMD(10) < 33
107.2
108.3
103.7
106.6
107.3
107.2
107.4
106.0
105.3
106.7
106.8
106.2
105.5
106.6

(15.1)
(15.0)
(11.4)
(14.6)
(16.4)
(15.5)
(13.7)
(12.5)
(16.1)
(14.4)
(15.3)
(14.2)
(13.8)
(14.5)

Mean

SD

33  BMD(10) < 100
105.8
108.8
104.6
106.5
105.8
105.9
106.5
106.8
106.3
106.8
105.9
106.5
104.4
106.2

(12.9)
(14.7)
(10.8)
(13.9)
(14.4)
(14.7)
(13.3)
(12.2)
(14.4)
(14.9)
(13.6)
(14.2)
(14.9)
(13.7)

Mean

SD

BMD(10)  100
105.1
105.5
104.8
105.0
106.0
104.5
106.4
106.0
107.7
104.8
104.0
106.6
104.7
105.5

(11.1)
(11.8)
(10.2)
(11.2)
(14.7)
(11.0)
(12.5)
(10.6)
(15.4)
(11.4)
(10.8)
(12.2)
(11.4)
(12.1)

a
The number of concentration-responses for each mean value is given in Table 2. The average number of concentration-responses on which a single mean value
is based is 402 (196–572 range). The 3.7  BMD(10) < 11 column is based on responses at 1.2lM, the 11  BMD(10) < 33 column is based on responses at 1.2
and 3.7lM, the 33  BMD(10) < 100 column is based on responses at 1.2, 3.7, and 11lM, and the BMD(10)100 column is based on responses at 1.2, 3.7, 11,
and 33lM.
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FIG. 3. BMD cutoff point inﬂuence on mean yeast growth for 13 yeast
strains. (Data table for all yeast strains is found in supplementary data, Table S1).

the BMD(10) value. Figure 4 provides a simplifying summary
of the information in Table 4. The comparisons in Table 4 were
also used to compute weighted average estimates of overall
ratios of above-control responses to below-control responses.
For experiments in the 3.7  BMD(10) < 11lM classiﬁcation
range, above-control responses were seen 1.96 times as often as
below-control responses. For the 11  BMD(10) < 33lM, 33
 BMD(10) < 100lM, and BMD(10)  100lM classiﬁcations,
above-control responses were seen 4.64, 4.22, and 6.94 times
as often as below-control responses, respectively. A weighted
average calculated across all four BMD(10) classiﬁcations
revealed that the above-control responses predicted by the
hormesis model are 4.39 times as frequent as below-control
responses. A similar assessment was performed using the
BMD(2.5) (see supplementary data—Table S2A–D and Figure
S1) with ﬁndings consistent with the BMD(10) analysis but
even more supportive of the hormetic model.
Pattern Analysis
Patterns of response below the BMD(10) were compared for
six log-spaced ranges of BMD(10)’s. Figure 5 presents these
comparisons, based on observed responses that were not used
in the calculation of the BMD(10), along with the expected
counts under the fair coin threshold model. For instance, for

BMD(10)s in the range 3.7  BMD < 6.3, the responses at
3.7lM and 11lM were used to calculate the BMD(10)s, and
the ﬁgure summarizes the pattern of three responses for the
replicates at 1.2lM. For the 11  BMD < 33lM range, there
were ﬁve possible patterns for the four replicates at 1.2lM: 4H
0L, 3H 1L, 2H 2L, 1H 3L, and 0H 4L. Under the fair coin
threshold model, we would expect the fractions of responses
that ﬁt those patterns to be 1/16, 4/16, 6/16, 4/16, and 1/16,
respectively. Similar procedures were used with BMD(10)
values ranging from 33 to 100lM.
Strikingly, for each BMD(10) category, the observed
responses markedly skew toward patterns that have more
‘‘H’’ (> 100%) responses, and the skewness increases as the
BMD(10) increases and toxicity decreases (p < 0.0001).
Considering the all-H patterns (left most pattern in each panel),
the observed patterns are 1.3, 1.7, 5.3, 6.8, 20.7, and 25.1 times
more frequent than the expected counts as the BMD(10)
increases from the lowest range (3.7–6.3lM) up to the highest
(57–100lM), where 57lM is halfway between 33 and 100lM
on the log scale. Further, there is a strong general pattern with
the BMD(10) ranges with counts tending to decrease monotonically as the number of Ls in the pattern increases. An
assessment using the BMD(2.5) reveals similar ﬁndings to the
BMD(10) (Fig. 5) but even more supportive of the hormetic
model (supplementary data, Figure S2).
Figure 6 plots the fraction of H responses for each strain at the
lowest concentration (1.2lM) as a function of the log distance
below the BMD(10). As the distance of the 1.2lM concentration
below the BMD(10) increases, the frequency of having both
replicated responses at this ﬁrst concentration (1.2lM) being
greater than 100% increases to almost 60%, while only 25%
would have been expected by chance assuming a threshold
model. The ﬁgure shows that as the 1.2lM concentration
reaches a value of  1/4th of the BMD(10), the probability of
responses consistent with the hormesis model become far more
common than chance for all strains; for the more highly toxic
agents in the lowest BMD(10) category, the response at 1.2lM is
often below control values. A similar assessment was performed
using the BMD(2.5). It revealed similar ﬁndings to the
BMD(10) which were even more supportive of the hormetic
model (supplementary data, Figure S3).

DISCUSSION

The data indicate that responses to concentrations below the
toxicological threshold for each of the 13 yeast strains tested
with many hundreds of chemically diverse agents are nonrandomly distributed with respect to the control. A variety of
complementary methodological evaluations (Tables 3 and 4,
Figs. 4–6) support the same interpretation. These ﬁndings
indicate that the threshold dose-response model inadequately
accounts for biological activity below the threshold. However,
the results are consistent with predictions of the hormesis
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TABLE 4
Evaluation of Below–Concentration Threshold Responses Based on Threshold Dose-Response Model Predictions.
The Table Summarizes the Distribution of Responses Below the BMD(10) Level, Comparing the Frequencies of Levels Above
and Below the 100% Control Value. The Above and Below Cutoffs that We Consider Are Comparison 1, > 100%/£ 100%; Comparison 2,
> 105%/£ 95.2%; Comparison 3, > 110%/£ 90.9%; Comparison 4, > 115%/£ 87.0%; and Comparison 5, > 120%/£ 83.3%.
The Threshold Model Predicts a Ratio Closely Approximating 1:1 in Each of the Five Comparisons
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3
Comparison 4
Comparison 5
(> 100%/ 100%) (> 105%/ 95.2%) (> 110%/ 90.9%) (> 115%/ 87.0%) (> 120%/ 83.3%)
(A) 3.7  BMD(10) < 11lMa
Observed above/below–control group ratios
Number of responses above the designated percentile
Number of responses below the designated percentile

0.995/1
2656 (49.9%)
2670 (50.1%)

1.70/1
1282 (24.1%)
754 (14.2%)

3.08/1
850 (16.0%)
276 (5.2%)

4.78/1
627 (11.8%)
131 (2.5%)

6.13/1
472 (8.9%)
77 (1.4%)

(B) 11  BMD(10)  33lMb
Observed above/below–control group ratios
Number of responses above the designated percentile
Number of responses below the designated percentile

1.75/1
7930 (63.3%)
4602 (36.7%)

3.29/1
4072 (32.5%)
1239 (9.9%)

6.81/1
2866 (22.9%)
421 (3.3%)

11.67/1
2182 (17.4%)
187 (1.5%)

15.77/1
1687 (13.5%)
107 (0.8%)

(C) 33  BMD(10) < 100lMc
Observed above/below–control group ratio
Number of responses above the designated percentile
Number of responses below the designated percentile

2.03/1
9133 (67.0%)
4499 (33.0%)

3.78/1
4217 (30.9%)
1116 (8.2%)

6.58/1
2755 (20.2%)
419 (3.1%)

9.85/1
2099 (15.4%)
213 (1.6%)

11.01/1
1596 (11.7%)
145 (1.1%)

1.96/1

4.60/1

40.79/1

Ratio can not
be calculated

Ratio can not
be calculated

12618 (66.2%)
6434 (33.8%)

4961 (26.0%)
1078 (5.7%)

3141 (16.5%)
77 (0.4%)

2399 (12.6%)
0 (0.0%)

1849 (9.7%)
0 (0.0%)

(D) BMD(10)  100lMd
Observed above/below–control group ratio
Number of responses above the designated percentile
Number of responses below the designated percentile
a

Total of 5326 responses at 1.2lM.
Total of 12,532 responses; 6266 responses each at 1.2 and 3.7lM.
c
Total of 13,632 responses; 4544 responses each at 1.2, 3.7, and 11lM.
d
Total of 19,052 responses; 4763 responses each at 1.2, 3.7, 11, and 33lM.
b

dose-response model. The conclusions based on this large
database in yeast are similar to those made in earlier reports of
Calabrese and Baldwin (2001b, 2003) using toxicological data
representative of a broad range of biological models, endpoints,
and chemical agents. The evidence of hormesis in yeast, along
with the previous studies, is biologically signiﬁcant and has
potentially important implications for essentially all drug and
chemical hazard assessment studies and risk assessments
worldwide.
The similar overall response patterns below the toxic zone in
all 13 yeast strains for the large number of chemicals in this
extensively evaluated public database is a novel ﬁnding.
Previous publications (see Holbeck, 2004, for a review) with
this database have focused on the nature of the above-threshold
(rather than below-threshold) responses and their underlying
toxicological mechanisms since the goal of the NCI has been
principally oriented toward identifying possible antitumor
drugs rather than assessing the nature of the dose-response in
the low-dose zone.
The pattern analysis assessment indicated that the total
number of concentration-responses below the BMD(10) are
skewed strongly in the direction predicted by the hormesis model
(Fig. 5). These ﬁndings are consistent with the earlier reports of

Calabrese and Baldwin (2001b, 2003) indicating a similar
relationship for data derived from the toxicological literature.
The quantitative nature of the dose-response in the hormetic
zone in the present study is also consistent with ﬁndings
reported for hormesis with other biological models, endpoints,
and chemical agents. That is, the hormesis response is usually
modest, with the maximum response typically being only 30–
60% greater than the controls (Calabrese and Blain, 2005). For
example, the data for the wild-type yeast strain in the 11 
BMD(10) < 33lM and 33  BMD(10) < 100lM classiﬁcations indicate that the proportion of responses exceeding 120%
was 26.3 and 16.5%, respectively. In the case of strain
SP47080, the respective proportion of responses >120% were
26.2 and 23.7%, respectively.
The present ﬁndings illustrate the importance of study design
in the assessment of hormesis. A comparison of the lowest
concentration (1.2lM) to the BMD(10) revealed that the
chance of a stimulatory response becomes greater as the
difference between 1.2lM and the BMD(10) increases. Approximately 60% of the time, both replicate responses at 1.2lM
exceeded control values for BMD(10) values between 50 and
100lM, compared to only 16% for BMD(10) values between
1.2 and 3.7lM. These ﬁndings are consistent with the
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FIG. 4. Distribution of responses below the BMD(10). Shaded panels represent above-control responses, and clear panels are below-control responses.

observations of Calabrese and Baldwin (2001b) that there is an
optimal range of hormetic responses starting at about 1/3–1/4
of the estimated toxic threshold. It is likely that the low
response at the concentration below the BMD(10) in the 3.7 
BMD(10) < 11lM classiﬁcation (Table 3) was due to there
being a substantial proportion of such responses within the
toxicity zone. The likelihood of a hormetic response increases
as the distance from the BMD(10) increases, at least up to the
limits presented in the present database. Since the semilog
concentration spacing covered only a 100-fold concentration
range, usually including toxicity at the high concentrations, it
was not possible to explore the concentration-response range at

which a return to control values would be expected. This would
have required several concentrations lower than 1.2lM. Based
on the hormesis database (Calabrese and Blain, 2005), about
80% of the hormetic responses are within 100-fold of the dose
of the toxic threshold. Regardless of the genetic differences
among the 13 yeast strains, the overall response to the 2189
chemicals was similar. These ﬁndings suggest that the hormetic
response is a general one, unrelated to a speciﬁc cell cycle
regulatory mechanism or DNA repair pathway. Similar quantitative features of the hormetic dose-response occur in models
representing broad phylogenetic diversity and various cancer
and noncancer-related endpoints (Calabrese and Baldwin,
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FIG. 5. Pattern analysis of below-BMD(10) responses: a test of threshold and hormetic dose-response model predictions. The levels 3.7, 6.3, 11, 19, 33, 57.5,
and 100lM are approximately evenly spaced on the log scale. For example, take the panel labeled 11  BMD(10) < 19. There are responses at two concentrations
below the BMD(10) (1.2 and 3.7uM) and two replications at each concentration. An experiment falls into the 3H 1L pattern if three replication responses were
greater than 100%, and one was less than or equal to 100%. The dark bar is the observed count in that pattern, and the lighter bar is the expected count assuming
a threshold model holds where H and L each occur with a probability of 1/2 at each replication below the BMD(10).
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FIG. 6. Frequency of a hormetic response at 1.2lM in relation to the distance from the BMD(10).

2001b, 2003). The ﬁndings with yeast are consistent with those
seen with NCI cancer drug screening data for 70 human tumor
cell lines and up to 55,000 chemicals, involving over 3.3
million dose-responses (Calabrese, Staudenmayer, and Stanek,
in preparation) (http://dtp.nci.nih.gov). Our present ﬁndings are
drawn from the U.S. NCI database for screening of potential
antitumor agents, and the consistently observed stimulation of
proliferation in the below-threshold zone may have signiﬁcant
implications for the design of new antitumor drugs, drug
testing, and the management of patients in clinical settings
(Calabrese et al., 2006).
The current ﬁndings are particularly important because they
demonstrate the inadequacy of the traditional threshold doseresponse model in predicting below-threshold responses. They
also indicate that the hormetic model is consistent with these

subtoxic responses. The ﬁndings suggest that the hormetic
responses are more fundamental than threshold responses and
support recent arguments that the hormesis model should be
considered as the default dose-response model for scientiﬁc
interpretation of toxicological responses (Calabrese, 2004).
Several features of the study design and/or methodological
evaluation (e.g., peripheral placement of controls on the 96well plate, use of a nonsymmetrical model to assess above/
below 100% responses, use of the BMD(10) instead of the
NOEL or BMD’s with lower cutoff points [2.5, 5.0, and 7.5])
favored conservative estimates and may have caused an
underestimation of the frequency of hormesis. Thus, the
inadequacies of the threshold model are probably greater than
presented, while the predictive capacity of the hormesis model
in the below-threshold zone exceeds that reported. The ﬁndings
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argue for a paradigm shift in our understanding of the doseresponse relationship, the central pillar of pharmacology and
toxicology.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary data are available online at http://toxsci.
oxfordjournals.org/.
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